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Almost as soon as there was a World

Wide Web, people worried about the
“digital divide.” In the summer of 1995,
the new National Telecommunications
and Information Administration published a report, “Falling through the Net:
A Survey of the ‘Have Nots’ in Rural and
Urban America.” NTIA administrator
Larry Irving and a White House aide
named Albert Hammond began using
the phrase to refer to inequality of access
to information services. Vice President
Al Gore spoke of it in his speeches.
More than 20 years later, it’s easy to
think that the digital divide has nearly
closed, like a healing wound. In the
United States, 88 percent of the population has Internet access of some sort;

globally, the figure is around 40 percent.
According to various estimates, there will
be more than six billion smartphones in
the world by 2020, used by around 70
percent of the global population.
But even in the United States, as
David Talbot writes in “The Hole in the
Digital Economy” (see page 88), the
poorest people, who might benefit most
from Internet access, are often the least
likely to have it.
Talbot writes, “Most homes in the
United States have Internet service, but
they don’t in the poor parts of Cleveland … A survey in 2012 showed that
58 percent of the area’s households
with incomes under $20,000 had neither home broadband nor mobile Internet access, often because of the cost …
Until recently, one such household was
a ground-floor two-bedroom apartment in a public housing project called
Outhwaite Homes, where a circumspect
13-year-old girl named Ma’Niyah Larry
lives with her mother, Marcella.”
Under a special-education plan
to improve her mathematical skills,
Ma’Niyah is supposed to solve problems and watch videos offered online
by Khan Academy. But Marcella can’t
afford Time Warner’s broadband fee of
$50 a month, and although the family
owns a smartphone, it’s hard to solve
problems on the tiny screen, and a few
hours of math videos would exhaust
their phone’s data plan. The local library
has high-speed Internet, but “it’s so bad
down here that it’s not really safe to
walk outside,” Marcella says.
Digital evangelists once made
strong claims for the economic and
social benefits that would flow from
closing the divide. Few experts are
as confident today, but no one would
dispute the assessment of the White
House Council of Economic Advisers:
“The digital divide is likely both a cause
and a consequence of other demo-

graphic disparities.” Without digital
access, a long list of modern activities,
including online education, are impossible. The digital divide separates and
traps the poor.
Cleveland’s public housing agency
has given Ma’Niyah a tablet and a wireless hotspot in a trial to help close the
“homework gap,” but such pilot projects
aren’t a solution for thousands of families. Happily, a nonprofit named DigitalC
plans to extend a fiber-optic network
that connects Cleveland’s hospitals (built
with a 2009 federal stimulus grant) to
the city’s housing projects, using a millimeter-wave transmission system from
a company called Siklu. The plan would
bring gigabyte-per-second connections
to the city’s public housing, and in combination with an FCC subsidy, it would
make broadband practical for most tenants in the projects.
That’s good. But what about the millions in America’s inner cities and rural
communities who can’t count on a project like Cleveland’s DigitalC? The most
plausible solution is to stimulate competition among broadband providers.
Sometimes competition will be made
possible by government investments in
infrastructure: local, state, or federal
monies would subsidize the building of
fiber-optic networks. Sometimes governments can remove red tape to encourage investment: then any company, not
just those that own physical conduits like
utility poles, can easily add new fiber.
Competition to reduce costs and increase
speeds has narrowed the digital divide
in a number of American cities, including Huntsville, Alabama, and Kansas
City. Of course, the approach has any
number of problems, especially in the
countryside. But if we don’t try, too many
children like Ma’Niyah Larry will find it
harder to learn.
Tell me what you think: write to me
at jason.pontin@technologyreview.com.
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Letters and Comments
MIT Technology Review
Volume 119, Number 6
Government industrial policy, which
David Rotman considered in “Capitalism Behaving Badly” (November/December 2016), follows a similar logic: it also
would like to have more successes than
failures. We accept that some ventures
fail in the private sector, and that clean-

If such noneconomic objectives are
achieved, we can reckon such industrial
policy a success. Their accounting may
not be as crisp as that of P&L or IPO, but
it is real nevertheless. And that may be
the case in our government’s battery and
solar-cell ventures.

We accept that some ventures fail in the private sector, and that
cleaning up is the responsibility of the capitalist. We are less
ready to excuse failure of government-sponsored projects, and
more likely to call for punishment of those responsible.

You Can’t Avoid Failure Unless
You Do Nothing
When J. P. Morgan funds Thomas
E dison’s work, or California VCs put
money into a new venture, their motive
is economic—to make a lot more money
in the future than the original investment. That leads them to deep analysis
of the economics of a proposed venture,
and they fund only a carefully screened
portion of all proposals.
Even so, some of them fail. The technology may not succeed. The R&D and
execution costs may be much greater
than estimated. The market may not
exist as anticipated, or be much smaller,
or be contested by direct competitors.
The capitalists write off their investment
and look for the next opportunity. Capitalists pick their investments carefully,
and measure themselves by succeeding
more often than they fail.

ing up is the responsibility of the capitalist. We are less ready to excuse failure
of government-sponsored projects, and
more likely to call for punishment of
those responsible. Look at the development of the F35 VTOL fighter-bomber
as a case in point.
A more fundamental problem is that
the government sponsor’s objective may
not be economic at all, or only partially
so. The objective may be the advancement of scientific knowledge, in the
faith that history has demonstrated this
is good for the nation. Or it may be military—the invention of solid-state electronic components and circuits needed
for a ballistic missile system that does
not yet exist. It may be a blend of ecological objectives and concern about limits on resources—development of liquid
fuel from shale oil, or more fuel-efficient
aircraft and autos. Or it may be social—
accounting for externalities such as carbon emissions or creating employment at
a living wage in ventures that at least also
have some kind of economic usefulness
(like the Tennessee Valley Authority).

Industrial policy has its uses. Picking
nothing but winners is impossible. Prudence, good management, and good luck
will minimize the failures. But unless you
do nothing, get used to the fact that there
will be some.
Robert Garvin worked for General Electric
for 42 years and is the author of Starting
Something Big: The Commercial Emergence of GE Aircraft Engines. He lives in
Sarasota, Florida.

Correction
The number of electric cars on
the road is around one million,
not 100 million, as we incorrectly
said in “Elon Musk’s House of
Gigacards” in November/December. The story also should have
said 37 percent of U.S. homes
are occupied by renters; it erroneously said 63 percent of U.S.
homes are owned by a landlord
or condo association.
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MANUFACTURING

It’s the Jobs, Stupid
Automation limits any president’s ability to
significantly boost factory employment.
Pundits will debate the wellsprings of

Donald Trump’s election triumph for
years. Many journalists are stressing racial
resentments and xenophobia, and while
such explanations can’t be dismissed,
there’s another issue that should be high
on the list: the decades-long decline of
U.S. manufacturing employment and the
highly automated nature of the sector’s
recent revitalization.
The collapse of labor-intensive commodity manufacturing in recent decades
and the expansion in this decade of superproductive advanced manufacturing have
left millions of working-class people feeling abandoned, irrelevant, and angry.
That rage helped get Trump elected. But
the automated nature of advanced manufacturing means the president-elect won’t
be able to make America great again by
bringing back production jobs.
The trends show a massive 30-year
decline of employment beginning in 1980
that led to the liquidation of more than
a third of U.S. jobs in manufacturing.
Employment in the sector plunged from
18.9 million jobs to 12.2 million.
Much of the dislocation was concentrated in Midwestern and other Rust Belt
states. This visited widespread havoc on
blue-collar workers in manufacturingoriented areas. Since 2000 alone, millions of workers have lost manufacturing
jobs paying $25 per hour plus health and
retirement benefits. Often the only alternatives were service-sector jobs without
benefits paying $12 an hour.
As a consequence, there’s been a
sharp increase in political polarization in
affected congressional districts—as demonstrated recently by MIT economist

David Autor and his coauthors in a study
of locations exposed to low-cost Chinese
imports. There’s a direct line between the
loss of manufacturing jobs in those areas
and Trump’s election in November.
Manufacturing employment has in
fact ticked up since 2010, reflecting the
post-crisis auto boom and the relative
strength of the nation’s advanced manufacturing industries. But that hasn’t mollified angry displaced workers. While it’s
encouraging for American competitiveness and some local clusters, the new
growth has been too little, too late.
Trump has promised to bring back
millions of jobs by renegotiating NAFTA,
rejecting the Trans-Pacific Partnership,
and slapping China with tariffs. But U.S.
manufacturing has been succeeding by

many measures in recent years, making
Trump’s promises seem like false dreams.
In fact, the total inflation-adjusted
output of the U.S. manufacturing sector
is higher than ever. That’s true even as
the sector’s employment is growing only
slowly, and remains near the lowest it’s
ever been. These diverging lines—a result
of improved productivity—highlight a
huge problem with Trump’s claims. America is already producing a lot. And in any
event, the return of more manufacturing
won’t bring back many jobs, because the
labor is increasingly being done by robots.
Boston Consulting Group reports that
it costs barely $8 an hour to use a robot
for spot welding in the auto industry. A
human doing the same job costs $25 an
hour—and the gap is only going to widen.
The “job intensity” of America’s manufacturing industries is only going to decline.
In 1980 it took 25 jobs to generate $1
million in manufacturing output in the
U.S. Today it takes five jobs. The hyperefficient shop floors of modern manufacturing won’t give Trump much room to
deliver on his promises.
So what’s a more viable response to
the plight of displaced workers? One
response must be a forward-looking
vision of what manufacturing has become
(high tech, automated) to enhance American competitiveness. This means investing in manufacturing innovation to keep
U.S. factories in the lead; ensuring that
workers get industry-relevant training
that equips them for today’s digital factories; and supporting the nation’s regional
clusters of advanced industry, whether in
Grand Rapids or Pittsburgh.
Yet no one should be under the illusion that millions of manufacturing jobs
are coming back to America. Those who
would help displaced workers need to
think much more urgently about how to
provide for what policymakers euphemistically call “adjustment” for the victims of
economic shocks like deindustrialization.

ANDY FRIEDMAN

Four writers take on Trump and technology
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Workers’ frustrations with the massive changes in the manufacturing sector played a large role in determining the
election results. Now it’s going to take
an unprecedented spirit of realism—
about technology, about trade, about the
inevitability of change—to address those
frustrations.
Mark Muro is a senior fellow and the
director of policy at the Metropolitan Policy
Program at the Brookings Institution.

COMMUNICATIONS

Digitally Unequal
Poor areas have lousy Internet. Here’s what
Trump can do to help them.
The economic and democratic activities

of American life now rely on advanced
communications services—and there’s a
huge gap between those who get access
to these services and those who don’t. It
springs from a lack of infrastructure investment in some parts of the country (see “The
Hole in the Digital Economy,” page 88).
And where are these places? It just
so happens that the areas with the least
investment in communications infrastructure, like fiber-optic cabling, are
the same rural precincts that broke so
strongly for Donald Trump in November.
Rural areas are typically served only
by phone company infrastructure—aging
copper networks. That means they’ve
never benefited from competitive cable
networks that could provide faster and
cheaper access to the Internet. Some rural
networks date back a century and are
being shut down or neglected as phone
companies find that their dollars can be
spent more profitably elsewhere. Given
the massive up-front investment that’s
necessary, there’s simply not enough revenue potential in rural areas to justify the
capital cost of upgrading networks.

President-elect Trump knows a thing
or two about using tax, subsidy, and partnership strategies to get projects financed
and built. Here are three ways he could
use that knowledge to shrink the digital
divide.
First, if Trump proposes a major infrastructure financing bill, as anticipated, he
should include broadband infrastructure.
Broadband deployment creates immediate construction jobs and also offers
long-term economic benefits. High-speed
Internet is the electricity of the 21st century—you don’t get economic growth
without it.
Second, he should expand the New
Market Tax Credits program, which lets
community development agencies in poor
areas sell tax credits to private entities to
help finance economic development projects (like new broadband infrastructure).
This is a bipartisan program that generates more revenue than it costs. It gets
investment into areas that would otherwise struggle to attract private capital.
Third, he should allow public-private
entities to use tax-free municipal bonds
to build communications infrastructure.
Typically, such bonds can’t be used for
projects where a private entity will use
whatever infrastructure ends up being
built, and that rule is stifling development. Pikeville, Kentucky, is trying to
finance the construction of a fiber-optic
network that it would subsequently lease
to private entities that could then offer

communications infrastructure necessary
for economic growth in the rural areas
that supported him so strongly.
Joanne Hovis is the CEO of the Coalition
for Local Internet Choice and the president
of CTC Technology & Energy.

ENVIRONMENT

Climate Control
Why a man who has called global warming a
hoax might not harm the planet as many fear.
The Trump administration could be harm-

ful to the planet. But it won’t be fatal.
The harm will come from bombast
and the inability of the United States
to be a reliable partner and leader in
international diplomacy. The Trump
presidency will probably see the United
States roll back payments to the climate
regime—a treaty organized under the
United Nations. The sums are relatively
small (less than $3 billion initially) but
politically essential to demonstrating
that the United States is committed to
the process.
Trump will also inflict harm by failing
to provide leadership. The Paris agreement was successful in part because it
papered over disagreements and pushed
important tasks into the future. It works
because it’s a “pledge and review” system—it gives countries flexibility to set

The areas with the worst communications infrastructure
broke strongly for Trump in November.
services on the network (since the city
doesn’t want to be in the broadband business). Under the current rules, this kind of
project can’t be built with tax-free municipal bonds. Trump could change that.
The president-elect has long been a
builder of hotels, golf courses, and casinos. It’s time he invested in the critical

their own commitments but then reviews
those efforts periodically to see what’s
working. The approach is highly suited
to a problem like this—where many countries want to act but nobody is quite sure
what’s best—but it only works if there are
serious reviews. It’s unlikely that a Trump
administration will foster good review
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mechanisms (see “Will the Climate Treaty
Get the Money It Needs?” on page 26).
I’m not sure any other country will fill
these gaps. The European Union might
play a bigger role, but the EU’s capacity
to lead is hobbled by its own troubles—
economic stagnation, divisions over
immigration, Brexit. Norway will play
a leadership role, as it always does, but
country-wide reviews of economic policies don’t let small countries effectively
guide big countries (and big emitters).
China may emerge as the de facto leader,
partly because the pledge and review system suits its interests of wanting to show
action without becoming encumbered by
inconvenient international commitments.
But before declaring that the climate is
doomed, keep three things in mind.
First, nobody really knows Trump’s
views on climate change—perhaps not
even Trump himself. Much has been made
of his 2012 claim that the phenomenon is
a “hoax” invented by the Chinese to steal
American jobs, but that was a tweet—
hardly the stuff of reasoned policy analysis.
Second, climate diplomacy under
Trump could be a lot like that of the
George W. Bush administration. One of
Bush’s first foreign policy actions was to
abandon the Kyoto Protocol—a decision
led by Vice President Dick Cheney, who
was openly hostile to climate science. But
quietly, the Bush team sought to build a
climate policy based on coöperation in
smaller groups rather than U.N. forums.
It focused on innovation and deployment
of new technologies. That approach was
the right one, if not fully executed—and the
Trump administration will find many allies
ready to coöperate in small group settings.
Third, the effect that the U.S. has on
the climate depends not just on leadership abroad but on policies at home.
Here, Trump’s impact will be a lot smaller
than feared. Established policies like the
Clean Power Plan will be hard for Trump
to reverse unilaterally. Much of what the

United States is actually doing on climate change is rooted in state policies
and federal incentives—such as subsidies
for renewable power—that are extremely
popular and unlikely to change much.
Nobody who closely studies U.S. energy
markets thinks that Trump’s bold claims
of rebuilding the coal industry are serious.
At least for the next four years, the
trajectory of U.S. emissions is unlikely
to wiggle much no matter who sits in the
White House. Trump isn’t great news for
the climate, but his administration may
not be as toxic as people think.
David G. Victor is a professor at the
University of California, San Diego, and
co-chair of the Brookings Institution’s
Initiative on Climate and Energy.

SOCIAL MEDIA

A Smarter Web
In the age of Trump, we need more text and
links, fewer images and memes.
Social media aided Donald Trump’s elec-

tion in ways that have nothing to do with
fake news on Facebook.
In November 2014, I was freed after
six years of incarceration in Tehran, a punishment I received for my online activism
in Iran. Before I went to prison, I blogged
frequently on what I now call the open
Web: it was decentralized, text-centered,
and abundant with hyperlinks to source
material. It nurtured varying opinions.
Upon my release I found that the Web
had changed radically. Facebook and
Twitter had replaced blogging and had
made the Internet like TV: centralized
and image-centered, with content embedded in pictures, and without links.
Even more so than television, the Internet amplifies our existing beliefs. It makes
us feel more than think, and it comforts
more than it challenges. The result is a

deeply fragmented society, radicalized by
a lack of challenge from the outside.
In his illuminating 1985 book, Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse
in the Age of Show Business, Neil P
 ostman,
a media critic at New York University,
suggested that television turns news into
disinformation. “Disinformation does
not mean false information. It means
misleading information—misplaced,
irrelevant, fragmented or superficial
information—information that creates
the illusion of knowing something but
which in fact leads one away from knowing ... Ignorance is always correctable. But
what shall we do if we take ignorance to
be knowledge?”
Today’s Internet shares many of TV’s
ills and creates new ones. Social media
uses algorithms to encourage comfort and
complaisance, since its entire business
model is built upon maximizing the time
users spend inside it. Who wants to hang
around in a place where everyone’s mean
and disapproving?
Trump’s rise can’t be reduced just to
social media. Without income inequality,
a shrinking middle class, and globalization, there would be no Trump or Brexit.
But we need to stop thinking that any
evolution of technology is natural and
therefore good. In social media’s case,
going backward would be a good thing:
we need more text than videos in order to
remain rational animals. We should write
and read more, link more often, and spend
less time on Facebook and Instagram.
We should actively expose ourselves to
opposing views. We should follow people
and pages that are not suggested to us. We
should confuse the algorithms by liking
what we dislike.
The idea of democracy founded on
informed participation depends on it.
Hossein Derakshan is an IranianCanadian author, media analyst, and
performance artist who lives in Tehran.
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On Patrol with
America’s Top
Bioterror Cop
Will garage gene editing unleash
a biological plague? Special Agent
Ed You is ready if it does.

MAT T CHASE

Seen something strange growing in a

petri dish in a friend’s basement? Know
an angry graduate student working odd
hours in a pathogen lab? You might want
to call Edward You.
As a supervisory special agent in the
weapons of mass destruction directorate
at the FBI’s headquarters in Washington,
D.C., You is effectively America’s top biology cop. His job: track fast-moving developments in labs and make sure they don’t
lead to a bio-attack. It’s a tough assignment. Methods of engineering microörganisms’ DNA are readily available and
getting more powerful. What’s more, a
new “do it yourself ” movement is starting
to shift genetic engineering out of large
institutions and into DIY labs or people’s
homes, where it’s harder to keep tabs on.
People who know him say You, who
joined the FBI in 2005, has stretched
the boundaries of his role at the agency,
influenced policy makers to look at blind
spots, and carried out a friendly, out-inthe-open campaign to infiltrate communities of “indie” biologists by getting to
know them. You refers to his network of
sources as a “web of detection” that allows
him to learn what scientists are worried
about. So far, he says, he hasn’t been in
any car chases. It is really more the biology equivalent of “911 calls about people
driving recklessly,” he says.
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You’s approach is well tailored to the
problem of biological threats. The challenge is that the same germs, techniques,
and skills needed to study disease can also
be used as weapons. In February, the U.S.
declared gene editing with a technology
called CRISPR, a new way of easily modifying DNA, to be a potential weapon of
mass destruction. At the same time, home
kits to modify the genes of bacteria using
CRISPR are on sale online for $140.
That has created the theoretical possibility an evildoer could develop a deadly
designer germ, or re-create an old one like
smallpox. In practice, such engineering is
not simple to do, but it may be in the near
future. “Barriers to entry are lower for
doing something malicious, and that jeopardizes all of us,” says Nevin Summers,
executive director of MIT’s Synthetic Biology Center.
The FBI is a law enforcement and
domestic intelligence agency. That means
You is on the lookout more for homegrown biological Unabombers than for
foreign agents. Bio-crime also remains
very rare—though when it does happen,
someone with scientific training is often
to blame. In 1996, a laboratory technician at St. Paul Medical Center, Diane
T hompson, told colleagues she’d left
blueberry muffins and doughnuts in the
kitchen. But she’d laced them with the
bacteria Shigella, sending nine people to
the hospital. The deadly 2001 anthrax
attack through the U.S. postal system, the
FBI concluded, was carried out by a mentally disturbed military scientist.
You says part of his role is to help scientists learn how to spot such “insider”
threats. Attacks are often preceded by
a suspect acting out in inappropriate
e-mails or outbursts, working strange
hours, or using too many supplies. Yet
most academic biologists, working on curing cancer or devising new tests, are oblivious to the warning signs. “Preventing the

misuse of technology is a shared responsibility,” says You. “Now more than ever
we need to have an army of white hats to
be on the lookout for black-hat activity.”
You was in action last fall during
S ynBioBeta, a two-day conference in
San Francisco that draws a mix of large
companies like DuPont, startups making
lab-grown meat, and bio-hobbyists. He
worked the room with handshakes and
air kisses while his partner from the local
FBI field office, a tattooed agent with a
nose ring, handed out her card. “If there is
anything you want to tell us, we can send
it up to the mother ship in Washington,”
she told one entrepreneur.
You made himself known to the crowd
while they milled around the coffee and
cookies and ogled lab equipment on dis-

play. I asked if he came to such events
armed. “We’re all special agents,” he
answered ambiguously.
You earned a master’s degree in molecular biology and later took a job at Amgen.
Since joining the FBI he has also helped
teach the government “to be less dumb”
about biology, says Ken Oye, a political
scientist at MIT. In 2004, the FBI showed
just how poorly prepared it was when it
detained a Buffalo bio-artist, Steve Kurtz,
later charged under the Patriot Act, after
finding bacterial cultures in his home. It
was touted as a big blow against bioterrorism, but a judge eventually threw the
case out as meritless. By 2009, the bureau
had changed course. It began sponsor-

ing the International Genetically Engineered Machine Competition, an annual
fair where 3,000 student teams engineer
microbes. And it courted DIY biologists,
members of a counterculture movement
whose projects include efforts to manufacture open-source insulin, dairy-free
cheese, and other cheeky affronts to commercial biotechnology. Rather than persecute the group, which attracts its share
of fringe characters, under You’s direction the FBI has lent it credibility and
sometimes financial support. Sebastian
Cocioba, who operates a laboratory in
a spare bedroom where he lives in New
York, says he has a “go-to contact” in the
FBI’s regional field office.
Megan Palmer, a biosecurity scholar at
Stanford University, says she refers people to You about twice a month. Those
people have included a biotech company
manager alarmed by a customer’s questions and a person from the DIY community reporting an experiment that
sounded troubling. You is often the first
to hear about scientists’ darkest worries.
Lately some of these have been connected
to CRISPR, which can be used to create
DNA-slashing viruses or self-spreading
gene alterations in insects. Another security risk that You has been looking into is
connected to large DNA and biological
databases.
One thing the FBI hasn’t done is
describe the results of its work. How many
bio-threats are out there? How many get
investigated? And how many originate
inside government germ labs, which
have a record of mishaps? You wouldn’t
describe any of his investigations, but he
admits he is pursuing bio-threats that
might never materialize. “A threat implies
intent, and we haven’t seen that yet,” he
says. “But as things become more widely
available, more widely distributed, the
bar gets lower, and the possibility of an
incident gets higher.” —Antonio Regalado

MAT T CHASE
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Ingesting a heap of drug data allows a machine-learning system
to suggest alternatives humans hadn’t tried yet.

What do you get if you cross aspirin with

ibuprofen? Harvard chemistry professor
Alán Aspuru-Guzik isn’t sure, but he has
trained software that could give him an
answer by suggesting a molecular structure that combines properties of both
drugs. The AI program could help the
search for new drug compounds. Pharmaceutical research tends to rely on software that exhaustively crawls through
giant pools of candidate molecules using
rules written by chemists, and on simulations that try to identify or predict useful
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structures. The former approach requires
humans to think of everything, while the
latter is limited by the accuracy of simulations and the computing power required.
Aspuru-Guzik’s system can dream
up structures more independently of
humans and without lengthy simulations.
It leverages its own experience, built up
by training machine-learning algorithms
with data on hundreds of thousands of
drug-like molecules. “It explores more
intuitively, using chemical knowledge
it learned, like a chemist would,” says

Aspuru-Guzik. “Humans could be better chemists with this kind of software as
their assistant.” Aspuru-Guzik was named
to MIT Technology Review’s list of young
innovators in 2010.
The new system was built using a
machine-learning technique called deep
learning, which has become pervasive in
computing companies but is less established in the natural sciences. It uses a
design known as a generative model,
which takes in a trove of data and uses
what it learned to generate plausible new
data of its own. Last fall, Aspuru-Guzik
and colleagues at Harvard, the University
of Toronto, and the University of Cambridge published results after creating
a generative model trained on 250,000
drug-like molecules. The system could
generate plausible new structures by combining properties of existing drug compounds, and it could comply when asked
to suggest molecules that strongly displayed certain properties.
The researchers have also experimented with training their system on
a database of organic LED molecules,
which are important for displays. But
making the technique into a practical
tool will require improving its chemistry
skills, because the structures it suggests
are sometimes nonsensical. Aspuru-Guzik
hopes that giving his system more data
will improve its power. —Tom Simonite

Heads-up displays for directions and notifications are trickling
into luxury cars, but the $799 Navdy was born to be an aftermarket option. Its thin black base can be affixed to dashboards
above the steering wheel, where it holds up a small transparent display. The screen floats, seemingly suspended against the
bottom segment of the car’s windshield. Enter a destination in
Navdy’s iPhone app, and directions appear on the display in what
looks like a stripped-down version of Google Maps. The dream
for heads-up displays is to place directions directly on the road in
front of the driver. Navdy isn’t there yet. Instead, it’s meant to be
an alternative to glancing down at a phone. —Signe Brewster

ROMAN MURADOV; COURTESY OF NAVDY

AI That Dreams Up Drugs
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The Blind Community Has High
Hopes for Self-Driving Cars
Advocates for the visually impaired are talking to companies and legislators
about developing vehicles they will be able to drive independently.
During a few days last August, the parking

role in shaping the vehicles and software
being developed. They want companies
to make their autonomous vehicles disability friendly rather than producing special cars for the visually impaired, which
would probably be extremely expensive.
Dave Power, Perkins’s president and
CEO, knows the blind community can’t
assume that autonomous-vehicle makers will take their needs into account, so
he invited technology companies to campus to make presentations and gather
feedback. “We want to help these vendors build accessibility into their designs
and think about people who are blind up
front,” says Power. Optimus Ride was the
first company to respond to his invitation.
During its visits, the startup test-drove
its vehicle on Perkins’s 38-acre property.
It also held a brainstorming session to
learn how driverless cars can best serve
blind people and whether they could
be deployed as shuttles on large cam-

ANDREA CHRONOPOULOS

lot at Perkins School for the Blind, in
Watertown, Massachusetts, morphed into
a test zone where a golf-cart-like vehicle
transported students and staff members,
guided by a laptop. It was a prototype
from Optimus Ride, a startup in nearby
Cambridge that is developing self-driving
technologies for electric vehicles.
Though the trip was short and followed a programmed course, it generated
excitement at Perkins, the country’s oldest school for the blind, which serves 200
blind, visually impaired, and deaf-blind
students on its campus and hundreds
more through programs in local schools.
Advocates for the blind—at Perkins and
beyond—say driverless cars could revolutionize their lives, provided the vehicles are designed to be accessible. As the
promise of a truly autonomous car draws
closer, organizations representing people
who are blind are taking a more active

puses. Perkins employees say they gave
the startup numerous suggestions, such
as making sure to provide adequate floor
space for service dogs. They also emphasized the need for a nonvisual interface
that passengers could use to communicate
with the car. For example, a touch-screencontrolled vehicle could accommodate
blind users by integrating voice technology or haptic feedback. The setup could
mimic the gesture-based screen readers
that people with impaired vision use to
navigate their smartphones and apps.
Beyond vehicle and software design,
the blind community wants to influence
regulations governing driverless cars. The
American Council of the Blind (ACB), an
advocacy group, has been tracking state
laws to ensure that they don’t prohibit
blind people from using autonomous
vehicles. When early-adopter states, such
as Nevada, were considering legislation on
self-driving cars, blind advocacy groups
asked lawmakers to keep the wording
less specific, according to ACB president
Kim Charlson. “We don’t think being
blind should be a reason why we can’t
take advantage of these cars,” she adds.
“On the contrary, we think it’s a reason
we should use them.” —Elizabeth Woyke
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Algorithms usually need thousands of examples to learn something.
Researchers at Google DeepMind found a way around that.
Most of us can recognize an object after

seeing it once or twice. But the algorithms
that power computer vision and voice recognition need thousands of examples to
understand a new image or word.
Researchers at Google DeepMind now
have a way around this. They made a few
clever tweaks to a deep-learning algorithm that allows a system to recognize
objects in images and other things from
a single example—something known as
“one-shot learning.” The team demonstrated the trick on a large database of
tagged images, as well as on handwriting
and language.
The best algorithms can recognize
things reliably, but their need for data
makes building them time-consuming
and expensive. An algorithm trained to
spot cars on the road, for instance, needs
to ingest many thousands of examples to
work reliably in a driverless car. Gathering so much data is often impractical—a
robot that needs to navigate an unfamiliar
home, for instance, can’t spend countless
hours wandering around learning.
Oriol Vinyals, a research scientist at
Google DeepMind, a U.K.-based subsid-
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iary of Alphabet that’s focused on artificial
intelligence, added a memory component
to a deep-learning system—a type of large
neural network. Such systems need to see
lots of images to fine-tune the connections between their virtual neurons. The
team demonstrated the capabilities of the
system on a database of labeled photographs called ImageNet. The software still

The algorithm can recognize
an image of a dog after
seeing one just once.
needs to analyze several hundred categories of images, but after that it can learn to
recognize new objects from just one picture. It effectively learns to recognize the
characteristics in images that make them
unique. The algorithm was able to recognize images of dogs with an accuracy close
to that of a conventional data-hungry system after seeing just one example.
Vinyals says the work would be especially useful if the system could quickly
recognize the meaning of a new word.
This could be important for Google’s core

search engine, since it could enable it to
quickly learn the meaning of a search
term it hasn’t seen before.
Deep-learning systems are becoming
more useful, especially with the addition
of memory mechanisms. Another group
at Google DeepMind recently developed
a network with a flexible kind of memory,
making it capable of performing simple
reasoning tasks—for example, learning
how to navigate a subway system after
analyzing several much simpler network
diagrams.
“I think this is a very interesting
approach, providing a novel way of doing
one-shot learning on such large-scale data
sets,” says Sang Wan Lee, who leads the
Laboratory for Brain and Machine Intelligence at the Korean Advanced Institute
for Science and Technology in Daejeon,
South Korea. But others are more skeptical about its usefulness, given how different it still is from human learning. For one
thing, says Sam Gershman, an assistant
professor in Harvard’s Department for
Brain Science, humans generally learn by
understanding the components that make
up an image, which may require some
real-world or common-sense knowledge.
According to both Gershman and
Wan Lee, it will be some time yet before
machines match human learning.
—Will Knight

Roboticist Joe Jones wants the Tertill to do for our gardens what
the Roomba, the vacuum-cleaning robot he helped create, did
for our floors. The solar-powered Tertill operates autonomously,
using sensors to identify obstacles and a string trimmer to cut
weeds. The prototype is aimed at the casual gardener, but Jones
hopes later versions of it will appeal to organic farmers who want
to weed their crops without using herbicide. When the Tertill
rolls over a plant that is shorter than its one-inch-high bumper, it
assumes the plant is a weed and activates the trimmer. It turns
away from plants that are taller than its bumper, and from collars
that can be installed to protect seedlings. —Elizabeth Woyke

COURTESY OF FRANKLIN ROBOTICS

Making AI Smarter, Faster
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“The young mice became
almost as decrepit as the
old ones.”
— Irina Conboy, a researcher at UC Berkeley,
who discovered that transfusions of blood from
old mice made young mice deteriorate.

“Google built the iPhone
[of self-driving cars] and
we are building Android.”

Smart Homes Could Be
Cheaper to Insure
Linking doorbells and thermostats to the Internet can cut down on risk.

LAURIE ROLLIT T

Insurers such USAA and American Fam-

ily have lately begun offering to strike a
high-tech bargain: wire your home with
Internet-connected devices such as a new
thermostat, and get a discount on your
home insurance policy in return. Offers
like that could speed up the adoption
of smart gadgets, revamp the insurance
business, and transform how we manage
our homes. In the future, your insurer
might call a plumber before a pipe bursts,
for example. But the data needed to help
prevent leaks or burglaries will also introduce new risks, such as vulnerabilities to
data loss or ransomware.
State Farm offers a discount on your
home policy for installing a Canary home
security monitor, for example. Liberty
Mutual will send you a Nest Protect
smoke detector, worth $99, free of charge
and cut the cost of fire coverage. Some
insurers want to go further. They think
that urging us to wire our homes with
Internet-connected devices will open up a
flood of lucrative new data that can make
their existing business of handling claims
more efficient while creating a new rela-

tionship with the customer. With a feed
of data from your home, an insurer could
help you prioritize maintenance tasks and
fix problems such as leaky pipes before
they caused major damage.
Jon-Michael Kowall, assistant vice
president of innovation at USAA, says he’s
aiming to create something like a “checkengine light for the home.” For example,
an insurer might be able to warn someone
with moisture sensors installed that a pipe
is likely to fail soon, or even deliver notifications about whether or not a child made
it home from school on time.
But insurers’ dreams of rewiring
how we look after our homes have raised
questions about privacy and security. For
example, the same data that allows a company to prevent damage from water leaks
might also be used to profile some customers as being more likely to engage in
risky behavior, and their premiums might
quietly be raised. Both American Family
and USAA say they communicate clearly
with policy holders and make sure that
people understand what will be done with
their data. —Stacey Higginbotham

— Sebastian Thrun, CEO of Udacity, which is
developing an open-source autonomous-driving
software platform.

“People have this idea that
because it’s a computer
it’s neutral.”
— Christo Wilson, an assistant professor at
Northeastern University, on racial and gender
bias in algorithms used by two gig-economy
platforms, TaskRabbit and Fiverr.
BY THE NUMBERS

0.2 percent
Amount that global gasoline consumption is
expected to decrease by 2040, thanks in part
to electric cars, according to the International
Energy Agency.

100
Number of bitcoins that hackers demanded from
the San Francisco Municipal Transportation
Agency for a decryption key to get its
light-rail ticketing system back online.

20 percent
Growth in size of tobacco plants after
scientists used genetic engineering to help
boost the efficiency of photosynthesis.

400,000
Estimated number of bots that were
tweeting about the U.S. election during a
one-month period last fall, according to
a study by the University of Southern California.
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Uber’s Ad-Toting
Drones Are
Heckling Drivers
Stuck in Traffic
Drivers stuck in traffic in
Mexico City lately have
found themselves being
buzzed by a fleet of signtoting drones. “Driving by
yourself?” some scolded
in Spanish. “This is why
you can never see the
volcanoes”—a reference
to the smog that often
hovers over the mega-city
and obscures two nearby
peaks. It wasn’t exactly a
plea for environmentalism,
though—it was an ad for
the ride-share service
UberPool, part of Uber’s
big push into markets
across Latin America.
Uber sees Latin American
countries as promising
targets for expansion, and
its strategy, apparently,
involves accosting drivers
in gridlock with a swarm of
drones. —Michael Reilly

Photograph by
Brett Gundlock
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Will the Climate Treaty Get the Money It Needs?
Reducing greenhouse-gas emissions to comply with the Paris agreement will require technological breakthroughs, which is why more
than 20 countries formed a plan called Mission Innovation. It aims to double research and development in clean energy technologies over
the next four years. But if Donald Trump pulls back on the U.S. commitment, the entire plan could crumble.

Global R&D in Renewable Energy

Commitments to Mission Innovation

Relatively little research money goes toward renewable
energy today. For reference, the world invests around $170
billion annually in life science R&D.
Government
Corporate

The United States is due to be the largest source of increased investment
in clean energy, including nuclear power and grid technology. The worldwide total could hit nearly $30 billion by 2021—assuming the U.S. stays in.
Target:
$29.9B

$15B

$10B

United States 43%
$5B

$0
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2015

Renewable-Energy R&D by Region in 2015

The biggest emitters also lead the way in research spending.
Government

Corporate

Asia/Oceania*

United States

China

Europe
$2B

Germany 3.5%
France 3.4%

$0

India

Brazil

$1B

Middle East & Africa

South Korea 3.3 %
6.2%
Italy
Brazil
Norway
Australia
Indonesia
Saudi Arabia
India
Denmark
Mexico
UAE
Sweden
Chile

Japan 2.7%
Canada 1.8%
United Kingdom 1.7%

Other 9.4%

ILLUSTRATION BY LUKE SHUMAN; DATA FROM BLOOMBERG NEW ENERGY FINANCE,
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Upfront
Betting on the Blockchain
Twenty years ago, Brian Behlendorf helped kick-start the Web. Now he says
the technology behind Bitcoin can make the world fairer.

type of database that underpins the digital currency Bitcoin by verifying and
recording transactions.
Many governments and large companies are exploring blockchain technology, not because they want to use digital
currency—Bitcoin doesn’t look likely to
become widely used—but as a way to

“If we do our job right, you
won’t ever hear about us. We
become plumbing.”

MARC ASPINALL

Brian Behlendorf knows it’s a cliché for vet-

eran technologists like himself to argue
that society could be run much better if we
just had the right software. “I’ve been as
frustrated as anybody in technology about
how broken the world seems,” he says.
“Corruption or bureaucracy or inefficiency
are in some ways technology problems.
Couldn’t this just be fixed?”

Last summer Behlendorf made a bet
that technology can solve some of those
apparently human problems. After leaving a comfortable job as a venture capitalist working for billionaire Peter Thiel,
an early Facebook investor, he now leads
the Hyperledger Project, a nonprofit in
San Francisco created to support opensource development of blockchains, a

work with other kinds of data. They think
blockchains could make things as varied
as financial trades, digital health records,
and manufacturing supply chains more
efficient and powerful.
A blockchain stores transactions or
other data over time, in a record that
can be made effectively indelible using
cryptography. And it can be designed to
be operated by a group of companies or
individuals together in such a way that
no single entity controls the system or
its data. That is seen as making it possible for companies to work together
more easily. The argument goes that they
can safely bring their data together on a
shared neutral system, instead of keeping it locked away inside private internal systems. A recent survey of financial
institutions, the first big industry to jump
into researching blockchain technology,
suggested that the sector will spend $1
billion on blockchain initiatives this year.
The Hyperledger Project, which
exists to accelerate development of the
software needed to get blockchains working, has almost 100 corporate backers,
including IBM, J.P. Morgan, and Air-
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bus. B ehlendorf says that blockchains
will have additional benefits beyond large
corporate commerce. He’s had frustrating experiences trying to improve government and public infrastructure
using technology, and in retrospect, he
believes blockchains would have helped.
After working on the Obama presidential
campaign in 2008, Behlendorf joined a
White House initiative to make government more transparent using technology.
He later led a project at the Department
of Health and Human Services trying to
make it easier to move health records
around, and he served as chief technology
officer for the World Economic Forum.
All these efforts could have used a
way to create trustworthy digital infrastructure that doesn’t centralize power
with one company or authority, he says.
The idea that converted him to blockchain technology was using it to record
land titles (something Sweden and the
Republic of Georgia have considered). He
likes that claims written into a blockchain
should be quicker to verify and transfer.
False ownership claims, or attempts by
corrupt officials to manipulate records,
should also be easier to detect if many different organizations, or even the public,
can inspect that blockchain.
“Even in the most boring of circumstances, these technologies could lead to
fairer, more objective outcomes for people up and down the economic stack,”
he says.
Behlendorf, 43, has a calm, friendly
manner, a neat ponytail, and a track
record of inventing and incubating technological infrastructure that helps transform society. In 1995 he helped launch
the open-source Apache Web server, laying the foundation for the early growth
of the World Wide Web. Apache—along
with the community of developers
Behlendorf nurtured to support it—still
powers roughly half of all active websites.

He wants Hyperledger’s blockchains to
be similarly pervasive, if mostly invisible. “If we do our job right, you won’t
ever hear about us,” he says. “We become
plumbing.”
Hyperledger was founded in late 2015
by the Linux Foundation, which legally
and financially supports the open-source
operating system Linux, on the premise that infrastructure designed to redefine how organizations interact would be
best developed in public. “It needs to be
a shared asset rather than a technology
controlled by a single vendor,” says Chris

Blockchains make it easier
for companies to share data
securely.
Ferris, chief technology officer for open
technologies at IBM, which was a founding member of the project.
One reason Behlendor f joined
Hyperledger, he says, is that the current
moment reminds him of 1995, when
Apache was in the works and he had
just helped launch the world’s first adsupported website, for Wired. If you
know where to look, the pieces are there
to build something momentous, he says:
“There’s this sense that there are major
new business models and companies that
could emerge from this.”
Building on his experience shepherding open-source communities,
Behlendorf is trying to make Hyperledger
into a home for many different blockchain technologies. The project will vet
and select the best ideas and offer administrative support, but work on them will
rely entirely on companies and individuals to pitch in ideas and code. The most
mature plans for using blockchains aim
to cut costs for financial institutions in
tasks such as settling transactions involving bonds or other financial instruments.

“All the back-office stuff can be simpler
and more reliable, and they can save a
tremendous amount of money,” explains
David Yermack, a professor of finance at
New York University. “Today there are a
lot of people working in banks just checking the work of other people.”
Behlendorf is happy to be helping
those efforts, but he becomes more animated when talking about less conventional uses for financial blockchains.
One example is a project—unconnected
to Hyperledger—at Kenya’s Dadaab refugee camp, where a blockchain is used to
help residents establish a financial identity through their dealings with aid agencies. Behlendorf says this shows how the
technology could widen access to banking. Hyperledger itself formed a working
group last month that will propose projects in health care. Making it easier for
patients to move their medical records
between providers is one area of interest. The government has spent billions
to advance the idea of portable electronic
health records. But progress has been
slow because organizations see a competitive advantage in keeping patient data
siloed.
Companies, researchers, and even the
U.S. government are now considering
how blockchains could break the deadlock. Behlendorf argues that the technology could create infrastructure that gives
patients primary control over their data.
Over the next year, experimentation from Hyperledger and others will
start to provide more concrete evidence of whether the technology can
deliver disruptive ideas like that, says
Chris Curran, chief technologist at
PricewaterhouseCoopers, which is working with companies in finance and other
sectors interested in blockchains. “We’re
coming to a moment when we’ll find out
if this really can reinvent industries,” he
says. —Tom Simonite
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ALIBABA TARGETS THE GLOBAL MARKET WITH THE

APSARA ALIWARE PLATFORM

The Chinese technology giant has launched a multipurpose platform-as-a-service
technology built for scale and reliability—and capable of responding rapidly to changing
market and business demands.

Alibaba Group’s mission
is to make it easy to do
business anywhere.
It aims to build the
future infrastructure
of commerce.
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Customers demand
more from their
e-commerce technology:
more information, more
say in product design,
Jiangwei Jiang, Research Staffer,
Head of Aliware Team

Jingyu Wang, R&D Leader,
Cloud Products, Aliware

I

t’s no secret: Organizations of all sizes are struggling to build the
nimble architectures and secure backbones required for today’s
digital-business needs and rapid-fire online transactions.

To address this need, Chinese e-commerce and cloud-services
powerhouse Alibaba recently debuted its enterprise-class Internet
architecture, Apsara Aliware, which uses the underlying technology that powers Alibaba’s successful online marketplaces. Offered
through Alibaba Cloud, the cloud computing arm of Alibaba
Group, Apsara Aliware introduced Alibaba’s cloud and middleware
expertise to customers who are currently mainly in China, though
Alibaba plans to offer the solution globally.
Officially known as the Enterprise-Class Internet Architecture:
Apsara Aliware, the solution consists of a proprietary technology
stack and a highly agile and scalable cloud platform. It supports
all Alibaba Group entities, including Taobao (an online marketplace that resembles eBay), Tmall (like Amazon, a business-toconsumer open platform that allows brands to sell goods and
services), and Alibaba.com (a business-to-business platform), as
well as Alipay, a service similar to PayPal.

The enterprise-class Internet architecture Apsara Aliware is the
cornerstone of the Alibaba Group’s technology innovations,
supporting a diversified business portfolio that includes business, finance, logistics, cloud computing, video broadcasting,
and navigation services. For instance, the Aliware platform
processed total sales of more than $17.8 billion in the 2016
Double 11 Global Shopping Festival, up from $14.3 billion in
2015. During the 2016 event, the platform also supported peak
volumes of 175,000 transactions and 120,000 payments
per second.
The technology’s value proposition is simple, says Jiangwei Jiang,
Alibaba research staffer and head of the Aliware team: “Aliware
helps to enhance corporate IT system responsiveness, leading to

$17.8

BILLION
Untitled-3 1

Total sales for
2016 Double 11
Global Shopping
Festival on
Alibaba platforms

Lin Zhao, Product Leader,
Cloud Products, Aliware

more service via their
preferred channels.

huge improvements in enterprise business responsiveness and
significant reductions in cost.”
Aliware is used by large Chinese companies in manufacturing,
sales management, government, telecommunication, and retail.
Specific clients include the Chinese petrochemical company
Sinopec and Zhejiang Tobacco, among others. According to
Data Center Knowledge, an industry news website, the primary
cloud user base includes mobile-app developers, system integrators, Internet gaming and online platforms, and e-commerce and
Internet finance companies.
A Platform for Efficiency and Innovation
Aliware customers benefit from Alibaba’s considerable expertise
in building a reliable and hugely scalable digital backbone for
online transactions. Few organizations have the experience and
resources to develop their own platforms for handling high user
and transaction volumes securely and speedily. For that reason,
it’s less expensive and more efficient for many of them to instead
use what Alibaba has already built.
“The essence of the platform is to enhance the efficiency of
industry operations, to narrow the gap between the end user
and the service or manufacturing enterprise, and to speed up the
response to market changes,” Jiang says.
Consider, for example, the traditional car-manufacturing paradigm.
After producing the cars, manufacturers and car buyers typically
are out of touch because the local car dealership sits between
the two sides. Through the Aliware platform, car manufacturers
can interact directly with end customers, capturing their preferences for future product development as well as car performance
and quality information from the field. Data from manufacturing,
customer management, supply chain, marketing, and other
groups is shared and linked seamlessly.
The Internet and mobile technologies have profoundly changed
the way customers and companies interact, says Jingyu Wang,
Aliware cloud products R&D leader. Customers demand more
from their e-commerce technology: more information, more say
in product design, more service via their preferred channels.
“As the production and manufacturing industries accelerate to
keep pace with the digital information age, the enterprise demand
for data storage and computing capacity will grow far beyond
the maximum capacity of the traditional hardware-supported
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Alibaba knows more than most companies about what’s involved
in building such a platform; after all, the company has been in the
Internet business since its inception in 1999.
In 2008, Alibaba began to alter the technical architecture
underpinning its online retail platform Taobao.com to make it more
responsive to changing needs. Back then, the site leveraged
commercial databases, minicomputers, and high-end storage.
Each business sector had a separate system and a database
accessing shared data without a common service layer, an architecture that created three problems: low rates of R&D efficiency,
weak system scalability, and limited ability for technical updates.
Alibaba’s technical staffers took two steps to fix these problems.
First, they established a shared service layer consisting of such
service entities as commodity, transaction, marketing, store, recommendation, inventory, logistics, and payment. “The advantage

175,000

2016 Double 11 Global
Shopping Festival on
Alibaba platforms

TRANSACTIONS PER SECOND
is that it is easy and quick to build a new business requirement
from scratch. Meanwhile, any change in data structure only needs
to be changed in one place,” Jiang says. This concept—since
then popularized in the microservices architecture—was a novel
approach in 2008.
The second step was the large-scale application of distributed middleware (the predecessor of Aliware). That is, they built
a software application architecture layer above the resource
layer, developed applications efficiently, seamlessly realized
application and terminal communication, and expanded data
storage horizontally.
Currently, Aliware, an enterprise-level Internet architecture
platform, consists of five major products: EDAS, Enterprise
Distributed Application Service; MQ, Message Queue; DRDS,
Distributed Relational Database Service; ARMS, Application
Real-Time Monitoring Service; and CSB, Cloud Service Bus.
A Rigorous Approach to Testing and Quality Management
Alibaba frequently needs to quickly “stand up” new features on
its own platforms. “Oftentimes, we are required to launch one
function today and then another totally different function
tomorrow,” says Lin Zhao, product leader of the Aliware cloud
products team. This agility benefits Aliware users, giving them
the ability to build up nimble systems and accelerate speed to
market, and to achieve rapid business innovation.
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mainframe system,” Wang says. As a result, Alibaba believes that
demand for enterprise-class platform-as-a-service infrastructure
will grow as companies seek to acquire infrastructure that is more
effective than anything they could build themselves.
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....
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With changes occurring constantly, automated quality assurance is paramount. “We have a complete product-requirements
management platform, a bug-management platform, and a large
number of automated test scripts,” Zhao says. Alibaba does
regression testing before every new release. For important product features, the technical team performs product-development
unit testing with help from professional testers. Test scripts are
added to the automatic test platform, ensuring continuous effort
to improve product quality.
Aliware: A Versatile Platform for Enterprises
and Government Entities
In the Chinese market, Aliware currently focuses on selling to
government customers, hospitals, universities, and enterprises
in multiple industries.
Consider one particular Aliware user, Sinopec Group’s epec.com,
China’s first e-commerce platform for the petrochemicals sector. In a one-year pilot program before its official launch in April
2016, epec.com recorded total transaction value of roughly $2.1
billion, involving 25,647 suppliers, 1,615 buyers, 93,359 registered
users and 153,000 goods.
Alibaba is also targeting small to midsize organizations, which tend to
embrace public cloud for its versatility and comparatively lower costs.
“We believe that the future for enterprises involves hybrid-cloudbased services,” Wang says. “What customers need most is the
ability to fully leverage the advantages brought by a distributed
system architecture, thereby being able to deal with fast changing business requirements in an easy-to-manage environment, all
while achieving swift business innovation.”

120,000

2016 Double 11 Global
Shopping Festival on
Alibaba platforms

PAYMENTS PER SECOND
CONTACT THE ALIWARE TEAM:
ALIWARE-BUSINESS@ALIBABA-INC.COM
MORE ABOUT ALIBABA’S CLOUD PRODUCTS:
HTTPS://INTL.ALIYUN.COM/
INTL.ALIYUN.COM/
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By Stephen S. Hall
Photographs by Jonno Rattman

The Cancer Lottery
In her 30-year battle with breast cancer, Carmen Teixidor thought she
had experienced every treatment doctors could hurl at the disease. She
had endured multiple bouts of radiation and multiple courses of hormone
therapy. She tried chemotherapy once, about 25 years ago, but it diminished
the quality of her life so much that she’s tried to avoid it ever since. She had
multiple surgeries, too, and she developed a dread of the moment when she
came out of anesthesia and into consciousness, almost inevitably to hear
bad news. That is how she first learned, in the summer of 1985, that after
doctors had found a large tumor in her left breast they had felt compelled
to perform a mastectomy.
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carmen teixidor has lived with cancer for over 30 years.
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david hyman is an oncologist at memorial sloan kettering cancer center.
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“Absolute terror,” she recalls, staring
down at the floor of her New York apartment. There’s never a good time for a
cancer diagnosis, but for Teixidor, it
came just as her career as an artist had
begun to take off—two of her life-size
sculptures had been acquired for the
grounds of Rockefeller University, and
she had recently completed a mural at
Harlem Hospital. A slender woman now
in her 70s, graying hair gathered in a
youthful ponytail, she has dealt with one
recurrence after another, submitting to
medical tools from the scalpel to, most
recently and perhaps most improbably,
the molecule.
Teixidor barely noticed when, in
the fall of 2013, her doctors at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in
New York analyzed a small snippet of
her tumor and sequenced the DNA in her
cancer cells. They did this, as an increasing number of academic cancer centers
are doing, to look for telltale mutations
that might drive malignant growth. Certain of these mutations are the targets of
a new generation of specially designed
drugs.
As it turned out, Teixidor’s tumor
indeed possessed several medically interesting mutations. But there was a catch:
no existing drug was targeted to hers in
particular. In the fall of 2013 that wasn’t
particularly worrisome, because her cancer, despite many recurrences, seemed to
be under control. And then everything
changed.
“Two years ago,” she says, “there was
a very bad recurrence.” She could feel
tumors poking out from the back of her
skull. Another tumor took root in her
jaw. There were tumors in her neck, and
scans revealed more in her bones and
pelvis. It was a new, and ominous, phase
of the disease that has shadowed her
for so long. But when her oncologist at
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York recommended a course

of chemotherapy, Teixidor refused. “I got
very depressed by the idea that I had to
choose between nothing and chemotherapy,” she admits.
As Teixidor’s cancer had changed,
however, so too had the science. One
of the mutations in her tumors now
matched the target of an experimental drug being tested at Sloan Kettering and elsewhere. Even as an academic
debate raged over the value of precision
medicine in cancer (one recent scientific critique described it as “the precision
oncology illusion”), Teixidor enrolled in
the clinical trial, and she began taking
the drug in the late summer of 2015.
Within weeks, she could feel her tumors
regressing—and imaging scans subsequently confirmed that they had.
Remarkable though results like
hers have been, questions about precision oncology vex doctors, scientists,
health insurance companies, and the
more than 1.6 million Americans who
will receive a cancer diagnosis this year.
How many patients might benefit from
DNA sequencing of their tumors? Who
will have access to this medical approach,
which is exceptionally expensive? How
much is society willing to pay for the
small subset of patients who might
benefit?

As Teixidor’s
cancer had
changed, so
too had the
science.

finding targets

Ever since the Human Genome Project,
scientists have dreamed of using precise,
personal molecular information to guide
the diagnosis and treatment of human disease. The vision is simple: knowing the
DNA sequence of people with particular
diseases should reveal the mutations producing those illnesses and offer enticing
targets for drugs designed to attack them.
Unfortunately, biological complexity still
far exceeds medical knowledge. Though
researchers hoped that a limited number of
common mutations would explain a broad
swath of human illness—heart disease,
high blood pressure, diabetes, schizophrenia—that has largely failed to hold true.
Cancer treatment is a bright spot in
this disappointing story, however. Tumors
typically do display genetic aberrations
that offer potential targets for drugs. Long
before there was widespread talk about
precision oncology, targeted therapy had
become a major player in cancer clinics. In
1998, the Food and Drug Administration
approved a drug for a subset of breast cancer patients whose tumor cells displayed a
particularly hyperactive version of a surface molecule known as the HER-2 receptor. Herceptin was the first targeted cancer
treatment, and it was joined by two other
blockbuster drugs, Gleevec (which targeted
a mutation in a form of leukemia) in 2001
and Zelboraf (which targeted a mutation
in melanoma) in 2011.
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The success of these drugs gave rise
to the hope that with DNA sequencing
becoming relatively cheap and accessible,
the genome of any tumor could be mined
for clues about how to directly attack its
specific mutations. That, in a nutshell,
is the animating idea behind precision
oncology: doctors could biopsy a tumor,
analyze its DNA sequence, and identify
mutations—some of which would render
the cancer vulnerable to already approved
molecular medicines. Where doctors once
struggled to treat “breast cancer” or “skin
cancer,” the mutation, not the tissue of origin, would become the disease’s fundamental defining characteristic.
It sounds almost irresistible. But
researchers who hoped to find that every
cancer has a genetic Achilles’ heel have
discovered that the biology of cancer mutations is far more complicated. In fact, one
of Carmen Teixidor’s doctors has been at
the forefront of demonstrating just how
complicated it is.

basket case

top: sloan kettering’s hyman points to a tumor as seen on an mri scan.
bottom: a slide containing dyed cancerous tissue from a biopsy.

In April 2012, doctors at 15 leading cancer centers in the U.S. and Europe began
enrolling patients in one of the first big
clinical trials to test a basic premise of
precision medicine in cancer. The study
built on knowledge developed over the
previous decade showing that half of all
patients with melanoma, the deadly skin
cancer, possessed a particular genetic
alteration in a gene called BRAF. This
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mutation made melanoma cells vulnerable to Z
 elboraf. The drug was not a
cure, and was not even effective in every
patient, but in some patients it temporarily halted the spread of this highly
malignant cancer. David Hyman, one of
Teixidor’s physicians at Sloan Kettering,
led an international team of researchers
who looked for the same mutation in cancers other than melanoma. They wanted
to create a “basket” of patients—individuals who possessed the mutation, regardless of the kind of cancer—and then treat
them with the drug.
The results of that study, published in
the New England Journal of Medicine in
August 2015, both encouraged and cautioned the oncology community. Hyman
and his colleagues identified patients
with the BRAF mutation who had lung
cancer, colon cancer, thyroid cancer, and
other forms of the disease. In some cases,
the drug worked; in other cases, somewhat surprisingly, it didn’t. In people with
non-small-cell lung cancer, for example,
more than 40 percent found that the drug
slowed the progression of their disease.
But in colon cancer patients who possessed the identical mutation, the drug
had no effect at all.
The mixed message troubled oncologists like Michael Kolodziej, national
director of managed care strategy for Flatiron Health, a data analysis company that
is trying to sift messages from electronic
health records. “Realistically, for a lot of
patients, this is not going to be helpful
to them,” he says. “For others, it might
be the single most important thing you
could do. And I can’t tell one from the
other right now.”
Quandaries like this abound. Most
of the mutations found in cancers are
exceedingly rare, and the medical significance of many of them is murky. Some
mutations are treatable; others are not,
or at least not yet. Moreover, the treatments have not been uniformly success-

ful. A subset of patients respond, but the
responses are typically short-lived; many
people do not respond at all.
Researchers are now trying to find out
why. Around the same time that Hyman
and his colleagues published their results
in the summer of 2015, the National Cancer Institute launched a large and ambitious study to rigorously test the idea of
matching a specific mutation, in any kind
of cancer, with an appropriate targeted
therapy. The ongoing study involves 24
different subprotocols, each looking at
molecular changes in a specific pathway
targeted by the drugs. It involves more
than 3,000 patients. NCI arranges for
their tumors to be sequenced, and when
researchers identify a match—about 22
percent of the time, as of October—it
sends the appropriate drug directly to the
cancer center treating the patient.
Barbara Conley, at NCI, believes that
some of the skepticism about precision
oncology is warranted. “I think we will
eventually figure it out,” she says. “But it’s
not a slam dunk.” Hyman doesn’t disagree.
But he points out that as more tumors get
sequenced, and more targeted drugs are
developed and tested, precision oncology
is rapidly improving. A patient in the right
place at the right time might find that
a mutation that is not “therapeutically
relevant” one day is treatable the next.
And with a tap on his keyboard, Hyman
can now find any patient in Sloan Kettering’s system who possesses any particular
mutation.

“I think we will
figure this out.
But it’s not a
slam dunk.”

lottery winner

In the spring of 2013, Carmen Teixidor
had a tumor biopsy, but when researchers at Sloan Kettering looked for common
sites of cancer mutations (known as hot
spots), the sequencing test didn’t work.
They repeated the test the following October, and this time the results showed that
Teixidor’s tumor DNA had several mutations, including one in a gene called AKT1.
Unfortunately, there was no treatment for
it at the time—the mutation was not, in
the lingo of precision medicine, “actionable.” Like other patients at Sloan Kettering, however, she had her tumor DNA
data entered into a database accessible to
the lead researcher of any clinical trial at
the hospital who planned to test a drug
against any of her mutations.
The AKT mutation was first identified
as a cause of cancer in 2006, and several
drug companies developed AKT inhibitors. Initial trials in the general population of cancer patients were “largely
unsuccessful,” Hyman says, but matching
the drug to patients with the vulnerable
mutation might improve the odds of a
response. One of the companies working
on AKT inhibitors was AstraZeneca, and
the company provided an experimental
drug called AZD5363 for a clinical trial
at Sloan Kettering and elsewhere. When
Hyman embarked on the targeted AKT
trial in 2014, Carmen Teixidor’s name
popped up on his computer screen. “With
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a lab technician returns dna samples to a low-temperature
freezer at sloan kettering.
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Teixidor’s
doctors are
poring over the
DNA sequence
for clues.
the advance of the field, we kind of caught
up with her,” Hyman says.
In September of 2015, Teixidor began
to take pills that targeted the AKT mutation present in her rapidly spreading cancer. At first, she experienced debilitating
side effects, so her doctors adjusted the
dose. After that, her response was so swift
that the effects were literally palpable.
“We had positive results almost immediately,” she says. After several weeks of
treatment, she recalls, she could no longer feel her tumors: “They disappeared.”
Hyman adds, “That’s pretty typical of what
we see when a targeted therapy works. It
works very quickly.”
Barely two months later, researchers presented preliminary results from
the AKT trial at a meeting of the American Association for Cancer Research.
The message from the interim analysis,
according to Hyman: “The majority of
patients have had some degree of tumor
regression on this therapy.” Teixidor’s
response, he added, “has been particularly long lasting,” and her doctors are
now poring over the DNA sequence of her
tumor cells for clues to why her cancer has
been especially sensitive to the treatment.
On a recent visit to Hyman’s group at
Sloan Kettering, Teixidor posed a question that few patients had raised about the
experimental drug. “I asked about longterm side effects,” she said. The answer:
no one really knows.

top: a robot prepares samples in a lab at sloan kettering.
bottom: databases at sloan kettering mean tumor
information is readily available.
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worth it?

Teixidor was lucky to be treated at a major
academic center. Not every cancer center
is positioned to take advantage of the latest advances in tumor genomics—an inequity recently acknowledged by officials
of President Obama’s Cancer Moonshot
project. “The vast majority of Americans
do not have easy access to precision cancer
testing,” they noted in a report issued in
September, “since oncology clinical trials
are offered mainly at large academic cancer centers and not at community cancer centers where most cancer patients
receive their treatments.”
Indeed, sequencing of tumors remains
a relatively uncommon practice. Harold
Varmus, a former NIH director and now a
professor at Weill Cornell Medical College,
says one of the big “lost opportunities” in
cancer genomics is how few patients are
having it done. Medicare does not cover
this type of DNA sequencing, and neither
do most health insurers. The cost is not
insignificant: tumor sequencing can run
from $600 to $1,000 per biopsy, depending on who is doing it. But Varmus points
out that it’s already cheaper than some
standard features of cancer care, such
as multiple imaging tests. “These cancer
patients end up having dozens of imaging scans—CT scans, PET scans, MRIs,”
he says. Each of those tests typically costs
$500 to $5,000.

The cost of sequencing is just part of
the reason precision cancer medicine is
expensive, however. Targeted therapies
can easily cost $10,000 a month. Insurance companies don’t always cover them,
given the uncertainty over how many
patients are likely to benefit.
Vinay Prasad, an oncologist at the
Oregon Health and Science University
in Portland, recently calculated that
only 1.5 percent of patients with recurrent, untreatable solid tumors would
be likely to benefit from targeted therapies—which for many would extend their
survival by only a few months. Despite
the “hype” surrounding rare cases where
patients respond dramatically, he wrote
in Nature, “most people with cancer do
not benefit from the precision strategy.”
Another oncologist, Howard West of the
Swedish Cancer Institute in Seattle, questions the way researchers celebrate “the
few successes” without “discussing the
denominator of all the patients treated
in order to achieve those successes.” He
adds, “Yes, there are a few winners. But
it’s just like a lottery. Is it worth spending
millions of dollars on testing to find the
four patients you wouldn’t have found
otherwise?”
These criticisms mystify researchers like Razelle Kurzrock, of the Moores
Cancer Center at the University of California, San Diego. Kurzrock and her
colleagues recently analyzed the results
from hundreds of clinical trials and argue
that when targeted drugs were properly
matched to specific tumor mutations,
patients exhibited significantly increased
response rates and progression-free survival, a measure of the time before a cancer recommences its spread. “Clearly,” she
says, “there is a large majority of types of
cancer that respond.”
Her research, first at MD Anderson
Cancer Center in Houston and now at
UCSD, suggests that patients are already
benefiting from next-generation sequenc-

ing and matched drugs. “You can get phenomenal responses,” she says, adding that
response rates have increased even more
when doctors use combinations of targeted therapies.
The hope is that once more data is
in place, an increasing number of cancer patients will be helped. Hyman cites a
genetic alteration that appears in roughly
1 percent of lung cancer patients. Last
March, the FDA approved a drug that has
“dramatically” extended the lives of these
patients, according to Hyman. Not to look
for that mutation in the 225,000 Americans diagnosed with lung cancer each year,
he says, would be tantamount to rationing
health care.
“We can’t walk away from this,” he
says. “Even if it doesn’t affect 100 percent
of patients, even if it affects 1 percent or
5 percent or 10 percent—that’s enough.”
Whatever the percentages, Carmen
Teixidor has been grateful. On a recent
Wednesday afternoon, she sat at her computer, riffling through digital files brimming with her art. One current series of
works, she explained, begins with tightly
focused, one-inch-square photographs of
her own skin; she then changes the initial images—“wrinkles and all”—by mirroring and digitally manipulating them
to create stunning fabrics and fantastic
three-dimensional shapes such as vases
and flowers.
During that conversation, she
remarked that living with cancer for
so long had been a form of liberation.
“What’s life,” she asked, “if you can’t feel
its edge?” This past November, however,
doctors told her that her cancer had begun
to grow again, making her future a little
more uncertain. “Right now,” she says with
a rueful laugh, “I’d prefer not to feel it.”
Stephen S. Hall, a science writer
based in New York, teaches science
communication and journalism
at New York University.
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teixidor continues her fight with cancer.
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Rejuvenating
the Chance of
Motherhood?
An audacious startup thinks it can give 40-ish
women a better shot at having children. Should
desperate would-be parents believe it?
By Karen Weintraub

VIVIENNE FLESHER

Last April, Omar and Natasha Rajani rented a hall,
invited 130 guests, and hired a magician to entertain
the little ones. In Natasha’s family, first birthday parties are major celebrations. And the Rajanis, who live in
Toronto, felt particularly enthusiastic because for a long
time they weren’t sure they’d ever be able to throw one.
Natasha, 35, struggled for four years to get pregnant. She and Omar, 40, tried naturally at first; then
they used hormones, which led to an ectopic pregnancy, in which the fertilized egg implants outside
the uterus—usually in the narrow fallopian tube—and
must be removed. Then more hormones. Then in vitro
fertilization (IVF). Nothing worked.
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Infertility affects more
than 10 percent of
American women—a
number that is rising
as many women wait
longer before considering
parenthood.

Natasha’s obstetrician next offered an
unusual option: the couple could try a
new method meant to improve the odds
of IVF, offered by a Boston-area company called OvaScience. The approach,
called Augment (for Autologous Germline Mitochondrial Energy Transfer), is
so far available only in Canada and Japan
(OvaScience hasn’t yet sought approval
from U.S. regulators). It required the doctor to gather cells from one of Natasha’s
ovaries and harvest their mitochondria—
the tiny power plants that fuel our cells.
These extracted mitochondria would then
be injected into one of her eggs along with
her husband’s sperm, and the embryo
would be transferred to her uterus dur-

ing a standard IVF procedure. According
to OvaScience, the extra energy from the
ovarian mitochondria would give her egg
a boost, promoting fertilization.
“What Natasha and I liked about it
was it was kind of like self-treatment,” says
Omar. “We thought that it was something
that was safe, and it was almost like the
body treating and healing itself. We were
very, very excited about the opportunity
to try it.”
In the round of IVF that Natasha had
after trying the new procedure, she got
pregnant with a boy, Zain, now almost
two. It doesn’t really matter, the R
 ajanis
say, whether Augment was the reason
for the successful pregnancy. All they

know is that it felt like a miracle. They
have a toddler with an always-sunny disposition—“He’s just an absolute joy of a
child,” Natasha says—and two more frozen embryos that might one day become
his siblings.
Whether Augment actually made the
difference in Zain’s conception could have
far-reaching implications for how we think
about both infertility and aging. Infertility
affects more than 10 percent of American
women—a number that is rising as many
women wait longer before considering parenthood. Female fertility starts to decline
after age 35. Among women who turn to
assisted reproduction techniques such as
IVF, only 40 percent of attempts by those
under 35 result in a live birth, while 2 percent of those among women over 44 do—
largely because of a dwindling number of
eggs and a decline in their quality.
Not only could OvaScience’s procedure help many women whose fertility
has declined with age, but it would be one
of the first successful efforts to slow the
body’s relentlessly ticking clock, providing tantalizing clues for ways to halt aging
more generally.
Company cofounder and Harvard University genetics professor David Sinclair
says conquering the overall aging process
is a matter of when, not if. “We are at a
point where we know how to extend life
span in mammals, and now there’s a race
to see who can prove that we can do this
in humans,” Sinclair says. Female fertility,
he says, is one of the first bodily systems to
break down with age, and he sees reversing infertility as a gateway to reversing
aging itself. The goal, Sinclair proclaims,
is “to have revolutionary technologies
like OvaScience available to everybody—
and not to just treat fertility, but another
2,000 age-related diseases, from diabetes
through Alzheimer’s.”
Despite Sinclair’s enthusiasm, it’s possible—even likely, some scientists say—
that OvaScience’s procedure did nothing
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at all. For one thing, IVF is notoriously
unpredictable. The Rajanis might have
just gotten lucky the second time, just as
they were unlucky the first.
More than a dozen interviews with
experts in fertility and early development
reveal little scientific justification for what
was done to Natasha Rajani’s eggs and
those of the 300 other women who have
gone through the procedure, which costs
an IVF clinic from $6,000 to $7,000. (The
fee that clinics charge patients will vary.)
The company harvests the mitochondria
from what it believes are immature egg
cells found in the ovarian lining; the idea
is that these so-called egg-precursor cells
have fresher mitochondria than the aging
mature eggs. But there is little convincing
evidence that they are what O
 vaScience
says they are: cells with the power to turn
into eggs. And even if such egg-precursor
cells exist and their mitochondria are
more youthful than those in a woman’s
eggs, does it prove that such an energy
boost can improve fertility?
“There is very little data supporting
the benefit of these procedures, and often
the biological rationale is incoherent,”
says Jacob Hanna, an expert in embryonic stem cells at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel, who reviewed
OvaScience’s information at the request
of MIT Technology Review. “I hope the
company can provide solid data and
experimentation on these approaches …
It sounds more at the moment like voodoo, or alchemy.”
So is OvaScience leading a breakthrough in battling one of the most basic
processes of aging, or selling false hopes
with little scientific justification?

JANLIL PHOTOGRAPHY

youthful marriage

top: zain rajani enjoys his first birthday cake in april.
bottom: natasha and omar rajani were struggling with infertility
when their doctor suggested a new procedure.

The founding of OvaScience came
about as a marriage of two of medicine’s
most audacious and often controversial
areas: anti-aging research and infertil-
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Aging cells have old, slow
mitochondria. Hence the
idea to rejuvenate eggs
with mitochondria from
cells that are younger and
more energetic.

ity research. The company specifically
traces its scientific origins to the work
of the reproductive biologist Jonathan
Tilly, now at Northeastern University in
Boston. Beginning with a 2004 paper,
Tilly has been challenging decades of
scientific dogma that girls are born with
their whole life’s supply of “primordial”
egg cells, which will eventually mature
into eggs. After puberty, this stock of eggs
matures at the rate of about one a month,
and it never renews. The decline in female
fertility around 35 occurs as this supply
dries up, and menopause strikes when
the eggs run out. But Tilly’s research suggested—first in mice and then in people—
that the lining of the ovary contains the
makings of a new supply. If Tilly is right
about his conclusions, solving infertility

might be just a matter of finding these
egg-precursor cells and triggering them
to mature (see 10 Breakthrough Technologies 2012: Egg Stem Cells).
Sinclair says it was natural for him to
collaborate with Tilly, who was then at
Harvard. Tilly’s work touched on subjects
that fascinated Sinclair: how the body
ages and what might be done to slow that
process. “I’d been trying to figure out what
are the major reasons we grow old and
why don’t cells function the older we get,”
Sinclair says.
Sinclair introduced Tilly to two biotech entrepreneurs, Rich Aldrich and
Michelle Dipp, with whom Sinclair had
previously run an anti-aging company
called Sirtris Pharmaceuticals. That company was based on Sinclair’s research into

sirtuins, proteins that may slow the aging
process and can be activated by resveratrol, a compound found in red wine. Sirtris was sold to GlaxoSmithKline in 2008
for $720 million (GSK closed down its
Sirtris facility in 2013, absorbing the sirtuin work into its own research efforts),
and the biotech investors were looking
for their next big play. When the potential
partners asked Tilly how he might commercialize his research, S
 inclair says, Tilly
came up with the idea of Augment, using
the precursor cells to rejuvenate aging
eggs. (Tilly declined to comment for this
story.) That was enough for the group to
create OvaScience, where Dipp served as
CEO until last summer.
Sinclair hypothesizes that mitochondria are crucial to aging. The idea is
simple. Aging cells have old, slow mitochondria; young mitochondria equal
young cells. Hence the Augment program to rejuvenate eggs with mitochondria from cells that are younger and more
energetic. Sinclair has also cofounded two
other companies, MetroBiotech of Boston
and CohBar of Menlo Park, California, to
develop drugs related to mitochondrial
functions. CohBar hopes peptides made
by mitochondria could be useful against
diabetes, obesity, and Alzheimer’s, among
other diseases, while MetroBiotech is pursuing a therapy to treat diseases associated with malfunctioning mitochondria.
It is testing a drug that boosts levels of
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, NAD,
a compound involved in energy metabolism in the mitochondria. “The same molecules [in the drug] we think will treat
aging itself,” Sinclair says, citing a 2013
paper his team published in Cell.
Sinclair’s interest in aging has become
personal. Now 47 and working in a highstress job at Harvard, he has time to exercise “barely more than once a week.” In
addition to his academic and commercial duties, he also sits on the advisory
board of InsideTracker, a company based
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in Cambridge, Massachusetts, that uses
levels of glucose, vitamin D, and other
blood factors to determine a client’s “inner
age,” as opposed to the chronological one.
In 2011, Sinclair says, he clocked in at 57,
a decade and a half beyond his actual age.
In July 2015, convinced he was going to
die young, he upped his daily doses of resveratrol. He also added MetroBiotech’s
NAD precursor, which has yet to be tested
in people and is too expensive for anyone
who’s not making it to use.
Sinclair says InsideTracker’s aging
markers now put him at 31. He’s lost the
weight he’d been carrying since college
and has been allowing himself to eat dessert again, because his body can handle
it. (Weight loss isn’t his goal, he says, but
mitochondria are also responsible for
burning fat, so weight loss “might be a
side effect” of the treatment.) “The results
in mice and my single-person experiment
indicate that aging is more reversible than
we thought,” he says.

too early
In a pristine lab overlooking a busy highway in the Boston suburbs, OvaScience
researchers identify and count what they
believe are egg-precursor cells. These constitute, OvaScience says, about 6 percent
of the cells on the surface of the ovarian
cortex. In the Augment procedure, an IVF
surgeon laparoscopically removes a section
of this layer about half the size of a dime.
The tissue is shipped to an OvaScience lab,
where the mitochondria are extracted and
shipped back to the fertility clinic. Just
before fertilization, the mitochondria are
inserted into the egg alongside the sperm.
Then IVF proceeds as usual.
Preliminary data suggests that the
procedure improves fertility. In its latest
study, released at a conference in November, OvaScience reported a 31 percent
success rate among 75 patients who had
undergone at least one previous round of

IVF before trying Augment. It’s notoriously difficult to get good data on fertility
clinic results, but in a 2015 study in the
Journal of the American Medical Association, British researchers found that
about 30 percent of women are successful in their first round of IVF and 16 to 25
percent are successful in each subsequent
round (without Augment). So if the results
for Augment prove to be real, it increases
success rates from about 20 percent to 30
percent per round—a significant, if modest, improvement.
However, those results simply record
the experience of Augment patients. As
is the case in many early research studies,
they were not compared with controls, so
there’s no convincing evidence that the procedure made the difference. OvaScience’s
patents on the cells and procedures protect the company’s business interests and
prevent outsiders from testing its protocol.
So there have been no independent tests.
I asked one scientist to examine and comment on OvaScience’s Augment research.
After looking at the material the company had presented to me, he declined to
say anything. There wasn’t any science to
review, he said—just anecdotes.

OvaScience plans two other projects
for these egg-precursor cells. In a program it’s calling OvaPrime, the cells are
extracted from the outer rind of the ovary,
isolated, and then reimplanted into the
main part of the ovary, where they are projected to mature into healthy, viable eggs.
The procedure is designed to help women
who don’t make enough eggs—about 30
percent of infertile women, according to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The company is doing safety and
feasibility trials now and expects to soon
decide whether to pursue this approach
commercially.
In another program, called OvaTure,
OvaScience hopes eventually to perform
IVF without hormones. Hormones are
now needed to stimulate a woman’s body
to release as many eggs as possible. But
for many women, hormone injections
are the worst part of IVF, with the potential to cause mood swings, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and a very small
risk of death. With OvaTure, the woman
would have some precursor cells removed,
and they would be coaxed in a lab dish
to mature into fully functional eggs, all
without hormones. The company, how-

“What are the
major reasons we
grow old?”
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bottom: an ovascience researcher dissects a slice of an ovary.
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top: a researcher looks through a microscope at ovascience’s
headquarters in waltham, massachusetts.

ever, is still studying whether this technique will work.
These projects will largely determine
just how important OvaScience’s contribution to fertility and anti-aging science
will be. Augment might have a limited
effect even if the precursor egg cells are
not truly capable of turning into eggs, as
many scientists believe. And Stock says at
around $7,000 per treatment, Augment
is a good deal if it saves families from
another round of IVF, which can easily
run $10,000 to $15,000 per cycle. But
the two more ambitious efforts, OvaPrime
and OvaTure, will never work unless Tilly’s
conclusions are right. His research was
roundly criticized by colleagues in 2004,
and his later publications did not erase
the skepticism. Mice may very well have
these egg-precursor cells, several scientists
say. But large, long-lived animals are quite
different from mice in terms of reproduction—and Tilly hasn’t yet convinced other
researchers that women carry around cells
capable of extending their fertility.
Still, more scientists are coming
around to the possibility that egg-precursor cells exist, says Evelyn Telfer, a
reproductive biologist at the University
of Edinburgh. Initially quite dubious of
Tilly’s findings, she changed her mind
after touring his lab, welcoming him
into her own, and working with the egg-
precursor cells herself. “As with all things
that are new, it takes time to get into the
consciousness of people,” says Telfer,
who now collaborates with OvaScience.
A small study she has recently finished
suggests that egg-precursor cells may
help women regenerate their egg supply after experiencing a catastrophe, like
chemotherapy for cancer. “It’s an observation we’ve made, and we have to do a lot
more work to find out what these cells are
doing to the ovary and why we’re seeing
an increased number of eggs,” she says.
Regardless of what these cells are,
the dozen scientists interviewed—most
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of whom didn’t want their names associated with the company—questioned the
idea of using them to “rejuvenate” older
eggs. It’s not scientifically obvious that
adding extra energy to egg cells would
make them more fertile.
Carol Hanna, a staff scientist for the
Assisted Reproductive Technology Core
Laboratory at the Oregon Health & Science University in Portland, says she and
others in the field truly hope that Tilly’s science is accurate, but they feel it shouldn’t
have moved so quickly to commercialization. “I think a lot of people fall in that
middle—they want to believe it but haven’t
seen that one piece of information that
convinces them,” she says. Renee Reijo
Pera, a reproductive and stem-cell biologist at Montana State University, is even
more blunt: “Almost everybody thinks that
the commercial side of the whole enterprise got way out ahead of the science.”
In most areas of medicine other than
fertility, it’s standard practice to prove
that something works before offering it to
patients. Regulations in many countries,
however, allow fertility clinics to try a
procedure first and test it years later. As a
result, dozens of so-called add-on procedures to IVF are available to women with
very little scientific justification. Industry
leaders defend this approach; the first
test-tube baby would never have been
born if there had been more regulations.
But this lack of rigorous oversight also
makes patients vulnerable to abuse, says
Carl Heneghan, director of the University
of Oxford’s Centre for Evidence-Based
Medicine. “The sheer number of treatments that are available tells you they all
can’t work,” suggests Heneghan. “People
will try anything. That’s where the problem starts.”
But there actually aren’t many alternatives available to infertile couples, says
Jake Anderson-Bialis, a venture capitalist
turned fertility advocate who cofounded
the patient community FertilityIQ. Inter-

national adoptions have become much
more difficult; IVF is costly and puts
women on a hormonal roller coaster; and
buying another woman’s eggs if their own
are too old can add $30,000 or more to
that cost.
Anderson-Bialis says he doesn’t blame
OvaScience for taking its products to
market before the science is firmly established. The infertility business has always
been that way. And in his view, the problem of infertility is so big that it justifies
some risk-taking.

improving the odds
This has been a busy few months for
O vaScience. In 2016, the company
signed on seven new clinics in Canada
and Japan, bringing its total to nine
worldwide. Harald Stock, who jumped
from the board into the CEO’s chair in
July, says company officials have begun
speaking with the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration to explore what it would
take to bring Augment to the market in
the United States. He will soon decide
whether to proceed with the OvaPrime
and OvaTure programs. And the company, which had more than $130 million
in cash as of September 30, decided to
move away from its initial business plan
of installing small labs in each of the clinics that use its products, instead relying
on a centralized lab, which is cheaper and
easier for quality control.
Launching a product and a company
takes time and personnel, so Stock says he’s
committed to moving slowly and deliberately. “We need to stay disciplined to not
get overwhelmed,” he says. “We’re still a
100-some-person company and can’t be
everywhere.” The company has chosen to
build its business in Canada first, because
it can cover most of the country from just
a few cities, Stock says, meaning there’s no
need for a massive sales force. He’s waiting to start marketing until enough clin-

ics have been trained, so that anyone who
wants Augment can get it.
IVF is a growing business. It’s projected to expand from about $10 billion
today to $22 billion globally by 2020.
Augment, he says, could help women who
fail to get pregnant in a first round of IVF.
A bigger prize for the company could be in
its other projects. OvaPrime could make it
possible for women who lack viable eggs
to have biological children, he says. And
anyone undergoing IVF would prefer to
skip the hormones.
In the end, though, OvaScience’s market may not turn out to be very big. IVF
has been getting markedly better over
the last few years. And freezing embryos
and even eggs, which costs about the
same as IVF plus an annual storage fee
of $500 to $1,000, has recently made it
much easier for women to preserve high-
quality eggs into their late 30s and 40s.
It’s the age of the egg—not the woman—
that seems to matter: women in their 40s
fare just as well as younger women if the
quality of their frozen eggs is high, says
Hal D
 anzer, cofounder of the Southern
California Reproductive Center, a fertility clinic in Beverly Hills, California.
Freezing embryos, meanwhile, allows
labs to select those that are most likely
to succeed, and transfer them after the
hormones needed to stimulate egg production have left the body.
Improved IVF success rates leave less
room for Augment to shine. Still, boosting the odds even somewhat will entice
some prospective parents. Danzer says his
patients, many of whom put off parenthood for their careers, are desperate to get
pregnant. He has referred several patients
to clinics in Canada so they can try Augment, though when asked whether he’d
use it in his own clinic, he says: “I think
it’s a little too early to say.”
Karen Weintraub is a freelance health and
science writer in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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The Seven Ages of Woman
Hans Baldung Grien
1544
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A

t a laboratory outside San
Francisco, money from the
founders of Google maintains
a large number of naked mole
rats. The hairless rodents require exacting, expensive conditions to thrive: they
live in coöperative colonies like ants, led
by a queen rat. But what is truly extraordinary is that they can live about 30 years—
10 times longer than a mouse.
The rodents belong to Calico Labs,
short for the California Life Company. In
2013, the cofounder and CEO of Google,
Larry Page, announced that his company
would form Calico and fund it lavishly to
carry out a long-term project, trying to
sort out the causes of aging and do something about them. The company’s mission:
to build a Bell Labs of aging research. It
hoped to extend the human life span by
coming up with a breakthrough as important, and as useful to humanity, as the
transistor has been.
There are reasons to think aging can
be slowed in fundamental ways. Among
Calico’s first hires was Cynthia Kenyon,
now its vice president of aging research,
who 20 years ago showed that altering a
single DNA letter in a laboratory roundworm made it live six weeks instead of
three. There is something hair-raising
about Kenyon’s videos of old, should-bedead worms wriggling vigorously across
a petri dish.
So Google’s founders created an
academic-b iotech hybrid they call an
R&D company to follow up on such clues,
providing nearly unlimited funding to a
group of top researchers. Calico has hired
stars like artificial-intelligence specialist
Daphne Koller. With equal contributions
from Google’s parent company, Alphabet, and the drug company AbbVie, it has
$1.5 billion in the bank. But despite the
hype around its launch—Time magazine
asked, “Can Google Solve Death?”—Calico
has remained a riddle, a super-secretive
company that three years in hasn’t published anything of note, rebuffs journal-

Calico Labs, the
super-secretive
anti-aging
startup, is going
back to basics to
try to find the
elusive fountain
of youth.

By Antonio Regalado

ists, and asks visiting scientists to sign
nondisclosure agreements. In fact, Calico
has other researchers “a little miffed,” says
Felipe Sierra, director of the division of
aging biology at the National Institute on
Aging. “We want to know what they are
doing so we can focus on other things, or
collaborate. They are a research company,
so what are they researching?”
MIT Technology Review has learned
that Calico is, in effect, an elite university
research group housed within a corporate
bunker, doing mostly basic science. It has
more than 100 employees and has assembled a Noah’s ark of yeast, worms, and
more exotic creatures like the naked mole
rats, which are kept at the Buck Institute
for Research on Aging, about 30 miles
from Calico’s South San Francisco headquarters.
What’s different about a mole rat?
That is the sort of costly, open-ended
question Calico can afford to ask. And
then there’s the seven-year study Calico
is financing that will follow 1,000 mice
from birth to death to search for biomarkers of aging. Right now, there’s no proven
test for a person’s “biological” age; finding
one would be scientifically useful and
possibly lucrative. “They don’t open the
kimono much,” says Brian K
 ennedy, a
Buck Institute scientist who interacts
with Calico. “I think they believe we need
a broader grasp on the biology of aging.
They recognize it can’t possibly be
simple.”
The Google founders aren’t the first
billionaires to decide that aging is the
“most fundamental unsolved problem
in biology,” as Calico’s press releases put
it. Larry Ellison, the cofounder of Oracle, gave away $335 million to scientists
studying aging before redirecting his
foundation’s grants toward eliminating
polio in 2013. The investor Peter Thiel has
also donated to the anti-aging cause, and
there’s even a $500,000 Palo Alto Longevity Prize to anyone who can radically
extend the life of a mammal.
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The difficulty is that scientists don’t
know enough about why animals age.
Calico’s Hal Barron, hired from Roche to
lead its drug development efforts, told the
National Academy of Medicine in 2015
that there would be no short-term payoff.
“We believe you have to take a very long
view,” he said, “and not rush into the clinic
until you really know what you are doing.”
A hundred and seventy five years ago
most people died from infections, not
from old age. Thanks to vaccines, better
nutrition, and all-around improvements
in public health and medicine, life expectancy at birth in wealthy nations has
doubled from 40 to around 80 years, an
average gain of 2.5 years per decade. But
now that we live longer, we have traded
up to a new set of killers that are harder

The Fountain of Youth
Lucas Cranach the Elder
1546
Aging is the inexorable journey from
birth to old age and death. Today, some
researchers think the aging process could
be slowed. The artworks that accompany
this story depict the phases of life and the
dream of eternal youth.

to beat: cancer, heart disease, stroke, and
dementia.
For all these diseases, aging is the single biggest risk factor. An 80-year-old is 40
times as likely to die from cancer as someone middle-aged. The risk for Alzheimer’s
rises by 600 times. But what if it were possible to postpone all these deaths by treating aging itself? “I think we have failed in
our effort to attack chronic disease when
we attack them one by one,” Sierra says.
“And the reason is that they have one major
risk factor, which is the biology of aging.”

Overarching theory
David Botstein is Calico’s chief scientific
officer. He is 74, with a grizzled shadow
of beard reaching up from his collar. In
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November, I found him at a lecture hall
at MIT, where he offered a rare window
onto experiments under way at Calico.
Botstein, a well-known Princeton geneticist whom Calico recruited out of near
retirement, was in town to celebrate the
birthday of a successful former student,
now a sexagenarian. “The pleasure is coming to see old friends,” he says. “The notso-pleasure is if these guys are 60, what
am I?”
In his lecture, Botstein described several technologies—four, in fact—that Calico has for isolating old yeast cells from
the daughter cells that bud off them. (One
project has the institutional-sounding
name Mother Enrichment Program.)
These old cells are tracked and subjected
to a comprehensive analysis of which
genes are turned up or turned down, a
technique that is Botstein’s specialty.
Botstein told me Calico is exactly
what Google intended: a Bell Labs working on fundamental questions, with the
best people, the best technology, and the
most money. “Instead of ideas chasing the
money, they have given us a very handsome sum of money and want us to do
something about the fact that we know
so little about aging,” says Botstein. “It’s
a hard problem; it’s an unmet need; it is
exactly what Larry Page thinks it is. It’s
something to which no one is really in a
position to pay enough attention, until
maybe us.”
Botstein says no one is going to live
forever—that would be perpetuum mobile,
or perpetual motion, which defies the laws
of thermodynamics. But he says K
 enyon’s
experiments on worms are a “perfectly
good” example of the life span’s malleability. So is the fact that rats fed nearstarvation diets can live as much as 45
percent longer. The studies Botstein
described in yeast cells concerned a fundamental trade-off that cells make. In
good times, with lots of food, they grow
fast. Under stresses like heat, starvation,
or aging, they hunker down to survive,

The Ages and Death
Harmony (The Three Graces)
Hans Baldung Grien
1541–1544
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grow slowly, and often live longer than
normal. “Shields down or shields up,” as
Botstein puts it.
Such trade-offs are handled through
biochemical pathways that respond to
nutrients; one is called TOR, and another
involves insulin. These pathways have
already been well explored by other scientists, but Calico is revisiting them using
the newest technology. “A lot of our effort
is in trying to verify or falsify some of the
theories,” Botstein says, adding that he
thinks much of the science on aging so far
is best consumed “with a dose of sodium
chloride.” Some molecules touted as youth
elixirs that can act through such pathways—like resveratrol, a compound in red
wine—never lived up to their early hype.
According to Botstein, aging research
is still seeking a truly big insight. Imagine, he says, doctors fighting infections
without knowing what a virus is. Or think
back to cancer research in the 1960s.
There were plenty of theories then. But it
was the discovery of oncogenes—specific
genes able to turn cells cancerous—that
provided scientists with their first real
understanding of what causes tumors.
“What we are looking for, I think above
everything else, is to be able to contribute to a transformation like that,” he says.
“We’d like to find ways for people to have
a longer and healthier life. But by how
much, and how—well, I don’t know.”
Botstein says a “best case” scenario is
that Calico will have something profound
to offer the world in 10 years. That time
line explains why the company declines
media interviews. “There will be nothing to say for a very long time, except for
some incremental scientific things. That
is the problem.”
To get there, Calico is ratcheting up its
expertise and skills. Botstein says it has
demonstrated it could decode a human
genome from scratch, without peeking at
the official genome map. That’s a difficult
task requiring significant investment in
computing and know-how. But Calico got

the right answer, so it’s confident of accurately mapping the genome of the naked
mole rat—a job he says is half done. And
a precise understanding of how the mole
rat’s genes are organized may hold clues
to its long life. “A lot of what we do is technology development,” says Botstein. “It’s
not interesting, and it’s not supposed to
be interesting. It’s how you put one foot
in front of the other so you don’t trip on
yourself.”

Big disappointment

“We’d like to find
ways for people
to have a longer
and healthier
life. But by
how much,
and how—well,
I don’t know.”

To some, Calico’s heavy bet on basic biology is a wrong turn. The company is “my
biggest disappointment right now,” says
Aubrey de Grey, an influential proponent
of attempts to intervene in the aging process and chief science officer of the SENS
Research Foundation, a charity an hour’s
drive from Calico that promotes rejuvenation technology. It is being driven, he
complains, “by the assumption that we
still do not understand aging well enough
to have a chance to develop therapies.”
Indeed, some competitors are far
more aggressive in pursuing interventions than Calico is. “They are very
committed to these fundamental mechanisms, and bless them for doing that.
But we are committed to putting drugs
into the clinic and we might do it first,”
says Nathaniel David, president and
cofounder of Unity Biotechnology. This
year, Jeff Bezos joined investors who put
$127 million behind Unity, a startup in
San Francisco that’s developing drugs
to zap older, “senescent” cells that have
stopped dividing. These cells are suspected of releasing cocktails of unhelpful
old-age signals, and by killing them, Unity’s drugs could act to rejuvenate tissues.
The company plans to start with a modestly ambitious test in arthritic knees. De
Grey’s SENS Foundation, for its part, has
funded Oisin Biotechnologies, a startup
aiming to rid bodies of senescent cells
using gene therapy.
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Other scientists say it is time to
begin large human studies of “geroprotectors”—drugs that could decelerate aging altogether. One such effort is
being spearheaded by gerontologists at
Albert E
 instein College of Medicine, in
New York. The medication they hope to
test, metformin, is used to treat diabetes.
It cropped up as an anti-aging prospect
after scientists reviewing medical records
found that people taking it not only were
much less likely to die than other diabetics
but died at a 15 percent lower rate than all
other patients.
Metformin lowers blood sugar levels,
one clue it may have something in common with a low-calorie diet. But getting a
study off the ground hasn’t been easy. To
convince the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to approve the trial, doctors
decided to measure metformin’s effectiveness in preventing three separate diseases: heart attack, dementia, and cancer.
“They do not recognize aging as a disease,
so what we have done is choose diseases
of aging with minimal overlap in their
causes,” says Steven Austad, a biologist
at the University of Alabama at Birmingham and scientific director of the American Federation for Aging Research, which
has endorsed the metformin study. “If it
simultaneously delays them, that would
indicate a slowed rate of aging.”
The trial is designed to involve 6,000
people and would last six years. It would
be the first large study of a geroprotector in volunteers, according to S. Jay
Olshansky, a public health researcher at
the University of Illinois at Chicago. He
therefore rates the trial as significant no
matter whether it flops or, as he hopes,
sets off “the most groundbreaking events
in public health in this century.”
The only problem is who will pay
for the trial, expected to cost $65 million. The chance the NIH will pay for the
entire study is “remote,” says Austad, and
since metformin is an old drug not covered by patents, drug companies aren’t

“There are a lot

of charlatans in
aging research. I
should be careful
in what I say, but
it attracts pretty
quirky people.”

interested either. Instead, Olshansky and
Austad are going with what’s become a
favorite play in research on aging: they
plan to hit up billionaires for the money.
Funding a groundbreaking advance,
Olshansky promises potential investors,
could be their “ticket to immortality.”

Playing the long game
The science of aging is easy to disregard,
given its long historical connection to
alchemy, quacks, and vitamin pushers.
Even now, many scientists do their utmost
to avoid the phrase “anti-aging research”—
sounding as it does like a promise made
on a tin of skin cream. “There are a lot
of charlatans in aging research. I should
be careful in what I say, but it attracts
pretty quirky people,” says Gary Churchill,
a mouse geneticist at the Jackson Laboratory, in Bar Harbor, Maine.
It can’t help, either, that the people who bankroll this science keep saying they hope to live forever. Bill Maris,
the former head of Google Ventures who
hatched the idea for Calico, has said he
thinks it is possible people could live “for
500 years.” That’s pretty unlikely. In that
sense, Calico’s creation of a strictly controlled research fortress staffed by recognized leaders makes sense as an inoculum
against hokum, maybe even from the people paying the bills. “They are playing the
long game,” Churchill says. “It’s a good
strategy. It could leave them positioned
a decade from now to have something.”
Churchill’s work with Calico gives
some idea of how long it could take. In
April 2016, the company agreed to pay
for a large experiment at Jackson Labs to
search for a “biomarker” of aging—a molecule, which they hope to find in the blood,
whose quantity or properties change with
“biological” age, not just with the hands
on the clock. Such a diagnostic could be
extraordinarily useful, and profitable.
But searching for such a marker is
not cheap. At Jackson Labs, Churchill’s
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team plans to follow 1,000 mice, drawing blood and placing them inside special
cages where food and water intake can
be precisely measured and the rodents’
droppings and urine collected. Half the
mice will be on a calorie-restricted diet to
extend their lives—necessary to confirm
whether a biomarker really tags them as
biologically younger. The experiment will
generate millions of readings—for levels
of growth hormones and glucose, among
other things. Churchill wouldn’t say how
much Calico is paying, but simply feeding that many mice could cost $3 million. “We’ve mapped it out, planned it.
It’s immense, and we’d never be able to do
this with the NIH,” he says. “The willingness to invest in the long term is the most
appealing thing about Calico.”

Churchill says the ideal biomarker
of aging would actually estimate how
much longer you have left to live, barring any unforeseen events. And the readout would change if you took a drug or
adopted a diet that somehow rescheduled your appointment with the Grim
Reaper. With a test like that, companies
could see whether their drugs actually
influenced aging without waiting many,
many years for the answer. Finding such a
blood marker would be the kind of breakthrough that aging research so desperately needs—and that Calico was created
to discover.
Antonio Regalado is MIT Technology
Review’s senior editor covering biomedicine.

Le Néophyte
Gustave Doré
circa 1880–1883
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HOTTER
DAYS
WILL
DRIVE
GLOBAL
INEQUALITY

+35%

-5%

Rising temperatures due to climate change will strongly affect
economic growth around the world, making some countries
richer and some poorer.

number of northern countries, including
Russia and much of Europe, benefiting
from the rising temperatures. The uneven
impact of the warming “could mean a
massive restructuring of the global economy,” says Solomon Hsiang, a professor
at the Goldman School of Public Policy at
Berkeley, one of the reseachers who has
painstakingly documented the historical
impact of temperature. Even by 2050 (see
map), the variation in the economic fates
of countries is striking.
Because poorer countries, including those in much of South America and
Africa, already tend to be far hotter than
what’s ideal for economic growth, the
effect of rising temperatures will be particularly damaging to them. Average income
for the world’s poorest 60 percent of people by century’s end will be 70 percent

-28%
-28%

LUKE SHUMAN

xtreme heat, it turns out, is very
bad for the economy. Crops fail.
People work less, and are less
productive when they do work.
That’s why an increase in extremely
hot days is one of the more worrisome
prospects of climate change. To predict
just how various countries might suffer
or benefit, a team of scientists at Stanford
and the University of California, Berkeley, have turned to historical records of
how temperature affects key aspects of the
economy. When they use this data to estimate how various countries will fare with
a warming planet, the news isn’t good.
The average global income is predicted to be 23 percent less by the end
of the century than it would be without
climate change. But the effects of a hotter
world will be shared very unevenly, with a
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Change in gross domestic product per capita in 2050
relative to a world without global warming.
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Hot Tempers, Poor Yields, and Sluggish Economies
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The probability of civil conflict in tropical
areas increases in hotter El Niño years
relative to La Niña years, according to one
study. (Hsiang et al., 2011)

Study of more than a billion tweets shows
rise in profanity as temperatures exceed
about 20 °C, suggesting how heat might
affect social interactions. (Baylis, 2015)
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In “climate-exposed” industries, the
amount of time spent working drops off
sharply above 30 °C. (Graff Zivin and
Neidell, 2014)
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A key measure of economic productivity shows sharp declines in hot weather.
Similar studies of income per capita in the
U.S. show a decline at high temperatures.
(Zhang et al., 2016)

below what it would have been without
climate change, conclude Hsiang and his
coauthors in a recent Nature paper. The
result of the rising temperatures, he says,
“will be a huge redistribution of wealth
from the global poor to the wealthy.”
Hotter weather is just one of the
effects of climate change; shifts in rainfall and an increase in severe weather like
hurricanes are among the others. But by
analyzing temperatures alone, Hsiang and
his coworkers have provided more precise

Study finds that yields of corn increase until
temperatures reach 30 °C, at which point
they decline sharply. Similar results were
found for cotton and soybeans.
(Schlenker and Roberts, 2009)

estimates of how climate change could
affect the economy. It turns out, Hsiang
says, that temperature has a surprisingly
consistent effect on different economic
inputs: labor supply, labor productivity, and crop yields all drop off dramatically between 20 °C and 30 °C. “Whether
you’re looking at crops or people, hot
days are bad,” he says. “Even in the richest and most technologically advanced
nation in the world, you will see [the negative effects],” he says, citing data show-

85-89°

>95°

Research shows elevated rate of deaths
in India during hot weather. The increased
mortality was uneven, disproportionately
affecting people living in rural areas.
(Burgess et al., 2013)

ing that a day over 30 °C in an average
U.S. county costs each resident $20 in
unearned income. “It’s real money.”
Of course, the idea that hot temperatures affect agriculture and the way we
work and feel is not new. Indeed, Hsiang
points to studies done in the early 20th
century on the optimum temperatures
for factory workers and soldiers. But he
and his colleagues have quantified how
changes in temperature alter overall economic productivity for entire countries.

CARLETON AND HSIANG, SCIENCE (2016)
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Extreme Hot Days

The number of days above 95 °F (35 °C)
will rise dramatically in many parts of the
United States if climate change
continues unabated.
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Hsiang and his coworkers examined
both the annual economic performance
in each country and the average yearly
temperatures from 1960 to 2010. Then
they used advanced statistical techniques
to isolate temperature effects from other
variables, such as changes in policies and
financial cycles. Such analysis, he says,
is possible because much more historical data is available, and computational
power has increased enough to handle it.
Then, by using climate models to project
future temperatures, the researchers were
able to estimate economic growth over the
rest of the century if these historical patterns hold true.
Hsiang has also looked at how hot
temperatures affect social behaviors and
health, concluding that they increase violence and mortality (see charts, opposite
page.) What he calls his “obsession” with
the social effects of temperature can be
traced to his training in the physical sciences. Temperature plays an essential
and obvious role in chemistry and physics, but its effects on society and human
behavior have been less appreciated. And
yet, as his recent work has confirmed,
the climate “is fundamental to our economy,” says Hsiang. Now he’s hoping to
provide new understanding of just how
an increasingly hot world will affect our
future prosperity. —David Rotman
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In 2006, Raj Shah was an F16
pilot in the U.S. Air Force, flying
combat missions in Operation
Iraqi Freedom. It was the war’s
worst year, and Shah had a problem. The display
screen in his cockpit had no moving map. The
GPS showed him ground coördinates, but there
was no overlaid image—no moving dot or icon—
that showed where he was in relation to those

Procuring Innovation
The U.S. Department of Defense founded a kind of startup in Silicon
Valley to accelerate the development and acquisition of new technologies
useful to the military. But will it survive President Trump?
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coördinates. “There were times,” he recalls,
“when I didn’t know whether I was over Iraq
or Iran.” During home leave, he bought an
iPAQ , one of the early pocket PCs, and loaded
it with a standard, cheap aviation-map
program. Back in his F16, he strapped the
pad to his lap and relied on it—not the
plane’s multimillion-dollar mil-spec
software—for navigation.

By Fred Kaplan
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hah realized that commercial
technology was racing ahead
of the U.S. military’s own, and
that this was a dangerous trend
for America’s security, given the
nation’s reliance on its technical
edge to win wars.
Today Shah is managing
partner of DIUx, the Defense
Innovation Unit Experimental, which was created less than
two years ago to address this problem. The program’s budget is only $30 million, barely the size of a counting error in
the Pentagon’s ledgers. Yet it’s already having an impact,
mending the tattered ties between the military and Silicon
Valley—and it might revolutionize the way defense contracts
are awarded, making U.S. military missions far more likely to
take advantage of high-tech inventions.
For the same reason, it’s also in the crosshairs of various
factions within the Department of Defense bureaucracy and
the corporations that supply the military. They have developed elaborate ways of doing business with each other and
regard anything deemed “innovative” or “experimental” with
suspicion. Yet Shah is convinced that if something like DIUx
had started up a few decades ago, his F16 would have had
Google Maps built into its display screen.
From the top
DIUx is the brainchild of Secretary of Defense Ash Carter,
a theoretical physicist who has taught and done research
at Harvard and MIT and previously served in senior posts
in the Pentagon. “The concept of a DoD outpost in Silicon
Valley, and in other technology centers around the country,
was in my mind when I entered office,” Carter says. In 2000,
he wrote a paper called “Keeping the Technological Edge,”
foreseeing that commercial industries would soon overtake
defense labs at innovation and that, to protect U.S. global
interests, the Defense Department would need to form new
relationships with the private sector. When Carter took over
the Pentagon in February 2015, he was smacked by international crises, but he declared that defending America’s
strategic dominance in technology was a top priority. Two
months into his tenure, he announced the formation of DIUx
in a speech at Stanford: the first time a defense secretary
had come to Silicon Valley in 20 years. The program was
launched in August of that year.
The program’s headquarters is located in Mountain View,
California, on the grounds of a sprawling Air Force and NASA
research base, much of it now occupied by Google. The DIUx
staff of around 40 people—a mix of civilians, military, and

contractors—work on the second floor of a squat brick office
building once used by the Air National Guard, until the area’s
housing became too expensive for Guard personnel. The corridors are old-school drab, the doors secured with combination
locks. But inside, the newcomers have revamped the spaces
with blackboards, whiteboards, and desks arrayed in random
diagonals, to match the nonhierarchical vibe of a Valley startup.
It was vital, in Carter’s mind, to place the office in the
heart of Silicon Valley. He wanted to tap into projects that
were already in the works—at startups and companies that
didn’t do business with the government—and adapt them to
national-security missions. The budgetary advantages were
straightforward: the Defense Department wouldn’t have to
pay for R&D, because the companies would already have
incurred the costs. And DIUx wouldn’t pay procurement costs:
those would be paid by the military service that agreed to put
the product in the field.
But in its first year, despite support from the top, the
program seemed doomed. Carter didn’t fully appreciate
that such an unconventional program had to be run in an
unconventional way. He named as DIUx director George
Duchak, who’d been a DARPA program manager, director of
the Air Force Research Laboratory’s Information Directorate
in Rome, New York, and a high-tech entrepreneur. But on the
organizational chart, Duchak reported to the undersecretary
of defense for acquisition, technology, and logistics. Carter
had held that post before his ascension to secretary, but it
was now occupied by Frank Kendall, an engineer who had
worked for big defense contractors. Kendall didn’t share
Carter’s enthusiasm for the whole idea of DIUx and shuffled
its oversight to an acting assistant secretary of defense for

DIUx is already having
an impact, mending the
tattered ties between the
military and Silicon Valley.
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research and engineering, who didn’t know what to do with
it and wouldn’t have had the authority to do much if he did.
Duchak was thus three layers away from Carter.
Isaac Taylor saw the ensuing train wreck up close. Taylor
had spent the previous 13 years at Google, designing and
building its first self-driving cars. From there, he rose to operations director of Google X, where he started a number of projects involving robotics and augmented reality. Still, he was
looking for a change, keen to work on “meaty projects that
matter to the nation.”
Taylor began pitching products from within Google. He
soon realized the program couldn’t work—not as it was organized. From the sidelines, Taylor also witnessed how two of
California’s most creative companies came afoul of DIUx’s processes. One, Shield AI in San Diego, had built a small, autonomous indoor drone, which the program thought might appeal
to the Special Operations Command, whose soldiers might
want to know who is lurking inside a building or a cave. The
other, Bromium in Cupertino, had designed cybersecurity software that could isolate operating systems from untrusted users.
Meetings were held; the interest was palpable. But nothing
happened. In Silicon Valley’s culture, meetings end either with
a decision on whether a deal is possible or, often, with the deal
itself. In the Pentagon’s culture, meetings lead to more meetings, which might lead to an R&D contract in 18 months, followed by testing, approval, then a renewed competition for a
contract to build a prototype in another couple of years, then an
assessment, followed by several more stages. No one in the Valley could put up with such delay: among other things, the technology would have changed three times between the moments
when the contract was signed and the hardware fielded.

ASH CARTER
DIUx is the brainchild of the secretary of defense.
He thought it vital to place DIUx in the heart of Silicon
Valley: he wanted to tap into projects at startups.
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One of Secretary Carter’s assistants called Taylor to ask
what had gone wrong. Taylor replied that the people at DIUx
were talented, but the process doomed the idea. “I told them
the organization was failing slowly, and that in Silicon Valley,
that’s the worst way to fail,” he recalls. “The longer a firm keeps
failing, the less inclined that people in the Valley will be to give
it the time of day.”
Carter recruited two White House aides—Todd Park, a Silicon Valley entrepreneur who’d rescued HealthCare.gov, and
DJ Patil, another Valley insider who’d been persuaded by President Obama to bring big data into the executive branch—and
asked them to fly to California, survey the situation at DIUx,
and report back on how to fix it.
Park and Patil soon had answers. First, they reported, the
office needed to be able to close a deal by the end of a meeting or no more than a few days later. Second, because no one
person had all the skills necessary to run something as complex as DIUx, it should be run by a senior team of four or
five people who together knew about management, venture
capital, technology, and the internal workings of the Pentagon. Third, this team should have a direct line to Secretary
Carter himself—in part to exude authority, and in part to get
approval quickly.
Finally, Park and Patil assured Carter, failure was okay in
the Valley. The important thing—it’s a local motto—was to “fail
fast.” In other words, Carter needed to shut down DIUx and
reboot with as much fanfare, and as clear a sign of commitment, as possible. If he proclaimed failure forthrightly, he’d
even be respected; the executives who’d looked and turned
away might give the program a second chance.
On May 11, 2016, Carter flew to Mountain View and
announced the start of what he called “DIUx 2.0.” He also
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There remained the main challenge:
how to cut through the Pentagon’s
byzantine procurement process.

Discovery stage
There remained the main challenge: how to cut through the
Pentagon’s byzantine procurement process. All four of DIUx’s
leaders, as well as Carter, were inspired by the example of
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, which
had spurred defense innovations such as the Internet itself.
Particularly intriguing to them was a DARPA project called
Cyber Fast Track, run by a white-hat hacker named Peiter
“Mudge” Zatko. His idea was to open up R&D competitions
to startups and even individuals that seldom or never worked
with the Department of Defense. The result was surprising:
130 contracts awarded, between two and 16 days after first
proposal, at an average cost just shy of $150,000. Some led
to research breakthroughs—most notably an experiment
demonstrating that Jeep Cherokees (and, by inference, all
computerized cars) were vulnerable to hacking. (The cost
of that contract was the retail price tag of two Jeep Cherokees and a modest fee for the two people, one of them a former NSA hacker, running the experiment.) “Mudge’s Cyber
Fast Track was our inspiration,” Chris Kirchhoff recalls. “He

PEITER ZATKO
The white-hat hacker was responsible
for Cyber Fast Track at DARPA.

HANGAR ONE
DIUx is based on the grounds of a California
Air Force base that features one of the world’s
largest structures, built to house airships.

COURTESY OF NASA AMES RESE ARCH CENTER

introduced the leadership team he and his staff had assembled just weeks before. They were Isaac Taylor, who had
decided to give DIUx another chance after hearing assurances that his criticisms had been addressed; Chris Kirchhoff,
who’d worked as a long-term strategist in Obama’s National
Security Council and as the civilian assistant to General Martin Dempsey, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Vishaal
Hariprasad, a highly decorated Air Force cyberwarfare officer, who later cofounded a Silicon Valley firm called Morta
Security and sold it to Palo Alto Networks; and Raj Shah, who
after flying F16s in Iraq had earned an MBA at the Wharton
School of Business and emerged as a Valley entrepreneur,
partnering with Hariprasad to start and sell Morta.
Shortly before Carter’s announcement, the four met at
a long dinner to discuss the terms of this new enterprise.
They agreed they would take the offer under crucial conditions: they’d need hiring and firing power, authority to manage their budget, and permission to take risks and fail. (In the
traditional culture of the Pentagon, managers tend to double
down rather than cut their losses, accreting bloat along the
way.) Carter signed off on those terms without hesitation.
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showed it was possible to take an idea and award it a contract
in a few days.”
But DARPA is strictly an R&D cauldron. For a development project to pass into production, it generally has to be
turned over to the Pentagon procurement bureaus, which, as
a first step, post a wide-open competition to build a prototype. Even large, traditional defense companies refer to this
gap between R&D and actual production as “the valley of
death.” For Silicon Valley firms, the notion was anathema: they
weren’t going to spend time and money developing a new technology only to lose the bid.
When DIUx 2.0 got under way, Raj Shah and his team
talked to Lauren Schmidt, the program’s “pathways director” responsible for contracts, who told them of a discovery
she had made of enormous consequence. Previously, Schmidt
had worked in the Army’s acquisitions branch, where she had
learned of a type of contracting blandly named “other transaction authority.” In an OTA contract, the government and commercial companies can design prototype projects without the
onerous rules and regulations of the traditional defense acquisition process. Congress had created this authority in the 1950s
to allow the space program to “enter into and perform such
contracts … as may be necessary in the conduct of NASA’s mission.” But other than its use by NASA, the law had mostly languished, invoked only by DARPA (this was how Zatko rammed
through Cyber Fast Track) and an Army arsenal in Picatinny,
New Jersey, that manufactures guns, bullets, and precision
guided missiles.
Schmidt’s discovery was Section 815 of the newly passed
defense authorization act, which allowed the use of OTA contracts for a wider range of projects, so long as a senior official affirmed that they enhanced the “mission effectiveness”
of military personnel or their weapons systems. This changed
everything. Section 815 meant that the company developing
a project could take it into the prototype phase without having to endure another layer of Pentagon bureaucracy. True, the
obscure article limited this expansion to contracts valued at
no more than $250 million, but few of the projects that DIUx
had in mind would cost that, and if they did, the new language
allowed OTA contracting for those programs, too, if the undersecretary of defense for acquisition assured Congress in writing that they were “essential to meet critical national security
objectives.”
For the DIUx team, Chris Kirchhoff said, Section 815 “was
like Thomas Jefferson taking out his pen and writing the Declaration of Independence.” The pen, in this case, had belonged
to a senior staffer on the Senate Armed Services Committee
named Bill Greenwalt, a former Pentagon official who had
written a paper likening the Defense Department’s acquisition
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system to “an 18th-century wooden warship that has been out
to sea for too long, accumulating such a surfeit of barnacles
that it can barely float, let alone operate under full speed.” He
didn’t know about DIUx when he wrote what would become
Section 815, and the DIUx people didn’t know about him, but
their aims were the same and their purposes converged.
The partners contacted executives who’d pitched the
aborted projects during DIUx 1.0—the autonomous indoor
drone and the cybersecurity software—and urged them to
pitch again. This time, they were approved. The drone is now
being field-tested for a Special Forces unit deployed overseas.
On October 13, 2016, the new team released its first quarterly report. It listed 12 signed contracts, totaling $36.3 million, with another $100 million coming from the military
services that had agreed to buy or test the products. (So far,
for every dollar DIUx spent, the buyer—whatever military
branch will use the device—has spent three dollars.) One of
the items, made by a San Mateo company called Sonitus, is a
small plastic two-way microphone and listening device that

For DIUx, Section 815
“was like Thomas Jefferson
writing the Declaration of
Independence.”
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fits over a soldier’s teeth like a mouth guard and conducts
signals through the bone. No earbuds are required, so soldiers dropped into a combat zone can communicate with one
another while still hearing what’s going on all around them
and retaining “situational awareness.” The contract for the
device was signed at the end of the summer; by October, the
Air National Guard was using it in Afghanistan.
For the 12 projects, the average time between the initial
proposal and the signed contract was 59 days. All the products were designed for commercial markets—the companies
involved hadn’t even thought about possible military applications—and no one in the military had been aware that the
products or the companies existed. It was DIUx that put the
two together. All this was a radical departure from standard
practice. Under typical Pentagon contracting procedures, the
military services write a “requirement,” which bureaucrats
translate into a “request for proposal,” to which corporations
respond with product designs, which another layer of bureaucrats evaluate, and on it goes until competing prototypes are
introduced. The officers who write the original requirements
never speak to the corporate managers who manufacture
the resulting hardware or software.
Isaac Taylor says, “I spend lots of time traveling to military
groups. I ask, ‘How can I help? Where is the technology acquisition system not meeting your needs?’ No one has said, ‘No,
thanks, I’m doing fine.’ They all say, including the most senior
officers, ‘We’ll take all the help we can get.’”
These are precisely the sorts of conversations Ash Carter
hoped the project would provoke. “My intent with DIUx,” he
says, “is to ensure there are more people who are able to
understand both universes and to bridge them: those who
come from the tech community and contribute to our vitally
important mission and those already part of the Defense
Department who get to know the technology world better.”
One pleasant surprise has been the large number of firms
that have expressed interest in the program. Silicon Valley is
often painted as a landscape populated by cyber-libertarians,
hostile to the national-security state, but Raj Shah insists the
stereotype is overstated. “Silicon Valley was built on a privatepublic partnership in national security, and I’d love to rebuild
that,” he says. “There’s certainly skepticism about whether it
will work; but there’s not as much skepticism as people think
about the broad value of the military.”
Since the summer reboot, DIUx branches have opened in
Austin and Boston. An office in Kendall Square in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, is now headed by Bernadette Johnson, who
took a leave of absence from her job as chief technical officer at MIT’s Lincoln Lab to become chief science officer of
the program. While the headquarters has devoted most of

“I ask, ‘How can I help?
Where is the technology
acquisition system not
meeting your needs?’
its efforts to robotics and drones, the focus in Boston is on
biotech and biomedicine. “It turns out there are lots of reservists at Harvard labs and Boston hospitals,” Johnson says. “I’m
optimistic about our growth.”
Existential doubts
The presidency of Donald Trump throws these prospects—
perhaps the very existence of DIUx—into doubt.
New administrations often scrap the programs of their
predecessor, especially if headed by the opposing party.
During the campaign, DIUx managers reached out to both
candidates’ staffs: they briefed some of Hillary Clinton’s
defense advisors, who seemed happy with the program, but
they weren’t able to sit down with anyone on Trump’s team,
because there were no defense advisors to brief. Trump’s
pick for secretary of defense, retired Marine general James
Mattis, has a strategic mind and a penchant for innovation,
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and he really cares about the needs of those in the field. He
might embrace DIUx.
Even before the election, there was nail-biting in Mountain
View. In 2016, the House Armed Services and Appropriations
Committees eliminated the program’s budget for the next fiscal year. Secretary Carter urged them to restore funding. The
Senate committees have approved full funding, but the HouseSenate conference committees will make the final decision.
Some observers are optimistic. The House panels made their
cuts after learning of the unit’s initial failures, and justifying its
existence was why DIUx rushed out its report on the 12 contracts in October: it wanted to show Congress that the program was succeeding.
But some members of the committees, especially those
from the House, prefer the old way of doing things. So do the
big defense corporations that molded their structures and procedures to fit the regulations of the Pentagon’s procurement
bureaucracy.
The perception that DIUx might disrupt the Department
of Defense’s settled ways is not entirely unreasonable. Frank
Kendall, the undersecretary of defense for acquisition, who

UNCERTAIN FUTURE
No one knows whether the new
Congress will continue to fund DIUx.

No one has said, ‘No, thanks,
I’m doing fine.’ They all
say ... ‘We’ll take all the
help we can get.’”
once was unimpressed with the outfit in the Valley, now touts
its strengths. On November 21, he sent an “all-hands” e-mail
headed “New Rapid Contracting Tool.” The message encouraged “all acquisition professionals to familiarize themselves”
with the OTA contracting approach, praised DIUx for using
the method “to rapidly meet warfighter requirements,” and
announced that the Department of Defense had asked Congress to approve “an expansion of this authority” to cover
emerging “state-of-the-art” technologies, not just those stemming from commercial projects.
The communiqué was not a memo or a directive. The sort
of contracting it champions does have its limits. Ash Carter
emphasizes that OTA isn’t suitable for every weapons program. “We’re not going to use DIUx to procure aircraft carriers or the F-35,” he says. But he adds that he does hope DIUx
has “a transformative impact” on the Pentagon’s procurement
practices broadly, encouraging its bureaucrats “to embrace a

culture of innovation.” To some people, that’s not a hope but
a threat.
Small, still-nascent programs that haven’t built up sizable
constituencies often need support at the top to survive. DIUx
has been Ash Carter’s pet. It’s hard to say whether the next secretary of defense will give it the same attention. But the inadequacy of the present system is clear. Raj Shah recently traveled
to the Middle East to talk with U.S. commanders about DIUx
projects. He made a point of talking with some F16 pilots who
are flying combat missions over Iraq, just as he did 10 years
ago. Their jets had been upgraded with moving maps. But not
long before, they had still been strapping iPads to their laps,
after loading them with commercial aviation map apps, so that
they knew exactly where they were flying.
Fred Kaplan is the “War Stories” columnist for Slate and the
author of Dark Territory: The Secret History of Cyber War.
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Innovative African e-tailers are offering soughtafter goods to the continent’s growing middle
class. But logistical challenges must be worked
out delivery by delivery.
By Jonathan W. Rosen
Photographs by Francis Kokoroko
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Mohammed Sani Ali delivers
packages in Accra, Ghana’s
capital city, for the online
shop Tisu. His motorbike
has a red box on the back.
Inset: After ordering online,
a customer pays in cash
at a pickup location run by
e-tailer Jumia in Accra’s
Makola Market.
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Michael Ashong, who delivers packages
for Accra’s online marketplace Tisu, tries
to reach a customer.

t’s the peak of the afternoon in Accra, the
capital of Ghana, and Michael Ashong
is growing restless. A delivery driver for
Tisu, a local online merchant, he’s spent
much of the day in a compact black
Hyundai hatchback delivering shoes,
smartphones, and other consumer items
across the city, with me riding along. Now
Ashong’s final delivery is proving difficult.
Like most drivers in the city, he navigates
by landmarks: Accra’s streets are generally well marked, but few buildings have
numbers, and most people here don’t use
the official address system. Ashong’s last
customer, a student at a nursing school
on the city’s outskirts, hasn’t been able to
guide him from the sights he shouts into
his phone: the main gate of a hospital
affiliated with the school; a row of derelict buildings; “the place where they sell
yams.” At one point Ashong flags down a
passerby, who speaks to the customer on
his phone, but the resulting directions
only lead him further off track. After 30
minutes of driving in circles, Ashong and
his customer finally agree on an alter-
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Top: Customers who place
orders online can pick them up
in person at Tisu’s location in
East Legon, a suburb of Accra.
Bottom: Mohammed Sani Ali at
an Accra bus depot unpacking
packages that he will send
to customers in the town of
Kumasi, 150 miles away.
Opposite page: Tisu prints
a catalogue to promote its
Groupon-style online deals.
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native meeting spot, and the customer
arrives to pay cash for his package. In
the end, the delivery, including roundtrip travel, takes nearly two hours, all for
a “Moon Love” necklace costing 49 Ghanaian cedi ($12).
“These are the challenges we get to,”
Ashong tells me as we return, windows
down in the tropical heat, to Tisu’s logistical hub and office in the suburb of East
Legon, northeast of the city center. “At
least the customer was [answering his
phone]. Sometimes you get there and his
phone is off. I normally try three times
and then I have to move.”
Ashong, a soft-spoken 28-year-old
who trained as a mechanic and used to
drive a taxi before coming to work for
Tisu, is the navigator of his employer’s
last mile, the final link in a supply chain

that starts with manufacturers around
the world, traverses sea and land to the
shelves of Accra vendors, and finally
arrives at Tisu’s hub. There high-volume
items are kept in stock, others are collected on order, and all are eventually
parceled out to one of the five drivers the
company employs directly.
Shopping online is still a novelty in
Ghana, as it is in much of Africa: fewer
than 1 percent of African retail sales are
made online. Yet rising purchasing power
across much of the continent, buttressed
by years of strong economic growth, has
boosted demand for Western consumer
goods faster than Africa’s limited brickand-mortar retailers can supply them,
especially since traffic congestion in many
cities makes trips to the mall untenable.
Meanwhile, smartphones and access to

MIT TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
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high-speed Internet are increasingly common. All this means African e-commerce
has started to grow. Earlier this year, the
sector reached a watershed moment when
Jumia Group, formerly Africa Internet
Group (see 50 Smartest Companies 2016),
the parent company of Africa’s largest
e-retailer, Jumia.com, became the continent’s first tech “unicorn,” surpassing $1
billion in market value. Like much of Africa’s online economy, Jumia has gotten its
funding primarily from large international
corporations, among them French insurer
Axa, Wall Street leviathan Goldman Sachs,
German technology investor Rocket Internet, and South Africa’s top telecommunications company, MTN Group.
All these companies are betting that
growth in Africa’s online economy will
accelerate. McKinsey, the global consultancy, predicts that in the continent’s largest economies, 10 percent of retail sales
could be transacted online by 2025. That’s
greater than the proportion in the United
States today and would translate to $75
billion in sales a year. “In the long term,
there’s no question that e-commerce is
going to be massive in Africa,” says Jørn
Lyseggen, founder and chairman of the
Meltwater Entrepreneurial School of
Technology, an Accra-based incubator of
technology startups.
But getting there will require companies to overcome many problems like the
ones I saw Ashong facing.
His employer, a Groupon-style deals
site owned by the Swiss–South African
venture Ringier Africa Deals Group, has
grown steadily since its launch in 2011
and now draws 250,000 visitors per
month. Its focus is mainly fashion, home
décor, and electronics.
Its greatest competition comes from
Ghana’s traditional marketplaces. Downtown Accra’s sprawling Makola Market,
far from Tisu’s quiet suburban hub, contains everything from Chinese-sourced
wigs and plastic kitchenware to live crabs
and local kente fabrics—sold from sidewalks, partially covered stalls, or the tops
of women’s heads. Hawkers cluster at
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Online Orders Delivered

Pantang Hospital and Nursing School

Over four hours, Tisu driver
Michael Ashong zigzags
across the Ghanian capital
and its suburbs, dealing with
traffic jams, poor directions,
and hard-to-reach customers,
delivering items costing less
than $10 and more than $100.
On busy days, it’s not unusual
for Ashong to make 20 stops,
delivering orders to customers
and picking up goods from
third-party sellers.

5

2

Tisu office, East Legon
1

3

N

Kotuka International Airport

ACCRA
VIP Bus Transport Terminal

4

1

Item: Nike Presto Flyknit sneakers
& Monster Bluetooth stereo device.
Time: 10:40 a.m.

2

Item: Infinix Hot 4 smartphone
Time: 11 a.m.

3

Item: Detox Bottle
Time: 11:40 a.m.

4

Item: Infinix Hot S smartphone
Time: 12:05 p.m.

5

Item: Moon Love necklace
Time: 1:55 p.m.

Makola Market

1 Mile

intersections selling sunglasses, earbud
headphones, and coconuts out of pushcarts. Tin-roofed shops displaying sneakers, dress shirts, sofas, and the occasional
parrot cling to the edges of highways and
tree-lined boulevards.
Many of the goods there are secondhand or cheap knockoffs, which leaves
Ghanaians of means in want of more
upmarket alternatives. Although metropolitan Accra, with a population of four
million, now boasts several modern shopping malls, many people wait to make
purchases on overseas trips or rely on family in the diaspora. Even Ashong sources
much of his wardrobe from abroad. “I
have an uncle in New York,” he tells me
when I ask about his fashionable loafers.
“I usually wait for him to visit.”

For Ashong’s customers, who’ve had
Tisu products delivered to their homes,
businesses, and classrooms, searching for
products online is faster than waiting for a
family courier’s visit and more convenient
than fighting traffic to get to a mall or market. Nelson Amo, the CEO of a local investment firm and Ashong’s second client of
the day, says he prefers the site because
it saves him time and he’s confident its
products are “verified.” Today’s delivery,
an Infinix Hot 4 smartphone ordered less
than 24 hours earlier, is the third order
he’s made from Tisu. It arrives without the
screen protector he had expected—essential to prevent his kids from “crushing it”—
so he’ll have to place his fourth.
For many Ghanaians, though, a lack of
trust in online retail remains a significant

deterrent. The vast majority of Tisu customers pay with cash on delivery, in part
because few of them have a credit card
or mobile money app, but also because
most Ghanaians prefer to have a product
in their hands before they commit to buying it. Augusta Davis, head of operations
and customer service for Tisu, says the
company has had problems with customers placing orders simply to “test the site,”
only to refuse the products on delivery.
Internet penetration in Ghana is relatively high—the National Communications Authority counts 18 million mobile
data subscribers, equivalent to 66 percent of the population—but data bundles
are expensive and memory is limited on
many popular phones, deterring some
from downloading apps for making pur-
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Bustling Makola Market
in the center of Accra.
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Makola Market vendors sell
everything from sunglasses to pet
birds, but many of the goods are
second-hand or cheap knockoffs.
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Mohammed Sani Ali rides a motorbike to deliver packages in Accra, where heavy traffic makes car travel difficult.
His route also includes this depot where he sends packages on public buses to customers in Kumasi.
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Makola Market.
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Michael Ashong delivers a package and takes payment in cash.

chases. To overcome that challenge, Tisu
produces a print catalogue that it leaves
at restaurants, salons, and other strategic
points around the capital. Jumia goes a
step further, employing a network of commissioned sales agents, called J-Force,
to place orders for clients who have limited online access or are not comfortable
ordering themselves. “J-Force gives a
human touch to what we do,” says F
 rancis
Agbemey, who manages the network in
Ghana.
Arguably the biggest barrier to online
retailing—bigger even than cultural norms
or limits on connectivity—is the one
Ashong faces daily: the challenge of delivery. In Accra, where the bulk of the country’s affluent citizens are concentrated and
where the lion’s share of Tisu’s orders come

from, traffic is so bad that e-retailers make
most of their deliveries on motorbikes,
which can more easily maneuver through
congestion. Ashong, Tisu’s only driver on
four wheels, says he saves time by making use of the city’s “short ways” and “corners”—deviating from the well-maintained
primary routes onto back roads that are
unpaved or full of potholes.
The day I ride with Ashong, he drives
for four hours through quiet suburbs,
office parks, and hectic downtown streets,
but he manages just five deliveries and
two pickups from third-party vendors.
(On busy days, he says, the total can rise to
20.) Ashong tracks down every customer,
and all accept their products. Even the
day’s final client—the nursing student,
Samuel Akuffo, who’s had to leave a quiz

to come and find us—is forgiving of the
hassle required to get the necklace.
“My girlfriend’s birthday is on Saturday,” he explains. The gift was his first Tisu
transaction, made on his smartphone via
the company’s Android app. “I looked at
the deals and it was cool.”
Ashong then offers Akuffo a ride back
to his classroom, and he sighs as our new
passenger directs him onto a dirt road
we’d missed before, not far from the
yam seller. We arrive, and Akuffo rushes
to rejoin his class. “Next time,” he tells
Ashong, “you’ll know where to find me.”
Jonathan W. Rosen is a journalist
covering sub-Saharan Africa. He is
a 2016 Alicia Patterson Foundation
reporting fellow.
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By David Talbot
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If the next president
intends to improve
American infrastructure
and expand economic
opportunities, there’s
no better place to start
than with the millions
of people who still lack
broadband access and
computer skills.
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ost homes in the
Un i t e d S t a t e s
h a v e In t e r n e t
service, but they
don’t in the poor parts of
Cleveland and nearby suburbs.
A survey in 2012 showed that
58 percent of the area’s households with incomes under
$20,000 had neither home
broadband nor mobile Internet access, often because of the
cost. Another 10 percent had
a mobile phone but no home
broadband. Until recently, one
such household was a groundfloor two-bedroom apartment
in a public housing project
called Outhwaite Homes,
where a circumspect 13-yearold girl named Ma’Niyah
Larry lives with her mother,
Marcella.
Ma’Niyah has a specialeducation plan for math; to
help her, she’s been assigned
problems to do online through
K han Academy. But her
mother says she cannot afford

broadband from Time Warner
Cable, which would begin at
around $50 a month, even for
an entry-level offering, plus
modem and taxes (and the
price would rise significantly
after the 12-month teaser
rate expired). The family has
a smartphone, but it’s harder
for Ma’Niyah to use the small
screen, and Marcella watches
her data caps closely; just a few
hours of Khan Academy videos would blow past monthly
limits. Fast Internet access
is available in a library a few
blocks away, but “it’s so bad
down here that it’s not really
safe to walk outside,” Marcella
Larry says. Ma’Niyah’s bedroom, its wall decorated with
a feathery dream-catcher, faces
a grassy courtyard where gangrelated gunfire rang out on two
nights last summer, causing
Ma’Niyah to flee to the relative safety of the living room.
There is a patchwork of
attempts to deal with this

Internet Use at Home by Income
While nearly all wealthy U.S. households are online, only
about half of the poorest ones are.
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problem. The region’s publ i c h o u s i n g a g e n c y, t h e
Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority, recently gave
Ma’Niyah a tablet and a wireless hotspot in a trial program
to help close the “homework
gap” that’s opened up between
kids who have Internet-
connected computers at home
and those who don’t. And
Marcella Larry qualifies for a
discount program AT&T offers
to families that receive food
subsidies: DSL service—far
slower than what the government defines as broadband—
over phone lines for $5 to $10
a month. But it’s hardly a longterm solution. AT&T agreed to
offer the package for four years
as part of its effort to win regulatory approval for its acquisition of DirectTV.
Marcella and Ma’Niyah
are among the millions of
people on the wrong side of
America’s persistent digital divide. A survey by Pew
Research shows that fully
one-third of American adults
do not subscribe to any Internet access faster than dial-up
at their home at a time when
many basic tasks—finding
job listings, doing homework,
obtaining social services, and
even performing many jobs—
require being online. Even
many people who are willing
to pay for service can’t get it.
Thirty-four million Americans have no access at all to
broadband as the U.S. Federal
Communications Commission
defines it: a download speed of
at least 25 megabits per second and an upload speed of
three megabits per second.

These speeds are what FCC
chairman Tom Wheeler calls
“table stakes for 21st-century
communications.”
People without broadband
are not necessarily entirely
offline: like Marcella Larry,
some of them rely on smartphones. But because of small
screens and data caps, phones
are not an adequate substitute for home broadband. Its
absence in some communities
is a growing problem at a time
when the jobs of the future
will be increasingly digital:
the Bureau of Labor Statistics
projects that 500,000 information technology jobs will be
created in the next few years.
Already, one in 20 American
adults is deriving some income
from online “gig” employment
(not including ride- or homesharing services), according
to joint studies by Microsoft Research and the Pew
Research Center. Such opportunities are only expected to
grow—for people who have
broadband access.
In Cleveland, which along
with Detroit ranks among
the worst-connected cities in
the nation, help is on the way
for some residents. Housing
projects like the one where
Marcella and Ma’Niyah Larry
live are about to benefit from
an ambitious project to provide the fastest service in the
city using a combination of
fiber-optic networks and a
new breed of wireless connection. But no comprehensive solution is in evidence
for these cities—or the nation
as a whole. Despite having
invented the Internet’s proto-
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Percentage of Unemployed People Who Found Work
People who said in labor surveys in 2010–2013 that
they were unemployed were likelier if they had Internet
access to say in subsequent surveys that they had jobs.
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cols, the United States lags far
behind much of the industrialized world in available broadband speeds and affordability
of fast services—a problem
that is particularly acute in
inner cities and rural areas.
In past eras, great national
efforts led to universal electricity and telephone service.
Now the nation could use an
ambitious plan to improve
service, drive down costs, and
expand access to children like
Ma’Niyah and everyone else
who deserves it.
Opening doors
Of course, computers and
broadband by themselves
don’t magically lead to college degrees and better jobs.
After all, much of what people
do with Internet access once
they get it is hardly productive.
But some of them may not be
getting the training they need

to make effective use of software and online services. And
there are many correlations
between broadband access
and income levels or success
in finding employment. As the
White House Council of Economic Advisers says, “The digital divide is likely both a cause
and a consequence of other
demographic disparities.”
When people do get
broadband and computer
training, their lives can
change in remarkable ways.
Take Monica Moore. She’s a
single mother who lived in a
decaying neighborhood on
the east side of Cleveland and
spent more than 20 years
working as a file clerk at the
Cleveland Clinic. Then three
years ago came ominous news.
“At work, they said everything
was going to electronic medical records and they were
going to outsource my job,”

Moore, now 47, recalls. “Oh
my gosh, my job.”
Moore had fe w computer skills and rarely used
the Internet. The high cost
of service from Time Warner Cable kept her offline.
But faced with the prospect
of losing her job, she steeled
herself and entered a storefront training center called
the Ashbur y Community
Center. She started learning
software like Office and Excel,
and wound up taking online
classes through the University
of Phoenix. She spent evening
after evening doing that work
until, in early 2016, she collected a bachelor’s degree in
finance. She was one of more
than 6,000 people who have
received computer training
over the past five years thanks
to the Ashbury Center and its
partners in a nonprofit collaborative called Connect Your
Community.
Today, she’s still at the
Cleveland Clinic—only she’s
got a new job that pays
$20,000 more than her old
one, editing and uploading
digital reports in the hospital’s bustling cardiac catheterization lab. “I was stuck
20 years in the same job
due to the fact I didn’t have
the means, the technology,”
Moore says. “This opened so
many doors for me, and I’m
just so thankful.” While finishing her degree, she recognized
the value of getting Internet
access at home. She decided it
was worth $154 a month for a
cable deal that includes highspeed access in her new home
in the suburb of South Euclid.

Fast and cheap
To solve the access problem
for more low-income people,
Cleveland needs to focus on
public or subsidized housing, where 50,000 of the city’s
375,000 inhabitants live. I
took a trip to the 14th-story
roof of a public housing project named Cedar Estates with
Lev Gonick, CEO of a local
nonprofit called DigitalC. We
stepped out into the drizzle
and beheld a panoramic view
of America’s industrial rise
and decline. To the north was
Terminal Tower, a symbol of
the region’s onetime economic
might: the 52-story Art Deco
tower was once the secondtallest building in America.
To the south, smoke rose from
two steel mills that represent
the vestiges of a local industry that today employs fewer
than 2,000 people, down
from Cleveland’s steelmaking
peak of 47,000. Also in sight:
vacant factories and blocks of
near-worthless frame houses.
Gonick pointed to St. Vincent’s Charity Hospital, one
kilometer away. A high-speed
fiber-optic network passes
through St. Vincent’s; built
using a 2009 federal stimulus grant, it connects institutions including at least 800
schools, medical facilities,
and government buildings in
greater Cleveland. Now the
plan is to extend the network
to residents in the housing
projects. Because it would cost
$350,000 to run fiber from
St. Vincent’s to Cedar Estates
and several nearby buildings,
DigitalC will instead close that
gap with a wireless technol-
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ogy costing one-tenth as much
to install: a millimeter-wave
transmission system from a
company called Siklu. The new
service will be able to deliver
one-gigabit-per-second connections to the building, and
a bank of servers in Cedar
Estates’ basement telephone
room will use the existing copper telephone network to provide broadband service to all
163 apartments.
The goal: to provide the
fastest and cheapest service
in the city, completely removing the cost barrier that poor
residents now face. Gonick
believes the whole project is
so cheap to build that when
you throw in an FCC subsidy
(called “lifeline”) of $9.25 per
month, all tenants in the housing project will easily be able
to afford broadband.
While delivering fast,
cheap service is an end in
itself, DigitalC and partners
also plan to give all tenants
in the Cuyahoga Metropolitan Housing Authority refurbished computers and training
similar to what’s offered at
Ashbury. The tenants will be
directed to online workforce
training schools such as Career
Online High School, too. At
the same time, the government of Cuyahoga County is
working to put more services
online, including workforce
training, benefits enrollment,
and potentially telemedicine appointments, says Scot
Rourke, chief transformation
officer for the county. “We
want to do more than manage
poverty,” he says. “If we have
broadband, we can do more
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kinds of education and training. We’ve got to get people
into jobs that will give them
the wages to get out of poverty.”
Paths to such jobs exist for
those who seek them. One of
the new businesses within Terminal Tower is WeCanCodeIt,
a 12-week software engineering boot camp for people with
little experience in technology. The program aims to
equip them for jobs like building websites. One student is
Melissa Hughes, 40, who left
her job as an HIV-testing
counselor in Philadelphia and
is now unemployed in Cleveland. “In my previous field
there was not stability,” she
says. “Adding coding skills will
give me more opportunity.”
New efforts to introduce
kids to coding are taking root
as well. At a recent “hip-hop

coding” seminar organized by
several academic institutions
in a downtown office space,
teachers and librarians photographed themselves doing
break-dance moves and then
used Scratch, the popular programming language and online
community developed at MIT,
to design multimedia animations of their antics. Maria
Trivisonno, a librarian in the
Cleveland suburb of Warrensville Heights, explained the
audience she had in mind: the
kids who pour into the library
after school, looking for things
to do. “We want to teach kids
how to create things online,
not only how to find information,” she said between dance
moves. “If you can start kids
young thinking about how to
code, it will help them as they
get older.”

Don’t be scared
While Gonick’s project might
provide a model for cheap
broadband in public housing
and for educational efforts
that might help people put
it to good use, there’s a bigger problem to crack: how
can we get more and cheaper
digital infrastructure everywhere else in the country?
The key is to stimulate competition. For example, after
Google began offering broadband on fiber-optic lines in
the Kansas City area in 2012,
existing providers increased
the speed of their services by
86 percent over what it had
been a year prior—the largest increase in the country at
the time, according to Akamai
Technologies.
But Cleveland has no such
luck. It has only two compa-

Access Low in the City, High in the Suburbs
This map of the Cleveland area shows the
percentage of households in each census tract
that subscribed to a connection of at least 10
megabits per second in 2015.
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Why Don’t You Have Broadband?
People who don’t subscribe usually cite cost
as one of their reasons.
Home broadband is too expensive

59%

Have other options for Internet
access outside of home

46%

Computer is too expensive
Smartphone does everything
online that you need to do
Service is not available or speed
is unacceptable

DATA FROM PEW RESEARCH, 2015

Some other reason

nies providing service—Time
Warner Cable and AT&T—and
the latter doesn’t compete very
strongly. AT&T doesn’t offer
most of the city anything close
to what the FCC considers
broadband, and some streets
can still only get dial-up service from the company.
The situation is perhaps
worse in rural areas. Drive an
hour east of Cleveland and
you reach the community of
Andover, flanking the Pennsylvania border. Much of the
region has only slow DSL from
CenturyLink. “They claim it’s
‘high speed,’ but downloading things literally takes minutes,” says Cindy Schwenk, a
retiree who works part time
at the Andover Public Library.
When she’s there, she can use
Wi-Fi to download things on
her smartphone in just seconds because the building,
unlike residences in the area,
has a fast connection from

45%

27%

23%

25%

a state library consortium.
People sometimes sit in their
cars outside the building after
hours to get online.
The Andover area relies
economically on part-time residents who vacation at nearby
Pymatuning Lake. But other
areas without such draws may
get left behind in an increasingly digital economy.
How can we jump-start
competition in these places?
One model is emerging: let
local governments find partners to build out the basic
fiber-optic infrastructure, or
at least the empty conduit that
can carry fiber underground,
and then let service providers
compete for customers over
such networks (or pull fiber
through the conduit, as the
case may be). That’s what a
few cities are doing, including
the aerospace mecca of Huntsville, Alabama. In this case,
what’s going on in Hunts-

ville isn’t rocket science. The
city is building the basic fiber
infrastructure, known as “dark
fiber”; Google will “light” the
fiber and provide the service.
In Ammon, Idaho, the city
built a fiber network and let
private service providers duke
it out. Now customers can use
a Web interface to switch providers in a few seconds. No
need for the company-specific cable or optical networking boxes that are common in
homes across the country.
But in most places, efforts
to install new networks often
crash into decidedly low-tech
obstacles. For example, utility
poles. These are almost always
owned by an electric company
or telephone company, and the
latter has an interest in making it slow and costly for competitors to add new fiber to the
poles. The FCC has streamlined the rules for how companies attach to poles, but under
federal law the rules benefit
only ISPs, telephone companies, and cable companies. If
the entity trying to install fiber
happens to be, say, a county
redevelopment agency in a
rural area, FCC regulations
don’t apply, and pole owners
are freer to make the process
lengthy and difficult, even if
the agency has been told by
the state or local government
that it may use the poles. Cutting red tape to help install
fiber and then adopting flexible service models to facilitate
competition could “help get
away from today’s rigid models of information services,”
says Christopher Mitchell,
director of the community

broadband networks initiative
at the Institute of Local SelfReliance, a nonprofit that,
among other things, studies
broadband. That might finally
help end the digital divide
across the United States.
Does everyone deserve
access to affordable highspeed Internet, just like water,
sewers, electricity, and telephone service? In Ma’Niyah
Larry’s apartment and at the
Ashbury Community Center, where Monica Moore
rebooted her career, you can
see that the argument could
be made. “There is never a
shortage of people who want
to show up here and learn,”
Bill Callahan, director of the
Connect Your Community
collaborative, remarked as
we looked around the community center.
One of those people was
Claudette Hughley, a 55-yearold unemployed physical-
therapist assistant and mother
of three adult children. She
has spent her life offline and
needs to find work. She’s now
learned how to use e-mail,
how to create and edit Word
documents, and how to scroll
through online job listings.
These are all steps toward fully
crossing the digital divide.
“I’m just getting more
comfortable with doing things
like this,” she said. “I want to
broaden my mind—and not
get scared.”
David Talbot is senior writer
at MIT Technology Review
and a fellow at the Berkman
Klein Center for Internet &
Society at Harvard University.
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Mining Without
Miners
story house. None has a driver or anyone
else on board.
The mining company Rio Tinto has
73 of these titans hauling iron ore 24
hours a day at four of its 15 mines in
Australia’s Mars-red northwest corner.
At this site, known as West Angelas,
trucks work alongside autonomous
rock-drilling rigs.
Some economists say that improvements in robotics are set to sweep many
workers out of roles that machines were
once unable to fill. Mining could be
among the first sectors in which that
prediction comes true across the board.
Automation is attractive to companies like Rio Tinto because mining is
a dirty, dangerous business ruled by a
lust for efficiency. Driverless machines
can improve productivity while reducing the costs and constraints that come
with human workers, who need to be
kept safe and well rested. Although even
the best software isn’t yet capable of
driving unsupervised on public roads,
mines offer more controlled environments that can be made robot ready
today. BHP Billiton, the world’s largest
mining company, has its own driverless trucking and drilling program in
Australia. Suncor, Canada’s largest oil
company, is testing driverless trucks on
the oil sands of Alberta.
Rio Tinto’s automated trucks use
detailed maps and precision GPS to get
around. The vehicles and their roboticdrill coworkers are choreographed from
an operations center 750 miles to the
south in the city of Perth. A single staff
member can monitor and direct dozens
of trucks. And this is just the beginning.
Rio Tinto is upgrading the locomotives
that pull trains laden with ore from
mines to ports so that they, too, will be
driverless, and loaded and unloaded
automatically. —Tom Simonite

COURTESY OF RIO TINTO

Each of these trucks is the size of a small two-
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Amazon’s Next
Big Move: Take
Over the Mall
Unable to resist any opportunity to sell you something,
the e-commerce leader is opening up brick-and-mortar
bookstores. But its online prowess doesn’t yet translate
into a very good retail experience.
By Nicholas Carr

SOPHIA FOSTER-DIMINO

As I pull my phone from my pocket and start snapping

pictures, I feel like a private eye, or even a secret
agent. I’ve just walked into Amazon Books, the Web
giant’s flagship bookstore in Seattle, but my intentions have little to do with shopping. I’m on a reconnaissance mission.
Like many authors, I have a love-hate relationship with Amazon. The love is transactional. Amazon
sells about a third of all printed books purchased in
the country, and some two-thirds of all e-books. The
hate is a form of mistrust. The company’s size gives it
immense power, and it has at times acted like a predator, trying to dictate the terms of bookselling while
showing contempt for the traditions of publishing.
I’m not entirely sure whether Amazon wants to be
my benefactor or my undertaker.
So here I am, behind frenemy lines, taking photographs of shelving.
After a half-dozen shots, I stow the phone and
approach one of the four clerks in the store, a solicitous young man with a slightly antsy demeanor. He
smiles when I ask why the leviathan of virtual retailing would bother opening a store in the real world.
“We’ve accumulated 20 years of data on bookselling,”
he replies, then adds, “And Jeff Bezos really, really
loves books.” I sense he’s said these things before. I
inquire about the store’s design, and he explains that
it was modeled on the Amazon site. All the books
are displayed with their covers facing outward, a
visual echo of the thumbnail images that crowd the
Web store. Beneath each volume is a small placard
that displays the book’s Amazon star rating—only
books that have earned at least four stars from Web
buyers are stocked—and that also includes a brief
excerpt from a customer review. One of the store’s
displays offers “If you like this, you’ll love this” sug-
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gestions, a play on Amazon’s recommendation engine, while another promotes
new books that racked up a lot of preorders online.
I wander to the center of the store,
between the fiction and nonfiction sections, and find a series of low tables displaying, in Apple Store fashion, samples of
various gadgets that Amazon sells under
its own brand. There’s the Kindle Paperwhite e-reader, the Fire HD tablet, and
the Echo voice-activated virtual assistant,
along with a selection of headphones,
wireless speakers, and other accessories.
At the head of the hardware aisle, facing
the shop’s entrance, is a big television running Fire TV, Amazon’s set-top streaming
box. A little boy is sitting on a bench in
front of the screen, engrossed in the video
game Crossy Road.
What’s Amazon doing with Amazon
Books? That question has hung in the
air ever since the Seattle store opened in
November 2015. Speculation about the company’s
motives intensified during
2016 when it opened two
more bookstores, in San
Diego and Portland, Oregon, and divulged plans for
more in Chicago and suburban Boston. Since Amazon
has said little about its strategy (it ignored my requests
for comment), Wall Street
analysts and tech writers have filled the
void with conjecture. The stores are all
about selling gadgets, goes one popular
idea, with the books there just to lure
customers. The stores are data-gathering
machines, goes another, enabling Amazon
to extend its tracking of customers into
the physical world. Or maybe the company’s secret plan is to use the stores to
promote its cloud computing operation,
Amazon Web Services, to other retailers.
The theories are intriguing, and they
may contain bits of truth. But the real

or even the struggling Barnes & Noble
impetus behind the stores is probably
chain, Amazon has the scale and the cash
much simpler: Amazon wants to sell more
required to wage a war of attrition. It can
books.
sustain losses on its stores for a long time.
Not long ago, the common wisdom
Bezos may love books, but what he loves
held that Amazon would remake the book
even more is the idea of total victory, with
business in its own image. Its Web store
no survivors among the vanquished.
would kill off bookstores, and its Kindle
would render physical books obsolete. In
The limits of online retail
an interview in 2009, 18 months after the
Amazon Books may be just the vanguard
Kindle’s launch, Jeff Bezos suggested that
of a much broader push into brick-andthe “great 500-year run” of the printed
mortar retailing by the company. In Octobook was coming to an end. “It’s time to
ber, the Wall Street Journal
change,” he declared. Readrevealed that Amazon is
ers had a different idea. After
Amazon Books
planning to open a chain of
an initial boom, sales of digiStores open in Seattle,
San Diego, and Portland,
convenience stores, mainly
tal books went flat and then
Oregon; stores planned
for groceries, along with
started to fall—in the mainfor Chicago and Dedham,
drive-in depots where constream trade-book market,
Massachusetts
sumers will be able to pick up
e-book revenues dropped 11
merchandise ordered online. It has also
percent in 2015 alone, according to the
begun rolling out small “pop-up” stores to
Association of American Publishers—
hawk its electronic devices. It already has
while sales of printed books, far from
more than two dozen such kiosks in malls
collapsing, held steady. Bookstores, too,
around the country, and dozens more are
have been making a comesaid to be in the works.
back, led by small, indeEven after 20 years of rapid growth,
pendent shops. According
e-commerce still accounts for less than
to the U.S. Census Bureau,
10 percent of total retail sales. And now
sales in bookstores grew 2.5
the rise of mobile computing places new
percent in 2015, the first
constraints on Web stores. They can’t disuptick since 2007, and the
play or promote as many products as they
growth rate strengthened to
could when their wares were spread across
6.1 percent during the first
desktop or laptop monitors. That limhalf of 2016. The number
its the stores’ cross-selling and upselling
of newly opened bookshops
opportunities and blunts other merchanhas also been on the rise.
dising tactics.
Bezos underestimated the allure of
At the same time, the smartphone,
bricks and paper. With his bookstore
with its apps, its messaging platforms,
chain, he now seems to be admitting that if
and its constant connectivity, gives retailAmazon is to expand its share of the book
ers more ways to communicate with
market, it will need to invest in bricks as
and influence customers, even when
well as bits. Beyond the business ratiothey’re shopping in stores. This is why
nale, it’s hard not to see a certain vindicthe big trend in retailing today is toward
tiveness to Amazon’s move. Having come
“omnichannel” strategies, which blend
up short in its plan to supplant books and
physical stores, Web stores, and mobile
bookstores with digital alternatives, the
apps in a way that makes the most of the
company is taking its revenge by attacking
convenience of smartphones and overtraditional bookshops on their own turf.
comes their limitations. Some omnichanUnlike the mom-and-pop independents,
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nel pioneers, like Sephora, Best Buy, and
Nordstrom, come from the brick-andmortar world. But others, like Warby
Parker and Bonobos, come from the Web
world. Now, with its physical stores, Amazon is following in their tracks. “Pure-play
Web retailing is not sustainable,” New
York University marketing professor Scott
Galloway told me. He points out that the
deep discounting and high delivery costs
that characterize Web sales have made it
hard for Amazon to turn a profit. If Amazon were to remain an online-only merchant, he says, its future success would
be in jeopardy. He believes the company
will end up opening “hundreds and then
thousands of stores.”
Beyond its expertise in Web sales,
Amazon brings distinctive strengths to an
omnichannel operation. Its vast, efficient
network of warehouses and distribution
centers can supply outlets and process
returns. It has, thanks to the largesse
and patience of its investors, a reservoir
of cheap capital that it can draw on to
fund a building spree. And it has a muchadmired brand. What Amazon lacks is
experience in the touchy-feely world of
traditional retailing. The company’s proficiency in software and data
crunching is unquestioned.
Its people skills are another
matter.

cozy nor trendy, neither retro nor modern, the space is pleasant without being
distinctive. It suits the mall setting.
As I walk around, I overhear another
clerk tell a customer that Amazon Books
is “all about browsing.” But that’s not the
way it feels to me. The narrow aisles and
the head-high shelves, with all those outward-facing covers, produce a mild claustrophobia
that discourages leisurely
shopping. And the relatively
small selection of highranking books, all arrayed
in uniform rows, sends
a message of fungibility.
Every choice seems equally
safe, a data-sanctioned
“good read.” (The four-star
cutoff tends to filter out the
controversial and the experimental.) Despite a few armchairs and a
long bench along one wall, the shop has
a grab-and-go vibe, not much different
from that of an airport bookstore.
The most distinctive feature of Amazon Books lies not in its design or its
merchandising or even its technology—
the tech seems about on par with what
you’d find at a Starbucks—
but in its approach to pricing. There are no price tags
on the books, and what
customers pay depends
on whether or not they’re
enrolled in the Amazon
Prime loyalty program.
Those without a Prime
membership pay the list
price. Those with Prime pay
Amazon’s discounted online
price. To find out what that price is at the
moment, you have to carry a book to one
of several bar-code-scanning stations set
up around the store. Scan the code on the
back cover, and the price is revealed on a
screen. (As an alternative, you can scan a
code on the book’s shelf placard with an

Variable prices
T he Seattle s tore sits
between a Tommy Bahama
and a tanning salon at the
southwest corner of the
upscale, open-air University
Village mall. The exterior is
clad in brick, with black-metal moldings
around the windows. The floor is hardwood—handsome tea-colored planks. The
shelves and tables are built of thick, grainy
boards. Even the big TV monitor up front
is encased in a wooden frame. The lighting is bright, the signage crisp. Neither
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Amazon app on your phone; that brings
up the book’s page, with its current price,
on the Amazon site.) The process is cumbersome, but it hints at what is probably
another of the store’s goals: to promote
the Prime program, which is central to
Amazon’s strategy of locking in customers.
Having spent nearly an hour in amateur black-ops mode, taking photos and scribbling
notes, I sense that the clerks
are eyeing me with suspicion. Not wanting to blow
my cover, I decide I should
buy something and leave. I
grab a copy of Joan Didion’s
Slouching Towards Bethlehem (4.3 stars) and take it
to a small checkout area
tucked away near the cookbook section. A sign in front
of the registers informs me that I have the
option of paying with my phone, but that
would require launching an app, scanning yet another code, and then handing
the phone to the checkout clerk. It seems
simpler to swipe a credit card. Not being a
Prime member, I pay full retail: 15 bucks,
plus tax.
Outside, it has started to rain. I summon an Uber and sit in the back as the
driver follows the route on his smartphone over the Montlake Bridge and
through the city to the Courtyard by Marriott where I’m staying. Going up to my
room holds little appeal, so I head into the
lounge, order a vodka, and flip through
my e-mails. Over the bar are three TVs,
each tuned to a different ball game. I feel
let down. I had convinced myself that I
was going to witness something fresh
and unexpected at Amazon Books. What
I found was an annex to a website—a store
that, despite the bricks and paper, retains
the coldness of the virtual.
Nicholas Carr’s most recent book is the
essay collection Utopia Is Creepy.
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Mr. Robot Killed the
Hollywood Hacker
The popular portrayal of computers as magic boxes capable of anything
has done real societal harm. Now one TV show wants to save us.
By Cory Doctorow

For decades Hollywood has treated com-

puters as magic boxes from which endless plot points could be conjured, in
denial of all common sense. TV and movies depicted data centers accessible only
through undersea intake valves, cryptography that can be cracked through a universal key, and e-mails whose text arrives
one letter at a time, all in caps. “Hollywood hacker bullshit,” as a character
named Romero says in an early episode
of Mr. Robot, now in its second season on
the USA Network. “I’ve been in this game
27 years. Not once have I come across an
animated singing virus.”
Mr. Robot marks a turning point for
how computers and hackers are depicted
in popular culture, and it’s happening
not a moment too soon. Our thick-
headedness about computers has had
serious ramifications that we’ve been
dealing with for decades.
Following a time line of events from
about a year before the air date of each
episode, Mr. Robot references real-world
hacks, leaks, and information security
disasters of recent history. When hackers
hack in Mr. Robot, they talk about it in
ways that actual hackers talk about hacking. This kind of dialogue should never
have been hard to produce: hacker presentations from Black Hat and Def Con
are a click away on YouTube. But Mr.
Robot marks the first time a major media

company has bothered to make verisimilitude in hacker-speak a priority.
The show excels not only at talk but
also at action. The actual act of hacking
is intrinsically boring: it’s like watching
a check-in clerk fix your airline reservation. Someone types a bunch of obscure
strings into a terminal, frowns and shakes
his head, types more, frowns again, types
again, and then smiles. On the screen, a
slightly different menu prompt represents
the victory condition. But the show nails
the anthropology of hacking, which is fascinating as all get-out. The way hackers
decide what they’re going to do, and how
they’re going to do it, is unprecedented
in social history, because they make up
an underground movement that, unlike
every other underground in the past, has
excellent, continuous, global communications. They also have intense power struggles, technical and tactical debates, and
ethical conundrums—the kind of things
found in any typical Mr. Robot episode.
Mr. Robot wasn’t the first technically
realistic script ever pitched, but it had
good timing. In 2014, as the USA Network
was deliberating over whether to greenlight Mr. Robot’s pilot for a full season,
Sony Pictures Entertainment was spectacularly hacked. Intruders dumped everything—prerelease films, private e-mails,
sensitive financial documents—onto the
Web, spawning lawsuits, humiliation,

and acrimony that persists to this day.
The Sony hack put the studio execs in a
receptive frame of mind, says Kor Adana,
a computer scientist turned screenwriter
who is a writer and technology producer
on the series. Adana told me the Sony
hack created a moment in which the
things people actually do with computers seemed to have quite enough drama
to be worthy of treating them with deadon accuracy.
It’s about time. The persistence until
now of what the geeks call “Hollywood
OS,” in which computers do impossible
things just to make the plot go, hasn’t just
resulted in bad movies. It’s confused people about what computers can and can’t
do. It’s made us afraid of the wrong things.
It’s led lawmakers to create a terrible law
that’s done tangible harm.
Worst law in technology
In 1983, Matthew Broderick had his
breakout role as David Lightman, the
smart, bored Seattle teen who entertains himself in WarGames by autodialing phone numbers with his computer’s
primitive modem, looking for systems to
hack into and explore. When he connects
to a mysterious system—seemingly an
internal network for a game development
company—he nearly starts World War III,
because that “game company” is actually
the Pentagon, and the “Global Thermo-
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anyone who acquires unauthorized access
to a computer system.
It sounds simple: you can legally use
a computer only in ways its owner has
permitted. But CFAA has proved to be a
pernicious menace—what legal scholar
Tim Wu has called “the worst law in technology.” That’s because companies (and
federal prosecutors) have taken the view
that your “authorization” to use an online
service is defined by its end-user license
agreement—the thousands of words of
legalese that no one ever reads—and that
violating those terms is therefore a felony.
This is how a young entrepreneur
and activist named Aaron Swartz came
to be charged with 13 felonies after using
a script to automate his downloads of articles from JSTOR, a scholarly repository
on MIT’s networks. Swartz was legally
permitted to download these articles,
but the terms of service forbade using a
script to fetch them in bulk. What Swartz
Rami Malek plays Elliot on Mr. Robot, a show that marks the first time a studio
did was no accident—he made multiple
has bothered to prioritize accuracy in how it portrays hacker culture.
attempts to get around JSTOR’s download
limits over a period of months, and ultimately entered a basement wiring closet
Passed by Congress in 1984 and broadnuclear War” game he’s initiated is the
to tap into a network switch directly. But
ened in 1986, the Computer Fraud and
autonomous nuclear retaliatory capability
because of CFAA he was facing up to 35
Abuse Act was a sweeping anti-hacking
designed to launch thousands of ICBMs
years in prison when he hanged himself
bill inspired by the idea that America’s
at the USSR.
in 2013.
Matthew Brodericks could set off ArmaWarGames inspired many a youngAfter WarGames, Hollywood made
geddon. Before CFAA’s passage, prosester to scrounge a 300-baud modem and
a trickle of “hacker movies,” many much
cutions against hackers had invoked a
experiment with networked communibeloved by actual hackers. There was
hodgepodge of legal theories. Crooks
cations. Linguistically, it gave us “war
1992’s Sneakers, which took some of its
who broke into sensitive databases were
dialing” (dialing many phone numbers in
inspiration from real-world
charged with theft of the elecsequence), which begat “warwalking” and
phone phreaks John “Cap’n
tricity consumed in the trans“wardriving” (hunting for open Wi-Fi netMr. Robot
USA Network
Crunch” Draper and Josef
action.
works). The film wasn’t a terrible approxi“Joybubbles” Engressia. There
CFAA’s authors undermation of how a misfit kid might have
Black Mirror
was 1995’s Hackers, which
stood that even if they explicitly
tried to hack in, although WarGames did
Britain’s Channel 4
referenced the 2600: Hacker
banned the hacking techniques
make it seem as if the system had fewer
The Computer Fraud
Quarterly meetups and Operaof the time, these prohibitions
fail-safes than it actually did. (Still, it
and Abuse Act
tion Sundevil, the Secret Serwould swiftly be overtaken by
also appears to be true that in real life the
vice’s notorious 1990 hacker raids (which
advances in technology, leaving future
launch code for all the missiles was set to
resulted in the founding of the Electronic
prosecutors scrounging for legal theories
“00000000.”)
Frontier Foundation).
again. So CFAA took an exceptionally
The worst thing about WarGames—
But even these movies wanted for
broad view of what constitutes criminal
and its most profound legacy—was the
much in the way of technical accuracy.
“hacking,” making a potential felon out of
reaction of panicked lawmakers.
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Sneakers ridiculously featured a universal key that can break all crypto; Hackers
featured the graphically elaborate virus
mocked by Romero in Mr. Robot. The
musical viruses and absurd user interfaces in these hacker films of the 1990s
are the desperate hallmarks of a visual
medium trying to make a nonvisual story
interesting.
It only got worse. As cryptography
crept into the public eye—first through
the mid-1990s debate over the Clipper
Chip, which would have put a backdoor in
essentially all computers, and then through
subsequent political fights that rage on
to this day—it became a frequent source
of plot points and groans of dismay from
actual hackers and security experts. Like
the moment in the fifth Mission Impossible
movie when hackers replace the contents
of an encrypted file with 0s without first
decrypting the file, or the way in Skyfall
that encrypted data is visualized as a giant
moving sphere. Crypto in movies works
just like crypto in the minds of lawmakers: perfectly, until it needs to fail catastrophically.

actually blinking when the shot comes
out of post-production. Adana gives
sound engineers fits by insisting that
scenes set in rooms full of powerful PCs
must have the correct level of accompanying fan noise.
Adana also battles the legal department over his commitment to technical
rigor in the hacking attacks depicted on
the show, knowing that hackers will go
through the episode frame by frame, looking at the command-line instructions for
accuracy and in-jokes. Those hackers are
a minority of the show’s audience, but
they’re also the show’s cheerleaders, and

Fan noise
Kor Adana is largely responsible for giving
Mr. Robot the technological rigor that sets
the show apart. The 32-year-old Michigan
native once worked at an automotive company, attempting to punch holes in the
security of the computers in cars heading
into production.
Adana told me that when he threw
away his lucrative cybersecurity career
to work in Hollywood, he was gambling
that his background in information security would be an asset rather than an odd
quirk. That paid off thanks to the trust
of show creator Sam Esmail, who gave
Adana the authority to argue with production designers over seemingly minor
details. He ensures that the correct cable
connects a PC tower to its monitor, or
that the network card’s activity lights are
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development at Paramount for a year now.
The story features a teenage hacker army
that uses GPS to send private e-mails and
exploits software-defined radios in game
consoles to create mesh networks protected by strong crypto. The one thing
everyone in the meetings agrees on is that
the technical rigor of the story needs to be
carried over onto the screen.
This isn’t trivial. It’s not just about
better entertainment. When information
security is the difference between a working hospital and one that has to be shut
down (as was the case with the ransomware attacks on hospitals across America in 2016) and when
Decades ago, WarGames inspired a legacy server break-ins can
affect the outcomes of
of stupid technology law that we still
U.S. elections, it’s clear
struggle with. Mr. Robot might just leave
that we all need a better
behind a happier legacy.
sense of what computers
can do for us and how
when an incredulous information civilian
they can burn us. Adana says he is gratiasks a clued-in hacker buddy whether the
fied when he meets information security
stuff on Mr. Robot could really happen,
noncombatants who have no interest in
the hacker can nod vigorously and prombeing IT nerds but who are interested
ise that it’s all true.
in the security and privacy implications
Another promising show is Black
of the technologies they use—something
Mirror, created by the British satirist
heretofore believed to be impossible.
Charlie Brooker and now streaming on
Information security is one of those
Netflix. It’s not rigorous in the same way
problems whose very nature can’t be
as Mr. Robot, because it projects into the
agreed upon—and the lack of technofuture rather than describing the techlogical smarts in the halls of power is
nical details of the recent past. But its
compounded by the lack of technologdepiction of user interface elements and
ical understanding in the body politic.
product design reflect a coherent underDecades ago, WarGames inspired a legstanding of how the technologies of today
acy of stupid technology law that we still
work, and thus where they may be tomorstruggle with. Mr. Robot and the prorow. Clicks on computers in the show call
grams that come after it might just leave
forth menus that have options we can
behind a happier legacy: laws, policies,
recognize; the opacity of the error mesand understanding that help us solve the
sages is all too familiar; even the vacant
most urgent problems of our age.
facial expressions of people lost in their
technology have a plausibility that other
Cory Doctorow is a science fiction novelist;
shows rarely achieve.
his next book, Walkaway, will be published
My own 2008 young adult novel Litin 2017. He is also a special advisor to the
tle Brother, whose plot turns on the real
Electronic Frontier Foundation and activist
capabilities of computers, has been under
in residence for the MIT Media Lab.
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If Only AI Could Save
Us from Ourselves
Google has an ambitious plan to use artiﬁcial intelligence to weed out abusive
comments and defang online mobs. The technology isn’t up to that challenge—
but it will help the Internet’s best-behaving communities function better.

By David Auerbach

saw effort, Password Alert, is a Chrome
extension that guards against phishing
bullying, harassment, social shaming, and
attacks. Those were primarily technical
sheer unpleasantness plague such sites as
challenges. But fighting trolls and online
Twitter and Reddit, especially if you hapmobs is also a sociological problem.
pen to attract the wrong sort of attention.
Conversation AI is an offshoot of one
Consider the way Ghostbusters star Leslie
of the most successful of Google’s “moonJones and public relations executive Jusshot” projects, Google Brain. It has helped
tine Sacco became targets for mass abuse.
revolutionize the field of machine learnThe companies that run online services
ing through large-scale neural networks,
are typically squeezed between charges of
and given Google advantages such as softindifference to harassment and suppresware that is more skillful than humans
sion of free speech. But now Google thinks
at recognizing images. But Conversation
it can use artificial intelligence to lessen
AI won’t be able to defeat online abuse.
this tragedy of the digital commons. (DisThough Jigsaw’s stated goal
closure: I worked for Google in
is to “fight the rise of online
the 2000s.) A technology incuConversation AI
mobs,” the program itself is a
bator in the company, called
from Google’s Jigsaw
far more modest—and thereJigsaw—formerly known as
fore more plausible—project. ConverGoogle Ideas—says it intends to spot and
sation AI will primarily streamline the
remove digital harassment with an autocommunity moderation that is today permated program called Conversation AI.
formed by humans. So even if it is unable
As Jigsaw’s president, Jared Cohen, told
to neutralize the worst behavior online,
Wired, “I want to use the best technolit might foster more and better discourse
ogy we have at our disposal to begin to
on some sites.
take on trolling and other nefarious tactics
that give hostile voices disproportionate
Allusion detection
weight, [and] to do everything we can to
Jigsaw is starting Conversation AI at the
level the playing field.”
New York Times, where it will be rolled
It’s gutsy for Google to take this on,
out in a few months to help the company
and it’s different from some of Jigsaw’s
manage its online comments. Human
previous work. That has included Project
moderators currently review nearly every
Shield, which protects news sites and sites
comment published on the site. Right
promoting freedom of expression against
now, Conversation AI is reading 18 mildenial-of-service attacks. Another Jig-

ERIK CARTER

Humans have broken the Internet. Cyber-
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lion of them, learning to detect each
individual category of comments that
get rejected—insubstantial, off-topic,
spam, incoherent, inflammatory, obscene,
attack on commenter, attack on author,
attack on publisher.
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The Times’s goal is not necessarily to
reduce abuse in its comments, a problem it already considers under control.
Instead, it hopes to reduce the human
moderators’ workload. “We don’t ever
expect to have a system that’s fully automated,” Erica Greene, engineering manager of the New York Times community
team, told me. Times community editor
Bassey Etim estimates that somewhere
between 50 and 80 percent of comments
could eventually be auto-moderated, free-
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ing up employees to devote their efforts
to creating more compelling content from
the paper’s comment sections.
The New York Times site poses very
different problems from the real-time
free-for-all of Twitter and Reddit. And
given the limitations of machine learning—as it exists today—Conversation AI
cannot possibly fight abuse in the Internet’s wide-open spaces. For all the dazzling achievements of machine learning,
it still hasn’t cracked human language,
where patterns like the ones it can find in
Go or images prove diabolically elusive.
The linguistic problem in abuse detection is context. Conversation AI’s comment analysis doesn’t model the entire
flow of a discussion; it matches
individual comments against
learned models
of what constitute good or bad
comments. For
example, comments on the
New York Times
site might be
deemed acceptable if they tend to include
common words, phrases, and other features. But Greene says Google’s system
frequently flagged comments on articles
about Donald Trump as abusive because
they quoted him using words that would
get a comment rejected if they came from
a reader. For these sorts of articles, the
Times will simply turn off automatic
moderation.
It’s impossible, then, to see Conversation AI faring well on a wide-open site like
Twitter. How would it detect the Holocaust
allusions in abusive tweets sent to the Jewish journalist Marc Daalder: “This is you
if Trump wins,” with a picture of a lamp
shade, and “You belong here,” with a picture of a toaster oven? Detecting the abusiveness relies on historical knowledge and

cultural context that a machine-learning
algorithm could detect only if it had been
trained on very similar examples. Even
then, how would it be able to differentiate
between abuse and the same picture with
“This is what I’m buying if Trump wins”?
The level of semantic and practical knowledge required is beyond what machine
learning currently even aims at.
Consequently, a dedicated Twitter troll
will no doubt find a novel way of expressing abuse that evades a system like Conversation AI. By blocking some comments,
machine learning could do a decent job of
getting commenters to stop casually calling each other “fags” and “homos,” if that’s
the goal. But machine learning will not be
able to foil a person hell-bent on insinuating that someone is queer.
In other words, Conversation AI will
enable moderation tasks to be executed
more efficiently in communities that
already tend to be pretty well behaved.
It is incapable of rooting out the worst
of the abuse we hear about, which frequently shows up on sites with minimal
moderation standards. Policing abuse on

MIT TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
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automated means, requires moving away
from maximal inclusivity as the highest ideal online. Even seemingly “open”
communities such as StackExchange and
MetaFilter require constant moderator
intervention and community policing.
Truly anarchic communities, such as
Twitter, 4chan, and some channels on
Reddit, prove to be the exceptions online,
not the rule. Nor are anarchic communities moneymakers. Twitter has had trouble attracting a buyer, partly because of
its reputation for abusive content, while
Reddit has had a high degree of staff
turnover and difficulties monetizing.
The Wild West nature of those sites will
become only more apparent if tools like
Conversation AI make moderated sites
function even better.
It’s worth noting one big potential
downside. Because Conversation AI is
being trained to approve content that
hews to certain lexical, grammatical, and
stylistic guidelines, it won’t just filter out
abusive content. It could also tend to
strike diverse content. That raises questions of what censorship-minded governments could do with
it. Just as the Times
Policing abuse on Twitter and Reddit is
curates its commuimpossible without fundamentally altering
nities, so too can the
the nature of those platforms.
governments of Turkey and China curate
Twitter and Reddit is impossible withtheirs. While Jigsaw efforts like Project
out fundamentally altering the nature of
Shield aim to provide defenses for politthose platforms.
ically sensitive websites, Conversation
AI makes it easier to filter out unwanted
Gated communities
speech—but the question is, unwanted by
Facebook’s success is a reminder that
whom? There is no label on the box that
most people, and certainly most comsays, “Use only to prevent abuse.”
panies, prefer a relatively sheltered and
controlled environment to one where
David Auerbach is writing a book
strangers can intrude into others’ busion human and computer languages
ness and start fights. So if Conversation
and their convergence, to be published
AI or similar tools make it easier and
by Pantheon. He worked for 11 years
more efficient to exercise such control,
as a software engineer at Google
it’s a reminder that “solving” the abuse
and Microsoft, primarily in server
problem, whether through human or
infrastructure.
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Meet the Octobot
Researchers use an ingenious design
to make a soft robot that moves on its own.

By Julia Sklar
Photographs by Adam DeTour
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1 A researcher measures a silicone
mixture that will
form the body of
the octobot.

5 The first step in
assembly is pouring the silicone
mixture into the
mold.

2 A platinum ink is
prepped for extrusion through a 3-D
printer.

6 Next, a 3-D printer
squeezes out lines
of ink, which will
be suspended in
the silicone body.
The platinum ink
will help turn liquid hydrogen peroxide into gas to
move the tentacles;
another ink will
pave the way for
vessels throughout
the bot that the gas
will travel through.

3 Molds like this are
used to form the
robot’s distinctive
shape.
4 At the center of the
octobot is a soft
microfluidic chip,
which acts as the
bot’s “brain,” directing the motion of all
eight tentacles.
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The “octobot” is a squishy little robot that

fits in the palm of your hand and looks like
something in a goody bag from a child’s
birthday party. But despite its quirky name
and diminutive size, this bot represents an
astonishing advance in robotics.
According to the Harvard researchers who created it, it’s the first soft robot

1

2

3

4

5

6

that is completely self-contained. It has no
hard electronic components—no batteries
or computer chips—and moves without
being tethered to a computer.
The octobot is basically a pneumatic
tube with a very cute exterior. To make
it move, hydrogen peroxide—much more
concentrated than the kind in your medi-

cine cabinet—is pumped into two reservoirs inside the middle of the octobot’s
body. Pressure pushes the liquid through
tubes inside the body, where it eventually
hits a line of platinum, catalyzing a reaction that produces a gas. From there, the
gas expands and moves through a tiny
chip known as a microfluidic controller. It
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7

alternately directs the gas down one half of
the octobot’s tentacles at a time.
The alternating release of gas is what
makes the bot do what looks like a little
dance, wiggling its tentacles up and down
and moving around in the process. The
octobot can move for about eight minutes
on one milliliter of fuel.
So how do you even build something
like this? “You have to make all the parts
yourself,” says Ryan Truby, a graduate student in Jennifer Lewis’s lab at Harvard,

7 The full array of
tools and molds the
researchers use to
create these bots. It
took 300 tries to get
the octobot to work.

8

8 The mill used to create
the octobot mold.

9

9 A close-up of the
microfluidic chip that
goes inside the bot.
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10

11

12

10 The octobot
is usually colorless. Flashy
dyes are sometimes added for
illustrative
purposes.

12 Just for fun, the
ink can glow under
a black light.

11 The colors here show
the alternating routes
that the gas can take
through the bot, moving half of the tentacles at a time and
helping it wiggle.
The bot is about two
inches long.

“You have to
make all the
parts yourself.”

where the materials half of this research
is taking place. The mold for the octopus shape and the microfluidic chip were
among the things developed nearby in
Robert Woods’s lab.
The octobot is made out of materials
that most microfluidics labs have on hand.
But it took the researchers 300 tries to get
the recipe right. First they place a microfluidic chip in an empty, custom-made
octopus mold. Then they pour a silicone
mixture into the mold, covering the chip.

After they use a 3-D printer to inject lines
of ink into the silicone, they bake it for
four days. This seals the shape of the octobot and makes one of the inks evaporate,
leaving behind hollow vessels through
which the pressurized gas will flow.
Still missing are sensing and programming abilities that would afford more control over the robot’s movement. But the
octobot is purposefully minimalist, meant
just to show that such a soft robot can be
made at all.
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37 Years Ago
How to Fix Democracy
A computer scientist who saw congressional decision-making up
close in 1980 found it insufficient to the task of solving big problems.

“I’ve heard many times that although democracy is an imperfect system, we

somehow always muddle through. The message I want to give you, after
long and hard reflection, is that I’m very much afraid it is no longer possible to muddle through. The issues we deal with do not lend themselves
to that kind of treatment. Therefore, I conclude that our democracy must
grow up. I’m not going to give you a magic recipe on how that will happen—I wish I had one—but I offer some thoughts that I hope will stimulate your thinking.
What’s principally lacking on the federal scene, it seems to me, is the
existence of respected, nonpartisan, interdisciplinary teams that could at
least tell us what is possible and something about the pluses and minuses
of different solutions. Take energy, for instance. What I would love to see
established, with the National Academies or any other mechanism to confer
respectability, is a team that will … say, ‘Okay, there are lots of suggestions
around, and most of them won’t work. But here are six different plans, any
one of which is possible. We’ll tell you what each one costs, what’s good
about it, what’s bad about it, how dangerous it is, and what its uncertainties are.’ At least each option would be a well-integrated, clearly thought-out
plan. I do not trust democracy to try to put together such a plan by having each committee of Congress choose one piece of it. Suppose Congress
designed an airplane, with each committee designing one component and
an eleventh-hour conference committee deciding how the pieces should be
put together. Would you fly on that airplane? I am telling you we are flying
on an energy plan, an inflation plan, and so on that are being put together
in exactly that way.
The present system does not work. It was designed for a much earlier
and simpler age. I believe that Jeffersonian democracy cannot work in the
year 1980—the world has become too complex. I’m not advocating the abolition of democracy. What l am advocating is its salvation. And the only way
to save American democracy is to change the fundamental decision-making
process, at the federal level, so that it can come to grips with the enormous
and complex issues that face this nation.”
Excerpted from “Saving American Democracy: The Lessons of Three Mile Island,”
by John G. Kemeny, from the June /July 1980 issue of Technology Review.
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OBAMA’S
STAND-UP
ECONOMIST
For Austan Goolsbee, PhD ’95, doing his
bit for the country meant helping tackle
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Alumni Letters

Jim is intellectually peripatetic but capable of deep dives
into topics ranging from superconducting bolometers to the
role de novo mutations play in autism.
A Modern-Day Nobel
much lore surrounds alfred nobel,
the inventor of dynamite. The Nobel
Prize’s origin story is repeated so often
that it may actually be true. It alleges
that, while in Paris in 1888, Nobel read
an obituary purporting to be his. “Le
marchand de la mort est mort” (“The
merchant of death is dead”), it read. The
very-much-alive Alfred, whose older
brother, Ludvig, had recently died, was
being held responsible for the most
deaths in history! Despite being shocked
and offended, Nobel realized he’d been
given the same gift received by Ebenezer
Scrooge: a brush with death, leading to
rebirth and redemption. Nobel’s will,
endowed by his “remaining realizable estate” at
the time of his death, contains his vision: to award
monetary prizes to scientists who have “conferred
the greatest benefit on
mankind.”
Ji m S i m o n s ( “ T h e
Polymath Philanthropist,” November/December 2016) is a modern-day
Nobel: inventor, scientist, and philanthropist. Thankfully, Jim is very much alive.
And unlike Nobel, he has chosen to give
away much of his “realizable estate” during his lifetime. Not for research by single
individuals, as Nobel’s will specified, but
rather to teams working on long-term,
high-risk, high-reward science with true
breakthrough potential.
Jim and his trusty sidekick (and
boss) Marilyn Simons, president of the
Simons Foundation, aren’t spectators in
the quest for human knowledge; they
participate in nearly all of the foundation’s activities, from the grant process
to attending workshops. Jim is intellectually peripatetic but capable of deep
dives into topics ranging from superconducting bolometers—which I use in my
www.technologyreview.com
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research to observe the cosmic microwave background—to the role de novo
mutations play in autism. The International Astronomical Union found the
perfect answer to the question “What do
you get the man who has everything?”
Asteroid 6618 “Jimsimons” is a gift that
forevermore celebrates a man with truly
cosmic vision.
Brian Keating
Professor of Physics, Center for
Astrophysics and Space Sciences
University of California, San Diego

Undergrads in the Practice School
the november/december 2016 article
“Diving In” was all about the Chemical Engineering Practice
School for graduate students. In the past, the
school was open to undergraduates. In 1958, I was
a BS graduate in chemical
engineering practice. I was
at Hercules Powder Company in Parlin, New Jersey,
and Bethlehem Steel Company in Lackawanna, New
York. I don’t know why the
undergraduate program was terminated.
It was very valuable for me.
Jack Shelton ’58
Littleton, Colorado
A Code-Teaching Robot
it was a pleasure to read the recent
feature on Radhika Nagpal (“Robo
Swarm,” September/October 2016).
I first met Radhika in the Amorphous
Computing group in 1999, when she was
a senior grad student and I’d just arrived
at MIT for grad school, and I’ve had the
great fortune of working closely with her
over the last dozen years.
While my own first love, like
Radhika’s, is in collective behavior and
complex systems, I wanted to mention
another project we’ve been working on

that’s very different from those described
in the article. It’s a robot designed for education, to help bring STEM and coding
to any class from kindergarten on up, as
well as to homes. The robot, dubbed Root,
lives on whiteboards: it drives vertically
(using magnets), draws and erases, and
responds to what users draw on the board.
This agent-centered drawing harks back
to the classic Logo and its origins at MIT
nearly 50 years ago; it promotes computational thinking and integrates art into
technical activities. The whiteboard environment is directly suited to the infrastructure already in classrooms, and the
robot helps bring abstract computing
concepts into the real world. It’s strikingly compelling to see the robot driving
on the wall, and to interact with it just by
drawing—for instance, to create a track
for a racing game or walls for a mazesolving activity.
Along with the robot, we’ve developed a programming interface that
supports the learner’s trajectory from
beginner to advanced. It starts with a
simple blocks-based interface that can
be used by pre-reading students, takes
them all the way to text-based languages
like Python and JavaScript, and automatically translates programs written
at one level to the next to help with the
transitions.
Thanks to the work of a truly exceptional team, the robot has gone from an
early lab prototype to the point where it
is ready to make a major impact and is
already being used in schools.
Interested readers can find out more
at http://codewithroot.com/.
Justin Werfel, SM ’01, PhD ’06
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Tell us what you think
E-mail mitnews@technologyreview.com
Write MIT News, One Main Street,
13th Floor, Cambridge, MA, 02142
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Steven Keating holds a
3-D-printed life-size replica
of his brain tumor.

Curiosity, Serendipity,
and a Brain Tumor
Can a hospital “Share” button save us?

“

Y

ou have got to be kidding me,” my
mom said, followed by a roar of
laughter from my family as they
all opened boxes containing an unusual
holiday gift. It was December 2014, and
we were gathered in Boston, spending
our first family Christmas away from our
Canadian home. As I gleefully explained, I
was turning the tables on my parents, who
had a tradition of giving us Christmas tree
ornaments. I had 3-D-printed ornaments
for everyone else: replicas of my baseballsize cancerous brain tumor.
At the time, I was a graduate student at
MIT. I was living the mad-scientist life that
I had always dreamed of as a curious kid,
constructing massive robots to 3–D-print
buildings, creating fluidic wearables to host
living systems, and even using thousands of
volts in my dorm to develop additive glass
fabrication techniques. And I found that
everyone at MIT retained this same childlike curiosity: always asking why, finding
fascination in even the dullest situation,
and most important, taking advantage of
serendipity. And oddly enough, this same
curiosity helped save my life.
4
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I often volunteered for research studies
to help advance science—and because I was
just plain curious. In 2007, I participated
in a brain study and my MRI data revealed
a small abnormality. Although I had no
symptoms, I had my brain rescanned in
2010, which confirmed that nothing had
changed. But in 2014, I started smelling
a faint vinegar-like scent for several seconds each day. Then I remembered that
the abnormality on my scan was near the
smell center of my brain. My doctors were
not very concerned, but at my request, they
booked another scan for a month later.
That scan showed an extremely large
tumor that covered around 10 percent
of my brain. Three weeks later, I had a
10-hour “awake surgery.” I owe my life to
my amazing medical teams, an incredible
network of MIT professors, and the invaluable support of family and friends.
Throughout the experience, I constantly gathered as much personal medical
data as I could. I ended up with more than
200 gigabytes, including clinical, research,
and even self-generated data. (See it at
www.stevenkeating.info.) The information

proved incredibly useful for my health-care
decisions, informing my choices regarding
radiation, chemotherapy, and suitable clinical trials, for example. Being able to share
it with family, friends, other patients, and
researchers also generated surprisingly
powerful medicine: emotional support.
But it was shockingly difficult to obtain
my own medical data. I would receive dozens of CDs in the mail, but no tools to
use the highly complex information they
contained. Legal gray zones presented an
even bigger challenge. For instance, federal policies on clinical lab tests performed
on humans prevented me from accessing
my own tumor’s genome sequence from
a research study. Why couldn’t there be a
hospital “Share” button, under the control
of the patient? A Google Maps for health? A
hospital App Store—with third-party tools
enabled by APIs—that would let patients
easily access, use, and even share their data?
An MIT professor who helped me
understand my mutation invited me to
speak about these questions during one
of his research talks. I nervously agreed,
in part to thank him for all his help. Serendipity struck again. That short talk led
to a longer talk and a New York Times
article that generated thousands of supportive e-mails from patients, doctors,
and researchers. Since then, I have given
dozens of talks at international conferences, served as an invited member of the
Federal Precision Medicine Task Force,
and even made it into the White House
for an event after my last day of proton
radiation without triggering the Geiger
counters at the entrance (phew!).
While health care is incredibly slow to
change, I believe the next revolution has
begun. More patients are starting to ask for
their data, recent projects such as OpenNotes are experimentally demonstrating
the incredible benefits of increased data
access, and governments are starting to
increase support. This revolution is beginning from the bedside, and it will be driven
by our curiosity about our own data.
Steven Keating, SM ’12, PhD ’16, earned
his doctorate in mechanical engineering
in the MIT Media Lab’s Mediated Matter
group. He now works in Silicon Valley.
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JU STIN KNIGHT

Hopes and Fears
it became clear in the early hours of
November 9 that the MIT community
would need a way to process an election
outcome few had expected. So Caroline
Mak ’18 and her friends wrapped Lobby 7’s
six columns in paper and invited people to
share their hopes and fears. The columns
quickly filled with fears of deportation,
police brutality, loss of rights. Fears of more
www.technologyreview.com
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misogyny, racism, sexism, and xenophobia.
Fears for the environment. Fears by Trump
supporters that peers would never understand why they voted for him. The columns
also filled with hopes: America can be great
again, we can learn from this election, and
it “will bring forth the toughest, smartest generation of ass-kicking women the
world has ever known.” One person hoped

to understand the 48 percent of American
voters who made the opposite choice.
“We do some of our best work when
we turn outward to the world,” President
Reif wrote to the MIT community. “Let’s
continue to do that now. And, following
our students’ lead, let us find ways to listen
to one another—with sympathy, humility,
decency, respect, and kindness.” n
January/February 2017 MIT News
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Leave It to Beaver

B

eavers and sea otters lack the thick layer of blubber that
insulates walruses and whales. And yet these small, semiaquatic mammals can keep warm and even dry while
diving, by trapping warm pockets of air in dense layers of fur.
Inspired by these fuzzy swimmers, MIT engineers have now
fabricated fur-like, rubbery pelts and used them to identify a mechanism by which air is trapped between
individual hairs when the pelts are plunged
into liquid.
The researchers are particularly interested in improving wetsuits for surfing,
“where the athlete moves frequently
between air and water environments,”
says Anette (Peko) Hosoi, a professor of
mechanical engineering and associate
head of the department at MIT.
Biologists had observed that beavers
and other semiaquatic mammals trap, or
“entrain,” air in their fur. But, as graduate student Alice Nasto notes, “there was no thorough,
mechanical understanding of that process. That’s where
we come in.”
The team laid out a plan: fabricate fur-like surfaces of
various dimensions, plunge the surfaces into liquid at varying
speeds, and use video imaging to measure the air trapped in
the fur during each dive.

6
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To make hairy surfaces, Nasto first created several molds by
using simple design software to laser-cut thousands of tiny holes
in small acrylic blocks, mimicking beaver hairs in their dimensions and spacing. She then filled the molds with a soft rubber
and pulled the resulting surfaces out once they cured, creating
soft pelts of fine hair.
The researchers mounted each surface to a vertical, motorized stage, with the hairs facing outward, and submerged the surfaces in silicone
oil—a liquid that they chose because it made
it easier to observe any air pockets forming.
Surfaces with denser fur that were
plunged into the liquid at higher speeds
generally retained a thicker layer of air
within the hair, Nasto observed. The team
then developed a simple model to describe
this air-trapping effect in precise, mathematical terms.
“We have now quantified the design space
and can say, ‘If you have this kind of hair density and
length and are diving at these speeds, these designs will trap
air, and these will not,’” Hosoi says. “Which is the information you
need if you’re going to design a wetsuit. Of course, you could make
a very hairy wetsuit that looks like Cookie Monster and it would
probably trap air, but that’s probably not the best way to go about it.”
 —Jennifer Chu

EVAH FAN; FELICE FRANKEL

Why a furry wetsuit could keep you warmer and drier.
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From the President

The Engine Revs Up
MIT oﬀers “tough tech” innovators a
realistic pathway to the marketplace.

ANDY RYAN

M

IT’s mission statement directs us to “advance
knowledge” and to “educate students.” Yet it also
demands more of us: that we “bring this knowledge to bear on the world’s great challenges.” In effect, it is
our duty to bring transformative innovation to the world.
The United States arguably has the world’s strongest
innovation system; within that, the Greater Boston ecosystem is among the best of the best. The region’s universities
and hospitals transform federally funded basic research into
world-changing innovations. MIT and other institutions
train brilliant scientists and inventors, and inspire many to
become entrepreneurs. And in all this, we count on terrific
partners in venture capital and the corporate world.
It’s a wonderful story and a wonderful reality!
But from listening to faculty, student, and alumni entrepreneurs as well as corporate leaders, I came to perceive
one area of missed opportunity. The fact is that VC funding
works beautifully for startups that can reach market profitability, IPO, or buyout in three to five years, but it is not as
well geared to support breakthrough technologies built on
new science and engineering, which typically take more time.
In fields like energy, manufacturing, robotics, biotech,
and medical devices, innovators are finding it extremely difficult to secure the stable funding, space, equipment, expertise, and networks to fully develop their technologies. This
struggle itself can needlessly stretch the process to a decade

www.technologyreview.com
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or more. Too often, these entrepreneurs never find sufficient
support. That discourages others from trying, leaving many
promising ideas stranded.
This is more than a matter of disappointed individuals:
since many of them are working on solutions to humanity’s
most important problems, if they cannot get their ideas to
market, society loses, too.
Looking at this challenge, we saw a clear opportunity
to act. On October 26, a few blocks from campus, MIT
launched The Engine, an accelerator specially geared for
“tough tech” entrepreneurs working on big societal problems. The Engine offers these innovators a realistic pathway to the marketplace through a distinctive package of
resources: “patient capital,” affordable local space, access to
highly specialized equipment, streamlined legal and business
services, and expertise, from prototype to scale-up. Importantly, it will prioritize breakthrough ideas over early profit,
help shorten the time it takes these ventures to become
“VC-ready,” and create an enthusiastic community focused
on delivering new science-based innovations to make a better world.
Our opening commitment is serious—26,000 square feet
and $25 million—and it will expand in both dimensions. We
are also investing MIT’s reputation. Ultimately, we hope The
Engine will serve 60 startups per year.
To magnify the impact, MIT will seek to attract hundreds
of millions in additional support and help make available
hundreds of thousands of square feet of space for entrepreneurs in Kendall Square and nearby communities.
The Engine will clearly benefit local startups as well as
the regional innovation ecosystem.
And it has the potential to provide very important benefits to society as a whole.
The truth is, when it comes to the most important
problems humanity needs to solve—climate change, cancer, Alzheimer’s, infectious disease, and the need to supply
enough clean energy, fresh water, and food for a growing
world—there is no app for that.
We believe The Engine can help deliver solutions for such
intractable problems—solutions that otherwise might never
leave the lab—while spawning new companies, new industries, new forms of manufacturing, and new jobs.
At MIT, we like to keep our eyes on the horizon—and we
love the race to get there. In starting The Engine, we aim to
reach the horizon of new solutions even faster.

L. Rafael Reif
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Clean Fuels from Greenhouse Gas

A

new catalyst material could eventually offer a way to
produce fuels—including gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel—
from carbon dioxide. Such conversion, if it can be done
at large scale, could make it possible to continue using the world’s
existing infrastructure for fuel storage and distribution without
adding any net greenhouse-gas emissions to the atmosphere.
The innovation, a porous silver electrode material that acts as
a catalyst, makes it feasible to convert carbon dioxide and water
to carbon monoxide and hydrogen. That reaction represents the
first step toward converting the greenhouse gas into other chemicals, including liquid fuels, explains Yogesh Surendranath, PhD
’11, an assistant professor of chemistry, who was the senior author
on a study describing the work. Established methods exist for
converting carbon monoxide and hydrogen to valuable fuels or

other products. “The problem in CO2 conversion is how to selectively convert it,” Surendranath says—that is, how to end up with
carbon monoxide and hydrogen gas in the desired proportion to
provide the feedstock for the next chemical processing steps. The
new system, he says, provides just that kind of selective, specific
conversion pathway.
Surendranath says that by simply “changing the mesostructure” of the porous material—that is, by tuning the lengths of its
pores—it’s possible to get the system to produce the desired proportion of carbon monoxide in the output gas.
Surendranath and his MIT colleagues made the catalyst material by depositing tiny polystyrene beads onto a conductive base.
After electrodepositing silver on the surface, they dissolved away
the beads, leaving pores whose size and length are determined by
the diameter of the beads and the thickness
of the porous silver film.
Varying the lengths of the pores produces a double effect. As the pores get longer, the catalyst promotes the production
of carbon monoxide from carbon dioxide
up to three times more strongly. It also suppresses by a factor of up to 10 the production of hydrogen gas from the water that is
mixed with the carbon dioxide. By changing the pore dimensions, the production
of carbon monoxide can be varied to make
up anywhere from 5 to 85 percent of the
reaction’s output. For some applications,
the hydrogen can also be a useful product.
Surendranath says the work provides
key insights to help develop carbon-
neutral replacements for fossil-fuel systems—without requiring changes in the
existing infrastructure of gas stations,
delivery vehicles, and storage tanks.

—David L. Chandler

A Pharmacy in the Palm of Your Hand
Portable pellets may allow drugs on demand.
Tiny freeze-dried pellets that include all
the molecular machinery needed to translate DNA into proteins could form the
basis for on-demand production of drugs
and vaccines.
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Developed by researchers at MIT and
other institutions, the pellets, which contain
dozens of enzymes and other molecules
extracted from cells, can be stored at room
temperature. When water and freeze-dried

JON HAN

New material could help convert power-plant emissions into transportation fuels.

DNA are added, the pellets begin producing proteins encoded by the DNA.
“It’s a modular system that can be programmed to make what you need, on the
spot,” says James Collins, a professor
of biological engineering who is also the
Termeer Professor of Medical Engineering
and Science in MIT’s Institute for Medical
Engineering and Science (IMES).
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Health-Care
Spending, Explained
MIT study sheds light on drivers of
health-care expenditures.

BRYCE VICKMARK

I

n Miami, health-care providers spent $14,423 per
Medicare patient in 2010.
But in Minneapolis, average
spending on Medicare enrollees that year was just $7,819.
In fact, the United States is
filled with regional disparities
in medical spending. Why?

One explanation focuses
on providers: in some regions,
they may be more likely to use
expensive tests or procedures.
Another account focuses on
patients: variation in the
underlying health or the care
preferences of regional populations may generate differ-

The freeze-dried pellets, which remain
stable for at least a year, consist of a few
dozen enzymes, DNA, and RNA, as well as
ribosomes and other molecular machines
necessary to translate the DNA into proteins. Only a few millimeters in diameter,
they could easily be carried by soldiers,
astronauts, or health-care workers heading to remote areas, Collins says.

www.technologyreview.com
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ences in spending. Most public
discussion of this issue has
highlighted providers, suggesting that reducing apparently excessive treatments
could trim overall costs.
But now a study coauthored by MIT economists
Amy Finkelstein and Heidi
Williams and Stanford University economist Matthew
Gentzkow provides a new
answer: an examination of
Medicare patients who have
moved from one place to
another shows that patients
and providers account for
virtually equal shares of the
spending differences between
geographic areas. The study,
published in the Quarterly
Journal of Economics, could
help analysts and policymakers better understand the
components of medical costs,
adding nuance to the debate
about possible inefficiencies in
health-care spending.
The study provides “evidence that there are real,
place-specific differences
in how health care is practiced,” says Finkelstein. “On
the other hand … rather than
just saying [that] place matters, we’re quantifying how
important it is, and showing
that a lot of the geographic
variation is due to differences
across patients.”
To conduct the study,
the scholars analyzed the

Such pellets could be used to generate a wide range of products, including
not only drugs and vaccines but molecules that could be used to diagnose illness. This could prove easier than using
live cells to generate biopharmaceuticals,
because the freeze-dried components
are easy to store and ship, and they don’t
need to be refrigerated.

health-care usage of 2.5 million Medicare patients from
1998 through 2008, including 500,000 Medicare enrollees who moved during that
time. Beyond their bottomline result, the researchers
unearthed several other findings. About 71 percent of the
regional spending discrepancy
in emergency care was attributable to patients, suggesting
that they make most decisions
about seeking that kind of
treatment. But just 9 percent
of the regional discrepancy
for diagnostic tests came from
patients, suggesting that provider practices matter more in
that case.
Williams stresses that
some of the regional variation
may arise because health-care
providers in some areas are
more skilled at certain intensive procedures and provide
more of them.
“Just because there’s geographic variation on the provider side doesn’t mean that
is necessarily inefficient,” she
says. She adds: “The current
consensus [has been] that
almost all this variation was
about providers, and that
patient-specific health or preferences were unlikely to be
important in explaining geographic variation in spending. I think our paper shifts
the weight of the evidence.”

—Peter Dizikes

“It could be used in a very simple carry
kit for health-care workers going into the
field in developing regions,” Collins says.
“We think it could be very useful for the
military, when you’re going out on a mission in the field, or for hikers and athletes
going for long hauls. You could even have
it in the back of your car as an expanded
first aid kit.” —Anne Trafton
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Meet the Author

Less Cash Is More

Economist Kenneth Rogoff, PhD ’80, makes
the case for phasing out big bills.

Y

might be gaining traction. One indicaou may not have any in your waltor is that the European Central Bank
let, but $100 bills make up an
announced in May that it will phase out
astonishing 80 percent of the
production of the 500-euro note. “I sort
U.S. currency in circulation. In his new
of sensed a change of view on the part
book, The Curse of Cash, Kenneth Rogoff,
of the finance ministries of
PhD ’80, professor of ecothe world, who I think for a
nomics and public policy at
long time rejected my arguHarvard, proposes a plan to
ment that it was penny wise
phase out most paper curand pound foolish to print
rency in the United States
big bills, and particularly
and other economically
in Europe as they become
advanced nations, keeping
panicked about collecting
only low-denomination
more taxes,” says Rogoff.
notes to create what he
“They have sales taxes there
terms a “less-cash” society.
more than income taxes.
The use of cash is on
We have a big tax evathe decline already thanks
sion problem; they have a
to the growth of debit cards,
The Curse of Cash
much bigger one. So there’s
electronic transfers, and
By Kenneth S. Rogoff,
already a movement you see
mobile payments. Rogoff
PhD ’80
in Greece, Spain, Portugal,
sees two primary benefits
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
and Italy to try to reduce
to reducing it even further.
PRESS, 2016, $29.95
the volume of cash transacFirst, having fewer large
tions, and in the Nordic countries they’re
bills available would cut down on tax
really racing toward a less-cash society.”
evasion and criminal activities such as
Rogoff gets plenty of negative feeddrug trafficking, extortion, and money
back from people who think he wants to
laundering, many of which rely on cash
abolish cash altogether—some of whom
payments. “Scaling back paper currency
he suspects are engaged in activities that
would hardly end crime and tax evasion;
aren’t entirely legal. “I get notes literally
but it would force the underground econsaying that banning hundred-dollar bills
omy to employ riskier and less liquid payis the worst idea since banning semiaument devices,” Rogoff wrote recently in an
tomatic weapons,” he says.
opinion piece for the Boston Globe.
But Rogoff stresses that he is not
Additionally, in a less-cash scenario,
advocating for a cashless society, which
central banks would be able to set negawouldn’t be feasible in any case, and he
tive short-term interest rates more easadds that he still uses dollar bills quite
ily during financial crises to encourage
regularly himself. “I make clear in the
investment and discourage holding cash.
book it’s not a moral thing, it’s a policy
“The zero bound on interest rates has
idea,” he says. “I’m old; I use cash.” He
become a huge issue in macroeconomics,”
offers a bit of anecdotal evidence: Two
Rogoff says. “It’s ... really mostly a creature
summers ago, he bought coffee at the
of cash. The government is offering someStarbucks where his son, Gabriel, was
thing that’s basically government debt—
working at the time. “I went in and paid
that’s what cash is—at a zero interest rate.”
cash, and Gabriel said, ‘Dad, you’re the
Rogoff, who has been researching how
only one who paid cash today.’” 
best to transition to a less-cash society for
—Sara Shay
20 years, says he has seen signs the idea
10
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Recent Books

From the MIT Community
Experience: Culture, Cognition, and
the Common Sense
Edited by Caroline A. Jones,
professor of art history, David Mather,
and Rebecca Uchill, PhD ’15
MIT PRESS, 2016, $45

Placing Outer Space: An Earthly
Ethnography of Other Worlds
By Lisa Messeri ’04, PhD ’11
DUKE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2016, $23.95

If You’re in a Dogfight, Become a Cat!
Strategies for Long-Term Growth
By Leonard Sherman ’69, SM ’71, PhD ’75
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2017, $29.95

STEM Gems: How 44 Women Shine
in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics, and How You
Can Too!
By Stephanie Espy ’01
STEM GEMS, 2016, $29.95

Contiguity Theory
By Norvin Richards, PhD ’97,
professor of linguistics
MIT PRESS, 2016, $38

Open to Debate: How William F. Buckley
Put Liberal America on the Firing Line
By Heather Hendershot, professor of
film and media in comparative media
studies/writing
HARPERCOLLINS, 2016, $28.99

The Narrow Edge: A Tiny Bird, an
Ancient Crab, and an Epic Journey
By Deborah Cramer, MCP ’76,
visiting scholar at MIT Environmental
Solutions Initiative
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2015, $38

Introduction to Linear Algebra,
Fifth Edition
By Gilbert Strang ’55, professor of
mathematics
WELLESLEY-CAMBRIDGE PRESS, 2016, $95
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The Frontline Reporter
Dickey Chapelle ’39 blazed a trail for
combat photojournalists.

MASTER SERGEANT LOUIS LOWERY, USMC

G

eorgette “Dickey” Chapelle ’39 had been a credentialed
war correspondent for nearly three years before she
finally got a chance to cover combat, in 1945. Sent to
a hospital ship to take photos of wounded soldiers evacuated
from the U.S. assault on Iwo Jima, the small woman with the
large Speed Graphic camera managed to get ashore to witness
the fighting. When she reached the front, she didn’t at first realize that the “insects” she heard flying past her head were sniper’s
bullets—or that she was the target.
Chapelle’s journey to the front lines began with a two-year
stint at MIT, where she’d enrolled after deciding to become an
aerial explorer like Admiral Richard “Dick” Byrd, whose nickname she decided to adopt. One of only seven women admitted
in 1935, she had entered the Institute as Dickey Meyer, a 16-yearold aeronautical engineering student. While living in Boston, she
gravitated toward the Charlestown Navy Yard and local Coast
Guard bases and hung out with seaplane pilots, which led to
the sale of her first story to the Boston Traveler. But the start of
her journalism career marked the end of her academic career.
Having missed too many classes and earned low grades, she was
asked to leave MIT after her second year.
She went on to do publicity writing for the aviation industry
and marry photographer Tony Chapelle, and when he rejoined
the Navy after Pearl Harbor, she became a war correspondent.
A month after covering Iwo Jima, she became the only female
photographer assigned to the invasion fleet anchored off Oki-
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nawa in the bloodiest battle of the war in the Pacific. In spite of
direct orders not to go ashore, Chapelle went anyway. The first
general she came across told her driver, “Get that broad the hell
out of here.” Eventually she made her way to the U.S. Marines
Sixth Division command post, where Major General Lemuel C.
Shepherd granted her permission to travel with a medical unit.
Chapelle covered combat operations for 10 days before the
Navy caught up with her and pulled her off the island, withdrawing her military press credentials. She was sent home.
When the war ended, she worked at Seventeen magazine as a
staff photographer and associate editor and then traveled extensively with her husband throughout Europe and the Middle East,
documenting the rebuilding of the postwar world for the American Friends Service Committee, CARE, and other relief agencies.
After their 15-year marriage ended, Chapelle contacted Shepherd,
by then a four-star general and the commandant of the Marine
Corps, who helped her obtain military press accreditation in 1955.
For the next decade, Chapelle covered wars around the world,
including the Hungarian uprising, the war in Algeria, and the
Cuban revolution. On assignment for Life magazine, she was
arrested by Russian soldiers as she helped deliver penicillin to
Hungarian refugees fleeing into Austria. Accused of being a spy,
she was interrogated by the Hungarian secret police, threatened
with execution, and held for nearly two months in Budapest’s
notorious Main Street Prison, also known as the “house of terror,” before being released.
Chapelle went to Vietnam in 1961 and reported on U.S. forces
advising South Vietnamese troops near the border with Laos.
Some of this work appeared in a 1962 photo essay in National
Geographic, which included her photo of a U.S. Marine manning
a machine gun at a helicopter door, revealing for the first time
that U.S. advisors were doing more than merely advising Vietnamese troops. That photo was named the 1963 Picture of the
Year by the National Press Photographers Association. She also
received the Overseas Press Club’s George Polk Award in 1962
for her Vietnam reporting.
On her fourth trip to Vietnam, in November 1965, Chapelle
was covering Operation Black Ferret, a Marine search-anddestroy mission, when a Marine lieutenant walking just ahead
of her tripped a booby trap. A spray of shrapnel wounded five
Marines and a Navy corpsman and killed Chapelle. She was the
first American female war correspondent to die while covering
combat operations.
The following year, U.S. Marines named a field hospital in
Vietnam in her honor. At the dedication, Lieutenant General
Lewis Walt recalled what she had told him at dinner the night
before she died: “When my time comes, I want it to be on a
patrol with the Marines.” Five decades later, Dickey Chapelle
was named an honorary Marine. —John Garofolo
A veteran of Operation Iraqi Freedom, John Garofolo is the
author of Dickey Chapelle Under Fire: Photographs by the
First American Female War Correspondent Killed in Action.
See some of Chapelle’s photos at technologyreview.com/Chapelle.
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OBAMA’S STAND-UP
ECONOMIST
For Austan Goolsbee, PhD ’95, doing his bit for the country meant helping
tackle the recession—and performing a little comedy on the side.

By Sam Apple

I

ROBERT G. FRESSON

t’s the day after the first presidential debate, and Austan
Goolsbee is working in his office at the University of
Chicago’s Booth School of Business. It’s adorned with a
few key mementos of a remarkable time in his life: in 2010,
at age 41, Goolsbee became chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisors, making him the youngest member of
Barack Obama’s cabinet. On his desk is a framed photo of
Obama giving him a fist bump. A few feet away is an upholstered
chair with a small nameplate that reads “Mr. Bernanke.” Ben
Bernanke, PhD ’79, left the chair behind at the Council of
Economic Advisors’ offices when he became chairman of the
Federal Reserve and said Goolsbee could have it. “Whenever
I interview someone for a job, I always ask them whether they
want to sit in Bernanke’s chair,” Goolsbee says. “The only wrong
answer is, ‘Who’s Bernanke?’”
At the moment, Bernanke’s chair is occupied by a graduate
student who is busily taking notes as Goolsbee and a coauthor discuss a paper they’re writing on the economic impact of
labor regulations. The conversation, barely intelligible to a non-
economist, is exactly what you might expect of a star professor
at a prestigious business school. But one hour later, Goolsbee
will do something unexpected: take the elevator down to the
basement of the Booth School, slip on a button-down shirt and
dark blazer over his T-shirt, and sit down for an appearance
(via a fiber-optic hookup) on Sean Hannity’s Fox News show.
If it’s surprising that a former member of the Obama
administration is willing to appear on a show reviled by most
Democrats, more surprising still is that Goolsbee appears to
enjoy every minute of it. Never mind that Hannity introduces
him as the man responsible for America’s current economic
woes, or that, a few minutes later, he claims Goolsbee’s poliwww.technologyreview.com
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cies put 12 million more Americans on food stamps. Goolsbee,
tall and lean, with a receding hairline and angular features,
smiles his way through the entire segment. Every time Hannity
insults him or attacks Hillary Clinton, he is ready with a
rejoinder. “They set a low bar for Donald Trump, and he
banged his head on it,” Goolsbee says of Trump’s performance
in the first debate.
As Goolsbee sees it, millions of people watch Fox, and if no
one presents them with a respectful alternative perspective,
they’ll be left with a one-sided view. His hope, he says, is that
the Fox viewers who watch him on Hannity or The O’Reilly Factor, on which he also appears, will go from “despising the president and wanting to burn down the government” to merely
disliking the president and recognizing that there are legitimate grounds for disagreements. “Every time I see Austan on
TV trading blows with talking heads, I bow my head in thanks
that it is him, not me,” says Goolsbee’s University of Chicago
colleague Steven Levitt, PhD ’94, of Freakonomics frame.
Not only does Goolsbee not seem to mind the insults the
Fox News hosts hurl at him, he has struck up what he refers
to as “an improbable friendship” with Hannity. When Hannity
happens to be in Chicago, the two of them will go out for a
beer and bicker “like old guys at the nursing home.” Goolsbee
explains that he’s always believed “there is more to people
than their politics.” Hannity seems to agree. “Austan is one of
my favorite guests on the show,” he wrote in an e-mail. “He is
smart, funny, and extremely likeable, and I forgive him for his
role in the worst recovery since the ’40s.”
After an appearance on Hannity, Goolsbee is regularly
mocked (often in very crude terms) on Twitter. He seems
amused by these attacks as well, and often retweets them. “I’m
not afraid to take a punch,” says Goolsbee, whom Jon Stewart
January/February 2017 MIT News
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DATA DOG
Even if they desired to do so, few academic economists would
have the skill to go toe to toe with experienced TV personalities like Hannity and O’Reilly. Goolsbee had the necessary
preparation. In high school he won a national extemporaneous speaking contest. At Yale, he and a partner won the 1991
National Debate Team of the Year award, defeating Ted Cruz
in the process. Goolsbee also joined an improvisational comedy group, Just Add Water, at Yale. (The group’s appearance at
the famous Second City comedy club prompted his first trip to
Chicago.) The comedy training would pay off in 2009, when
Goolsbee won the “D.C.’s Funniest Celebrity” contest, after delivering a stand-up routine in which he delivered punch lines
as under-the-breath admissions amidst a deadpan speech:
As we took office, you know, it was an all-star team of economists and we basically knew what to do—panic … I mean, it’s
been a long, long time since things were this bad. So we kind
of had to go back and look at the old textbooks—Karl Marx,
Trotsky.
Goolsbee is quick to deflect praise for his comic talents.
“I have always said that the central question of economics is
‘Compared to what?’” he says. “The runner-up was Grover
Norquist.”

Though he was born in Waco, Texas, Goolsbee spent most
of his childhood in Southern California, where he performed
in children’s theater productions. His father worked as finance
director for a company that made truck trailers, his mother
as a trainer at Pacific Bell. After retiring, the elder Goolsbees
returned to Texas, settling in Abilene, which has been ranked
among the three most conservative cities in the country. Yet
his mother, Linda, says that her friends in Abilene are proud
to claim Austan as one of their own. “I have lots of Republican
friends who will tell me, ‘I saw Austan on Hannity last night,
and Hannity didn’t let him talk enough. They need to be nicer
than that to our boy.’”
“They’ll come to my parents and they’ll say, ‘Obama’s terrible. He’s a socialist. The country’s going down the tubes. We
saw your son on Fox. He’s doing a great job. You should be so
proud,’” Goolsbee says, smiling. “That’s the Abilene way.”
Goolsbee attended Milton Academy in Milton, Massachusetts, for high school before moving on to Yale, where he was
mentored by the legendary Keynesian economist James Tobin.
At MIT, where he earned his PhD in 1995, he studied with
Robert Solow, HM ’90, Stanley Fischer, James Poterba, and
Paul Krugman, PhD ’77, among other giants in the field. His
dissertation, overseen by Poterba, helped demonstrate why
investment subsidies often don’t do much to stimulate new
investment. “That was a golden age in economics at MIT, and I
felt lucky to be there,” he says.
Goolsbee’s research interests include industrial organization and government policy—often where they intersect with
new digital technologies. In a 2002 paper he used data from
Amazon and Barnes & Noble to explore how online competition influences prices. A number of his papers have demonstrated that steep income tax cuts fail to pay for themselves by
expanding the economy and generating more taxable income,
as the supply-side economics favored by conservatives say they
should. Yet he claims no ideological leanings beyond a “fierce

Austan Goolsbee discusses the economic outlook at
the University of Chicago’s Booth School of Business.
But he’s equally comfortable going toe to toe with
ultraconservative hosts on Fox TV. “I don’t mind playing
smashmouth football,” he once told Chicago magazine.
14
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ANNE RYAN

once described as “Eliot Ness meets Milton F
 riedman.” The
nastiest viewer feedback of all tends to arrive via e-mail, and
Goolsbee is in the habit of responding to those who send him
hateful notes, stating that while he disagrees with their position and is sorry to hear the hostility, he appreciates that they
took the time to write. He estimates that about three-quarters
of the angry e-mailers will then write back with an apology
for being rude. “That makes you feel like, yes, humanity will
survive,” Goolsbee says.
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“EVERY TIME I SEE
AUSTAN ON TV
TRADING BLOWS WITH
TALKING HEADS
,
I BOW MY HEAD IN THANKS
THAT IT IS HIM, NOT ME.”
commitment” to the numbers, sometimes referring to himself
as a “data dog.” The emphasis on empirical research speaks to
the influence of MIT, where Goolsbee’s professors drilled home
the importance of moving beyond correlations to tease out the
true causes of an effect. If you want to know whether monetary
policy caused a bubble, Goolsbee explains, it’s “not enough to
know that interest rates were low” when the bubble happened.
Rather, you have to ask, “Can we identify the mechanism by
which A leads to B?”
It was also at MIT that Goolsbee became close friends
with Steven Levitt, now his colleague. The two joined forces
to manage a fantasy baseball team, employing their considerable prowess at gleaning insights from large data sets.
“Everyone else in the league knew something about baseball,”
Levitt recalls. “Austan and I knew nothing. To us it was just
an application of economic modeling. We could have just as
easily been modeling grain futures or bond returns.” Levitt
and Goolsbee won the championship two years in a row
before deciding to retire on top.
In the 1990s, Goolsbee’s influential papers on the economic impact of the Internet would make him a rising star in
the field. At the time, some economists believed the Internet
would make it easier for companies to offer different prices for
the same products or services. Goolsbee correctly predicted
that the Internet would be “the great equalizer,” making markets more competitive and consumers far more sensitive to
prices. By 31, he was already a tenured professor at the University of Chicago. Though MIT and Chicago are often viewed as
opposite poles of postwar economics in America, Goolsbee says
the divides are now largely outdated, and that he is thrilled to
www.technologyreview.com
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have landed where he did: “What Disneyland was to my kids at
age 10, that’s kind of what Chicago is for economists.”

TWO SKINNY GUYS WITH FUNNY NAMES
As Goolsbee’s name became increasingly well known in economics circles, a University of Chicago colleague named
Barack Obama took note. Obama first turned to Goolsbee,
via e-mail, for guidance on economic issues as he prepared
to face off against Alan Keyes for an Illinois seat in the U.S.
Senate. The two met in person for the first time in October
2004, at the second Obama-Keyes debate. Goolsbee recalls
that first meeting like this: “He said, ‘What? You are Professor Goolsbee? I thought I had a 60-year-old guy in a tweed
jacket. You look nothing like a professor. And what is with
“Goolsbee?”’ And I said, ‘You’re going around telling everybody you’re the skinny guy with the funny name, but you stole
my bit.’”
Goolsbee has been an Obama loyalist ever since. As the
senior economic advisor for Obama’s first presidential campaign in 2008, he worked on everything from debate preparation and crisis management to helping craft policy positions on
taxes, energy, health care, financial regulation, and the housing
crisis. Along the way, Goolsbee would speak at more than 200
events in 30 states.
But when Obama, upon being elected president in 2008,
asked Goolsbee to join his three-person Council of Economic
Advisors (CEA), Goolsbee initially turned him down.
He loved his job at the University of Chicago, and
Goolsbee, who is married and has three children, now faced a
minor housing crisis of his own. The family had purchased a
January/February 2017 MIT News
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Austan Goolsbee joins fellow cabinet members in the Rose Garden at
the White House as President Obama urges Congress to pass a bill
extending middle-class tax cuts in September 2010.

and digital technology—another of his early papers had documented how price comparison sites in life insurance markets
had increased competition and driven down prices—made
him a natural fit for a young president intent on introducing
cutting-edge policies.
When Obama called Goolsbee again, insisting that he join
him in Washington, Goolsbee could no longer say no. As his
first term began in 2009, the economic situation remained
tenuous at best, and the possibility of an even greater economic catastrophe still loomed. “The prospect that we could
enter a depression if we, the nation, screwed it up was absolutely real,” says Goolsbee. He remembered that James Tobin,
the man who had first turned him on to economics, had served
during Kennedy’s administration and frequently spoke of the
critical role economists play when the country faces a crisis.
Tobin’s message, as Goolsbee understood it: “We study economics not just because it’s fun, or not just because of the academic curiosity, but because it really matters.”
Over the next two and a half years, Goolsbee would help
steer America away from a devastating recession, eventually tak16
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ing over as chairman of the CEA and joining Obama’s cabinet.
He was directly involved in all the administration’s economic
policies during the first years of the recovery, advising the president on the stimulus bill (he helped design the middle-class tax
cut), the auto industry bailout, housing policy, and new regulations on Wall Street: for example, he championed the DoddFrank rule that prohibits banks from speculating in the markets.
Goolsbee recalls the very first meeting Obama had with his
economic team, in December of 2008. One by one, the economists presented Obama with terrifying reports of economic
disasters still to come. When it was his turn, Goolsbee spoke
about the threat of a total housing collapse: “If everybody just
starts walking away from their mortgages, we’re done for.”
After the meeting, Goolsbee approached Obama and told him
that it must have been the worst briefing an incoming president had had since Franklin Roosevelt in 1932, or perhaps
even Abraham Lincoln in 1860. Obama turned to him and
said, in complete seriousness, “Goolsbee, that was not even my
worst briefing this week.”
“That moment was my first experience, which I had many
times in the White House, of thinking, ‘Thank God you do not
have this man’s job,’” he says.
The economic initiatives Goolsbee helped the Obama
administration craft during his tenure on the Council of Economic Advisors weren’t without their critics. But Goolsbee
maintains that the critics at the time weren’t always using the
right standards. “When we came in, the entire hotel was on
fire,” he says. “We were busting in and throwing people from
the windows down to the pool to save their lives.” Yet despite
the chaotic circumstances, they seemed to be “judged like it
was the Olympic diving contest: ‘Your flip wasn’t precise and
the splash was too big,’” he says. “I still feel there’s a little bit of
that.” But those policies did help avert a depression, and DoddFrank, says Goolsbee, “does a lot of really important things
that make the financial system much less risky going forward.”
In June of 2011 Goolsbee announced he would be leaving Obama’s cabinet and returning to the University of Chicago, citing concerns about losing his tenured position. By
that point, he had spent two years working on Obama’s campaign and three more years in Washington. “It was time,” he
says. “Going to Washington, for me, had been like getting to
go to the moon. How many people ever go to the moon? How
amazing, unforgettable. But you can’t live on the moon.”
Goolsbee’s departure was by no means a reflection of his
feelings for Obama. “He believed—and still believes—so deeply
in the president,” says Levitt. “I remember Austan saying he
didn’t care what his job was in Washington, he’d do whatever
the president asked.”
The respect is mutual; in his official statements, Obama
has praised Goolsbee as a “brilliant economist” and “one of
America’s great economic thinkers.” But the depth of Obama’s
appreciation for Goolsbee is clear in the photo of the two men
touching fists that sits on Goolsbee’s desk. “To Austan,” Obama
wrote. “Thanks for always being there for me!” n

CHIP SOMODEVILLA / GET T Y

new house and begun renovations, anticipating that their old
house would sell quickly. But when no buyers emerged, they
were forced to rent out their old house, leaving them owning
two houses and renting a third as they waited for the renovations to finish. Going to Washington would mean finding yet
another house.
The president wasn’t about to give up. Goolsbee had been
his go-to economics expert throughout his political rise. And
Goolsbee’s expertise on the economic impact of the Internet
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Preparing

Miho Mazereeuw’s Urban
Risk Lab designs everyday
infrastructure to help people
weather crises.
By Courtney Humphries, SM ’04
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he sleek white structure in the
lobby of MIT’s Urban Risk Lab
in building N52 could be a piece
of public art or modernist playground equipment. Miho Mazereeuw, the
assistant professor of architecture and
urbanism who founded the lab in 2012,
sits on a low bench and uses her feet to
begin spinning a set of bicycle pedals
mounted at one end. If she’d plugged her
phone into the structure, she explains, a
blue lighted bar on a nearby panel would
display rainbow colors after a few minutes of pedaling, indicating that enough
charge had been added to make several
emergency calls. Additional pedaling
helps charge both the phone and the battery inside the structure. “When kids ride
it, the battery’s almost always full,” she
says, laughing.
The prototype, called PrepHub, has
other features that make it a helpful addition to an urban public space—a radio to
play music, a local map, a touch screen
with a camera for taking selfies. There’s
little indication that the entire structure is,
in fact, designed for disasters. In an emergency, the battery generator keeps devices
functioning. The camera can help people
document and send updates on their location. The radio becomes a conduit for public safety messages. The map can point out
evacuation routes and shelters.
“As much as possible, we make everything dual function,” Mazereeuw says.
When emergency technologies are
embedded into everyday objects, they’re
more likely to be used in a crisis.
With projects in the United States,
India, Nepal, Peru, Japan, and other
countries, the Urban Risk Lab has taken
a broader vision of the role design can
January/February 2017 MIT News
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Each component of the Urban
Risk Lab’s PrepHub serves the
community in both everyday
and emergency scenarios.

The lab tested PrepHub 2.0 by
Building 10 during MIT’s Cambridge centennial. The blue light
would turn red in an emergency.

COURTESY OF URBAN RISK LAB

play in crises, modeling ways designers
can think ahead to keep communities
safe and resilient. “It’s design as activism, in a sense,” says David Moses, AR
’15, a research scientist who’s leading the
PrepHub project.
Its work is interdisciplinary by nature,
so the lab draws students from computer science, mechanical engineering,
and other departments and collaborates
with faculty in materials science and
geophysics. For PrepHub, Mazereeuw’s
team worked with engineers led by Adam
Norige, an assistant group leader for the
Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief Systems Group at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory. Norige, who is helping
Mazereeuw teach a new class called Innovative Disaster Response and Preparedness this spring, says that while his team’s
concern is developing technical capabilities, the Urban Risk Lab focuses on the
“sunny day” uses of emergency technology.
The lab deployed a PrepHub prototype
on MIT’s campus in 2016; San Francisco
got its first PrepHub in 2015 and will get
a second in 2017. A long-term goal is to
work with San Francisco’s Department
of Emergency Management to pilot an
interconnected network of these hubs in
public spaces in the city.

In some ways, Mazereeuw’s interests
are rooted in her personal background.
She’s half Dutch and half Japanese, and
a peripatetic life has given her an international perspective—she grew up in
Malaysia, Korea, and Singapore and has
worked or studied in the United States,
Canada, Japan, and the Netherlands. Her
childhood memories of Kuala Lumpur,
which was undergoing explosive development, sparked an interest in the risks
faced by rapidly urbanizing regions. And
in 1995, while she was a student at Wesleyan University in Connecticut, a major
earthquake struck Kobe, Japan, where
her parents were in the process of moving. They were in Kuala Lumpur at the
time, but her father’s office was leveled.
When she visited Kobe a few months
later, Mazereeuw was struck by the very
different ways people were responding
to the disaster, and she began gathering
information and conducting interviews.
While completing master’s degrees
in architecture and landscape architecture at the Harvard Graduate School of
Design, she worked on a thesis that was
the intellectual precursor of PrepHub,
proposing dual-purpose infrastructure
near subway stations as a way to provide
emergency services. After graduating in
2002, she worked in architecture firms
including the Office for Metropolitan
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Architecture in Rotterdam, led by the
renowned architect Rem Koolhaas. But
she was drawn to research and teaching. After teaching at the University of
Toronto, she won a Wheelwright Traveling Fellowship from Harvard in 2007
to study three cities—including Kobe—
in the earthquake-prone zone known
as the Pacific Ring of Fire. Ultimately,
Mazereeuw decided to remain in academia to share her ideas, first teaching at
Harvard before moving to MIT to launch
the Urban Risk Lab.
While personal experiences undoubtedly fueled her interest in disaster
response, Mazereeuw believes it’s a topic

than building standalone hubs, the
researchers are focusing on strengthening
existing community spaces: shelters called
paatis, which are small public pavilions
that serve as gathering sites in the Kathmandu Valley, with many offering public access to drinking water. “There is a
community that’s already caring for them,
so the kind of social structure that we’re
looking for already exists,” she explains.
Partnering with a nongovernmental
organization called Lumanti, they have
spent time testing water samples for contamination and meeting with local communities. The goal of the project is not
only to preserve paatis but to help them

When emergency technologies
are embedded into everyday
objects, they’re more likely to
be used in a crisis.
that everyone should be concerned with.
And while urban infrastructure plays a
major role in disasters, she says most
architecture schools don’t seem to pay
serious attention to disaster preparedness and recovery. “It seems surprising to
me that our profession doesn’t get more
involved in this kind of research,” she says.
There’s a cyclical pattern to disaster
response. The immediate aftermath of an
event sees the most attention and funding,
Mazereeuw says. But after that comes a
longer rebuilding and recovery period, and
eventually a process of preparing for the
next disaster. The Urban Risk Lab focuses
on the rebuilding and preparation stages.
That’s also the time when citizens are least
likely to care about disasters, and governments least willing to invest—and another
reason for the lab’s multipurpose approach.
In 2016 the lab won an MIT IDEAS
Global Challenge grant to apply the
PrepHub concept to Nepal, where water
sanitation is a key issue not only in disasters but also in day-to-day life. Rather
www.technologyreview.com
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evolve by incorporating new technologies
like water filtration systems and communication technologies.
A multiyear project in Shizugawa,
Japan, has focused on planning and
design workshops with local residents
around tsunami recovery, resulting in new
master plans and a community shelter.
The lab has also worked with the World
Bank on a project to evaluate evacuation
systems in Haiti. And research scientist
Aditya Barve, SM ’13, and research associate Mayank Ojha, SM ’16, are leading a
project with support from the Tata Center for Technology and Design to improve
affordable housing in India, which is facing a massive housing crisis as its population expands and grows more urban;
currently millions of Indians live in
unregulated, overcrowded settlements
that lack clean water and durable shelter. Government-built housing is often
constructed to replace these slums, but
the cookie-cutter apartment towers don’t
allow residents to set up stores and work-

shops to supplement their income, or
expand their living space if their families
grow. Housing that doesn’t serve a community well could leave people economically and socially vulnerable. Barve and
Ojha are developing a decision-support
system for planning housing projects with
the help of data that local governments
have collected about residents, such as
their socioeconomic status and family
size. Their proposed system of modularly
designed housing could provide both the
durability of a housing project and the
customization of a self-built settlement.
Ojha, like many of the lab’s members, opted not to join an urban design
firm in order to do work that could have
a broader impact. Mazereeuw, he says,
puts an emphasis on outreach. “We love
this hands-on approach—getting out
there, doing surveys, and doing a lot of
prototyping with the stakeholders we
have,” he says. The lab’s projects begin
with extensive time on location. “In all
of our research, we have local partners,”
says Mazereeuw, who has worked hard
to win funding to send lab members and
students to locations around the globe
for opportunities to learn from different
contexts and cultures. She also brings
the lab’s approach into the curriculum,
co-teaching a class that asks students to
research and design projects for environmentally vulnerable areas (this year’s
class focused on South Florida).
In her own travels, Mazereeuw has
gathered case studies on how communities around the world respond to and prepare for disasters; she’s currently working
on a book that documents such efforts in
countries that are part of the Pacific Ring
of Fire, where most of the world’s earthquakes occur. While her preoccupation
with disasters and crises used to puzzle
her colleagues, growing concerns about
the hazards of climate change have helped
bring more people around to her way of
seeing the world. “Now I feel that it’s a
more common language,” she says, “but
it’s still a lot of investment for cities for the
‘what if.’” That’s why the lab’s approach to
design may offer lessons for dealing with
climate change: prepare for an uncertain
future by enhancing the everyday. n
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An
Uncommon
Education
Not having a college degree didn’t
stop Gadi Geiger from becoming a
neuroscientist—or serving as the go-to
guy for career advice in the Poggio Lab.

BOB O’CONNOR

By Christina Couch, SM ’15

In 2011, Leyla Isik, a brand-new PhD student, delivered a short
presentation to her new colleagues in Tomaso Poggio’s lab in
what is now the Center for Brains, Minds, and Machines. She
outlined her upcoming research on peripheral vision with great
enthusiasm and fully expected a positive response. But she was
in for a disappointment when, minutes after the presentation,
she was approached by the lab’s research assistant, Gadi Geiger.
“He was not happy with my little two-minute summary and
decided that I needed to educate myself a lot on prior research,”
says Isik. She quickly realized he was right. After reading the literature Geiger recommended, Isik rethought her research project, saw how much it was improved, and made a mental note to
keep Geiger close at hand when designing future experiments.
Known to all simply as Gadi, Geiger takes time to coach students and postdocs as they design experiments, and he volunteers to be a test subject himself when he can. He’s also a good
listener—and students often turn to him for advice on matters
outside the lab. “He’s really been invaluable in all parts of my
research and life in the lab,” says Isik, who earned her PhD in
www.technologyreview.com
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2015. Poggio, the Eugene McDermott Professor in the Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences and director of the Center
for Brains, Minds, and Machines, describes Geiger as the wise
and fatherly person in his lab.
Standing 5 foot 6—and usually fortified by espresso—Geiger
also happens to be an internationally known neuroscientist and
psychophysicist who investigates connections between physical
stimuli and the sensory and perceptual responses they evoke. But
while his work has been published in Science, Nature, and the New
England Journal of Medicine and he’s the lab’s go-to guy for career
advice, Geiger doesn’t hold a doctorate, or even a college diploma.
“Nowadays it’s not the same time. You are not going to be able
to get anywhere without a degree,” Geiger says. “I’m sure that if
I would have been a doctor, a professor—I don’t know what—I
would have so much more money. I never was interested.”
When he enrolled at Hebrew University in Jerusalem in the
mid-1960s, Geiger was drawn to biology, math, and physics. But
pursuing all of them made it difficult to satisfy degree requirements. Planning his own curriculum, Geiger nonetheless took
January/February 2016
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courses in all three disciplines while working as a technician
in the physics lab’s solid-state division. The lab was then growing rubies and other crystals for energy projects—including the
rubies being used to build what he was told would be the country’s first laser. But laser building was interrupted by reserve duty

“Geiger pursues his own
course doggedly, effectively,”
in the Israeli military, which ultimately led to fighting in the 1967
Arab-Israeli War. During his service, he was severely injured and
had to take a one-year leave to start recovering.
Geiger had already harbored antiwar sentiments before his
service. “When I came back from the war, I became fairly radicalized politically, to the point that they would not let me back
to the lab because I did not have security clearance anymore,”
he says. “I was immediately for talking to the Palestinians and
all that to make peace. So all of this at this time was a no-no.”
Unable to work on lasers, Geiger took courses he found
interesting and left Hebrew University in 1970. He spent about
a year in Helsinki, studying all he could about optics and visual
systems, and then headed to Germany, where he was offered a
position with the Nobel Prize–winning chemist Manfred Eigen
at the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry. Before he
could accept, a mutual friend suggested that Geiger meet with
Werner Reichardt, who was studying visual information processing in flies at the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics.
He, too, wanted to hire Geiger, and he created a new position to
get around Geiger’s lack of degrees.
As the Reichardt lab’s first scientific technician, Geiger worked
alongside Tomaso Poggio, then a research assistant, who’d joined
the lab a few months after he did. The duo started publishing
papers that examined how flies orient themselves visually and
began to describe the neuron structure of the fly’s optic
system. The work helped push the scientific community to use the fly as a model for understanding visual
perception and eventually landed Geiger an invitation to speak
at the 1981 Society for Neuroscience Conference in Los Angeles.
While in the United States, he gave a talk at MIT and visited his
friend Jerome Lettvin, an MIT professor of electrical and bioengineering and of communications physiology, who was known for

cessing in the brain. Perhaps, they thought, current thinking was
wrong, and it might be a visual or perceptual condition instead.
If the latter proved to be the case, it might be possible to develop
more effective reading methods and teaching techniques geared
toward a dyslexic person’s perceptual strengths.
Experiments they wrote about in a 1987 paper published in the
New England Journal of Medicine suggested that dyslexic readers
have wider peripheral vision but “noisier” focus in the center of
their visual fields. Shortly thereafter, Geiger left MIT for research
stints in Italy and New Jersey but continued to collaborate with
Lettvin on work to better diagnose dyslexia. When he returned to
MIT in 1994, the two also began developing reading techniques
that encourage dyslexic readers to tap into their peripheral vision
first and then move back to the center.
Several researchers objected to the premise that dyslexia
could be a perceptual or visual condition, and Geiger says his
work didn’t make waves in the scientific community. But neuroscientist John Gabrieli, director of the Athinoula A. Martinos
Imaging Center at MIT’s McGovern Institute for Brain Research,
says Geiger’s work has had “a substantial impact” on our understanding of the condition. “The
field has focused on a deficit in
phonological awareness (auditory language processing) as a key cause of dyslexia, but the idea
about visual differences remains important and has gained wider
attention in recent years,” he says.
Geiger’s willingness to go his own way has served him well.
Institute Professor Emeritus and linguist Noam Chomsky considers Geiger a longtime friend and consults him on cognitive
science. He describes him as “very independent-minded,” adding that Geiger “pursues his own course doggedly, effectively,”
and “doesn’t pay much attention to what the conventions are.”
Geiger says that without the responsibility of writing papers
or applying for grants, he’s better able to pursue his own scientific
interests and guide students who want to follow theirs.

Chomsky says.

“He doesn’t pay much attention

to what the conventions are.”
his research on how frogs’ optic nerves communicate with their
brains. (See “In a Frog’s Eye,” January/February 2013.)
Lettvin invited Geiger to come to MIT to work on a different organism—“the big fly, the human being,” Geiger says—and
the pair turned their attention to studying central and peripheral vision. In one experiment, they observed that five of the 100
subjects they’d recruited had strong peripheral vision. Upon
learning that all five also happened to be dyslexic, the researchers wondered if dyslexia was truly a problem with language pro22
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“Not being in the system, I think, gave him a huge amount of
freedom and let him be a lot more what he wanted to be,” says
Sayan Mukherjee, PhD ’01, a Poggio Lab alumnus who asked
Geiger to be a groomsman in his wedding in 2011. Now a professor of statistical science, mathematics, and computer science at
Duke University, Mukherjee adds that Geiger’s freedom is also
reflected in his role as a mentor, in which he often focuses on a
student’s life priorities. He says that Geiger urges students to do
what they care about, often telling them that “if things are fashionable, you don’t necessarily do them unless you think they’re right.”
Now 76, Geiger is contemplating retirement. He’s been working part time, offering input on the lab’s biological research and
acting, as Poggio puts it, as an “unofficial psychologist” and friend
to its students.
“He puts a lot of things into perspective,” Poggio says. “Whether
you agree or not is a different story, [but] it’s a nice perspective
to have around.” n
www.technologyreview.com
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Alumni Connection

The MIT Club of Northern California
established the Denman McNear ’48
Scholarship to honor its former chair.

Bringing MIT Home
Club volunteers build MIT community where they live.

W

HARBO JENSEN, PHD ’74

ith MIT alumni living all
around the world, graduates
in more than 90 locations
have banded together to form MIT clubs.
Volunteers serve as leaders, supporters,
and innovators to help create a little bit
of MIT where they are.
Building Northern California’s club
Decades after Denman McNear ’48 served
as chair of the MIT Club of Northern California, his impact remains strong. “As our
club looked at its history, we realized that
Denman’s leadership as chair during the
1970s and 1980s created the foundation
of our current success,” says chair Nelson
Lin ’91. “So now that our club has a robust
treasury, we decided that it would be most
appropriate to create an undergraduate
scholarship in his name.”
A native of Northern California,
McNear followed in the footsteps of his
grandfather (MIT Class of 1877), who
spent his career at the New York Central Railroad. McNear entered MIT in
1942, served two years in the U.S. Navy as
a radio technician, and earned his degree
www.technologyreview.com
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in civil engineering in 1948. He went to
work at the Southern Pacific Railroad,
retiring as CEO and chair in 1990.
Over the years, he has participated on
43 MIT committees, including stints as a
member of the MIT Corporation, a member of the Course 1 Visiting Committee,
president of the Alumni Association, vice
chair of the Educational Council of Marin
County, and chair of the Katharine Dexter
McCormick Society.
McNear leveraged his connections
to create distinctive club events, including a day-long program that included a
tour aboard the Navy’s research vehicle
Atlantis. He also helped build the group’s
structure. “He played an influential and
important role in energizing the club
and in selecting its officers,” says Harbo
Jensen, PhD ’74, a fellow board member
and former club president.
Today the club hosts about 100 events
a year and serves more than 12,000
alumni in Northern California. A scholarship program it established in 1983 to
aid MIT students from Northern California has grown to more than $1.3 million.

Volunteering from Hartford to Atlanta
In her senior year, Hope Barrett ’98 was
walking through Building 10 when she
passed by a display table for educational
counselors. “I am passionate about MIT,”
she says. “When I saw people recruiting
for educational counselors, I remembered
my interview.” She signed up and has
been interviewing prospective students
ever since, first in Hartford, Connecticut,
where she started her career, and now in
Atlanta, where she serves as the regional
coördinator, visits local high schools on
behalf of MIT, and recruits other educational counselors.
A chemical engineering major, Barrett
enjoys applying the analytical skills she
learned at MIT at her job in operations
management and as a volunteer. “There
are 166 schools in Atlanta, and I am trying
to balance educational counselor assignments,” she says. “It’s a big optimization
problem.”
“I like being an educational counselor because it helps me keep abreast
of what’s going on in the world,” adds
Barrett, who won the George B. Morgan
Award in 2016. “And it’s satisfying when
some someone gets in, especially when
you thought they were a good fit.”
New Jersey volunteer steps up
Civil engineer Jazlyn Carvajal ’03 calls the
MIT Club of Northern New Jersey “a great
team—like family, really.” Carvajal, who
finished her term as president in 2016,
takes pride in events like the food and
wine club. She especially enjoys watching volunteer Frank Tuhy ’67 use his analytical skills to calculate how many people
will attend each meeting and how much
food and wine to buy. “He gets it right
every time,” she says.
Other events include an annual dinner and picnic, a holiday party, and a book
club. But Carvajal says the best part of
volunteering is “building community and
keeping our networks alive.”
January/February 2017 MIT News
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Alumni Connection
She encourages young alumni to get
involved with an MIT club. “Just out of
college you can start to feel alone,” she
says. “You can get a lot out of reconnecting with MIT right away, including finding mentors.”
Carvajal also works with other MIT
alumnae on a project called Latinas in
STEM. “When I see those I have mentored
start mentoring others, that is very satisfying,” she says.

Visit alum.mit.edu/networks/clubs to
learn more about getting involved in
a club or becoming an area representative in a region with no club, or e-mail
regionalprograms@mit.edu.
24
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Re-creating the Oscars
Materials science takes center stage.

W

hen the 89th annual Academy Awards are presented
in February, the Oscar statuettes will have a particularly scientific
shine, thanks to Richard Polich, SM ’65.
Polich, who runs the fine-arts foundry
Polich T
 allix in upstate New York, used
3-D technology to replicate the original
version of the coveted statuettes atop a
modern base.
In 2015, Polich’s team began building this season’s statuettes by creating
3-D-printed forms based on digital scans
of an original 1929 statue and a modernera pedestal base. After using the forms to
cast the statuettes in wax, they coated the
wax statues in ceramic shells, which they
cured and fired at 1,600 °F. In the process, the wax melted away, leaving empty
Oscar-shaped forms. Next, the workers cast the statuettes in liquid bronze
at more than 1,800 °F, cooled them, and
sanded them to a mirrorlike smoothness.
Then they electroplated the figures with
24-karat gold and applied black patina to
their bases.

Polich, who earned his MIT degree
in metallurgy and worked with Professor
Merton Flemings ’51, SM ’52, ScD ’54,
at the MIT Foundry, was chosen to re-
create the Oscars because he had decades
of successful experience with challenging
fabrication projects. His work includes
such massive sculptures as Jeff Koons’s
gleaming stainless-steel Rabbit in 1986
and major public monuments including
the Korean War Veterans Memorial in
Washington, D.C., in 1995.
Polich Tallix artisans are returning to
the original practice of casting in bronze
after decades in which the Oscar statuettes were made from a pewter-like alloy.
According to the academy, the process—
from making individual wax models to
polishing the bronzes—has restored subtle features of the original handcrafted
statuette that sculptor George Stanley
designed from sketches by MGM art
director Cedric Gibbons, who himself won
11 Oscars. The statuette is still 13.5 inches
tall, weighing in at 8.5 pounds.

—Nancy DuVergne Smith

CHRIS ROQUE FOR POLICH TALLIX / OSCAR STATUET TE © AMPAS

Support works both ways
As a grad student, Brooklyn native
Michael G. Johnson, MCP ’97, went to
Barcelona and to Cuba, where he traveled
with Mel King, a renowned community
organizer, politician, and former adjunct
professor at MIT. His master’s thesis on
public-housing redevelopment focused
on Boston’s Columbia Point neighborhood. “That work really inspired me, and I
knew at some point I wanted to give back,”
he says. “The MIT connection was there.”
When he returned to New York City,
he worked at the Economic Development Corporation under Mayor Michael
Bloomberg and later with the New York
City Housing Authority. In 1999 he
organized his first event with the MIT
Club of New York City, which featured
B loomberg’s deputy mayor for economic development and rebuilding, Dan
D octoroff. The event drew more than
70 people. “That got me excited,” says
Johnson, who served as secretary and
then president of the club.
Johnson is especially proud of the
club’s work in community service. He
spearheaded a group of alumni who
taught Brooklyn seventh graders about
community development, an effort highlighted in a 2002 New York Times article.
When Johnson lost both parents in
the same year, his fellow club officers rallied around him. “I couldn’t have done it
without them,” he says. “It came to me
then: this is about life.” —Nancye Mims

MIT metallurgy know-how went into
the creation of this year’s Oscars.
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Class Notes
1940 and Earlier Classes
Carl Alfred Pearson ’37, of Orleans,
MA, passed away on Aug. 21, 2016, at
the age of 102. He was born in Watertown, MA, and grew up in Belmont,
MA. He received both his SB and an
SM in electrical engineering from
MIT. In 1940 he earned his New York
State professional engineer’s license
and wed Harriet Childs, beginning a
67-year marriage. During WWII they
lived in Tennessee and Philadelphia,
where Carl was a Navy officer, working
on ammunition logistics and building
submarines. After the war they moved
to Westfield, NJ, transferred to Cincinnati in 1966, and then settled in East
Greenwich, RI, in 1976. Carl worked
for Procter & Gamble for 38 years. In
retirement he took classes at the University of Rhode Island, earning a master’s in geology in 1985. He continued
to take classes at URI until he was 90
and then took various online classes.
Carl was the first in his immediate
family to get a home computer. At 98
he got an iPad, which he used daily.
Predeceased by Harriet in 2007, Carl
is survived by his sister, Ruth Dahlin;
children Lynn Nelson, Leslie Pearson,
and Lloyd Pearson; seven grandchildren; and eight great-grandchildren.
Daniel E. Suter ’38 (Course 15)
died July 22, 2001, at his home in
Livonia, NY. He was 85. A native of
Rochester, NY, he served as a Navy
lieutenant during WWII, worked for
Eastman Kodak, and was a director of
the Conesus Lake Association. He left
his wife of 60 years, Verna; son Brian;
and several nieces and nephews.
Riley E. Anthony ’39 (Course 2)
died on April 15, 2014, at 96. His last
known address was Medina, OH.
George A. Siegelman ’37 (Course
10B), who lives in Aiken, SC, celebrated his 100th birthday on Aug. 12,
2016. His son, Gregory, wrote that
George served in WWII, spending
eight months in action and rising to
the rank of major. After the war he
worked in international business for
several companies and traveled the
world. His achievements included
supervising the building of an oil
refinery in Abadan, Iran; establishing
a joint American-Korean engineering
project in South Korea; and building
two oil platforms in the North Sea.
In 2014 the Aiken Standard wrote
a story about George, reporting that
he enrolled at MIT when he was 16.
After graduation, he joined Shell Oil
and then was drafted into the U.S.
Army. He served overseas with the
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Third Chemical Mortar Battalion in
Africa, France, Italy, Belgium, Holland, and Germany. He was also part
of a unit attached to General George
Patton’s forces during the Battle of
the Bulge. George later helped liberate a German concentration camp in
Gardelegen, Germany, where Nazi soldiers took prisoners into a barn and
set it on fire. George documented the
massacre in photographs.
He went on to become a plant manager at National Distillers, a manufacturer of polyethylene, near Decatur,
IL. There he met his first wife, Wilma.
The couple later moved to New York
and had two children, Greg and Sue.
George then joined Lummus, where
he was in charge of oil platform construction in the North Sea off Scotland’s coast and in London. He helped
build the Petralgas Company in New
Zealand and the Aramco refinery in
Iraq and then worked in Korea and
Brazil. From 1967 to 1972, he traveled
from Paris to Iran to London and then
Korea, where he attended missionary
school. He later landed in Holland,
Russia, and parts of South America.
George married his second wife,
Carolyn, in 1990. He enjoys attending the Aiken Center for Active Seniors
and spending time with his children,
three stepchildren, 11 grandchildren,
and 12 great-grandchildren. And
according to his son, he’s still a passionate St. Louis Cardinals fan.
–Please send news for these columns to Class Notes, MIT Technology Review, 1 Main St., Cambridge,
MA 02142; e-mail: classnotes@
technologyreview.com.

1941
Please send news for this column
to John W. Kraus, secretary, 2001
Commodore Rd., Newport Beach,
CA 92660; tel: 949-548-7674; e-mail:
skprjohn@alum.mit.edu.

1942 

75th Reunion

Morris Albert Steinberg (Course
3) passed away Jan. 6, 2016. He was
born on Sept. 24, 1920, in Hartford,
CT. After his undergraduate studies
and service as an Army captain during
WWII, he returned to MIT for an SM
in 1946 and a ScD in 1948. His first job
was as chief metallurgist of Horizons,
in Cleveland. In 1958 Morris moved
to California to organize and manage
the Materials Sciences Laboratory of
Lockheed Missiles and Space. In 1966
he became the director of technology
applications at the Lockheed headquar-

ters, where he worked until mandatory
retirement at age 65. His position at
the time was vice president of science.
Morris had numerous patents, and
his lab was responsible for the tiles on
the space shuttle. His achievements in
aeronautics and metallurgy were recognized when he was inducted into the
National Academy of Engineering in
1977. He was elected in recognition of
his “contributions to the introduction
of new and improved structural materials into aircraft and space vehicles.”
Morris was also an adjunct professor at UCLA’s School of Engineering
and a fellow of the American Society
for Metals, the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, AIC,
and the Institute for the Advancement
of Engineering. He served on numerous boards and committees for the
Department of Defense, NASA, the
National Research Council, and the
Department of Commerce. Morris
is survived by his wife of 64 years,
Natlee; their three children; and two
granddaughters.
Albert H. Nagel (Course 7A)
passed away on April 9, 2016. We have
no further information.
Sumner Dean Lewis (Course 16)
passed away on Aug. 11, 2015, at age
95. The class graduated early following entry into WWII. Dean joined the
Glenn Martin Company in Baltimore,
where he worked on the design of the
PBM Mars flying boat and on missiondictated modifications to the B-26
Marauder medium bomber.
Drafted and commissioned into
the Navy, he served at the David Taylor Basin, working on relevant Navy
designs. After the war he returned to
New England, joining Raytheon and
later becoming an MIT research staff
member in the aeronautics department, the Naval Supersonic Laboratory,
and the Course 13 propeller tunnel.
Dean was a lifelong sailor. He was
successful in Raven class competitions,
enjoyed cruising, and built a hydrofoil
sailboat that could be seen in action on
the Charles River from the MIT sailing pavilion. As a part-time business
venture with some fellow engineers, he
founded Hydrodyne, a sailboat design
and consulting business. He married
Ellen Parkhurst in 1945, and they had
two children: Susan Wellington and
Russell D. Lewis.
–Please send news for this column to Class Notes, MIT Technology Review, 1 Main St., Cambridge,
MA 02142; e-mail: classnotes@
technologyreview.com.

1943
Dr. Robert B. Case (Course 10), of
New York City and Southampton,
NY, died July 21, 2016. After MIT he
graduated from Columbia University
College of Physicians and Surgeons
and was on the staff of the National
Institutes of Health and the Harvard
School of Public Health. For most of
his career he was director of the Laboratory of Experimental Cardiology at
St. Luke’s Hospital, as well as an active
member of the Multi-Center Cardiology Research Group. The author
of many published journal articles,
he retired as professor emeritus at
Columbia University. He is survived
by his wife, Dr. Nan Case; a stepson;
and other family members.
I hope to have more news, preferably live, for March/April.
–Bob Rorschach, secretary, 3800
W. 71st St., #3214, Tulsa, OK 74132;
e-mail: rorsch@cox.net.

1944
John W. Hoopes Jr. (Course 10), of
Kennett Square, PA, died peacefully
on June 16, 2016. Jack was born on
May 30, 1922, in Wilmington, DE,
and grew up in Kennett Square. He
graduated from Wilmington Friends
School in 1939 and from Bowdoin College in 1943, majoring in physics. He
was a member of Tau Beta Pi. Jack
then earned a master’s degree (1946)
and a PhD in chemical engineering
(1951) from Columbia University. After
teaching in Columbia’s engineering
school for four years, he took a position at Atlas Powder in Wilmington.
At Atlas (which became Astra Zeneca),
Jack rose to director of the chemical
engineering department. One of his
early achievements was developing
sorbitol from sugar. After working as
an engineer for 26 years, he spent 18
years teaching engineering at Widener
University in Chester, PA, until he was
79. He was an excellent photographer
and loved jazz, sailing, and bulldogs.
Jack left his wife Marjorie, daughters
Kathryn Bowen and Pamela Hoopes,
and four grandchildren.
–Please send news for this column to Class Notes, MIT Technology Review, 1 Main St., Cambridge,
MA 02142; e-mail: classnotes@
technologyreview.com.

1945
No Tuesday tennis today, as it is primary day in New Hampshire. By the
time you read this, the election will
be behind us, come what may, and my
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editing schedule says that I should be
wishing you all “Happy 2017.”
William “Slim” Pasfield was born
in Brooklyn, NY, on Dec. 28, 1924,
and died in Altamonte Springs, FL,
on Jan. 16, 2016. He graduated from
Sayville (NY) High School, joined
us in September 1942, and joined
the Navy (as many of us did) in July
1943. Sometime thereafter he wound
up serving in California during the
balance of WWII. Slim married Fairlie Maxwell on June 21, 1947, while at
MIT completing his undergraduate
degree. In 1948 they moved to Hawaii
for a year with Dole Pineapple. Back
in the States he became a research
chemist with Metal Hydrides in Beverly, MA. In 1950 he entered grad
school at UConn; five years later, he
escaped with a PhD in chemistry. On
to DuPont, again as a research chemist. Then in 1958 Slim moved back to
Long Island and a job at St. John’s University, where he taught chemistry for
41 years, until he retired in 1999.
Slim enjoyed photography, hiking and camping in the Adirondacks,
sailing in Great South Bay, gardening,
and reading the New York Times. He
served on the vestry at St. Ann’s Church
in Sayville and belonged to the Wet
Pants Sailing Association (I love that
name). He is survived by five children,
seven grandchildren, and seven greatgrandchildren.
James M. Barrabee, of De Pere,
WI, passed away on July 5, 2016, after
a long illness. Jim was born on June
10, 1945 and attended Boston Latin
School before coming to MIT in 1942.
He returned to graduate in 1948, after
serving in the U.S. Navy on the USS
Pine Island in the Pacific theater. His
early working years were spent with
International Harvester, primarily in
foundry work. Other employers were
Hoover Ball Bearing and Rockwell;
then he returned to International Harvester. After retiring in 1981, he immediately joined Brillion Iron Works,
where he remained as quality control
manager until his 1990 retirement. He
was a member of the American Foundrymen’s Society, a certified quality
engineer, and an elected fellow of the
American Society for Quality. Jim was
an avid golfer and is survived by his
wife Eiko, five children, nine grandchildren, and one great-grandchild.
See you in March.
–Clinton Springer, secretary, P.O.
Box 288, New Castle, NH 038540288; tel: 603-436-8458; e -mail:
clint_springer@alum.mit.edu.
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1946
Last June we had a very successful
70th reunion. People attending one
or more events included Barbara and
Rick Adler, Peggy Brace, Marge and
Dick Dreselly, Mary Ann Fay-Gunnarson, Margie and Ted Henning,
Patsy and Ted Heuchling, Joy and
Bob Marks, Ginny and Herb Oedel,
Joan and Fred Ross, Irma and Ned
Spencer, Lee and John Sullivan,
Ned Tebbetts, Bob Toperzer, John
Wandrisco, and Patricia and Cliff
Woods. Clint Springer ’1945 joined
us in Maine.
Class members attending the Boston Pops had an opportunity to talk
with MIT president Rafael Reif. Marilyn Spoerl entertained class members en route to Maine at her home
in Hampton, NH.
Henry E. Cradduck phoned
recently. He is 96 and recovering
from prostate cancer. During WWII
he served four years with the Army Air
Force. For many years he worked for
Western Electric in North Andover,
MA. He is now retired and living in
Palm Desert, CA.
George Ley is recovering from a
stroke. He had hoped to attend our
reunion.
Kenneth N. Davis Jr., of Stamford,
CT, died at age 90 on May 17, 2016. At
MIT he was in the Navy V-12 program
and received an SB in mechanical engineering. He earned an MBA at Stanford. He had a 20-year career with IBM,
becoming the company’s vice president
and chief financial officer in 1962. In
1969 President Nixon appointed Ken
to be assistant secretary of commerce
for domestic and international business, with key responsibilities handling
trade policies and negotiations. He was
particularly involved with industries
affected by importation, such as steel,
textiles, and consumer electronics.
Later he had his own firm, Corporate
Development Associates. In 1988 he
joined Bentley Associates at its founding and was a managing director until
his retirement. He is survived by three
daughters.
Thomas Roger Davin, of Greenfield,
MA, died at age 89 on June 18, 2012.
He majored in mechanical engineering.
William J. Harrington, o f
Mequon, WI, died at age 90 on April
19, 2016. He majored in mechanical
engineering. He served three years in
the Navy during WWII. He graduated
from the University of Connecticut.
His early career was in industrial sales,
but he later partnered with his wife,
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Norma, in Brook Hill Farm Enterprises, where he perfected the art of
canvas stretching as an adjunct to his
wife’s artistic pursuits. He is survived
by his wife and two children.
Seward Kennedy died in November 2015. He was in the Navy V-12 program and received an SB in business
administration. He graduated from
the New York University School of
Law in 1951. For many years he was
an executive with Mobil Oil in London
and Paris. He also worked for Texas
Eastern, involved with North Sea oil
operations. His first wife died in 1967.
He left no children.
Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. died at age
91 on March 31, 2016. He received a
PhD in botany from Cornell. He was
a biochemist for Calbiochem in Pasadena, CA, where he was awarded many
patents. With partners from Calbiochem, he developed an R&D facility in
La Jolla, CA, called Torrey Pines Mesa,
which has become a world-recognized
scientific mecca. After retiring, he
became a financial consultant with his
own brokerage firm. He is survived by
five children.
Frederick J. Ross died at age 90 on
July 8, 2016, in Charleston, SC. He was
in the Navy V-12 program and received
an SB in chemical engineering. He was
president of Carborundum and president of Raybestos-Manhattan until
his retirement in 1981. Fred was an
avid runner. He enjoyed tennis, skiing, and flying his own plane. Fred was
the widower of Mary Elizabeth Patterson Ross. He is survived by Joan
Audrey Ross, his wife of 43 years, and
by six children.
–Edwin H. Tebbetts, secretary, 9
Jerusalem Road Dr., Cohasset, MA
02025; tel: 781-383-1662; e-mail:
c-etebbetts@comcast.net.

1947 

70th Reunion

Emily Richmond Pollock, assistant
professor of music, has been the Class
of 1947 Career Development Professor
for three years. She wrote a long letter
of appreciation for the activities our
funds enabled. She is a music historian and spent months in several German cities doing archival research on
opera in post-WWII Germany. She has
written a book about it, which should
be out from Oxford University Press
by the time you read this. Our funds
have also enabled Professor Pollock to
present her work at many conferences
both nationally and internationally.
She has now begun to pursue a new
research area: the history and institu-

tional culture of American opera festivals, including the Sarasota Opera’s
winter festival. These festivals present
very different kinds of operatic works
from those of famous urban opera
houses such as the Met. She plans to
write her second book on this subject.
She was promoted to associate professor in July 2016, and she believes that
our support was important in the work
that led to this promotion.
I must add my personal comment
that MIT, this world-famous institute of technology, has an outstanding music department. We have been
treated to its talents many times at
Tech Night at the Pops.
Now for some sad news. My friend
and colleague Albert S. Richardson
Jr., of Lexington, MA, died on Aug. 19,
2016. He received an SB in aeronautical engineering and an SM in aero in
1955. You may recall that I reported
that he had a terrible accident at his
swimming pool in Naples, FL. He was
slowly making a reasonable recovery,
but he never was the same. Al served
in the Navy in WWII and was on the
USS Cole on convoy to Casablanca. At
MIT he had a senior position in the
Aeroelastic Laboratory and became
an expert on vibration, transmissionline galloping, structural loads, and
aerodynamics. He consulted for the
utility industry and undertook numerous R&D projects for industry, government, and professional organizations.
He earned over 30 patents and trademarks and authored more than 80
papers on transmission-line galloping.
He founded AR Products to manufacture vibration-suppression devices.
Al was an excellent golfer and was
hitting 89 at age 89 at several country
clubs. He was a town meeting member in Lexington in the 1960s and ’70s.
He and his wife, Phyllis, were active in
the growing Catholic community of St.
Brigid’s parish.
Hunter M. Bennett Jr., of Weston,
WV, passed away on Sept. 1, 2016. He
received an SB in mathematics but
went immediately to Harvard Law
School and returned to Weston to
practice law. His family has had a
presence in that area since 1801, especially in the legal community. Hunter
had broad interests. He enjoyed flying and antique-car restoration, and
he took pleasure in sharing his extensive knowledge of the history of central West Virginia and local genealogy.
Henry L. Lee III, of Pasadena,
CA, passed away on June 10, 2016.
He received an SB in chemical engiwww.technologyreview.com
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neering and a PhD in chemistry. I
assume that he earned the doctorate
at Caltech, because of his later connection to that institution. He became
an expert in the field of epoxy resins
and was the author of the Handbook
of Epoxy Resins and many scientific
papers and textbooks. He founded
Lee Pharmaceuticals and invented
Lee Press-on Nails, which became a
fashion sensation in the 1970s. His
entry in our 50th-reunion book mentions interests in chess, photography,
and dam building (whatever that is).
–Hugh Flomenhoft, 13102 Touchstone Pl., Palm Beach Gardens, FL
33418-6952; e-mail: hiflomen@
alum.mit.edu.

1948
Aldo Fioravanti passed away on July
29, 2016. He was predeceased by his
wife, Annie. Born in 1923 in Woonsocket, RI, to Josephina and Palmiro,
and raised in Bridgeport, CT, he is
survived by his children, Richard,
Joanne Makielski, Patricia Barresi,
and Mary Spiegel; seven grandchildren; three step-grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren; and many nieces
and nephews.
Curtis Sherwin Green passed away
on July 18, 2016. He is survived by his
wife of 63 years, Joan Green; children
Robin, Susan, Judy, and Marilyn; four
grandchildren; and other relatives.
Martin Jacobson, 91, of West Palm
Beach, FL, and formerly of Providence,
RI, and Cape Cod, MA, passed away
on July 20, 2016. He was born July
22, 1924, in Brooklyn, NY, where he
attended Boys High School and graduated as valedictorian of his class. He
served in the U.S. Army Air Corps
and was honorably discharged as a
first lieutenant. His survivors include
his wife of 66 years, Pauline; children
Gene, Nancy, and Beth; his brother
Herbert; and three grandchildren.
–Nancye Mims, class liaison, MIT
Alumni Association, W98-200,
600 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, MA
02139; tel: 617-253-8059; e-mail:
nmims@mit.edu.

1949
Tom Weil wrote, “I enjoyed reading
Jack Barriger and Diderik Cappelen’s remembrances of Churchill
at the 1949 convocation. I attended
the speech and the reception that followed, along with my father, Class
of 1913. Even though Churchill was
staying at the Ritz, I remember the
reception being in the ballroom at the
www.technologyreview.com
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Statler Hotel. I was on the main floor,
and Churchill and his wife came out on
a balcony overlooking us. Fortunately,
I was standing immediately under the
balcony. He spoke for a few minutes
about his wife and about being part
American. It was an unforgettable
experience for me. I am in good health
and working at keeping busy.”
Charles Currie passed away on
Aug. 18, 2016, at age 89. He grew up
in Quincy, MA, where he developed a
lifelong love of sailing. He served in the
U.S. Army in WWII, graduated from
MIT with a degree in naval architecture and marine engineering, and
married his high school sweetheart,
Norma MacLeod, who predeceased
him. Charles is survived by his children Susan and John, their spouses,
and four grandchildren.
John Walter Goppelt died Aug. 7,
2016, at 92. He grew up in Saginaw,
MI, where his experience as a ham
radio operator and teenage engineer
at the local radio station won him a full
first-year scholarship to MIT in 1942. A
year later he enlisted in the U.S. Army
and served three years as an instructor in Tucson, AZ, teaching bomber
crews how to use their radios. In 1946
he returned to MIT. He graduated
Sigma Xi in 1949 as an electrical engineer. Later he earned an MD from the
University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine (now the Perelman School)
and became a resident in psychiatry at
the Institute of the Pennsylvania Hospital. He practiced psychiatry for more
than 50 years, during which time he
joined the staff of Bryn Mawr Hospital, served as an instructor and associate in the Department of Psychiatry at
the University of Pennsylvania Medical School for 14 years, and chaired the
Drug and Alcohol Council of Delaware
County for four years. John is survived
by his wife of 60 years, Martha Keller
Rowland, and by his son, Edmund
Henry Goppelt.
–Nancye Mims, class liaison, MIT
Alumni Association, W98-200, 600
Memorial Dr., Cambridge, MA 02139;
tel: 617-253-8059; e-mail: nmims@
mit.edu.

1950
Barbara Feeney Powers passed away
on Aug. 2, 2016. Born in Boston, she
was a longtime resident of Prescott,
AZ, who raised five children with her
husband, Lee. Barbara earned a master’s from Rockford College and a PhD
at the University of Wisconsin, and she
rose to become a principal of several

high schools, a school superintendent,
and a college dean. She overcame
great adversity, particularly the sudden deaths of her daughter Charlotte
at age 15 and her daughter Ellen at
age 31. After she “retired,” she earned
a doctorate of divinity and founded
a spiritual center called the Wisdom
Exchange. She is survived by three
sons and five grandchildren.
Nathan “Nate” Mason Fales, 88,
of East Dennis, MA, passed away on
June, 19, 2016. After being discharged
from the Navy in 1946, he enrolled at
MIT, where he met his future wife,
Carol McCown. He put his engineering
degree to work for Babcock & Wilcox,
Pump Equipment and Engineering,
Arthur D. Little, and Harding & Gross.
In 1969 he formed his own company,
N.M. Fales. His wife and his son, also
an engineer, joined him in the business. In 1964 he built a house on the
Cape, where he loved spending time,
and in his later years he stayed active
by playing tennis. He will be deeply
missed by his wife of 64 years, Carol.
Together they had three children, four
grandchildren, and a great-grandson.
Nate was predeceased by his daughter
Janis Marvel in 1992.
James M. Lydon, 87, passed away
after a brief illness on July 31, 2016,
in York, SC. During the Korean War,
he served as a first lieutenant in the
Air Force. He served Boston Edison in
many capacities for 37 years, retiring
as chief operating officer in 1987. He
was an avid sportsman who enjoyed
hunting and fishing. He will be missed
at the Clover Club in Boston, at the
Framingham Country Club, and at
New England Patriots games. Jim was
the youngest and last living of seven
children. The husband of Jean (Coggar) Lydon of Marlborough, MA, he
leaves six children, eight grandchildren, and 10 great-grandchildren.
William Arbiter, of Monroe Township, NJ, passed away on July 24, 2016.
He was 97. William resided in New
York, Virginia, Florida, and Pennsylvania before moving to New Jersey in
2015. He proudly served in the Army
Air Corps from 1942 to 1946. After
MIT he worked as a metallurgical
engineer for Westinghouse in Pittsburgh before retiring in 1984. He was
predeceased in 1995 by his wife of 49
years, Jewel Arbiter. Surviving are two
children, six grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren.
Edward B. Berninger, of Stone
Ridge, NY, and Sanibel, FL, died on
April 29, 2016, in Fort Myers, FL, fol-

lowing a fall on March 8. He served in
the Army from 1951 to 1953, in Texas
and New Mexico. While stationed in
San Antonio, he met his wife of 52
years, Carol Anne Ray (Wellesley ’50),
of Waban, MA. After his Army service,
Ed received his MBA from Harvard
Business School in 1955. He began
his career with P&G in Cincinnati but
ultimately joined Esso (later Exxon),
focusing on computer operations.
For many years he volunteered for
the Red Cross and gave pro bono tax
preparation help at community clinics. Through church, he tutored at-risk
students. In retirement he returned to
his boyhood hobby of stamp collecting and was engrossed by puzzles of all
sorts. Friends noted that in spite of his
computer savvy, he refused to use a PC
for anything including stamp research.
Ed was predeceased by Carol in 2008.
He is survived by two daughters and
two grandchildren.
MIT professor emeritus Kerson
Huang passed away on Sept. 1, 2016,
at age 88. Born in China, he spent his
youth primarily in Manila, the Philippines. After graduation he continued
at MIT, receiving his PhD in physics
in 1953. He served as an instructor at
MIT from 1953 to 1955 and then spent
two years at the Institute for Advanced
Study. Kerson returned to MIT in 1957
as an assistant professor of physics;
he became an associate professor
in 1961 and a full professor in 1966.
He was part of the first faculty of the
Center for Theoretical Physics (CTP)
when it was inaugurated in 1968. His
books Introduction to Statistical Physics and Statistical Physics are widely
used throughout the world as fundamental texts in the field. Kerson was
a broadly engaged intellectual who
translated Chinese poetry into English
and vice versa. After becoming professor emeritus in 1999, he remained
with the CTP until 2005, before retiring to Florida. He is survived by his
former wife, Rosemary Huang, and
by one daughter.
Joseph B. Oppenheim, 90, of
Rockledge, FL, passed away on Aug.
26, 2016.
Herbert A. Ridgway, 89, died Aug.
20, 2016, in Cleveland Heights, OH.
After serving in the Navy, he attended
the University of Buffalo and then MIT.
In 1952 he married Josephine Drake
Wyatt. Herb began his career in 1950
working at what eventually became
the Carbon and Graphite Group. He
worked in Niagara Falls, NY, and in
1961 transferred to St. Marys, PA. He
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retired in 1992. In 2006 he and Jo
moved to their home on Lake Chautauqua and became full-time residents
of Lakewood, NY. Herb was an avid
sailor and also loved ice skating, skiing,
biking, and swimming. In addition to
Jo, he is survived by three daughters
and three grandchildren.
On Aug. 24, 2016, Frank E. Smith,
87, passed away in his home. At graduation he was commissioned as a second lieutenant and served for 20 years
as a reserve officer in the Army Corps
of Engineers, retiring with the rank
of major. He married Alice Kuhnig on
Aug. 20, 1960. Frank worked for 10
years at Belle City Malleable–Racine
Steel in Racine, WI, leaving as assistant superintendent. He then worked
at Grede Foundry in Waukesha, WI,
and at Iron Mountain in Kingsford,
MI. He started F.E. Smith Castings in
1969 and operated the foundry until
he sold it in 1996 and started his new
venture, Smith Steel. Frank is survived
by Alice, his wife of 56 years, and by
four children and 11 grandchildren.
A few months ago we wrote a short
note on the passing of Bill Enders.
Very little information was available.
We recently received a letter about Bill
from Tracy Wichmann ’51, which is too
long to include here. It may be viewed
in our online notes on our website.
–Thomas R. Keane, secretary,
332 Spalding Rd., Wilmington, DE
19803; tel: 302-658-2095; e-mail:
tomkeane@alum.mit.edu; David
E. Gushee, assistant secretary, 1743
W. Commonwealth Dr., Front Royal,
VA 22630-4545; tel: 540-635-3679;
e-mail: gushee@alum.mit.edu.

1951
One of the unexpected benefits of
being class secretary has been the
opportunity to learn of, and be amazed
by, the accomplishments of classmates. In a previous issue I passed on
the highlights of the class survey taken
before the reunion. Some impressive
stuff was included there.
Colonel Frank Davis (who passed
away June 8, 2016) had received the
Soldier’s Medal while serving at White
Sands Proving Grounds between the
Korean and the Vietnam conflicts.
This is the highest medal for valor that
the Army awards in peacetime. When
one of the atomic bombs being prepared for testing caught fire, Frank was
the one who extinguished the blaze.
This year’s 9/11 quote from the “BC”
strip—“Heroism is courage despite
consequences”—seems appropriate.
28

Colonel Davis majored in electrical engineering and was active in
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, the Catholic Club, the 5:15
Club, the Nautical Association, Scabbard and Blade, and intramural sports.
Upon graduation he embarked on a
26-year career in the U.S. Army, with
assignments including associate professor at West Point and brigade commander of the Army Signal School. He
also had assignments at the Defense
Communications Agency and the Joint
Chiefs J6 Section. Upon separation, he
spent the balance of his working life
in the telecommunications section of
Chase Manhattan Bank. Frank is survived by Theresa, his wife of 58 years;
children Paul, Kelly, Tracey, Chris, Betsey, and Mary; and 15 grandchildren.
Among our living classmates, Dr.
Marvin Baker was to receive an official
award in December from the Belgian
government for his contributions to the
Belgian economy over a 20-year period.
Princess Astrid, sister of King Philippe,
was scheduled to bestow the award.
Marvin also reports that as chairman
of the Houston International Development and Trade Council since 2013, he
was instrumental in having Houston
featured in the International Business
Forum of the triennial Achema 2015
Exhibition in Frankfurt.
We just received word of the passing of Donald E. Galinat on April 30,
2016. He graduated in chemical engineering. In his freshman year he was
on Freshman Council and helped manage the relay, track, and cross-country
teams. For the balance of his MIT time,
his principal extracurricular activity
was the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers. He spent most of his career
at Baldwin Filters, ultimately becoming president. He is survived by his
wife, Patricia; children Alison, Brian,
Karen, Michael, Timothy, and Wayne;
20 grandchildren; and 10 great-grandchildren. He was preceded in death by
sons Daniel and Warren.
Mark Franklin passed away July 7,
2013. While at MIT he was active in
the American Foundrymen’s Society,
Hillel, the Management Association,
the Nautical Association, and squash.
After graduation Mark enlisted as an
officer in the Navy. Among his assignments was serving as the project leader
for the construction of the Albacore,
which, even though it was the last
diesel-powered submarine built, was
actually the experimental design platform for all the coming nuclear submarines.
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After retiring from the Navy, Mark
worked briefly for Ford, owned a printing business, and enjoyed a long and
successful career as a licensed certified appraiser. He served as president
of the local B’nai B’rith chapter and as
president of his condo’s homeowners’
association. He is survived by his wife
of 57 years, Edie; children Michael and
Karen; and six grandchildren.
The Alumni Association has been
conducting a search for alumni with
whom they have lost touch. As might
be expected, they found that many
had passed away. They provided me a
list of Class of 1951 deaths stretching
all the way back to 1978. Despite subscribing to various search databases,
I have been unable to locate these
older obituaries. The list below therefore includes information only about
their activities while students, taken
from Technique. I’ll keep researching.
Paul William Kiesling passed away
April 2, 2012.
Antonio Terrenzo (Courses 2 and
15) passed away June 11, 2010. He
was active in the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, the Catholic
Club, the 5:15 Club, the Management
Association, and the Experimental
Foundry.
John William Landenberger
(Course 9) passed away Oct. 25, 2010.
He was active in Voo Doo, Techsapoppin, and the Young Republicans.
Roger Alban Turner (Course 10)
passed away April 23, 1998. He was
active in the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, the Catholic
Club, and freshman crew.
John Thomas Ryan (Course 6)
passed away May 4, 1998. He was
active in the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and the 5:15 Club.
Theodore Charles Randell (Course
6) passed away Sept. 1, 1986. He was
active in the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Radio Society.
Gilbert W. Bett (Course 6A) passed
away Feb. 3, 1980. He was active in the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the 5:15 Club, the Hobby Shop,
the TV Society, and crew.
Ira Lee Resnick (Course 8) passed
away March 1, 1978.
A note on our Class of 1951 commemorative scarves: I’m happy to
report that the Scottish Register of
Tartans, an agency of the government of Scotland, has accepted our
class tartan for listing. You can view
the registry document by starting with
enquiries@tartanregister.gov.uk. The
tartan’s name is MIT1951 and the ref-

erence number is 11622. If you want
to see what it looks like, I would suggest you print it out on photographic
paper using the highest-quality print
mode your printer offers. Looking at
it on the computer screen or printed
on plain paper doesn’t show quite as
true colors. I have been deluged with
requests from weaving hobbyists who
want permission to weave it. The Coop
also asked me to send a sample scarf.
Most of the reunion attendees on
the harbor cruise, who got to hear a
presentation and see a photo of the tartan, ordered scarves on the spot. These
scarves are custom-woven from lightweight wool. The mill requires a minimum yardage to set up this small loom.
I therefore ordered some extra scarves
in case some of you who were not able
to attend the reunion or who missed
the presentation then would like to
have such a beautiful commemoration
of MIT and our class. Thanks to Brexit
and the weaker British pound, it looks
like the scarves will be only about $35,
including having “MIT 1951” embroidered on the edge if you wish.
–William R. Miller, secretary,
e-mail: miller8130@roadrunner.com.

1952 

65th Reunion

I received a nice note from Art Auer
(Course 15). He and his wife live both
in St. Louis and on the west coast of
Florida. His tennis playing may need a
break if he has a hip replacement soon.
He is still able to fish, work in their garden, read medical journals (something
I abandoned years ago), and keep up
on the crazy news and weather. Most
of their travel is now limited to Florida
and St. Louis. They’ve already visited
all seven continents. He’s still on the
Educational Council at MIT and enjoys
interviewing high school seniors applying for admission. The kids today are so
smart and seem far ahead of where we
were at that age. I guess the electronic
age has enabled this. Irwin Grossman (Course 17) told him of the death
of Merv Blum (see below).
I received a handwritten letter from
Dick Baker (Course 14) about the
good life that he and his wife, Sally,
are leading. They still play golf at their
club in Rockford, IL, and in September
won matches in the club’s Ryder Cup
tourney. Dick also plays bridge twice
weekly. He is active in the cultural and
religious facets of life in Rockford.
They winter in Tucson, AZ, and enjoy
lots of the benefits afforded by the college. They own a large cottage in Lake
Geneva, WI, and frequently enjoy the
www.technologyreview.com
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company of their three children and
their respective families there. Dick’s
professional life led him to Rockford,
where he worked in the machinery
business for 41 years, mostly with
the Ingersoll Machine Company. He
has served on the MIT Educational
Council since 1983. In 2014 he was
presented the George B. Morgan ’20
Award for his work on the Council.
I have to report the death of Herbert Wilf (Course 18) on Jan. 7, 2012.
After graduating from Tech he received
a PhD in mathematics from Columbia
in 1958. He taught at the University
of Pennsylvania from 1962 until his
retirement in 2008. For him, teaching and research were deeply intertwined. He was recognized throughout
his career for exemplary teaching. In
1973 he received Penn’s Lindback
Award for Distinguished Teaching.
In 1996 he received the Deborah and
Franklin Tepper Haimo Award for distinguished teaching of mathematics,
from the Mathematical Association
of America. He cofounded two major
journals, the Journal of Algorithms
in 1980 with Donald Knuth and the
Electronic Journal of Combinatorics
in 1994 with Neil Calkin. From 1987 to
1992 he also served as editor in chief of
the American Mathematical Monthly,
a journal that aims for expository and
readable dissemination of mathematical work for teachers and researchers.
Herbert developed algorithms like the
Wilf-Zeilberger method (in collaboration with Doron Zeilberger), which
can perform symbolic computations,
manipulating variables instead of
numbers to produce exact results free
of rounding errors. He was survived by
his wife of 59 years, Ruth Tumen Wilf;
children Susan, David, and Peter; and
six grandchildren.
Robert E. Maini (Course 15)
died on July 25, 2016, at age 88. He
worked in mechanical engineering for
Gould Engineering. He is survived by
brothers William and Edward and by
daughter Linda.
Harry R. McCue (Course 2) died
on July 3, 2016, at age 88. He enlisted
in the Navy at 16 with a false birth
certificate. He was discovered, separated, and sent home to high school.
He reënlisted in 1945, rose to junior
petty officer, served on an old German minesweeper retrieving Allied
and German mines, and received an
honorable discharge in 1948, when
he entered MIT. He graduated with a
degree in mechanical engineering and
immediately began working at Bulwww.technologyreview.com
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lard Machine Tool in Bridgeport, CT,
as the chief metallurgist. He eventually
became the foundry superintendent
and manager of industrial engineering and manufacturing engineering.
In 1963, with his wife Carol and young
family, he moved to San Diego to begin
working for General Dynamics. Emulating an older brother, he enrolled in
a night school program in law. After
graduating second in his class, he
went to work in the U.S. Attorney’s
Office. He was appointed a full-time
U.S. magistrate judge in 1970. In 1990
he was appointed as a special master
by the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals to mediate and resolve the
century-old dispute over land ownership and boundaries between the Hopi
tribe and the Navajo Nation. After a
long confidence-b uilding period,
during which he demonstrated great
respect and understanding for both
groups’ spiritual and religious beliefs,
a global resolution was achieved. All
parties signed and ratified the agreement, which was implemented by the
U.S. Congress. Harry retired from the
bench in 1993. His survivors include
his first wife, Carol; their four sons,
who all followed in his footsteps as
attorneys; his second wife, Oanh; and
her three children.
Ralph E. Raynard (Course 14) died
on Aug. 16, 2016. He was 85 and a lifelong resident of Danvers, MA. After
graduation he served as a first lieutenant in the Air Force during the Korean
War. Back in Danvers, he founded E.G.
Washburne and Company, a retail
store specializing in weather vanes.
He was both a Mason and a member
of the Rotary Club of Danvers and
was instrumental in assisting over 25
foreign students attending universities in the U.S. After retiring at age
55, Ralph traveled the world with his
wife Teresa, often visiting the homes of
the students they mentored, creating
lifelong relationships that exist today.
He is survived by sons Mark and Patrick and their families.
Merv Blum (Couse 10) died last
summer in Rancho Bernardo, CA.
He entered the Air Force after graduation and served as a chemical engineer at Lackland Air Force Base in
Texas. After his tour he and his new
wife, Jan, moved to Los Angeles, where
he worked for Technicolor and Rocketdyne. In 1967 the family moved to Palo
Alto, CA, where he worked building
sewage treatment plants and boilers
for nuclear power plants in the state.
After he retired they moved to Rancho

Bernardo, where they spent the next 25
years, before passing away within a few
months of each other. Merv and Jan
traveled in the States and all over the
world and had a great group of friends.
They were always very active with their
synagogue. They are survived by their
children—Sheri, Kenneth, and Eric—
and three grandchildren.
I must also report the deaths of
Reuben W. Aboudi (Course 6) on
Sept. 21, 2012, and Oliver Preston
(Course 3) on Feb. 24, 2009.
I hope that all are well enough to
attend our 65th reunion this June. I
look forward to greeting each of you.
–Ed Margulies, secretary, 925
Stonegate Dr., Highland Park, IL
60035-5146; tel: 847-432-3947;
e-mail: edmargulies@alum.mit.edu.

1953
Dr. Bernard Paiewonsky died on Aug.
17, 2016, in Bethesda, MD. He had a
long and distinguished career as an
aeronautical engineer, mathematician, scientist, and researcher. After
many years at the Institute for Defense
Analysis and at the White House Office
of Technology, he became the deputy
for advanced technology for the secretary of the Air Force. Bernard was an
avid glider pilot who contributed his
time and energy over many years to
the Mid-Atlantic Soaring Association,
and he was a cofounder and editor of
the journal Technical Soaring. He was
an active member of the MIT Club of
DC and a trustee of the University of
the Virgin Islands. He served on the
board of Congregation Bet Chesed and
was the first instructor of his Yiddish
language group. He is survived by his
second wife, Mary; two daughters; a
stepdaughter; and five grandchildren.
Edward Beattie, of Sausalito, CA,
died September 28, 2014.
Jack Taub died on Aug. 27, 2016.
In his teens, he and his friends rode
their bikes across Canada and the U.S.,
where he discovered the beauty of the
Seattle area—his future home. In 1951
he left MIT to serve four years in the
Navy as a radioman aboard the Columbus CA-74. Upon leaving the Navy in
1955, he joined his wife, Frieda, at Rutgers University, where he completed his
BA in mathematics in ’57 and earned
a master’s in 1959. Jack started working for Boeing as an analyst. In 1964
he joined the mathematical sciences
team at the Navy base in Keyport, WA,
where he remained until he retired in
1990. Throughout his years in the
Seattle area, he was civically engaged.

He helped design Wallingford Playfield as a community gathering place.
His activities with Temple Beth Am
included singing in the choir, serving as
a cantorial soloist, and teaching Sunday
school, all of which allowed his sense
of humor to shine. He was noted for
long puns, quick costume changes in
shows, and a love of language. No class
was complete without at least one of
his shaggy-dog stories. Jack also served
as a president of the Seattle area B’nai
B’rith and a board member for the
Seattle Hebrew Free Loan organization, helping others start businesses
or meet short-term needs. Among his
favorite activities were amateur winemaking and solar-eclipse chasing. His
first eclipse was in eastern Washington in 1979 and his last was in Indonesia in March 2016. Jack is survived
by a daughter and two sons and by four
grandchildren who were the focus of
much of his affection in his later years.
–W. James Mast, secretary, e-mail:
wjmast@yahoo.com; tel: 011-5027832-4811.

1954
Henry Richard Crowther (Course
15) passed away in his sleep at his
Oley, PA, home on July 22, 2016. He
also had a home in Indian Wells, CA.
Dick, a member of Delta Upsilon, was
born in Reading, PA. He worked for
Illinois Tool Works for 36 years, retiring as vice chairman in 1995. His son
Timothy R. Crowther and his wife
Joy survive him, as do three step-
grandchildren and two step-greatgrandchildren. His wife Nancy A.
Crowther predeceased him.
Carl Walter Nelson (Course 5)
passed away on April 1, 2016. The
following is edited information from
the Fort Bragg Advocate (Fort Bragg,
CA): “There is very little we of the
Noyo chapter of the American Rhododendron Society know about his personal background. He was a scientist
and taught physics, particularly fluids
and other states of matter, at MIT in
his early years. He was the youngest
member ever accepted in the Boston
Horticultural Society. His last position
involved working on a new type of electric capacitor in Austin, TX. We know
nothing of the intervening years, but he
left the East Coast for a job in the private sector in Silicon Valley. He would
refrain from any conversation about his
personal life but would gladly open up to
topics around science and his personal
growth. He first introduced himself to
us by answering a question one of our
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Ed Roberts ’57,
SM ’58, SM ’60, PhD ’62
Pioneering entrepreneurship at MIT
When the head of NASA
asked MIT in 1964 to create a project that might link
government R&D funding
with economic impact, Ed
Roberts obliged.
“I proposed studying
people that leave the labs
to start new companies,”
says Roberts, “and by linking
back to the work that was
done in the lab, showing the
impact on the marketplace.”
That project led to decades
of studying entrepreneurship
and applying that knowledge
at MIT and beyond.
At MIT, Roberts had
become interested in emerging technologies, particularly computers and system
dynamics. He earned his
master’s degrees in electrical engineering and manage-
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ment and became a graduate
assistant in system dynamics to Sloan professor Jay
Forrester, SM ’45. Roberts
then earned a PhD in economics and joined the faculty
while finishing his thesis.
By the early ’90s,
Roberts had published
Entrepreneurs in High Technology: Lessons from MIT
and Beyond and founded the
MIT Entrepreneurship Center, now called the Martin
Trust Center for MIT Entrepreneurship, which he continues to lead. Roberts and
the center have fostered a
culture of entrepreneurship
at MIT ever since.
“I’m very proud of what
we have accomplished,”
says Roberts. “Our most
recent studies found that
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living MIT alumni have created more than 30,000
existing companies, with
4.5 million employees—the
equivalent in revenues of the
10th-largest economy in the
world.”
The entrepreneurship
efforts have succeeded,
says Roberts, because
they’ve stayed true to the
recommendations outlined
in his original proposal for
an entrepreneurship center:
relying on research insights
(such as the importance
of mixing engineering and
management students on
teams and in classes), integrating research and handson experience, and quickly
translating research ideas
into new companies.
Over the years, Roberts
has cofounded 10 companies, including Meditech
and Sohu.com; served on
the board of some 20 companies; and invested in
more than 100 startups. He
helped turn an idea from
three students into the
world-renowned $100K
Competition, the student-run
entrepreneurship contest. In
2006 he cofounded the MIT
Sloan Entrepreneurship &
Innovation program, Sloan’s
largest MBA career track,
which he still directs.
Now 81, Roberts doesn’t
see himself retiring soon. “I
regard every day at MIT as
a day of learning,” he says. “I
maintain whatever degree of
youth I have by my constant
exposure to my students.”
Roberts and his wife,
Nancy, spend their winters
in Boston and their summers in New Hampshire,
where he enjoys taking in
the scenic mountain views,
swimming, and planning for
the coming academic year.

—Julie Barr

members had asked a guest speaker
at one of our monthly meetings. The
speaker was not sure how to answer
the question. Carl knew the point of
the question and answered, ‘Soil pH—
and all pH—is based on logarithmic
increments.” From there he proceeded
to explain in detail until all in the room
understood. We knew we had a beautiful new flower in our membership. With
regard to his other area of interest, personal growth, Carl very much enjoyed
attending the Church of Religious Science in Mendocino and the Seventh
Day Adventist Church in Fort Bragg.
He was raised in the Unitarian Church
on the East Coast, which he told us was
of similar spiritual direction. He loved
to discuss the various seminars and lectures at the Esalen Institute in Big Sur.”
Jack Wells Smith (Course 4A), of
Dunwoody, GA, died on June 13, 2016.
At MIT he belonged to Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity, was active with the
Hobby Shop, and was general manager
of the MIT Music Club. After graduation Jack became a second lieutenant
in the Air Force, serving in Colorado
Springs, CO, and Bitburg, Germany.
He retired with the rank of captain.
Jack was an architect and then vice
president at Caudill, Rowlett, Scott in
Darien, CT, and Houston, working on
large projects, including schools and
hospitals in the U.S. and the Middle
East. He also worked for Reynolds
Smith and Hills in Jacksonville, FL,
and Stevens and Wilkinson in Atlanta.
Jack was active in his church and volunteered at St. Joseph’s Hospital and
with Friends of the Dunwoody Library.
His wife Joyce Poppy Smith, daughters
Kimberly Smith Ferguson and Laurie Smith Long, son-in-law Earl Long,
and four granddaughters survive him.
James Edward Sunderland
(Course 2) died on May 24, 2016, in
Durham, NC, after suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease. Ed was born in
Philadelphia in 1932. He was professor emeritus of mechanical engineering at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. He had also taught at
North Carolina State, Georgia Tech,
Northwestern, and Purdue. Ed loved
winter backpacking, being in the outdoors, running, and being a professor and researcher. He knew early
on that he wanted to be an engineer.
He received an ME and a PhD from
Purdue. He specialized in heat transfer. He was a fellow of the American
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and
Air-Conditioning Engineers, the Society of Fire Protection Engineers, and
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the Institute of Food Technology. Jack
is survived by his wife Mary and nine
children: Robin Beck, Hannah Rose,
Abigail Vanasse, Peter Sunderland,
Matthew Sunderland, Todd Sunderland, Phoebe Sunderland, Brendan
Coppinger, and Erika Jefferson. He
leaves 17 grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren.
Two nondegree students who
affiliate with the Class of 1954 died
recently. Charles Albert Bell (Course
6) passed away on Aug. 16, 2016, in
Framingham, MA. He was a member of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity
and played varsity golf while at MIT.
It appears that he left MIT to serve
in the U.S. Army during the Korean
War. Charles was the founder and former president of Precision Systems, a
medical-instrumentation design and
manufacturing firm in Natick, MA.
He was a member of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers
and the Masons. Charles married Ann
C. Rogers in 1957. They had lived in
Wayland, MA, for the past 13 years and
also had a home in Venice, FL. Charles
is survived by Ann; children Karen F.
Windsor, Jennifer L. Knapp, Charles
S. Bell, Whitney J. Crane, and Jordan
R. Bell; and 14 grandchildren.
Katharine Blodgett Gebbie (Course
8) died on Aug. 17, 2016, in Bethesda,
MD. Katharine spent part of her senior
year at MIT. Born in Cambridge, MA,
she had returned home to stay with her
mother following the sudden death of
her father. She had been a student at
Bryn Mawr College in Pennsylvania
and received a BA in physics from that
school in 1957. While at MIT, Katharine met the Scottish physicist Hugh
Alastair Gebbie. They married in 1957
and moved to London. In 1960 Katharine received her BS in astronomy from
University College London, followed
by a PhD in physics in 1964 from the
same institution. Katharine had a distinguished career that began in 1968
at the Joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics in Boulder, CO. This was
a coöperative venture between the University of Colorado and the National
Bureau of Standards. For 22 years,
Katharine was director of the Physical Measurement Laboratory (PML) of
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) at both its Boulder
facility and the headquarters in Gaithersburg, MD. She was senior advisor
to the director of the PML at the time
of her death. Katharine mentored four
Nobel Prize winners in physics from
NIST and PML, and NIST named a
www.technologyreview.com
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building on its Boulder campus in her
honor in 2015.
–Barbara Black, cosecretary,
16309 19th Ave. SE, Mill Creek, WA
98012; e-mail: bbblack@whidbey.net;
Marilyn L. Shilkoff, cosecretary, 31
Clover Pl., New Rochelle, NY 10805;
fax: 914-636-2345; e-mail: mlsps@
optonline.net.

1955
Happy new year, and may 2017 bring
the best times possible. Please be sure
to see the unabridged version of these
Class Notes at 1955.alumclass.mit.edu.
You’ll recall that the November/
December column contained the first
half of a long, very readable, note from
Pierre Casimir-Lambert (Course
10), SM ’56 (Course 10A). It started
with his move from Belgium to finish
high school in the U.S., his education
at MIT and Harvard, Air Force duty,
and his initial employment in Europe.
It ended with his working at two glass
manufacturing companies in the U.S.
Here’s the rest of Pierre’s note:
“I also pursued a near full-time venture capital activity over several years
with the European sister company
of American Research and Development. However, that was too early for
Europe and fizzled out after a number
of extremely interesting but financially
unrewarding years. Meanwhile (upon
my father’s retirement), I joined the
board of Solvay and Cie, a Belgian
multinational chemical group my family had been with since its cofounding in 1863. Meantime, my daughter
Veronique married a U.S. husband in
finance, my daughter Valentine married a Swiss husband (manager of his
private family company in fragrances
and flavorings), and some years later
my son Charles married an English
lady (graduate of Cambridge). Five
splendid grandchildren appeared:
a daughter for Veronique, a son and
daughter for Valentine, and a son and
daughter for Charles.
“All the while, together with my
father until he passed away in 1987,
and based in Geneva, I gradually
became a fully engaged international
investor for the family. For several
years now, I’ve been much assisted
by my son Charles (University of St.
Gallen, Switzerland; joint MBA from
London Business School and Columbia Business School). Charles also
completed service as an officer in the
Swiss mobile armored artillery corps.
“The most traumatic ongoing event
in my life culminated on April 4, 2009.

My wife of 49 years, Maïd, finally lost
a 26-year battle with cancer. She had
extraordinary courage, spirit, and
extreme discretion, knowing times
of joy as well as despair. She was an
example and an inspiration to the
entire family. Having tried to familiarize myself with that terrible and
extremely complex cellular disease
over many years now, I’ve been providing some relatively modest but very
focused financial help to fundamental
cancer research. The work by MIT’s
Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer
Research, and by the Sloan-Kettering
Research Institute in New York, has
been rewarding and of great interest.
“Concurrently, with the major help
of a Belgian historian and after several
years of preparatory work and research,
in 2010 I published in French a volume on the late-19th-century and early-20th-century social, economic, and
political reformist efforts of my grandfather Henri Lambert, a Belgian industrialist and activist. [Read more about
Henri Lambert’s lobbying to warn
European political leaders and intelligentsia of the imminent risk of war, and
his subsequent lobbying of U.S. political leaders for an early ending of WWI,
at 1955.alumclass.mit.edu.]
“I’ve been incredibly lucky and privileged and am still well physically, as are
my children, most of my grandchildren,
and their families. I remain hoping to
beat an obituary by a few more years!”
From John K. Koeneman (Course
3): “After MIT I got an MBA from
Harvard Business School and then
worked as a securities analyst with
Oppenheimer and Company and with
Wertheim and Company. I then spent
time with Fidelity and then went on to
State Street Bank, where I created the
first international index fund. In 1984
I became a consultant and director of
global equities for the Government of
Singapore Investment Corporation
(GIC). I’ve settled down in this country since then.
“I married a beautiful Singapore
lady, Liew Geok Kee, in 1988—my
second marriage—and we founded
Koeneman Capital Management to
manage equities for institutions. Since
there were no pension assets to manage in Singapore, we had to market our
services outside the country. We eventually had clients in Australia, Hong
Kong, the Middle East, Europe, and
the U.S. We sold the business to the
largest bank in the Far East in 1998.
“My wife started a second career by
enrolling in the Culinary Institute of

America, graduating at the top of her
class in baking and pastry arts in 2003.
She then ran a small atelier to provide
celebratory cakes for weddings, anniversaries, and other special events. We
are happily retired now. I still maintain contact with MIT by serving as
an educational counselor interviewing applicants for the school. We still
travel because Singapore is such a
small place; one gets ‘island fever’ after
a while. I’ve been in Singapore for 32
years and intend to remain here for
the remainder of my life.”
Everett M. Kittredge (Course 6)
died March 5, 2016, in Concord, NH.
Predeceased in 2010 by his wife of 53
years, Mildred (Ingalls) Kittredge, and
by a daughter in 2014, he is survived by
a son, two daughters, and three grandchildren. Born in Glen Cove, NY, on
Jan. 16, 1933, he served in the U.S.
Navy and worked with Philco and Raytheon. Then from 1960 until his retirement in 1990, he worked for Sanders
Associates. His efforts there concentrated on display systems, including
the Saturn V launch vehicle checkout system (Apollo), and various air
traffic control systems in the U.S. and
Canada. A hiking enthusiast, Everett
had climbed New Hampshire’s 4,000foot mountains and was a member
of the Society for the Protection of
New Hampshire Forests. He enjoyed
building houses, was a licensed master
electrician, and knew a hawk from a
handsaw. In retirement he served as a
trustee of trust funds and on the Zoning Board of Appeals.
Captain John R. Britt (Course 2),
of Niceville, FL, passed away Sept. 9,
2014. If you have more information
about John, please let me know; I will
include it in a future column.
Look for the obituaries of Philip J.
Philliou (Course 10) and Richard T.
DiBona (Course 15) in the next column.
– Richard I. Bergman, 1 3 4
Leabrook Ln., Princeton, NJ 08540;
e-mail: ribergman@alum.mit.edu.

1956
This is the time of year when I appeal
to you to send a copy of your annual
greeting note/newsletter to me. If you
don’t write one, please send an e-mail
about your activities, etc. It really helps
me prepare the Class Notes.
T. Guy Spencer wrote: “We were
sorry to miss the 60th, but don’t count
us out for future gatherings. It’s been a
busy year. Ann and I continue to meet
the challenges of growing older and are
happy with our retirement in Sarasota,
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FL. We continue to add our voices in our
church choir, and we enjoy a variety of
local theatrical offerings. Our participation in the local CERT group prompted
me to get a ham radio license last
November. To my surprise, Ann then
decided that it might take two to operate the transceiver, and she promptly
got her license as well. To cap it off, we
elevated our licenses to ‘amateur extra’
level in June, a task reminiscent of some
Course 6 studies I once sampled. For
any other hams in the class, our efforts
are documented in the October issue of
QST, the national ham magazine. October is also highlighted on our calendar
for a trip to China. It’s a first for us and
anyone in our families, although hardly
a day passes without bumping into
someone who has already been there.
The mere flight is a bit daunting, but
with luck it will prove to be worth the
effort, and we’ll report back.”
I’m saddened to report the deaths
of the following classmates:
John Robert “Bob” McCarthy died
in Plymouth, MA, at age 87 on July 21,
2016. Bob earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees in mathematics from Boston College and did graduate work at
MIT (on the G.I. Bill) and at the Catholic University of America. Toward the
end of the Korean War he was drafted
into the U.S. Army and served in the
Chemical Corps as a mathematical
assistant at the Edgewood Arsenal in
Maryland. In 1956 he began teaching
mathematics at Holy Cross College in
Worcester, MA, and continued there
until his retirement in 1986. In 1972
Bob married Anna Marie MacDonnell.
Until her death from cancer in 1994,
they enjoyed the performing arts:
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the
Boston University Celebrity Series, the
Huntington Theater, and especially
piano recitals. Bob is survived by his
devoted companion and life partner
Philip Izzo, who always put Bob’s
needs ahead of his own, especially
during the final chapter. With Philip
he continued his love of travel, visiting
many national parks in the U.S. and
enjoying business trips to London and
Southeast Asia, as well as three trips to
Australia and New Zealand.
Graydon M. Wheaton, an aeronautical engineer at Draper Laboratory for 46 years, died in Lexington,
MA, on Aug. 28, 2016. He was the husband of the late Iris (Ellis) Wheaton
and is survived by a daughter, Sandra
E. Lechiaro, of Framingham, MA.
Paul Polishuk, of San Diego, died
suddenly on July 18, 2016. He was born
32

in Boston in 1935, grew up in Charlestown, MA, and attended Boston Latin.
He earned an MS and a PhD in physics from Ohio State, in 1962 and 1964,
respectively. In 1971 he received an SM
in management from MIT, after spending a year as a Sloan Fellow.
From June 1968 to June 1970, Paul
was the first director of planning for
the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. He was senior research scientist
at the laboratory from 1956 to 1968.
In August 1971 he joined the Office
of Telecommunications in the U.S.
Department of Commerce as deputy
director. He was director of the organization’s Policy Support Division, which
was responsible for developing telecommunications policy for the White
House. Paul became acting deputy
director of the Office of Telecommunications in August 1972 and served
in that capacity until February 1976,
when he left federal service.
He was president and chairman of
the board of the IGI Group of Companies, which includes IGI Consulting, Information Gatekeepers, and 12
overseas offices. He was a well-known
expert on fiber optics and telecommunications technology and markets.
Paul is survived by four children—
Paul, Helen, Patricia, and Phil—and
seven grandchildren.
William C. Mason of Lincoln, MA,
died on March 10, 2013. Here is a tribute from a coworker: “Bill was Mr. Fortran in the shop in Group 28 at Lincoln
Lab when I started working there in
1985. He was meticulous and patient
and methodical. His love of ice cream,
cakes, and Mallomars was legendary
among his coworkers. His late wife,
Virginia, found the ad for the house I
still live in today. When Bill lost most
of his vision and could no longer drive,
he relied on others to do this for him.
It always felt like a privilege to do any
favor for him—never ever an obligation. He continued to stay enthused
about technology after retirement. He
was a superb role model. I am grateful
to have worked with him and known
him.” And another friend wrote, “Bill’s
wife Virginia and I worked together to
establish the Chinese Painting Guild,
a group of artists studying Chinese
brush painting. Even after Virginia’s
death, Bill continued to support the
guild’s activities. I think he liked his
role as editor for the guild’s newsletters. He never missed a typo! At
one exhibition reception Bill made it
obvious, by eating more than several
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pieces, that he really liked a special
cake from a Chinatown bakery. Thereafter, ‘Bill’s cake’ became an essential
part of any Chinese Painting Guild
celebration. He was a wonderful supporter of the guild and a dear man.”
Our sympathies go out to the
Mason, Polishuk, Wheaton, and
McCarthy families.
Please continue to be kind to one
another. I’m lucky—senility has been
a smooth transition for me.
–Lloyd Beckett, secretary, P.O.
Box 1082, N. Falmouth, MA 02556;
e-mail: papa@alum.mit.edu.

1957 

60th Reunion

Larry Young and Ed Roberts had a
little back and forth about who was the
last remaining classmate still on the
Institute faculty. They both are. Larry is
a part-time professor in aero/astro and
the Institute for Medical Engineering
and Science, still doing space exploration. Ed is still full time, teaching the
largest class at MIT Sloan (120 firstyear MBAs in the entrepreneurship and
innovation track, which he still runs).
The entrepreneurship programs continue to expand Institute-wide. Ed was
planning a program called “Celebrating
a Half Century of MIT Entrepreneurship,” with a daylong array of faculty
and alumni on Nov. 12. He included
Harry Lee, a cofounder of Applicon, as
a panelist in the session on “From CAD/
CAM to Robotics.” He also hoped that
Ray Stata would attend; the company
Ray founded, Analog Devices, is certainly one of the most successful companies produced by an MIT ’57.
Ed Friedman writes, “Since becoming emeritus at Stevens Institute of
Technology a few years ago, I’ve been
concentrating on nuclear policy issues,
regarding both weapons and reactors.
I’ve developed courses on nuclear
policy and international relations, on
the impact of nuclear technologies on
American culture, and on the potential for nuclear terrorism. I’ve also
been writing materials for the online
Public Interest Report of the Federation of American Scientists (www.fas.
org). Most recently I was one of four
speakers at a forum sponsored by the
FAS in Washington to mark the 30th
anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster.
I spoke about many of the mistakes
that were made in the decision to build
the Chernobyl reactors, as well as the
bad judgment regarding their management and operations. I also pointed
out that there are 11 Chernobyl-type
reactors operating in the Russian Fed-

eration that would not be allowed to
function in Europe, the U.S., or other
developed countries. I chatted with the
deputy defense attaché from the Russian embassy at the event, but I don’t
think that closing those reactors anytime soon is likely. Looking back, as
a sophomore at MIT I tried rallying
support for Robert Oppenheimer during the ill-advised hearings conducted
by the Atomic Energy Commission.
Now I’m teaching students about the
history of those and related events.”
Fitz Rawls did something unusual
for a summer activity—he took a group
of 17 to ski in Chile. He skis a lot during the winter, but this was a first for a
summer trip, especially from Florida.
Following up on Phil Presser’s previously reported co-op stint at Ford,
Ermanno Signorelli reports that he,
Louis de Marken, Pierre de Marken,
Dominick Fortunato, John Varela,
and Thomas Robinson were all at the
Dearborn facility from the summer to
the year-end session at Ford.
John McAllister retired four years
ago. He’s just as busy as before and wonders how he did everything he was previously involved in. He says he is hale and
hearty and looking forward to lots more.
Bill Bateman says, “We came to
the States in July to attend the 100th
birthday of my oldest relative in Denver. One stop of our trip was in Boston, where we met with Naomi and
Bob Kline. Bob was a roommate of
mine at MIT, graduated in premed,
and ended up in emergency medicine.
A few weeks before that I took the family (21 souls) to Mauritius for a week
to celebrate my 80th birthday. There
I saw another roommate, Fakhru Currimjee ’58, one of the first people I met
at East Campus during my first year.”
John Best reports, “The Best family is doing just fine, and Estelle and I
celebrated our 54th year of marriage.
We’re still working, although not with
the intensity we once had. We still live in
the house in which we raised our three
children, in Skillman, NJ, near Princeton. We spend many weekends in Philly
to enjoy theater and cultural events. Our
small studio condo provides a great
retreat with a view of historic Philly
from the 21st floor. Our three children
and six grandkids provide great joy. The
oldest grandchild is prepping for med
school, and the youngest is a first grader.
The older ones have traveled and studied serious stuff, and we see them often.
It doesn’t get any better than this.”
John Psarouthakis was a distinguished visiting fellow at the Institute
www.technologyreview.com
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for Advanced Studies in the Humanities, at the University of Edinburgh,
from 2011 to 2014. He is back in Ann
Arbor, MI, and launching his latest
Internet venture, to transfer knowledge to professionals, at a very low cost
compared with course attendance at
school. This will be John’s fifth venture. For the past six years John has
been publishing an online magazine
at www.BusinessThinker.com, which
now has visitors from all countries that
have access to the Internet.
Robert J. Walter, of Webster, NY,
died Dec. 6, 2014. He received an SB
from Course 2. Robert is survived by
children Claire Walter and Julia Larkin, two grandchildren, and special
friend Ann Ellis.
Several of you have e-mailed me
that you are looking forward to our
60th reunion in June. I am too. Check
out the previous column or the class
website for information on the retreat
at the Stage Neck Inn in York, ME,
and the following on-campus reunion.
–Don Roellke, secretary, 4870 Carriagepark Rd., Fairfax, VA 22032; tel:
703-978-7370; e-mail: daroellke@
alum.mit.edu; class website:
alumweb.mit.edu/classes/1957/.

1958
Fred Fisher died on July 16, 2016. With
his passing, our class lost an enthusiastic contributor to the success of our
recent reunions. In addition to helping plan these events (together with his
wife, Bobbi), Fred was chairman of our
55th reunion. Born in Brooklyn, NY,
Fred moved with his family to Medford,
MA, when he was 12. He entered Tech
from Medford High, intending to major
in architecture, but switched to Course
1. After receiving his SB, he taught
physics at Wentworth Institute for a
year, returning to MIT for his SM in
building engineering and construction.
This was followed by positions with
Beacon Construction, Campanelli, and
then Zayre Department Stores, where
he was director of construction. Over
the years he was involved in building
military housing at Ft. Devens, Boston
University dormitories, and multiple
commercial projects. In 1991, with his
son Mark, Fred founded Construction Coordinators, specializing in new
commercial construction, expansion,
renovation, lobbies and public spaces,
historic preservation, and adaptive
reuse. He remained active in the business for the rest of his life.
Fred and Bobbi were married after
his junior year. They had two sons,
www.technologyreview.com
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Mark and David. Mark became a
civil engineer and David a computer
scientist. Mark is married with a
son and daughter; David remains a
confirmed bachelor. Fred and Bobbi
enjoyed yearly Caribbean trips. A consummate craftsman, Fred restored
antique cars and continued to pursue
his boyhood hobby of model railroading. Secretary’s note: In recent years
Fred, Bobbi, Bebe, and I would get
together for dinner every couple of
months. It was always a very relaxed,
pleasant evening. Fred was very lowkey but on top of everything going on
in his field and in much of the Greater
Boston community.
A few excerpts from Fred’s contribution to our 50th-reunion book tell
his story so well: “When you think
about the fact that you are still doing
what you were trained for (construction), and still enjoying it, you are very
fortunate. When you also make this
journey together with someone who
has walked it with you the entire time
(Bobbi—heading for our 51st anniversary), then you are truly blessed.
Each day from this point forward is
a bonus day, and each reconnection
with those who have been a part of
your life is a new enjoyment. Let us
keep gathering with our friends and
classmates and keep this flame alive.”
Classmates attending Fred’s memorial
service included Lis Drake, Dan Holland, Louise and Martin O’Donnell,
and Bebe and Gary Fallick. On behalf
of our entire class, we extend deepest
condolences to Bobbi, David, Mark,
and their loved ones.
Robert Walsh, of Hingham, MA,
passed away on June 19, 2016, at age
79. Robbie grew up in Kingsport, TN,
and was the first in his father’s family to go to college. He graduated in
Course 15 and initially worked for his
father’s company, Sunwarm. Then he
attended Harvard Divinity School and
made a midlife career move to become
a Unitarian Universalist minister. He
spent 22 years at the First Parish
Church in Duxbury, MA, became minister emeritus upon retiring in 2003,
and then moved to Hingham to marry
his wife Kitty. A folk musician all his
life, Robbie loved playing the banjo
and the guitar at the monthly ceilidh
he led at Old Ship Church. He was the
author of two well-received books of
short essays, poems, meditations, and
prayers: Noisy Stones and Stone Blessings. Robbie was a kind and gentle
man who loved to laugh and make
puns and was grateful for each day

he was given. His survivors include
Kitty; children Elizabeth, David, and
Nathaniel; stepchildren Samuel Ward
and Anthony Ward; four granddaughters; two grandsons; and his former
wife, Reed Whitbread Walsh. On
behalf of our entire class, we extend
deepest condolences to them.
Last August Jim Perrin reported,
“After graduating from Course 3, I
worked for Watertown Arsenal Laboratories for a short time. Then I went
to the University of Illinois, earning an
MS in metallurgical engineering. Next
I worked for Battelle Columbus Laboratories in Columbus, OH, and later
went to California and obtained a PhD
in materials science and engineering,
doing research in high-temperature
creep. I rejoined Battelle Columbus Laboratories and held a variety
of technical and management positions, eventually becoming a senior
research leader, Battelle’s highest technical position. My work at Battelle was
primarily in nuclear materials.
“I left Battelle in 1979 to become
president of Fracture Control in Santa
Barbara, CA. This company did a
majority of its work for the Electric
Power Research Institute in Palo Alto,
CA. The work was all in nuclear metals. My last position was as a nuclear
projects consultant for Public Service
Electric and Gas, which owns a complex of three nuclear reactors in southern New Jersey. I retired in 1995 at 60.
“During my career I had the opportunity to make technical presentations
in the U.S. and elsewhere, including
Germany, France, England, Taiwan,
and Japan. I was a U.S. representative,
and presented papers, at a number of
International Atomic Energy Agency
technical specialists’ meetings at locations including Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Vienna, Austria. I was also
very involved in ASTM, chairing its
Committee E-10 on Nuclear Technology and Applications, and was
especially active on the subcommittee associated with the embrittlement
and testing of nuclear pressure vessel steels. I later became chairman of
ASTM’s Committee on Publications,
which oversees a large number of technical publications in a wide variety of
fields. ASTM awarded me its Award of
Merit and made me a fellow.
“I’m fortunate to have a wonderful wife and daughter. Happily, our
daughter lives not too far from our
home in Westerville, OH. My wife
shares my interest in vintage cars. She
was the national secretary for many

years of a vintage Porsche club, and
I was the national president of the
Porsche Club of America. We recently
returned from spending three weeks
on a lake in northern Wisconsin,
where I grew up. We’re enjoying life,
and try to appreciate each day.”
–Gar y Fallick, secre tar y, 4
Diehl Rd., Lexington, MA 02420;
e-mail: gary_fallick@alum.mit.edu;
class website: alumweb.mit.edu/
classes/1958/.

1959
When this issue arrives at your doorstep, we’ll be approaching our midterm reunion in San Francisco,
scheduled for the first week of April.
If you still haven’t made your reservations, or if you have questions about
the plans, please give me a call or
e-mail. It’s not too late! This promises to be a good time with good friends
in a great city. Don’t miss it!
Chuck Staples wrote about an MIT
event that would have been of interest to his wife, Kadie, who died last
year. Kadie’s grandfather was Richard Maclaurin, the eighth president
of MIT. “Kadie had looked forward
to the Crossing of the Charles event
on May 7, 2016, which celebrated
the move of MIT from Boston to
Cambridge in 1916, which was led
by Richard Maclaurin. The Office
of the President and the event committee really honored the Maclaurin
family, and 30 of us joined President
Reif on his boat, cruising the Charles
and watching the various crafts come
across the river. We had a really great
time throughout the day and the evening celebration. The MIT Museum
also did a great job in a special exhibit
about the architecture and construction of the new campus and paid a
huge tribute to President Maclaurin.
Incidentally, Kadie and I organized the
family (of which I am the only MIT
alumnus) to make a small contribution to update and improve the Alice
Maclaurin Room, named for Richard’s
wife. Along with the Emma Rogers
Room, it is one of the major meeting
rooms (boardroom caliber) run by the
Office of the President and dedicated
in part to MIT women’s organizations. The family also gave MIT the
original desk and chair that President
Maclaurin used in Boston, dated 1914,
which President Reif will move to Gray
House (the president’s home) after it’s
exhibited in the museum.”
On June 5, 2016, George Elbaum
was awarded an honorary fellowship
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from the Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology. He is a San Francisco businessman and aerospace engineer who
writes and speaks about his experience
as a child survivor of the Holocaust.
Accompanied by his wife, Mimi Jensen, he was recognized for “devotion to
the Technion and Israel,” for “business
accomplishments that have spanned
the globe and bridged countries,” and
for sharing his story “to impart the message of tolerance to present and future
generations.” A steadfast supporter of
the Technion and Israel, Dr. Elbaum
is an active member of the American
Technion Society (ATS) National Board
of Directors, the ATS North Pacific
Region Board, and the Technion Board
of Governors. Together with his wife,
he is a Technion Guardian—an honor
reserved for those who support the
Technion at the highest level. The couple has supported the Technion with
gifts that include the George J. Elbaum
Fund for the Satell Technion-MIT
Leadership Program, the Whiteman
International Foundation fellowships
(named after Dr. Elbaum’s mother) in
the Grand Technion Energy Program,
and the Formula SAE race car project.
Dr. Elbaum was born in Warsaw,
Poland, in 1938. As a child, he was
smuggled out of the Warsaw ghetto
and lived with a series of Polish families who hid him and his Jewish identity from the Nazis. Only he and his
mother survived, as they lost 10 family members to the Holocaust. In 1949
he emigrated to the U.S., and in 1955
he enrolled at MIT, where he earned
a bachelor’s and a master’s in aeronautics and astronautics, along with
a second master’s and a PhD in nuclear
engineering. He began his career in
Los Angeles in the aerospace industry and then moved into international
business. In 1972 he cofounded Intertorg, a consulting firm representing
American and European corporations
in the Soviet Union (including General Motors, U.S. Steel, Reebok, etc.),
where he marketed their products and
services. After 25 years he switched
gears again, turning to commercial
real estate investment and development. In 2010 he wrote and published
Neither Yesterdays Nor Tomorrows, a
book of vignettes from his childhood
during the Holocaust, and started
speaking to student groups across the
U.S. and in Poland about survival and
tolerance. In 2014 he published Yesterdays Revisited, about the feedback he’s
received from students at the 100-plus
venues where he’s spoken.
34

Wayne Andrew Stuart, 78, died
peacefully on June 25, 2016. Born in
New Brighton, PA, on Sept. 5, 1937, he
grew up in Indiana. At MIT he was a
member of the Sigma Chi fraternity
and the crew team. After graduating with a degree in economics and
a minor in chemical engineering, he
earned an MBA and attended the
Advanced Management Program at
Harvard Business School. Afterward
he worked at Eastman Kodak in Rochester, NY, before returning to MIT to
focus on research, admissions, and
freshman advising. For many years
he was the chief financial officer of
Farm Credit Banks of Springfield, MA.
Wayne was also the head of the Brimfield Ambulance Service, a member of
the Brimfield Finance Committee, and
the treasurer of Massachusetts Agriculture in the Classroom. He is survived by his wife of 56 years, Joanne
M. Stuart; children Megan Aimone,
Allegra Stuart, John Stuart, and Todd
Stuart; and four grandchildren.
Clifford Riley Benzell died on Dec.
11, 2014, and Gardner Wordell Hicks
died on April 14, 2016. We have no
additional information. We offer our
condolences to their families.
–Dixon Browder, secretary, 5419
Vista Grande Dr., Santa Rosa, CA
95403; tel: 707-527-8002; e-mail:
browder@alum.mit.edu.

1960
We begin with the good news that ’60
has another Bronze Beaver awardee,
Barry Bronfin, who received the recognition at the September 2016 Alumni
Leadership Conference. The Bronze
Beaver is the Alumni Association’s
highest honor. Barry was recognized
for his tireless efforts on behalf of the
MIT Club of Hartford, as well as his
devotion to numerous Alumni Association boards and committees. He has
served in a multitude of roles, including
chair and cochair of our class reunion
gift committees, a regional chair of
the Campaign for MIT, and a member of the Alumni Association board
of directors. Barry also conceived our
class project, the Endowment Fund for
Innovation in Education, begun at our
25th reunion. Barry richly deserves the
Bronze Beaver for all he has done for
MIT and 1960.
Speaking of 1960’s contributions to
MIT, the FY 2016 donor listing shows
that 266 class members (the Association has names for 727 classmates and
e-mails for 479) gave almost $920,000
to the Annual Fund.
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I hope that a number of you were
able to attend the 1960 minireunion
this past October or that at least you
read the class newsletter that accompanied the reservation form. As these
notes are being written in mid-September, a report on the reunion must
await the next Class Notes. For those
who may have missed the newsletter,
Jorge Rodriguez has posted it on our
class website, 1960.alumclass.mit.edu.
Juan Llaguno is enjoying semiretirement, working for a foundation
helping the Tarahumara Indians in
the Mexican state of Chihuahua, and
enjoying his big family of seven married sons and daughters and 19 grandchildren. Juan reports that he still has
some time for traveling.
Mike Neidich sent a note from
Tucson, AZ. He reports that he began
his career on Long Island, working
on National Security Agency projects, before seguing into marketing
for high-tech Silicon Valley firms. He
finished a 44-year career consulting
for consumer electronic firms. Since
retiring, Mike has been a docent for
the B-17 Flying Fortress group at
the Pima Air and Space Museum,
has headed the Tucson Photography
Meetup Group, and is currently tutoring in math at a local middle school
and at the public library. Mike writes,
“Life after Tech has been good to me.”
For the first time since June 1960,
Bob Stenson has provided a brief
update. After graduation Bob spent a
year in communications design before
entering Harvard Medical School.
Graduating in 1965, he continued
postgrad work in Boston before moving to Stanford in 1967 for more postgrad study in cardiology. He married
Jane in 1970 and then spent two years
as an Air Force cardiologist. Afterward
he returned to Stanford as a professor
of cardiology and followed that with
20 years at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Los Angeles. Bob retired in 1993
and has since enjoyed a variety of
activities, including flying, traveling,
physics, horses, mountaineering, boating, golf, and bridge.
Windsor, CT, recently honored Morris Salame for his 45 years of service to
the community and its Exchange Club.
Morris’s contributions include guiding
the renovation of the fountain on the
town green, raising thousands of dollars for college scholarships and many
other youth-centric programs, and
holding every officer position within
the club. In his professional life, Morris worked for Plax, the inventor of

the world’s first plastic bottle, which
eventually was adopted by Coca-Cola
for its products. Morris also developed
a course in high-barrier plastic packaging, which he still gives throughout
the world, and he has published over
200 articles and texts on the subject. In
retirement Morris enjoys time with his
family, as well as showing his rare 1959
Mercedes 190SL sports car.
Dick Bradt continues his professional activities. He was busy preparing a paper for a meeting in Slovakia
and spending some time in Brazil
before the Olympics.
We close with the announcement
of the death of John Arthur Hillier
in September 2016. John’s survivors
include his wife, Anna, of Lexington,
MA, and a daughter.
–Frank A. Tapparo, class secretary/agent, 15 S. Montague St., Arlington, VA 22204; e-mail: ftapparo@
alum.mit.edu.

1961
Although this column is being published in mid-winter, it was submitted
right after Labor Day. Correspondence during the summer was somewhat skimpy, and all of it is in the raw
materials for our class Web page. If
you haven’t sent me any correspondence during the past several years
and you’d like classmates to know that
you still are functioning and perhaps
even involved in something interesting, please send me an e-mail.
Our thanks to W. Edwin Jarmain, who notified us that several
pages on our class website contained
e-mail addresses that were obtainable
through an Internet search engine.
Since then, we’ve reformatted offending pages in order to maintain the privacy of all addresses and other contact
information for classmates. Certain
personal information is obtainable
by classmates only after logging in.
Personal information is not intended
to be otherwise obtainable through
any other means or by any other person. If you haven’t used our website
or have forgotten how to do so, the
log-in name is the same as your MIT
“forwarding for life” e-mail address,
and the password is the same as your
password for the MIT Infinite Connection. If you lost your log-in name and/
or password, it’s easy to retrieve them
online. Likewise, it’s easy to register
and obtain such information online.
If you have any questions or problems,
please contact me by phone or e-mail
for assistance.
www.technologyreview.com
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Frederick Carson sent a photo
taken during our 55th reunion when
he visited the Delta Tau Delta house.
Also pictured are Robert Andrews,
John Crissman, Paul Fricke, and
Alvin Klancnik. The photo has been
posted on a new Web page set up for
Fred’s fraternity on our class website. If your living group has not yet
taken advantage of our offer to assist
in establishing its own Web page, all
that it takes to get started is a single
item, such as a photo. If interested,
please send a photo or other material
to me, and I’ll do the rest.
Several columns ago I mentioned
that our class’s 55th reunion dinner
was being held at Maseeh Hall, which
I said was known in our time as Ashdown House. Peter Ross sent a correction: “I thought it was called Grad
House (or maybe Bletchley) in our time
and then later was renamed Ashdown
Hall, or is my memory wrong? Don’t
put any effort into the question, as
I’m mostly just curious. I have a small
trunk full of memorabilia that’s a little
hard to access, but the next time I look
in it, I’ll try to see if I kept a catalog
or a map of campus (unlikely).” Peter
added that he had checked out the
link to our class website for the first
time: “I don’t identify that much with
MIT, having spent many more years
in grad school at Berkeley and having
been back for just our 50th reunion at
MIT, plus I live in California. I liked the
reunion group photos (I’m in the 50th
without a red coat), but was surprised
at how few showed up for the 55th.
I appreciated the report on recently
deceased classmates and was pleased
that I knew no one there (and also glad
that I wasn’t listed!). It’s nice to have
such a website, so I hope you include its
link in future messages with the class
listings. I’ve contributed to the Class
Notes only once or twice over the years.
Once many years ago I mentioned that
I believed I was the first MIT grad to
join the Peace Corps, in June 1963.
(Later that year MIT wrote me asking to contribute an article about my
experiences in India, and I now regret
that I declined.) P.S. I had an old MIT
bumper sticker that I may have gotten
at our 50th that I’d not used. I had to
get a new garbage can this month so
I placed the sticker on it for ID purposes. It says ‘TIM.’ This may puzzle
my neighbors, but I bet MIT alumni
could figure out it’s ‘MIT’ backwards!
I also use my 50th-reunion cap in the
‘barking lot’ of the shelter where I’m
a dog volunteer, but the staff doesn’t
www.technologyreview.com
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seem to get the irony of my wearing it
when I take dogs on potty walks there.”
Edward Grabowski recently
perused the list of deceased class
members online. When he came to
Paul Schweitzer’s name, he was saddened to see how little information
had been added, so he sent along
some additional info, saying, “I’m certain classmates would enjoy learning
a little about one of his most unusual
accomplishments.” Ed copied James
Manganaro on his correspondence,
thinking he might have something to
add. Subsequently Jim Manganaro
sent his thoughts and mentioned Harvey Eysman, David Tapparo, Alfred
Traver, and Seymour Turetzky. Ed’s
and Jim’s write-ups on Paul Schweitzer
have been posted, in full, on the Obituaries and Remembrances page under
the section “Deceased Classmates.” If
you visit the Obituaries and Remembrances page (which, like many other
pages on our website, contains hundreds of lines of text), you will note
that a significant number of entries
include only a name and date of death.
If you would like to contribute some
thoughts about any deceased classmates, please send your message to
me, and I’ll do the rest.
John Castle sent in a recent article from the New York Times titled
“Learning to Scale Peaks from My
Underprotective Mother,” written
by the daughter of a MIT alum. The
article is copied in its entirety in the
bimonthly e-mail sent to classmates
for whom we have current e-mail
addresses; it’s also posted on our class
website. It’s an interesting read.
During the past two months we also
received e-mails from Joseph Harrington and Roger Lucheta. And
we’ve been notified of the deaths of
James Keller and Harold Heggestad. According to Edward Sonn,
Harold had been suffering from Parkinson’s for some time. Details can be
found under “Obituaries and Remembrances” on our website.
–Arthur A. Katz, class secretary,
18 Orsini Dr., Larchmont, NY 10538;
tel: 914-834-8393; e-mail: akatz@
alum.mit.edu.

1962 

55th Reunion

Class president Bill Bloebaum is looking forward to our reunion: “We are
excited about getting to meet with
many of our classmates! Our reunion
will be full of enjoyable events (lobster boil, informal gathering and buffet dinner in Cambridge with tables

for living groups from many classes,
Cardinal and Gray dinner dance, Boston Pops, dinner at USS Constitution
Museum, and Sunday buffet brunch).
But seeing classmates that we haven’t
seen for five years or more will be the
best! I also want to remind you that
several of your class officers and other
interested classmates are arranging
a panel discussion on Saturday afternoon, June 10, on the issue of student
debt. We hope that a good percentage
of our class will become interested in
how to focus some of our giving on
scholarship endowments. More on this
topic in the next few months. Mark
your schedule for our pre-reunion
June 6–8 and our formal reunion June
8–11. Please set aside these dates and
contact your friends and encourage
them to join you at our 55th reunion!”
David Bragdon provided the following: “I stopped off at MIT during
REX (Residence Exploration) on its
last day, Aug. 31, in order to try out
my new wide-angle lens on the carnival structures East Campus denizens
build between the parallels (to attract
members of the Class of 2020 to join).
My lens performed well, but before I
could leave the area I found myself in
great conversations with undergrads
who were elated to find a living relic
from the Class of 1962. They plied
me with questions about the ancient
days, swapped their current stories for
tales of our classic hacks, and got me
to promise to send them the new photos … which I did. I ended up hanging
around campus photographing REX
activities and stayed for the East Campus versus West Campus Water War at
6:30 p.m. in Killian Court. I ‘embedded’ myself in the conflict, and somehow my camera and lens survived
without water damage. A few photos
have appeared on social media.
“In August my wife Regina and I
visited Marge and Keith Burgess
at their place in Georgetown, ME.
They’re actually on an island connected by a bridge, and the area is
still known as Five Islands. We had
good hikes by the ocean and walked
around Bath. They are at the very end
of the AT&T DSL service, almost three
miles, so it’s pushing the limits of DSL
signal degradation, and their Internet
access is limited. In spite of all the surrounding Atlantic waters, rainfall has
been especially sparse in their region
of Maine, creating some concern about
the level of water in their well.
“I’m saddened to report the death
of a lifelong and dear friend, Bob

Wong. I was fortunate to have spent
time with Bob and his wife, Vivienne,
when they were at MIT this past May
for the Moving Day celebration. I will
share a few notes here on Bob’s passing, but I’ll also submit a fuller obituary, with shared memories of Bob, to
our Class of 1962 obit site (kindness of
Ed Feustel and Ollie Smoot).
“Robert P. Wong passed away in
the early hours of July 31, 2016, his
family by his side, in New York City.
The service, held on Aug. 2 on Long
Island, was a moving celebration of
Bob’s life through a sharing of memories. David R. Spencer captured
the event well when he wrote: ‘There
were many, many friends in attendance (tight standing-room only).
Informal remembrances were heartfelt testimony to a truly good man
who touched many others, enriched
many lives, and will be long remembered and missed. We were fortunate
to have known him.’ Bob asked to be
laid to rest in his MIT red blazer and
a tie given him by his son Alex; however, he bequeathed his MIT brass rat
to his son Brian, ‘the only engineer in
the family’—an instance of Bob’s wit.
Brian is technical product engineering lead for fan systems and acoustics
on the Orion crew module project for
NASA. Alexander is vice president of
acquisitions and development at Cas
tagna Realty, in Manhasset, NY. Bob
is also survived by his wife, Vivienne.”
Dave Bragdon sent a fine extended
tribute to Bob; we’ve posted it on our
class website. Dave also asked us to let
you know that the Facebook “MIT Class
of 1962” group now has an album with
52 photos of our class lobster fest at
Tuck’s Point in Manchester by the Sea,
MA. All it takes to join the group is a
request from a classmate’s Facebook.
R. Bruce Cuthbertson wrote: “This
past week the mail brought the book
Shades of Truth, by Larry Kilham, SM
’65 (Course 15). It is a semi-fictionalized
story of his time in Nicaragua. Larry
and I met in Boston in 1965, after I had
gone to work in Nicaragua. As a result
of my studies at MIT and then Harvard
Business School, the president of the
Nicaraguan Central Bank asked me to
help bring capable people to Nicaragua to assist in the development of the
country. One of those people was Larry.
He spent a number of months there and
then went on to an interesting career
involving two high-tech startups and,
more recently, writing books on a number of artificial-intelligence and hightech subjects. Larry and I have kept in
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touch, and last year he requested my
help in working through the memories,
facts, geography, and politics of Nicaragua, as he was planning to write a book
about his time there. He and I talked
about it over the next few months, and
some of my friends and I helped him get
information that he needed.
“The rush of memories brought to
mind Herb Bates, who was quoted
in the most recent Class Notes. I was
delighted to see that he is still active.
Herb was best man in my wedding
in Nicaragua in 1971, and he and his
family came for the event. I looked at
the pictures of the wedding, but unfortunately the only one I have of him is
from the back, so only his long hair was
visible. I did find one of him from our
camping trip along the Pacific coast.
He is in the foreground, and his wife
Gloria and older daughter Meredith are
behind. Of course, we have all changed
over the years, as have hairstyles.”
–Hank McCarl, secretary, 28 Old
Nugent Farm Rd., Gloucester, MA
01930-3167; e-mail: hmccarl@alum.
mit.edu; Herschel Clopper, cosecretary, e-mail: herschc@alum.mit.edu.

1963
I can always count on Bill Gadzuk as a
reliable correspondent to let me know
how he and our 1963 crew alumni are
doing. Bill wrote that it seems to be a
dependable pattern: June means MIT
reunions, which mean Reunion Rows,
which in turn mean that the Boys of
’63 and friends once again take to the
water, this year as surrogate oars in
the Class of ’66 boats, returning past
favors from ’66. Tony Fiory, Bill Gadzuk, and Bob Kurtz rowed, while
Ken Andersen, Jim Latimer, John
Meyn, and Ron Young, among others, cheered them on. Of more lasting
significance, Jack Frailey ’44, MIT’s
beloved coach, passed away in January 2016 at age 90. Crew alumni were
charged by the Alumni Association
with the responsibility for presenting a memorial tribute to Jack at the
Reunion Row weekend. A committee
chaired by Bill and Chet Riley ’62, ably
assisted by Jim Latimer, Jesse Lipcon
’65, and Bill Weber ’64, organized a
wonderful Sunday afternoon remembrance in the MIT Chapel, followed
by a DAPER/MIT crew–sponsored
reception in the adjoining Religious
Activities Center. About 100 people
attended: friends, colleagues, rowers
formerly coached by Jack, and family
members including Jack’s wife Jean,
his sons Richard and Peter, and their
36

families. (DAPER, for those of you
not up on current MIT acronyms, is
the Department of Athletics, Physical Education, and Recreation.) Bill
wrote that it was a warm, fuzzy afternoon with touching presentations
by Richard and several iconic Jackcoached oarsmen from the 1950s and
’60s, including Bob Kurtz and current MIT representatives Julie Soriero (from DAPER) and Stu Schmill
(the dean of admissions). There was
also a continuous slide show spanning
Jack’s MIT coaching life and beyond,
loads of scrapbooks and other memorabilia available for perusal, and a
lovely catered buffet that facilitated
a full afternoon of schmoozing and
reminiscing about life with Jack. He
would have been delighted with it.
Bill put together a lovely brochure
for the tribute. Contact me or Bill
(william.gadzuk@nist.gov) if you’d
like a copy of the brochure.
While many of us have retired to our
back porches, sitting in our rockers,
smoking our corncob pipes (hahaha),
Martin Schrage is still thinking up
projects on which to build companies.
His most recent project was carried
out about a year ago, demonstrating the feasibility of tracking transit
trains with a mass-produced automotive radar. The technical brief was
called “R&D of a Braking Rate Monitoring and Warning System.” Transit vehicle drivers who fail to react
to caution or stop signals have been
involved in serious, sometimes fatal
accidents. Some causes of drivers’ failure to brake include eyes turned away
to adjust controls or monitor trains
on adjacent tracks; drowsiness from
fatigue, illness, medication, alcohol,
or drugs; distractions like talking on
cell phones, texting, and talking to passengers or train crew; poor visibility
from weather or sun; and habituation—repeatedly passing a hazard
with no problems leads to ignoring a
continuously displayed warning, even
if the warning is aggressive. A key part
of Martin’s effort will be developing
an algorithm that will warn drivers
who are heading into danger without disturbing drivers making a safe
approach, minimizing the chance of
habituation. The product will track
rail vehicles approaching a visual signal to determine if the braking rate
will be adequate to stop or slow before
the hazard. The Department of Transportation judged Martin’s proposal for
further work “superior” and recommended it for funding to develop a
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product. Proposals for that further
work are currently in process.
In August Dee and Tony Geisler
took their family to Paris and London to celebrate Dee’s birthday. The
Geislers’ younger daughter, Rebecca, is
MIT ’93. Their older daughter, Wendy,
started at MIT but finished at the University of Texas, where her husbandto-be, Rob Fong ’92, was getting a
master’s. Tony doesn’t know if Wendy
and Rob’s children—Valerie (16) and
Julian (13)—have such MIT connections in their future. In Paris the family stayed at the Hotel Brighton, near
the Tuileries. They visited the Musée
de l’Orangerie to see Monet’s water-lily
paintings and works by other Impressionists. They did all the usual tourist
things—the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame,
the Louvre—but one of the highlights
was a visit to Giverny, the garden
that inspired Monet. Tony said it was
drop-dead gorgeous. The next stop was
London, where Wendy had arranged
a detailed itinerary. They went on the
London Eye, the giant Ferris wheel on
the bank of the Thames, and visited the
Royal Mews, where they saw Queen
Elizabeth’s coronation coach on display. The highlight of the London stop
was Dee’s birthday. That day they visited Buckingham Palace and invited
the queen to celebrate, but she turned
them down. It was Elizabeth’s loss.
Tony Dralle passed away last July.
I knew Tony as a fellow Course 8
grad and Baker House resident. He
attended many of our reunions, and
we would always enjoy discussing our
amateur astronomy hobbies. After
MIT Tony received his PhD from Car
negie Mellon and worked for 36 years
as a programmer at Bettis Atomic
Power Laboratory in the Pittsburgh
area. He is survived by his longtime
friend and companion, Louise Schafer;
his son and daughter-in-law, Anthony
and Sybil; and his grandson, Caleb.
We learned that David Schurman
died in 2013 in Berlin. David studied
art history at Wesleyan and then came
to MIT to earn an architecture degree.
A lifelong sailor, he enjoyed cruising
the coasts of Maine and Scandinavia
and helped launch the Maine Island
Trail Association. He played a leading role in transforming Portland’s
Old Port from a district of beautiful
but derelict buildings into the thriving retail and cultural destination it
is today. Along the way he mentored
some of Portland’s leading architects.
David is survived by his daughter,
Sarah Eberly; his son, Peter Schur-

man; and a granddaughter. Our condolences to the families and friends of
our late classmates.
–Mike Bertin, 22 Gillman St.,
Irvine, CA 92612; e-mail mcb1@
aol.com. If you want to schmooze, call
949-786-9450.

1964
After five decades, a brass rat found
its way back. In 1966 Stephen Meyer
was visiting a friend at Auburn. While
washing a car, he lost his ring. According to WSFA 12 News, TJ Shoultz spotted the ring in the dirt while walking
her son to school. When informed
about it, Stephen, who now lives in
California, said “I was completely
taken back. Rings have so many symbolic meanings. It instantly triggers all
those memories. I just can’t believe it.”
Lester Hendrickson and Betsy are
enjoying their new home in California
tremendously. They’re in Santa Barbara, where the weather is perfect
year-round. They keep asking themselves why they didn’t move there 100
years ago. They’ve joined the California craze for health and fitness. They
eat ultra-fresh foods mostly produced
a few miles away. They walk their dogs
two or three miles daily and enjoy
Pilates classes, cardio, and weights,
plus biking, sailing, and kayaking.
They believe they are probably more
fit than when they were in high school.
Lester left his charity activities in
Colorado, including volunteer teaching, and hasn’t made an effort to
develop things in California. He and
Betsy still have their ski house in Colorado but haven’t been there much.
He notes that marketing and business
development gets harder and harder
as we age, even charity work. Lester
has discovered that online courses can
be great fun. He has taken over a dozen
and believes that edX has by far the
best platform. He says it’s great fun to
debate globalization with people from
100 different countries.
The Hendricksons live in “the Funk
Zone,” a former warehouse, fish processing, and light manufacturing area
that is now home to art galleries, trendy
restaurants, and a plethora of wineries,
breweries, and tasting rooms. He says if
anyone is passing through, please stop
and call to raise a glass or two.
Verne Jacobs is still working full
time at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) as a research physicist in
the Materials Science and Technology
Division. Verne has worked at NRL for
43 years, first as a contractor and now
www.technologyreview.com
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as an employee. His primary research
activities are in atomic physics and condensed-matter physics, with emphasis
on nonlinear optical and quantum optical phenomena. Verne conducts theoretical research, based on a reduced
density matrix approach. He has established collaborations with colleagues
at Harvard and is looking forward to
visits during the next three years that
would include seeing colleagues at MIT.
I am sorry to announce that we have
lost three classmates.
After graduation William C. Euerle
worked at Bethlehem Steel’s R&D center before returning to MIT to earn MA
and EE degrees in 1967. He then joined
Foxboro Corporation, where he met his
future wife, Anne Yakavonis. They married in 1968. One of their two sons, also
William, graduated in the Class of 1994
in Course 6. Their second son is a Fordham graduate. All survive Bill. Bill also
worked for the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority and, after retiring,
served for 12 years as water and sewer
commissioner in Foxborough, MA. Bill
was a true Renaissance man, with lifelong interests ranging from Boy Scout
activities to beekeeping.
David Koenig died of pancreatic
cancer at his home in Menlo Park, CA.
He received his PhD in political science from the University of North Carolina and taught for several years. The
majority of his professional life was
spent as a criminal justice researcher
and human services manager in Minnesota government. David’s friends
and family miss his kindness, wit, passion for sports, and broad interests. He
was known as a quiet intellectual, an
excellent poker player, an honest food
critic, a terrible golfer, and a decent,
open-minded, and progressive human.
He is survived by his spouse and partner of more than 50 years, George
Cameron, and dear friends.
Edward “Ted” Connelly Jr. passed
away in Calabasas, CA. He held a master’s degree in engineering as well as a
law degree from Loyola Law School. He
traveled the country as an engineering
consultant to the defense industry until
his retirement. He was predeceased by
his wife, Madalena Bastos Connelly.
–Bill Ribich, 18 Revere St., Lexington, MA 02420; e-mail wcribich@
comcast.net.

1965
Prabha and Vinod Jhunjhunwala celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in May 2016. Fifty-eight family
members had a treat in Bhutan, which
www.technologyreview.com
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Vinod describes as “a lovely country
with friendly people.” He continues
as president of the Ekal Vidyalaya
Foundation, providing education for
underprivileged tribal children in
India and Nepal. He adds that Anjalika and Shashi Somany (Course 10)
also celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary, in Greenwich, CT.
From John Kassakian: “I retired
from the MIT electrical engineering
and computer science faculty last
year, so I’m now emeritus. Still have
my office and some obligations, but
no paycheck. On the board of Marvell, a fabless semiconductor company in Santa Clara, CA. Wilma and
I spend our summers at our home on
Cape Cod and cruise on our 34-foot
Legacy powerboat. Have planned a
cruise up the Hudson and through
the Champlain Canal. Two years ago
we cruised the Intracoastal Waterway
to Georgia and back. I’ve been active in
the National Academy of Engineering,
having chaired a number of National
Research Council studies. Having survived an aortic dissection 11 years ago,
I’m grateful to be able to enjoy life.”
From Carl King: “Denise and I are
into our fifth year of retirement on the
Wild Rivers Coast in southern Oregon.
We are both active officers of our local
Rotary club, and I chair a countywide
political committee and serve on the
county budget committee and a water
district board. Looking forward to an
April 2017 reunion of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon alumni from the 1960s.”
From George Kossuth: “I retired
from Draper Laboratory after 47.5
years. I worked on Apollo as the lead
software engineer on the real-time
man-in-the-loop/hardware-in-theloop simulator for crew training. Then
worked on a graphics solid-modeling
CAD/CAM project. I tested navigation
sensors for an underwater submersible
for 25 years in California and Mississippi. I also worked on the Advanced
Seal Delivery System for the Navy
SEAL Team. In April 2016 I got married again and had a lovely wedding.
One only gets married again once. My
oldest son graduated from MIT with
an SB and a PhD in aero/astro, and
my daughter graduated from MIT
with an SB in materials science.”
From Richard Larson: “I’m still a
faculty member in MIT’s School of
Engineering, now in the newly created
Institute for Data, Systems, and Society.
Our MIT Blossoms Program is entering
its ninth year, with Mexico becoming
our 10th country partner. It seems the

media has picked up on my alternate
Me—Dr. Queue. There’s been coverage
by the New York Times, National Public Radio, and many other outlets.” To
see a video of Dick discussing his
research, visit www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_CBD2z51u5c.
From Ron Mandle: “Linda and
I continue to enjoy retirement. We
travel frequently to Spain to visit our
son and his family in Barcelona. He
and his wife have started importing
into the U.S. their new line of gourmet food products under the label
‘Delicious & Sons.’ Look for it in your
area! Our daughter has started a new
teaching job here in New York. I continue to teach my MBA-level course
on the U.S. financial crisis. The course
has evolved from just history to management lessons that are timeless; I
remain amazed that articles related
to the crisis continue to appear in the
news almost daily. Bigger-than-ever
banks, slow economic growth, and
near-zero interest rates will do that.”
From Kirby Meacham: “Sad news
first. My wife, Barbara, passed away
in January after a long stretch of poor
health. Even so, it was sudden and
unexpected. Happy news: My oldest
son is getting married this fall. Trying to keep my engineering/invention
practice going while figuring out what
to do with a house full of stuff that is
far too big for the cat and me. Have two
or three active clients and half a dozen
patents pending. Have recently won
two cash prizes in Innocentive engineering competitions. Have gotten
back into competitive rowing after a
gap of more than 50 years since MIT
and a 25-year gap from the Cleveland
rowing group I rejoined. The technique comes back quickly; stamina
comes back slower. In my summerleague boat I was the oldest, and the
youngest was an undergrad—a real kill
or cure situation for the old guy.”
From George McKinney: “Marie
and I retired in 2002 and moved to
California, where we live in Oakmont,
an over-55 community in Santa Rosa.
Have been active in clubs and groups
here. We travel, play bridge, enjoy
opera. Love to spend time with our
four grandsons (the oldest is now
22, six-foot-three, and wears a size
13 shoe). I did college visits with our
16-year-old this summer and then
spent two weeks with him in China. I
completed a certificate in genealogical
research at Boston University, lecture
in the North Bay on genealogical topics, and founded and am coördinator

for a genealogy club here in Oakmont.
Have been hijacked by the analytical
power of DNA in genealogy, having
discovered an illegitimate child in my
own ancestry and identifying the missing father!”
From John Miller: “I was offered
a generous retirement opportunity
from Lockheed-Martin in 1998, and
I landed on it like a Chihuahua on
a pork chop, anticipating months of
leisure. It was not to be. With two
residences (Deerfield, NH, and Sanford, FL), rental properties, and a sizable woodlot, and being borderline
obsessive-compulsive, I do virtually
everything myself. Also, my wife Sarah
and I have five grandkids and four
great-grandkids, and I’m the go-to
geek for numerous friends with ailing PCs. I’ve had virtually no free time
since the date of retirement. However,
that’s good, since I have no risk of boredom. Overall, my life has been better
than I could have ever imagined.”
From Herb Mower: “Fran and I
continue to enjoy retirement through
traveling and being with our four
grandchildren. Since our 50th, we
have enjoyed a week on Cape Cod and
a week in Lee, MA. We also took a Scandinavian cruise, followed by a visit to
Iceland. This year we will spend time
in Williamsburg, VA; at the Mount
Washington Resort; and touring western national parks. Our new church has
in storage a two-octave set of handbells.
With over 12 potential ringers interested, I am reactivating this group.”
Members of the Alpha Epsilon Pi
Mu Tau Class of 1965 and friends
enjoyed a minireunion in August 2016
at the Oregon Shakespeare Festival
in Ashland and at Crater Lake. We
attended a great mix of plays by Shakespeare and others. Attendees included
Margie and Mark Medress, Cindy and
Phil Strause, Mieke and Ted Young,
MAK and Alan Mitchell, Dave Cohn,
Gil Falk, Georgia and Cliff Weinstein,
and Janine and Henry Lichstein (of
Sigma Alpha Mu). And from the Class
of 1963, Stephanie and Steve Bernstein, Sandy and Bob Morse, and Bob
Porter and Charlotte Lin.
On behalf of the class officers, I’m
happy to let you know that Wren
McMains has volunteered to take on
the important role of class webmaster. A big thanks to Wren (wren@
mcmains.com).
–Cliff Weinstein, 26 Sherburne
Rd., Lexington, MA 02421; tel: 781862-2751 (h); 781-981-7521 (w); fax:
781-981-0186; e-mail: cjw@ll.mit.edu.
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On Sept. 14, 2016, Harry C. Moser
gave a talk at the National Press Club
in Washington, D.C., titled “What the
Next President Should Do About U.S.
Manufacturing: An Agenda for the
First 100 Days.”
From Peter Lehman: “As this is my
first submission to Class Notes, there’s
a lot to catch up on. I attended grad
school at the University of Chicago
and in 1971 moved to UC Berkeley
as a postdoc. In 1976 I took a job at
Deep Springs College, a tiny college in
a remote, desert valley of eastern California. I taught chemistry, calculus,
and solar energy, a course I invented at
the students’ request. In 1979 I joined
the newly formed Environmental
Resources Engineering Department at
Humboldt State University and have
been here ever since. In 1989, with the
support of benefactor Louis Schatz, I
founded the Schatz Energy Research
Center. It’s now a thriving energy center in a new building on campus that
employs a staff of 30. My wife Carolyn
and I just celebrated our 40th anniversary. We have two sons: Michael
(38), a writer, and Ben (35), a game
designer. In 1975 we joined my Conner 4 dorm mates John Riordan ’67
and Steve Dreher ’68 on a 550-mile,
six-week canoe trip down the Thelon
River in Canada’s Northwest Territories. We’ve just returned from one of
many backpack trips in our beloved
Sierra Nevada mountains. Our joints
are creaky, our packs seem heavier, but
the mountains are just as beautiful.”
From Jon Meads: “Had a relatively
quiet summer—no significant catastrophes to deal with. Very disappointed to
have missed the 50th but will be leaving
next week to drive across the U.S. and
back for my high school’s 55th reunion.
Will be making it an adventure by
avoiding the interstates and traveling
roads seldom taken.”
Hank Perritt is enjoying a new
semester with his law classes on civil
procedure and entertainment law. He’s
also jumping big-time into amateur
radio’s digital modes: DStar and DMR.
His 400-page Domesticating Drones:
Technology, Economics, and Law of
Unmanned Aircraft, was published
by Routledge, and his much shorter
Small Drone Guide: Pass Your FAA
Remote Pilot Test was published by
Amazon. He had a great time at the
50th reunion with Rich Lucy, Ken
Browning, Rob Taylor, and Ralph
Schmitt, and he was looking forward
to a strong rush this fall for Sigma
38

Alpha Epsilon, which he serves as
president of the alumni association.
Reed Gwillim Law Jr. died peacefully in his home on Aug. 31, 2016, in
Chapel Hill, NC. Gwil was diagnosed
with a brain tumor in early 2015. He
was born on Jan. 6, 1945, in Middletown, CT, and grew up in Cortland,
NY. After MIT he earned a master’s
in mathematics at Johns Hopkins. He
then became a professor of mathematics at Franklin Pierce College, where
he met his future wife, Janice Black.
They settled in Southern California,
had four children, and enjoyed great
friendships made at First Presbyterian
Church in Monrovia, CA. Later the
family moved back to the East Coast
and settled in Chapel Hill. Over the
years Gwil worked for local computer
technology companies, including SAS,
CSX, and IBM. His final employer was
Measurement Incorporated, where he
worked as a computational linguist—a
job he very much enjoyed. Gwil published the reference book Administrative Subdivisions of Countries in 1999.
From a young age, he was dedicated
to his faith in Jesus Christ. He enjoyed
singing in church choirs, participating
in Bible study fellowships, and serving the church community. Gwil also
always found time to be with his wife
and children. He was an avid collector
of books, stamps, comics, and maps,
and he had a large collection of telephone books. Gwil’s interest in geography led him to maintain one of the
world’s foremost databases of administrative subdivisions of countries. Gwil
was gifted with languages, being proficient in six. He was also talented at
songwriting, crossword puzzles, trivia,
editing, and memorization.
Panos (Panayiotis) D. Spiliakos, of
Sudbury, MA, passed away on Aug. 31,
2016. He was 75. He was born in Vresthena (near Sparta), Greece and grew
up in Thessaloniki, attending Anatolia
College and graduating from the Fifth
Gymnasium. He joined the Sea Scouts,
attaining a rank equivalent to Eagle
Scout. He played basketball for Aris
Thessaloniki B.C. and for the junior
and senior Greek national basketball
teams. He immigrated to the U.S. in
1959, graduating from MIT with a
degree in naval architecture, and later
studied at the Sloan School of Management. He returned to Greece in 1972
and worked as a general contractor,
constructing one of the first buildings in Thessaloniki with both underground parking and multiple elevators.
He later became the general manager
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of a particle-board manufacturing
plant outside Thessaloniki. In 1987
Panos and his family moved to Boston,
where he worked in real estate development and eventually became executive director of the board of trustees of
Anatolia College. Throughout his life,
Panos was active in a number of nonprofit organizations. In Greece those
included the American Farm School
and the Alexander the Great Foundation, where he served as president. In
the U.S. he was a president of the MIT
Club of Boston, supreme president of
the Pan Macedonian Association, and
a member of the Order of AHEPA and
of the Alpha Omega Council. At his
church, St. Demetrios of Weston, MA,
he was director of the junior orthodox
youth group, a member of the parish
council, and a member of the church
choir for 10 years.
From Bill DelHagen: “Had a great
time at the 50th. So good to see former roommates and good friends
again. With an excellent attendance, we
must be a particularly healthy group.
I missed a cross-country motorcycle
ride in 1966 with D.B. Hansen and
Brian Schumacher but made up for
it with a drive to Cambridge from L.A.
Drove Route 66 from Victorville, CA,
to Joplin, MO, on the way out, meeting up with roommate Mark Haber
’65 in Pennsylvania. Returned on the
northern route, stopping at the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland and
at the Bonneville Salt Flats. In all, covered 7,201 miles, seeing 25 states of the
greatest country in history. I’m working
full time as a civil defense attorney in
L.A., trying cases and keeping sharp.”
From Charles MacFarland: “I just
finished a great six days in Vienna. It’s
a wonderful city with lots of palaces
with spacious grounds, museums,
sculptures, and of course cafés with
coffee and cakes.”
–Jeff Kenton, secretary, e-mail:
jeffrey.kenton@comcast.net.

1967 

50th Reunion

Greetings to MIT’s 100th graduating class. Please save the dates for
our 50th reunion, taking place June
8–11 (Thursday to Sunday), and our
postreunion bash, June 11–13 (Sunday to Tuesday). By popular demand,
our “after-party” will again be in
beautiful Newport, RI. This casual
and relaxing event is an opportunity
for catch-up conversation with classmates and spouses while enjoying
activities including an elegant dinner
at the New York Yacht Club, home of

the America’s Cup; a barbecue at the
home of Pete Denton; and speakers
on the America’s Cup and other Newport lore. Our postreunion events subcommittee headed by Frank Walsh is
preparing a tempting à la carte menu
of other group and individual activities
(such as a sailing cruise, hands-on sailing experiences, and a mansion tour
customized for our class). We have
secured a block of rooms facing the
water at the newly renovated Newport
Harbor Hotel and Marina, within easy
walking distance of restaurants, shopping, and more. For details and upto-date information on our Newport
shindig, visit our class website.
Ruth (Goldstein) Fax and Gene
Fax of Newton Center, MA, are retired
and spend as much time as possible
visiting grandchildren in Los Angeles
and Israel. Gene remains chairman of
the company he cofounded, Cadmus
Group, which offers environmental
engineering services and research.
Ruth serves as a patient advocate for
several breast cancer research institutions. Gene’s book, With Their Bare
Hands, an account of the American
Expeditionary Forces in WWI, will
be published in February. The book
concentrates on the battle for Montfaucon, in which Gene’s grandfather
fought. The large Montfaucon American Monument commemorates the
American victory in the larger MeuseArgonne offensive during the last 47
days of WWI. Also known as the Battle
of Argonne Forest, that offensive was
the largest in American history and
the bloodiest operation of WWI for the
AEF. I’m eager to read Gene’s book.
While we’ve been looking ahead to
our 50th reunion, I’ve found myself
frequently looking back, way back, and
reflecting on MIT’s Class of 1917. That
was MIT’s 50th class; our Class of 1967
is MIT’s 100th; and, as you probably
know, our class has established a close
and unique working relationship with
the Class of 2017—MIT’s 150th class,
which will open our time capsule at
its 50th reunion in 2067. I recall as
a freshman being particularly moved
by the war memorial in Building 10.
We didn’t know the Class of 1917—I
never met anyone from that class, and
you probably didn’t either—but we are
connected to them, in community with
them and sharing a history that continues to be written. So how about our
class honoring, and including something special about, that Class of 1917
in our time capsule? Perhaps some of
you have a similar historical bent, with
www.technologyreview.com
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ideas to share. If so, I’d love to hear
from you: jswanson@alum.mit.edu.
Dianne Pickering, of Hobe Sound,
FL, does not have children with big
accomplishments and she’s not the
CEO of some large corporation, but
she is happily married, retired with
a government pension after 30 years
with the Department of Defense, and
enjoying tax work seasonally. That
leaves her time to travel, take cruises,
drink fine wines, and eat and cook
gourmet food. She says life is good!
She hopes to see many McCormick
Hall friends in June at our 50th.
Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Sease Skiles
sadly reports that her husband, Stephen Skiles, died May 11, 2016, at
home in Sutter, CA, after a long and
debilitating illness. Born in Madison,
WI, Steve lived at Baker House and
graduated in biology. In 1982 he graduated from Harvard Divinity School.
He also leaves behind two children,
Mark and Pamela, and three grandchildren. Peggy is adjusting to Steve’s
passing and to the fact that she closed
her solo medical practice in Yuba City,
CA, last year. She is employed as a
part-time physician and plans to stay
in California. Peggy entered MIT as a
sophomore from Carleton College and
graduated from New York University
School of Medicine in 1974.
Because I hadn’t seen Roger Kirst
since our days at Stanford Law School,
it was a special pleasure hearing from
him. After law school Roger practiced
a few months in New York City, followed by four years on active duty with
Navy JAG (Judge Advocate General),
and then 42 years as a professor at the
University of Nebraska College of Law.
He just retired and is thinking about
what should come next.
Don Partridge undertook a “change
of status” last spring in the neuroscience department at the University of
New Mexico, where he’s been teaching and doing research for 40 years.
Grant-writing pressure is gone, as are
committee assignments, which allows
him to fully enjoy his teaching responsibilities and a collaborative research
project. He devotes his spare time to
Susan and their three daughters, 10
grandkids, and three great-grandkids,
plus hiking, skiing, and kayaking the
mountains and lakes of New Mexico.
The Partridges live in Albuquerque.
Carl Kalin is working with his former Burton-Conner suite mate, Tim
Connelly ’66, who is the CEO of Siliconic Home, a startup that’s making
the next-generation smart toybot,
www.technologyreview.com
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Smarty, for young children. Smarty
has no screen—just a voice interface
with full speech recognition and lots
of entertainment, education, and communications. It’s for parents who want
to provide an intelligent and safetynetted version of the Internet for their
kids, before they get their first iPhone
and with no screen time. Carl and Tim
are raising seed money and would like
to talk with interested MIT alumni.
Carl is vice president of marketing
and sales for GeoVisual Analytics in
Boulder, CO, and lives on Maui most of
the year. His practice of Qigong keeps
him healthy and vital; it’s based on the
anecdotal evidence of 5,000 years of
Taoist practices including mindfulness, longevity breathing, and exercises. He’ll be at our 50th reunion and
eager to see what has happened at MIT
over half a century.
Peggy Jones made hotel reservations for our 50th for herself and her
significant other, Richard Sosin. Noting that technology seems more of a
driving force all the time, she wishes
she had focused more on it at MIT,
where she was a Course 15 business
major. Any way the program could
provide extra focus on game-changing technologies would be both interesting and valuable, she notes. Peggy
believes she has finally made the difficult transition to being retired and
is focused on making every day count.
“Living in New York City, I find no lack
of interesting things to do. I just run
out of time and energy.”
–Jim Swanson, secretary, 15302
29th Dr. SE, Mill Creek, WA 98012;
e-mail: jswanson@alum.mit.edu.

1968
Greetings again from the banks of the
Potomac!
First, we would like to apologize to
Peter Groot, who originally sent this
news item last March but which we
misplaced: “My wife, Irene Groot, published her book, Biocube Escape (first
Kindle, then paperback). I helped with
editing, formatting, and tech support.
It’s about an underground community
run by a clone of the founder, with
genetic engineering responsible for
later stages of evolution, adapted for
sustainability and maximizing their
mineralization. Emphasis is placed on
the right angle, squares, and cubes. In
the Biocube, humans get recycled at
age 50, or earlier if they show signs of
decline. Vee, a young woman, discovers that the founders came from an
outside world where curves are legal

and humans are happy. Can she and
her friends get out?”
From Claude Gerstle: “I always
have a wonderful summer here in New
Jersey, away from the heat of Delray
Beach, FL. In early June we went to
MIT for commencement and Alumni
Day, and Howard Cohen ’66 hosted
a bunch of us for a huge reunion
brunch. Monica and Stephen Cohen,
Renee and Stephen Finn, and Lenny
Schrank were there as well.” You can
see photos online.
Claude continued, “Following that,
Ellen and I went with Judy and Lenny
Mausner for a wonderful trip in Iceland. Our guide was a retired geologist,
making the trip especially interesting. I
recommend the trip for everyone. The
only terrorist you have to worry about
is Mother Nature blowing up the whole
place. We had surprisingly good food,
and there is no other place on earth
where you can go from glaciers to geothermal pools to colliding continental
plates in one day.
“I’m still helping run the MIT Club of
the Palm Beach Region and have some
great events planned. We’re starting
with a meet and greet at the Stuart air
show and then a tour of the origami
exhibit at the Morikami Museum,
which will feature the work of Professor
Erik Demain. If you come to the Palm
Beach area, please be sure to contact
me: cgerstle@alum.mit.edu.”
From Bart Stuck: “Spent 12 years
(1972–’84) at Bell Laboratories in
Murray Hill, NJ, and then 14 years
(1984–’98) doing independent consulting before cofounding Signal Lake,
a venture capital fund, in 1998, where
I am at present.”
From Paul Ware: “I haven’t provided any input or update for some
time, probably since my wife died
in 2009. In 2012 I sold my house in
Stoughton, MA, after living there for
40 years (37 of those with my wife) and
moved to a condo in Peabody, MA, to
downsize and also to live closer to my
two granddaughters. A year later I was
introduced to Susan, whom I hope to
spend the rest of my life with. We’ve
been ‘living in sin’ (if that is even a
phrase anymore) for three years now
and have moved around a bit in that
time. We spent one winter season in
Tucson, AZ, but didn’t like the weather
(not warm enough for a winter getaway). We spent another winter in
Boynton Beach, FL, where I have a
condo, and decided that Florida in the
winter is a good place. We also lived at
Susan’s house in Easton, MA, which

is right next door to my old town of
Stoughton! So it was déjà vu coming
back to the ‘old neighborhood.’ Then
she sold her house, so we lived in my
Peabody condo for a while. We have
now bought a house together in Brockton, MA. We’ve been painting and renovating it for about six weeks—a lot of
work but worth it. Still have some work
to do to get it just the way we like it.
“We traveled a bit in those three
years—to the Southwest and southeastern U.S., Hawaii (twice), the
Caribbean, and Canada. Hope to go
to Norway to visit with polar bears next
year. I still have an active consulting
business, PW Resources (since 2000).
I consult in quality assurance and
regulatory compliance for children’s
products and have clients in the U.S.
and Asia. I’m not sure I’ll ever really
retire, since it allows me the flexibility
to work from anywhere, anytime, and
to go anywhere and do anything I want
whenever I want to. And it keeps me
just busy enough not to be bored! Hope
all is well with all of my Theta Delta Chi
brethren. Would love to hear from you.”
From Tom Griswold: “Life is still
sweet here in our pocket paradise!
No serious health issues since my
‘tiny’ stroke in June last year. Grandson Hayden has applied for the Peace
Corps and has finished the paperwork
and interviews. Debbie is still office
manager at the Episcopal Church of
the Resurrection, and I’m still teaching
kempo and tai chi. All our creatures
are doing okay, just getting older. So
far, so good!”
From Walt Eldredge: “On June
30 I was inducted into the Order of
the Dragon by the U.S. Army Chemical Corps for my work in preserving
and making known the history of the
Corps as well as its modern day activities. It’s unusual for a civilian to receive
this honor.”
From Carol Botteron: “Highlight
of the summer was an MIT alumni trip
to Switzerland. Participants included
Alan Kraning ’69, John Fosseen, SM
’72, Janet Johnston ’73, Paul Fox ’73,
Thomas Harrison ’73, and Professor
Herbert Einstein, MIT faculty leader.
We spent much of the time in the Alps
riding many forms of transportation,
inspecting a tunnel under construction, and enjoying the mountains.” You
can see photos online.
–Gail and Michael Marcus, cosecre taries, 8026 Cypress Grove
Ln., Cabin John, MD 20818;
e-mail: ghmarcus@alum.mit.edu;
mjmarcus@alum.mit.edu.
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Inez Fung ’71, ScD ’77
Chasing the puzzle of
climate change
In the early 2000s, Inez Fung
had reached an impasse.
She had just been named to
her current professorship
in atmospheric science at
the University of California,
Berkeley, and was working
with colleagues to formulate a mathematical model of
how warming feeds warming
in Earth’s climate system—
that is, how the decreasing
capacity of land and ocean
to take up carbon dioxide
accelerates overall temperature increases. A major
uncertainty involved the
resilience of vegetation in
the face of climate change.
The uncertainty, recalls
Fung, arose from a lack of
cross-disciplinary knowledge about the fate of rainwater, which made it difficult
to assess how well trees

40

could sustain droughts. “All
we had were assumptions
about water underfoot,”
she explains. “Atmospheric
people were done when rain
hit the ground. Tree people
perked up only after the
rain fell, and the stream and
geology people didn’t start
thinking about it until the
tree people were done.”
Fung proposed a digital sensor network to track
rainwater as it moved
through soil, rock, tree roots,
and sap, until it departed via
creek or transpiration. She
got private foundation funding to install it on a Northern
California hillside, where it
has generated the insights
that 30 percent of the rainfall gets trapped in weathered bedrock some 20 to 50
feet below the surface, and
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that trees with deep roots
can tap this “rock moisture”
through the summer. Thus,
the resilience of trees may
be linked to local geology.
The project still operates
with National Science Foundation support.
“That was very much
MIT,” says Fung. “Something
needed doing, no one was
doing it—so go do it.”
That attitude typifies
Fung’s professional life.
Her undergraduate work in
applied mathematics led to
a doctorate in meteorology
and investigations of fluid
dynamics and the physics of
radiative transfer. Her subsequent independent studies in chemistry and biology
laid the foundation for her
award-winning investigations
of the carbon cycle and climate change. “One thing
led to another,” she says.
“Ultimately, it’s biology that
determines the composition
of the atmosphere, and that
determines climate. So I’ve
kept moving. It’s like chasing
a puzzle, and it’s tremendous
fun, learning new things.”
Fung has served as a
scientist at NASA’s Goddard
Institute for Space Studies
and a professor at the University of Victoria, and she’s
been elected to the National
Academy of Sciences, the
American Philosophical
Society, and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. The National Academy of Sciences included a
biography of her, Forecast
Earth, in its Women’s Adventures in Science book series
for middle schoolers.
Fung and her husband,
oceanographer Jim Bishop,
ScD ’77, live in the Bay Area;
in recent years she has
taken up playing the fiddle.
—Peter Dunn

Henry Baker crows, “I’m currently
at the fourth level of Angry Birds and
look forward to competing in Pokémon GO if the Zika virus is brought
under control.”
From Jan Jurnecka, “I’m now six
years retired from my solo practice as
a vascular surgeon in Santa Cruz, CA. I
was the only full-time vascular surgeon
for the county, so I burned out a bit earlier than I might have had I joined a
group practice in a larger community.
Our idea of a get-away was staying in
our Monterey condo (30 miles away!),
with the pager turned on!
“I’ve been with the same supportive
wife for 46 years, and we have two sons
in their 30s, both automotive journalists (one for Automobile, one for European Car). Seeing how hard I worked,
both astutely decided at relatively early
ages that the life of a physician was
not for them. Instead they travel the
world driving exotic new cars and covering motorsports events … and get
paid for it!
“Since retiring I’ve traveled to
some of the destinations I could
only dream about while chained to
my practice: the Galápagos Islands,
New Zealand, Patagonia, New York
City, Spain, Lake Tahoe (for skiing),
etc. I’ve also become an enthusiastic
student again, taking music and art
classes at the local community college (classical guitar, wheel-thrown
pottery, drawing, photography), as
well as auditing numerous classes at
UC Santa Cruz (genomics, stem cell
biology, contemporary architecture,
coastal geology, ancient Egyptian history, financial markets, etc.). UCSC’s
fine genomics department (they were
part of the Human Genome Project)
has rekindled my interest in biosciences and sparked an interest in biotechnology. It’s pretty great to be able
to pursue these interests without the
pressure of homework or exams!”
From Hans Polzer: “Nothing too
exciting or noteworthy to report. My
wife Audrey and I are in the process of
moving to our new retirement home in
Loris, SC (not far from Myrtle Beach).
Going through 40 years of accumulated ‘stuff,’ including some MIT memorabilia, has been both a chore and a
delight when finding items that call
up fond memories of years gone by.
One of the last rooms in the old house
I still have to go through is my room
of old PC software, some of which is
still in the original shrink-wrap. I hate
to throw it out, thinking it might still
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have some historical value. If anyone
has suggestions as to where I could
donate it or preserve it for posterity,
I would be most appreciative. We are
both in reasonably good shape and
health and enjoying our retirement
years with gardening, golf, friends,
family, and occasional traveling.”
From Roger Chang: “Unlike Susan
Udin, I retired from the Army—as a
colonel after over 30 years of active
duty and reserve duty. I was on a stoploss because of the Bosnian conflict, so
I had more than 30 years of military
service since getting commissioned
in ROTC at MIT. I then retired from
Westinghouse and Northrop Grumman with a combined total of over 30
years, as the Westinghouse organization I worked in was purchased by
Northrop Grumman. Social Security
also helps, as we are the early boomers.
“Being retired with only part-time
casual employment has been beneficial to my health and stress levels. I
feel that I’ve turned the clock back and
actually grown brain cells by following
the regimen in Boost Your Brain by Dr.
Fotuhi. In about two years my Lumosity memory scores went from the 60th
percentile to above the 98th percentile, as compared to 60 million users at
the time! My blood pressure dropped
as low as 104/69 without taking blood
pressure medication, after having been
as high as 160/75. I ended Lipitor completely in the last year. I have time to do
yoga and teach martial arts to children
and tutor third-grade math to a couple
of young boys. I was recently asked to
help at a special camp (with a Kung Fu
Panda theme) for 70 abused children.
Being Chinese-American must be a
plus for that job. My diet and exercise
are very healthy now. With the advice of
Gerald Ruderman’s wife, we stopped
drinking out of plastic bottles and drink
out of glass and stainless steel bottles
now, trying to stay healthy. Mountain
Valley spring water is delivered in large
glass bottles.
“Besides teaching martial arts four
hours a week and learning weapons
martial arts three hours a week, we
take yoga at the local community college twice a week, swim, walk, and follow an exercise regimen of push-ups,
crunches, leg lifts, fast walking, and
pull-ups two or three times a week.
I can now do 20 pull-ups each time
I walk around the lake. Retirement
can be healthy! We have the time to
try new things like building a custom
house close to the beach and engineering all the features to have the option
www.technologyreview.com
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of going off grid. We have a contract
with Deltec Homes and were greatly
impressed when visiting the factory
and net-zero models in Asheville, NC.
“After 40 years we’ve managed to
get the National Security Agency to
officially declassify my active-duty
assignment in answering the national
key intelligence question on the Soviet
multiple independent reëntry vehicles
(MIRVs) that led to the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks, when the U.S. and the
Soviet Union could have over 7,500
thermonuclear warheads crossing
each other in a mere 17 minutes of flight
time! I get to write a book on what it
took to get there, including becoming a
professional stripper, literally while on
active duty! We confirmed three warheads first with an antenna that was a
parabolic dish designed to track only
one warhead. This all makes for a great
story. Even my electric-power-systems
co-op experience came into play from
Course 6A. I have actually been taking
creative writing classes and researching
publishing options.
“I also volunteer at the local Senior
Advisory Committee for Columbia,
MD. Columbia built the Haven on
the Lake wellness center with a salt
room, steam room, waterfall, hot tub,
cold plunge, and spa services that have
helped me stop taking allergy medications for nearly two years. Respiratory
hay fevers and allergies to molds and
pollen plagued me all my life until the
past two years, when I have not taken a
single allergy pill! I also add unfiltered
local honey to my tea every morning.
Pollen in Maryland is so thick that you
can scrape it off your car with a finger.
Being retired has helped me to focus
on my health, eating right, sleeping,
breathing, exercising, and trying new
things. Life is wonderful!”
–Carl B. Everett, e-mail: ceverett@
alum.mit.edu.

1970
We are writing this in September.
Thankfully, the summer heat has
begun to abate, and when you read
this, it will be winter.
Alain Hanover has started a new
venture capital fund, Castor Ventures,
that focuses exclusively on companies
connected to MIT alums. (The word
castor in Latin, French, Spanish, and
other Romance languages means “beaver.”) Alain said a study by Sloan professor Edward Roberts and colleagues
reported that companies founded by
MIT alums were twice as likely as other
companies to be in business after 10

years (70 percent versus 35 percent).
Castor Ventures is one of a series of
alum venture capital funds on the
Launch Angels Management Company platform; Dartmouth alums were
first, but Harvard, Princeton, and Yale
alums are among those with funds in
the works. The Castor fund is private,
for-profit, and not affiliated with MIT.
In the fall it was raising money from
MIT alums (from “accredited investors”
with high net worth or relatively high
incomes). Alain hoped to raise at least
$2 million by November or December
and then start investing. You may follow the fund at castorventures.com.
David Dobkin, former dean of faculty at Princeton, was preparing to teach
his second round of an introductory
computer science course for humanities and social science students. His goal
was to give them broad knowledge of
the subject relative to the world around
them, so they would be informed consumers and informed citizens and
would have a framework for understanding computing issues for the rest
of their lives. David said there has been
little agreement among universities
about what such a course should cover.
For his second iteration, he was planning to introduce more concepts about
how computers are used and misused in
society, including how social networks
have changed our world for good and
evil, whether self-driving cars are (or
will be) safe, how terrorists might use
computers to communicate, what technology has done to our privacy, and how
advertisement placement works. His
students will be designing Web pages,
experimenting with image manipulation tools and spreadsheets, and doing
some basic programming, but not
spending much time learning to code.
David Tuttle has been working on
Web pages about our time in Cambridge. Find the results on his website
at davidsgallery.info/DaveTuttle/
Memories/MIT-ClassOf1970-Events.htm
and davidsgallery.info/MyHistory/
Boston-Protests.htm. Among his topics: his first visit to MIT, freshman
year, working on Tech Show, buying a
motorcycle, and the assassination of
Martin Luther King Jr. Worth a look!
Ron Beatty continues to traverse the
country by motorcycle with his wife,
Cynthia, despite six recent heart procedures. He says he is now a bionic man,
with numerous stents in his arteries
and a pacemaker. Writing from Estes
Park, CO, after riding through Rocky
Mountain National Park on U.S. 34,
Trail Ridge Road, Ron reported: “It

sure was cold and windy on top of the
world, with sheer drops and steep slopes
sometimes on both sides of the road. No
wonder I like this road so well. It beggars the outstanding beauty we’ve seen
this year at Independence Pass and the
Million Dollar Highway, Hoover Dam,
and Monument Valley.” You can read
more about his adventures and see his
beautiful photos at whereisronnow.
blogspot.com.
Skip Jackson added another MIT
connection to his family last April,
when daughter Kim Jackson ’10, SM
’12, and Jason Ryan ’11, PhD ’14, were
married in Columbus, OH, at the Indianola Presbyterian Church, where
Skip has completed 16 years as pastor and head of staff and 25 years as
a Presbyterian minister. Kim works
at Draper Laboratory and Jason at
Aurora Flight Sciences, both in Cambridge, MA. Skip had no thoughts of
the ministry while at MIT; he started
on a fairly traditional science career
trajectory: a PhD in nuclear chemistry from Maryland; a postdoc at Texas
A&M; another postdoc in the physics
division of Los Alamos National Laboratory; then jobs in the laser division
and the energy systems analysis and
assessment division. But in 1983 he
“hit bottom as an alcoholic.” Part of his
sobriety aftercare took place in a multidenominational church in Los Alamos that had been started by people
worshipping together with the Protestant chaplain’s service when Los Alamos was a closed town during WWII.
“One thing led to another,” Skip said,
“and I found what I was doing in the
church to be more interesting and
rewarding than the science work.” By
the end of 1984, he had married, and
in early 1988 Kim was born. In the fall
he entered San Francisco Theological
Seminary: 40 years old, no job, facing
three years of school, with a wife and
a six-month-old. Their son, Nathan,
was born shortly before Skip received
his MDiv and was ordained in 1991.
(Nathan has bachelor’s degrees in
computer science and theater from
Case Western Reserve.) Skip served as
pastor of a small church in Oregon for
nine years before moving to Indianola
Presbyterian Church on the edge of the
Ohio State University campus. As of
Jan. 1, 2017, he will have been sober for
34 years, he said, “God willing.”
Ed Chalfie and his wife were planning to attend the bar mitzvah of David
Alperin, the namesake and grandson
of his good friend, classmate, and fraternity brother David Alperin, who
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passed away in 1994. Ed was best man
at David’s wedding in Atlanta in 1969
and attended his son Keith’s wedding
in Chicago and his grandson David’s
bris in Chicago.
Jim Brasunas, Alan Kleiman, and
Sam Fuchs spent a delightful fall day
returning to areas in Cambridge and
the Back Bay that they had haunted
50 years ago. Seeing students moving into their dorms and apartments
at area colleges “really brought back
the memories,” Jim said. “We were
brothers in a now-defunct Sigma
Alpha Mu fraternity that was located
at 34 the Fenway. Today that building is an MIT-affiliated living group,
housing 19 students in what used to
be home for 50-plus guys. A couple of
doors down, the Sigma Nus were having a party on their front lawn; same
building that was the Fiji house back
in the olden days. I guess that means
the island parties are no more. Back
Bay south of Boylston Street was pretty
scuzzy back then. The all-night HayesBickford was a draw for the homeless
and the strung out, whom we had to
step over on our evening returns from
the Institute. The big expansions of
the Boston Conservatory and the
Berklee School of Music have transformed the neighborhood, which now
has sidewalk cafes and upscale shops.
We almost didn’t recognize the place.
Before long we’ll all be just fading
memories. But before then, we’ll get
to party at the 50th reunion, right?”
Wesley Moore has lately noticed
that his “train of thought makes too
many local stops, but at least it leaves
the station!” He added, “Seriously, I
keep busy by starting projects, then
starting more projects.”
–Karen and Greg Arenson, secretaries, 125 W. 76th St., Apt. 2A, New
York, NY 10023; e-mail: karenson@
alum.mit.edu; gregory@alum.mit.edu.

1971
It is my sad duty to report that William Michael Haggerty passed away
of natural causes on Aug. 14, 2016, at
his home in Summerfield, FL, surrounded by family and friends. Bill
graduated from MIT with an SB in
political science. He also attended Boston College Law School. Bill started his
career working as a bank examiner at
the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency from 1973 to 1980. He then
went into the banking industry, specializing in precious metals. In 2009
he and longtime friend and business colleague John Sylvestri opened
42

Material Sampling Technologies. They
eventually sold the company to Precious LKQ Metals, where Bill worked
until 2012, when he retired. He then
moved to Florida, as he was tired of the
New England winters. Bill is survived
by his wife, daughter, son, stepson, and
four grandchildren.
Harold Nussbaum writes: “I retired
in 2014 after working the last 16 years
of my career as a business analyst in
low-income housing for the Housing
Authority of Portland (OR). I began
using my Course 17 degree after MIT
graduation by working for nine years
as a child abuse investigator and social
worker for the state of Idaho, where I
grew up. Then I took a therapeutic
break and pursued a master’s degree in
piano pedagogy at Arizona State University, where I met and married my
wife, Gloria. Next we went to Miami,
and I volunteered for two years as a
peace educator developing conflict
resolution materials for school classrooms. Then we moved to Akron, PA,
where I worked for 12 years in nonprofit
administration. We came to Oregon in
1998 to be close to my daughter and two
grandchildren. Since that time we’ve
been blessed with four more grandchildren, the last two adopted from Ethiopia and China, respectively. We’ve been
privileged to travel in Haiti, Guatemala,
the Philippines, Thailand, Cambodia,
South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Zambia. When our older grandchildren
turned 15, we took one to Ecuador
and the Galápagos and the other to
Greece. I also obtained an MBA at
George Fox University in 2005. Since
retirement we’ve taken a few U.S. road
trips, including half of Route 66 from
California to Oklahoma when we were
age 66! In August 2016 I had surgery
to donate a kidney to an anonymous
recipient at the top of the waiting list.
For more details, go to crowdrise.com
and search for ‘Harold’s kidney.’ My
recovery is going well, and my recipient is also doing well. I encourage any
of you in good health and not yet age 70
to consider donating a kidney at your
nearest transplant center. The need is
great. As they say, ‘Got 2, give 1.’”
Al Solish writes: “My son Ben ’04
got married Nov. 10. He’s a systems
engineer at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, CA. I was in China
in August as a guest speaker at the
TianFu Glaucoma Forum in ChengDu.
I also participated in a small symposium at Tongren Hospital in Beijing.
We had a little time for touring and
hit the usual tourist high spots: the
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Great Wall, the terra cotta warriors in
Xian, and the panda research center in
Szechuan. My son Daniel just accepted
a position as assistant attorney general
in Wyoming. My daughter Barbara is
western regional press secretary for
the Democratic National Congressional Campaign Committee.”
Avi Ornstein writes: “I’ve continued to try to influence what is going on
in precollege education, going beyond
being in my 43rd year of teaching
math and science. I’ve been writing
frequent articles on a variety of topics
for the Connecticut Journal of Science
Education since 2007, including having an article in every issue since the
summer of 2014. I’ve also been creating student puzzles for Chem 13 News,
which is an international publication
out of Canada for chemistry teachers.
My puzzles appeared in the last three
issues last year, and new puzzles will be
in the first three issues of this academic
year. In addition, at my website (www.
aviornstein.com), I’ve added an entry
titled ‘Interesting Excerpts.’ It includes
excerpts from books and magazines I
read and has new entries displacing
older ones a few times a week.”
Marc Roddin writes: “My big
accomplishment for last summer was
hiking the Tahoe Rim Trail, a route of
almost 200 miles around Lake Tahoe
in California and Nevada. I completed
this adventure with one other fellow
and seven women over the course of
13 weeks from mid-June through
early September. The other participants were almost the same age as us,
mostly a few years younger. Our summer hiking adventure was done with
the assistance of volunteer guides from
the Tahoe Rim Trail Association, who
have divided the whole route up into a
dozen segments that can each be hiked
in one day, albeit a very full and long
day. Our longest hikes started before
sunrise and ended after sunset. I really
enjoyed the experience and camaraderie, with fantastic views, lots of lakes,
and a variety of trees, flowers, and
plants. My takeaways were a smaller
waist size and a real appreciation for
what Pacific Coast Trail backpackers
undergo, as well as what the country’s
early pioneers must have gone through.
The only regret is having to make the
weekly five-hour commutes from my
home in Silicon Valley. If I were to do
this again, I’d probably stay up in the
Tahoe area for the whole summer.”
Richard Tabor Greene writes: “A
year ago I did 270 videos in China
for an online course called Creativ-

ity Leadership—33 Tools. This year
Detao Masters Academy asked me to
make a MOOC (massive open online
course) on the same topic but shorter—
six tools—to be distributed by Future
Learn of Britain’s Open University. I
just finished shooting another 170 videos of about four minutes each for that
MOOC. Whew! Roger Christiansen,
producer of Friends on U.S. TV, whose
studio is down the hall from mine,
heard me and my Chinese personal
assistant laughing about her absurd
clients, parents, cat, boyfriends, apartment, landlord, relatives. He popped
in and invited us to write up three
22-minute scripts for a TV comedy
about a Westerner in China dating a
single Chinese woman who owns a
small business. ‘Just tell the same jokes
you told each other and me today,’ he
said. We did so, 10 days ago. Fingers
crossed.” Richard added: “I dropped
my bad cholesterol from 171 to 110
(repeated measures monthly for four
months) by making one change only:
eating no red meat of any sort—only
chicken, tofu, and fish. My wife says
some ancestor of mine must have been
a dog, hence my ability to eat exactly
the same dinner four months in a row!”
Dr. Daniel Blodgett, Delta Tau
Delta, writes: “I’m teaching family medicine to residents at UCSF
Fresno and plan to retire in January to deal with a recurrence of multiple myeloma. Will be smelling lots
of roses, hiking, doing photography.
And I hope to start writing the novel
I’ve had in mind for a long time.”
–Dr. George W. Gawrys, e-mail:
gawrys@alum.mit.edu.

1972 

45th Reunion

Now is the time to start planning for
our 45th reunion June 9–11. Hopefully
we’ll have a huge turnout for what will
be great fun. If you haven’t joined the
reunion committee but want to, get in
touch. Otherwise we will look forward
to seeing you at the reunion.
Bob Scott and members of MIT’s
chapter of Kappa Sigma from the
1960s and ’70s are gathering near
Bend, OR, in August 2017 for the
total solar eclipse. Any interested
brothers who have not yet signed up
are requested to contact Bob.
First-time contributor Mark Settle
has published Truth from the Trenches:
A Practical Guide to the Art of IT Management. It’s based on Mark’s experience as a seven-time chief information
officer for a wide variety of publicly
traded companies. Mark is currently
www.technologyreview.com
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the CIO of Okta, a San Francisco company that offers cloud-based solutions
for identity and mobility management.
Roy Schweiker served as a volunteer reviewer for the New Hampshire
Humanities Council for potential
offerings for their outreach program,
right after being part of the New
Hampshire Emergency Preparedness
Conference. Also, he was asked to sit
in for part of a set with a professional
Civil War–era quartet that wanted
players for additional instruments.
And last year he finished several longterm hiking goals: all summits on the
New Hampshire official highway map;
all the state’s summits over 1,800 feet
elevation, with a different peak for
each calendar date; and all peaks in
the remote town of Pittsburg, NH.
Congrats to Eve Sprunt, who is
president-elect of the American Geosciences Institute, founded in 1948
under a directive of the National Academy of Sciences as a network of associations representing geoscientists. The
Institute has 50 member societies, and
she belongs to four of them.
For a fun summer vacation, Mehdi
Jazayeri took a road trip through the
Northwest with son Darius ’00, his
wife Monica, and her parents. Stops
included Mount Rainier National Park
and the beaches of Washington and
Oregon. Mehdi’s other son, Ryan ’03,
works in New York, where Mehdi’s
second grandchild was expected! At
the end of the summer he headed back
to Lugano, Switzerland, where he is a
professor of computer science.
Another voice from overseas:
Augusto Carneiro noted from Rio
de Janeiro that the summer Olympics were among the most upbeat
since Barcelona. That sent a positive
message while Brazil was in the midst
of a huge economic and political crisis
entirely of its own making, including
the August impeachment of the president, Dilma Rousseff.
Bonny S. Kellermann had a rough
summer, taking a fall while windsurfing in a shallower-than-expected spot
while vacationing on the Outer Banks
of North Carolina in June. She sprained
her ankle and tore her Achilles tendon,
which was not diagnosed for seven
weeks. Her surgery to repair the tendon had complications, but hopefully
by this winter she’ll be back teaching a
figure skating physical education class
at MIT. She’s been teaching ever since
IAP started during our time at MIT.
Sarah Simon’s daughter has graduated from Northeastern with a marine
www.technologyreview.com
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biology degree. Sarah sees retirement
from Ameresco a few years away, but
being near Boston she’s kept a close eye
on MIT and its alumnae and has been
very active with AMITA. She’s shared
an article that might be of interest
to all of us (Medicare) card-carrying folks: slice.mit.edu/2016/01/15/
promote-longevity-results-from-mitresearch/.
Andy Moysenko has been publicizing the importance of late-career
transition planning for business owners, professionals, and executives by
talking to local business groups and
doing a local radio interview with the
Greater Lowell (MA) Chamber of Commerce. In early October he spoke on
quality organization design for systems
enterprise at the 61st North East Quality Council Conference in Mansfield,
MA, and in December he was to speak
on managing professional careers at the
IEEE Women in Engineering USA East
Forum in Boston. He will continue as
the programs chair for the Merrimack
Valley section of the American Society
for Quality through 2017. They have
over 500 members who work in industries ranging from defense contracting
to medical equipment.
Richard Rox Anderson works at
Massachusetts General Hospital. He
married Fernanda Sakamoto, an MD
and PhD, in May. They have a baby boy
named William Rox Anderson. Living on Beacon Hill, Richard can gaze
at MIT across the river and remember the good times he had there. Last
summer he restored the same 1958
Ford pickup truck that he drove as
an undergrad, sold to a farmer, and
rebought from the farmer a few years
ago for the same price he’d sold it. The
free children’s clinic (see VietnamVAC.
org) he helped start eight years ago in
Saigon is doing well. Every year it
treats about 2,000 Vietnamese kids
with birth defects, and a second clinic
opened in Armenia last fall. Richard
wants to create a handful of these specialized laser medical clinics in developing countries across the world and
connect them together via the Web.
For over 30 years Alfredo A. Sadun
was vice chair of the world-famous
Doheny Eye Institute, which was at
one time affiliated with the University of Southern California but is now
part of UCLA. He took over the academic leadership of Doheny during a
very successful transition, and Doheny
and the Stein Eye Institute have now
joined forces in one department
(ophthalmology) at UCLA. In 2016

U.S. News and World Report ranked
them number five in U.S. ophthalmology hospitals. Alfredo was given the
Heed Award (for lifetime contributions to academic medicine) from the
Heed Foundation and the American
Academy of Ophthalmology, and he
received the Purpura Award from his
medical school alma mater, the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, for contributions to science and medicine.
He has regular reunions with others
from his Burton-1 living group, many
of whom have retired “but none of
whom have slowed down.” He adds,
“Between my brothers, son, daughterin-law, and nephews, we have a serious
MIT alumnus group forming in my
own family.” His family also includes
granddaughter Hannah.
Wendy Erb went to Europe for a
few months in the summer, seeing
friends. The main purpose of the trip
was to visit Christo’s Floating Piers
project on Lake Iseo in Italy. It was
fantastic, and the engineering that
went into it was quite interesting.
Later in the summer while visiting
friends in Cannes, she saw the exhibit
at the Maeght Foundation in SaintPaul de Vence about Christo’s Mastaba Project. If realized, it will be his
only large-scale permanent project. It
will be in the desert near Abu Dhabi.
Christo has commissioned four different engineering groups around the
world to study the plans. Wendy’s trip
started in Paris, where she met with
Michael Kirtley. He was quite busy
since it was right after Muhammad Ali
died. They had been friends, so he was
writing and being interviewed about
Ali. Go to www.thedailybeast.com
and search for “Muhammad Ali’s Last
Fight” to read one of Michael’s pieces.
–Wendy Elaine Erb, cosecretary,
1819 Meadow Ridge Rd., #G, Vail, CO
81657; e-mail: wee@alum.mit.edu;
Dave deBronkart, cosecretary, 17
Grasmere Ln., Nashua, NH 03063;
e-mail: debronkart@alum.mit.edu;
Bill Roberts, cosecretary, 7061 Maynard Pl. East, New Albany, OH 43054;
e-mail: whroberts@alum.mit.edu.

1973
Paul Bailey sent a nice note: “I retired
a few months ago from Philips Healthcare in Andover, MA. I joined HewlettPackard in New Jersey after getting a
master’s from Berkeley and marrying
my girlfriend, Anne Davis, from Simmons. I was fortunate at HP to work
on developing interesting products
and technologies such as the Power

FET and high-frequency power conversion. I later transferred to HP in
Massachusetts to develop medical
products such as patient monitors.
HP Medical morphed into Agilent and
then Philips Healthcare. In the past
decade, I’ve focused on developing
patient monitors that can survive and
function in the freaky environment of
the high magnetic fields (up to seven
tesla) near an MRI magnet. This work
required me to commute from Boston
to Orlando, FL, on a regular basis, in
addition to making international visits
to over 20 countries. Anne and I enjoy
gardening, home improvement projects, and vacationing with our family,
which includes our sons Joseph, an
electrical engineer designing medical products in Boston, and David, an
opera singer in New York City.”
Alan Lehotsky writes, “I just
stepped down as chairman of the
Carlisle Housing Authority (after a
15-year incumbency) with the completion of two group homes (one
for brain-injured adults and one for
developmentally disabled adults).
Still playing ice hockey (both in a
summer pickup league and with
the MIT Club of Boston’s intermural teams.) I bought my two-year-old
grandson a stick, a practice puck, and
a net, which he seems to enjoy. Professionally I’ve reached the 10-year
milestone working for Ab Initio Software, which is the longest I’ve worked
for one employer (unless you count
Hewlett-Packard buying Apollo Computer and Compaq, after they bought
Digital Equipment). I continue to
enjoy doing compiler design and
implementation work. I’d love to hear
from other Burton Third Bombers.”
Jack Levy has a quick update: “I’m
still commuting between Scottsdale,
AZ, and Boston, working in hotel
management and development. My
son David got married at the Chatham Bars Inn, and he and new wife
Liz are living in South Boston. My oldest grandson started kindergarten in
Lexington, MA, so we have had some
significant milestones.”
Startlingly, we heard that we lost
three classmates last summer—a sad
report for sure. Rony M. Adelsman
passed away June 22. He had been living in Redondo Beach, CA, and was
a visiting professor in accounting at
Indiana University in South Bend.
John Rudy died Aug. 16. John was living in West Newton, MA, and working
in ground-penetrating radar technology as director of R&D for Geophysi-
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cal Survey Systems. He leaves his wife,
Susan Herman, and two daughters.
Mike Schulman, who regularly
contributed news to this column,
passed away July 9 in Central Valley,
NY. From his obituary: “Michael was
an avid mathematician, New Yorker,
golfer, college hockey goalie, and cigar
aficionado. He was a great fan of the
New York Yankees and the New York
Rangers, Formula One racing and
sports cars, crude humor, and opera.
He was a truly devoted member of
the Jewish community. Mike was the
third-generation owner of Schulman
CPA. In 1999 the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants awarded
him the Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) designation, and in 2013 he
formed Blue Flamingo Wealth Management. In addition to his professional certifications and MIT degree,
he held academic degrees from the
University of California, Berkeley,
and Fordham University.” Mike leaves
his wife Elaine Osterhout, a son and
daughter, and two grandchildren.
As I write this, Ruth and I have
been in our temporary home just over
a week. We’ve sold our home in Virginia and are building the new downsized house in St. James Plantation, in
the southeast corner of coastal North
Carolina. We’ve gone from a typical
Northern Virginia “McMansion” to a
two-bedroom, two-bath condo where
we haven’t even had a chance to meet
anyone yet. Good thing we like each
other, right? We received an offer on
the former house and were asked if we
could close and leave in three weeks,
so the buyers’ kids could register for
school in time for the new academic
year. We said “Sure” and scrambled
like mad to get out of there in time. So
down the highway from the development entrance there is a storage place
with all our possessions jammed in a
10-by-15-foot locker. More to come.
–Robert M. O. Sutton Sr., class
secretary, 3350 Club Villa Dr. SE,
#1903, St. James, NC 28461; e-mail:
bsutton@alum.mit.edu.

1974
No good news from any of you this
month, so I sadly report the death of
one of our classmates.
Captain James F. Deucher, of Bristol, ME, passed away unexpectedly on
July 4, 2016, at his home. Jim enlisted
in the U.S. Navy on June 5, 1967.
Through the Navy Enlisted Scientific
Education Program, he graduated from
MIT with a degree in metallurgy and
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materials science. He was a member
of Tau Beta Pi fraternity. Upon graduation, he was commissioned as an engineering duty officer. In 1975 he received
a certificate from Bettis Reactor Engineering School at the Bettis Atomic
Laboratory in West Mifflin, PA. He
went on to earn an MS in mechanical engineering (solid mechanics and
materials engineering) from George
Washington University in 1978.
Early in his career, he was assigned
for 12 years to the Reactor Materials
Division at Naval Reactors Headquarters in Arlington, VA. He directed all
aspects of welding and nondestructive testing practices used for reactor
plant construction and repair and was
responsible for all program-wide quality assurance specifications.
As director of the Department of
Energy office at Norfolk Naval Shipyard (Portsmouth, VA) for over five
years (1986–’91), Jim was responsible for overseeing all nuclear modifications, repairs, maintenance, and
testing performed by the shipyard.
He regularly led his staff in reviews
to confirm the readiness to resume
reactor plant operations on overhauled nuclear-powered warships
and submarines. He participated in
or led over 45 assessments as the lead
reviewer of quality assurance, welding,
and nondestructive testing at vendors,
shipyards, and other organizations
performing nuclear work or testing.
Jim retired from the Navy in August
1998 after over 31 years of service. He
continued to work as a civilian consultant on projects related to the Department of Energy. He and his wife moved
to Bristol in 2005 after numerous
summer vacations to midcoast Maine
with their children. Jim was a great
cook, and loved going to the beach,
reading naval history books, enjoying
his Scottish and Irish heritage, and fixing his grandchildren’s broken toys.
In addition to his grandchildren, he
leaves his wife of 44 years, Virginia;
children Andrew and Meghan; and
daughter-in-law Alexa.
–Barry N. Nelson, cosecretary,
e-mail: barrynelson@alum.mit.edu;
David Withee, cosecretary, e-mail:
dwithee@alum.mit.edu.

1975
Please send news for this column to
Peter Dinhofer, secretary, 1620 Ditmas Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11226; tel:
718-282-6946; e-mail: pdinhofer@
alum.mit.edu; Facebook and LinkedIn
ID: pdinhofer.
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1976
C. John (“Jack”) Collins writes: “Married to Diane Postetter ’80 since 1979.
After two degrees from MIT, I earned
a PhD in ancient Semitic languages at
Liverpool University in England, and
I’ve been a professor of the Old Testament at Covenant Theological Seminary since 1993. This academic year
I’m a senior research fellow at the Carl
Henry Center for Theological Understanding, at Trinity International University (Chicago), with a grant funded
by the Templeton Foundation. My
study will be in the area of science
and religion. Find more information
at henrycenter.tiu.edu/2016/05/howthen-shall-we-read/. Would love to
connect with any classmates!”
Alan Dubin writes: “Since July
2016 I’ve been working at COIM
USA, an Italian-based chemicals
and plastics manufacturer with local
headquarters in West Deptford, NJ. I
run their business for thermoplastic
polyurethanes here in North America.
Anyone with an interest in this versatile material, used in applications
including medical devices, conveyor
belts, tubing and hoses, textiles, mining equipment, oil exploration, and
cable jacketing, is invited to get in
touch with me to learn more. As the
job involves a significant amount of
travel, I look forward to meeting many
of my fellow alumni in other locations.”
Steve Goldstein writes: “Herewith
I keep the promise I made to Reynold at the 40th reunion, the first one
I’ve ever attended. It’s hard to accept
that so many years have passed since I
finally ‘retired’ from MIT in early 1979.
In truth I never totally left. For many
years I was peripherally involved with
the pistol team, and I’ve been serving
as one of the team’s coaches since it
was demoted from varsity sport to
club sport (no MIT-paid coach) during the Great Endowment Panic that
followed the subprime debacle. For
legal reasons I’m a ‘casual employee’ of
MIT, enabling me to legally travel offcampus with the team and its equipment. The club pays me the lofty sum
of $200 per month (which I donate
back to them) from November through
March of each year. I’m not 100 percent quitting my day job just yet.
“I’m still at Analog Devices, a Massachusetts-based purveyor of fine
integrated circuits, where I’ve occupied various roles and offices for over
34 years. For the past two decades I’ve
worked in a small group that develops
custom analog components (mostly

bipolar, if that means anything to you)
for manufacturers of big-iron testers
used primarily to test digital integrated
circuits. It’s an interesting, challenging
market; when it’s good, it’s really good,
and when times are bad, it’s appalling.
Fortunately, the bad times are less
frequent than the good. For most of
my tenure I’ve managed to avoid the
dark side and am happy to say I’m
still doing engineering. I haven’t had
a direct report for years but very much
enjoy and prefer the role of mentor.
Since January 2016 I’ve been working four days a week for 80 percent of
my previous salary, and it’s the smartest thing I’ve done since remarrying in
2003! Prior to cutting my hours, I’d
found myself becoming progressively
more stressed and unhappy. The root
of it all seemed to be my feeling that
the show was slowly coming to a close,
but as a full-time health-care slave (my
wife sold her travel agency four years
ago and retired), I didn’t have enough
time and mental energy to do the things
I wanted to do. That one ‘free’ day per
week has made all the difference. I’m
much happier; I have the time and
energy to engage in the many hobbies
and interests I’d been neglecting; and
I’m still able to get health care through
Analog. I can’t recommend this solution
highly enough. If you’re still working
full time and can possibly afford to cut
back your work hours, you should do it.
Use more of the time you’ve got left for
yourself and your family. And if you’re
retired, well, bravo!”
Mike Lynch writes: “Would you
believe that my book The Peak Oil
Scare and the Coming Oil Flood has
finally been published? A good part
of it is devoted to mistakes made by,
for example, physicists who don’t
understand the economic drivers of
oil production, and geologists with
poor math skills, and the many important people who listen to them! My
daughter Amy is looking at colleges.
Will probably apply to some liberal
arts school up near Harvard Square,
but end up at Georgetown.”
Dan Seligson writes: “I finished my
second novel, Taboo, and have begun
work on the next one. Like its predecessor, Moby Dx, Taboo is set in Silicon Valley, and although the ceaseless
struggle for money and power is present in both, and both feature female
protagonists, the former one is a meditation on obsession and the latter is a
literary drama examining American
views on Islam. My so-called author
page is now live at danielseligson.com.”
www.technologyreview.com
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On a sadder note, Daniel Jablonski writes: “My wife, Elizabeth Jan
Trimble Jablonski, died from complications of ALS at our home in
Bethesda, MD, on July 18, 2016. We
met at MIT, although she was a grad
student at William and Mary College
at the time. She had many friends from
the MIT community.”
Your secretary has been active. In
July I was in Germany for Challenge
Roth, the largest Ironman distance
event in the world. There were 3,500
individual athletes, as well as an additional 2,000 athletes on relay teams.
The real trip, though, is that there
were over 200,000 spectators, and
the mob of people cheering as I went
up the hills, 10 deep on each side, is
probably the closest I will ever get to
being in the Tour de France. At the
end of August, at Challenge Penticton, I qualified for next year’s ITU
World Long Course Championships
for my age group. I can also attest to
the fact that if you lose 10 pounds,
your average running time per mile
goes down by about a minute per
mile. Looking forward to seeing more
of you out there on the triathlon circuit, as there is now scientific research
that triathlon increases your self reliance, in addition to physical and mental harmony. As Kung Fu Panda says,
“Inner peace, you’re going down!”
–Reynold H. Lewke, secretary,
RHL Associates, 100 Pecora Way, Portola Valley, CA 94028; tel: 650-4448038; e-mail: lewke@alum.mit.edu.
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For these notes I asked folks to correspond about the best thing they do
away from work. Alan Glombicki,
whom you might remember from his
harrowing tussle with Hurricane Ike
(March/April 2009 notes), says that for
him it’s being president of the Houston
Academy of Medicine, the charitable
wing of the Harris County (TX) medical society, the largest county medical
society in the U.S. He’s in charge of
a multimillion-dollar medical library
remodel, new medical museum pavilion, and the Gulf Coast Blood Bank
frantically racing to prevent spread
of the Zika virus. He adds, “Giving
to others teaches us all how blessed
we are; despite setbacks and losses,
we live on to see a wonderful paying
forward to future generations (as my
son Stephen enters medical school).”
Planned projects included traveling to
Alaska to lecture Inuit tribal councils
about prevention, diagnosis, and treatwww.technologyreview.com
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Lyssa Koton Neel ’79, SM
’83, PhD ’88
Independent spirit powers an
entrepreneurial life
When Lyssa Koton Neel was
in seventh grade, her school
in Connecticut got its first
computer—a teletype-based
system that she quickly
learned to program using
BASIC.
“I was always in the
computer room,” she recalls.
“I loved that there was this
machine that would do
whatever you wanted, if you
learned to think logically.
After I took all the computer
courses at my high school,
they let me take classes at
the University of Hartford.”
That passion for working with technology—and a
dislike of being told what to

do—led Neel into an entrepreneurial life. She has
founded or worked for seven
startups; one went public,
another was acquired, and
two others are still operating. Her newest venture,
Linkitz, is about to begin
production of “wearable toys
that teach kids to code.”
She hopes the colorful programmable modules—such
as links that fit together in
bracelets that light up when
friends are nearby—will
prove engaging, especially
to girls.
“We want to give kids
a chance to do things with
their hands and gain confi-

dence, so they can advance
to other activities that keep
building their skills,” she
explains. “There’s not much
encouragement for girls to
pick up hardware and tinker
with it; we want to provide
the opportunity to see if
they like it.”
Neel credits much of
her success to her Institute
studies. “I loved my Course
6 experience,” she says.
“The ideas, the technology,
so many smart people—it
prepares you to defend your
ideas and look at problems
from different perspectives. And the MIT name has
opened many doors for me.
It’s the most valuable thing in
my life besides my husband
and three daughters.”
Before starting Linkitz,
Neel cofounded and served
as program manager of the
University of Toronto Early
Stage Technology Program
(UTEST), a startup incubator
for the university’s students,
faculty, and recent grads.
Neel advises would-be
entrepreneurs that “customers are better than investors,
because revenue is better
than investment.” She adds
that it’s essential for your
family to be temperamentally
suited to startup life: “You
need three years to know if
a company is going to make
it, and that’s a long time.”
After eight years in
Toronto, Neel and her husband, Benjamin Neel, a doctor, recently moved to New
York City, where he is director of New York University’s
Perlmutter Cancer Center.
She enjoys life there and
frequently goes on long runs
without headphones. “Just
feeling my feet on the pavement, the air going by—it
totally clears my head,” she
says. —Peter Dunn
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ment of viral hepatitis, and presenting
research at an international meeting in
India. It’s been a tough couple of years
for Alan, who lost his wife to cancer in
2015 and then lost his home and three
cars twice to historic Houston bayou
floods: “I still get post-traumatic stress
when it thunders and pours, but giving diverts the focus toward the needs
of others!” He also planned a Caribbean deep-sea fishing and scuba diving trip in late 2016 with Peter Kwon
and Jeff Swift.
Steven Field is a high school chemistry teacher at the Cab Calloway
School of the Arts in Wilmington,
DE. He also runs one of the nation’s
few high school programs in bluegrass:
“Some of my students are winning
national and international competitions. It’s lots of fun! I put sixth graders
in front of large audiences.”
David Batchelor’s article “The Science in Star Trek” was updated for
NASA’s salute to the 50th anniversary
of Star Trek. See www.nasa.gov/
startrek and www.youtube.com/
watch?v=bJYzUimSaDA. Last fall
National Public Radio aired an interview with David about the topic; you
can hear it by Googling “Marketplace
Tech September 6, 2016.”
Eric Lindstrom, a NASA oceanographer aboard the R/V Roger Revelle
in the southeast tropical Pacific, pens
a lively, fascinating blog about, of all
things, salinity processes in the upper
ocean. But it’s really a blog about the
effect the ocean has on our environment and vice versa, and it’s an engaging, entertaining read, in the opinion
of this longtime newspaper guy. Posts
have covered such topics as the science of weather balloons, the effect
of plastics in the ocean, the magic of
shipboard food service, and the meaning of the color blue. You can read it
at earthobservatory.nasa.gov/blogs/
fromthefield/category/spurs.
Ken Smith works extensively with
St. Paul Partners, a nonprofit that
delivers safe rural water systems in
the southern highlands of Tanzania:
“We drill simple hand-pumped wells
as well as design and install some
larger systems in partnership with
the University of Minnesota College
of Science and Engineering.”
Edward Sisson visited Boston last
June to attend the Epsilon Theta fraternity reunion and take his kids to a
Red Sox–Blue Jays game. He moved to
Rehoboth Beach, DE (where his father
and aunt live, and where his cousins
each have houses), in summer 2015
46

after completing the sale of family real
estate he’d managed in the Washington, D.C. area. He also shared some
law-related news (he earned his JD in
1991 and practiced law through January 2006): “In May 2016 I decided to
get caught up on my D.C. bar dues,
which involved taking the D.C. class
on legal ethics. [That] inspired me to
write what became a small book urging
one or two significant changes in the
current rules. This involved a detailed
description of my career at Arnold and
Porter, from August 1992 to January
2006. I had a lot of interesting and
high-profile cases. I sent it to all the
judges on the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals, to leaders of the
D.C. bar, and to several other people.
E-mail me if you want a copy.” Ed is
looking forward to this June’s reunion.
You may know already that a group
from the Shakespeare Ensemble will
present a play at our reunion. Jo
Ivester reports that it will be the
rarely produced King John, a “political thriller, replete with court intrigue,
murder, treachery, incompetence on
a massive scale, war, and the intricacies of family relationships. Mitch
Rothstein will perform the title role.
He will be joined by Alex Orlovsky
as the duke of Austria, the man who
murdered Richard the Lionheart; Jon
Ivester as Cardinal Pandulph, the
smarmy representative of the Catholic Church hierarchy; and Jo (Kruger)
Ivester as Hubert de Burgh, a female
version of the king’s man assigned to
watch over the king’s nephew.” Several
other alumni will perform, along with
a current student. The performance is
scheduled for Saturday, June 10, at 3
p.m. in Kresge Little Theatre. Other
performances are planned for Sunday
and Monday night.
The Shakespeare play is only one
part of our 40th reunion, now just
about five months away. We’re working on events, outreach, and ways to
keep everyone better connected. Our
Facebook group was at 130 as of this
writing, for posting of general and
reunion-related class news and discussion. I can send you the link. We’ll add a
dedicated social-media feed this spring.
–Glenn Brownstein, secretary, 1819
Emerald Ct., Clarksville, IN 47129;
e-mail: scoopcat@alum.mit.edu.

1978
Please send news for this column to
Peggy Page, 1027 Barton Dr., Apt.
201, Ann Arbor, MI 48105; e-mail:
peggypage@alum.mit.edu.
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1979
As you read this, the holidays are
becoming a distant memory. For me
the fall is just starting. That’s how far
in advance these columns are done.
Jeff Bloch (Course 8) has been
at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL) for 28 years in various roles
as a postdoc, technical staff member,
project leader, deputy group leader,
and program manager working in the
areas of astrophysics, nuclear treaty
monitoring, remote sensing, nuclear
nonproliferation, and national security. In 2004 he was on a government
personnel loan assignment with the
Air Force Space and Missile Systems
Center in Los Angeles, and from 2011
to 2014 he was on a similar government loan assignment to the National
Reconnaissance Office. He has been
happily married for 13 years to Trisha
Ancell. In 2015 he was selected to give
a LANL TEDx talk entitled “How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and Love
My Sponsor,” which has garnered a
lot of popularity with technical staff
trying to understand how to communicate with their government funding
sponsors. There is a link to a YouTube
video in the online column.
Tim Kraft is enjoying his 24th year
at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, where he is learning the
ropes as the new chair of optometry
and vision science. He and his wife, Sue,
enjoy traveling. In addition to climbing
Half Dome in Yosemite over the summer, Tim was looking forward to visiting Fiji, Kyoto, and Tokyo and crossing
the bullet train off his to-do list.
Greg Stave writes: “I finished work
(with my coeditor Peter Wald) on the
third edition of Physical and Biological Hazards of the Workplace, being
published in December 2016. I keep
thinking that each edition will get easier, but apparently it doesn’t work that
way. My daughter Elise (MIT ’13) is a
second-year student at Hofstra Northwell School of Medicine.”
Unfortunately, I need to report the
death of Michael B. Kowtko. Michael
apparently passed away in the summer of 2014 in California, but the
Alumni Association was just recently
informed. I haven’t been able to find
any additional information.
As for your secretary, school has
started for my son. I’m in the middle of working on Disney’s The Little
Mermaid. That will be followed by
Spring Awakening. Talk about shows
at opposite ends of the spectrum. Life
at Netflix goes on, and we’re gearing

up for the end of the year, when lots
of people tend to stream things over
the holidays.
–Edward Hunter, e-mail: edh@
alum.mit.edu.

1980
Sadly, one of our esteemed classmates,
Louis A. Nagode, took his own life on
Aug. 4, 2016. I’ve been in touch with
his sister-in-law, Sarah Phillips, who
was very close to him. She sent me
several photos of Louis, and they all
show him smiling. Sarah agreed that
indeed he was always smiling and
brought a smile to each and every person he touched. Family members were
shocked by his sudden death.
Louis, from Mount Dora, FL,
earned his SB/SM in electrical engineering in 1981. He married Jennifer
Phillips, a Wellesley graduate, that
same year and had daughter Melanie in 1983, followed by son Paul in
1985 (he died in 2004). He began his
career at Hewlett-Packard and then
spent over 19 years at Oracle, ending
as senior director for big data, analytics, and business intelligence. He was
active in the Columbia Heights/St.
Anthony communities, where he was
a leader of Boy Scout Troop 153. In the
year before his death, he devoted his
time to creating his dream company,
nTrustent, an auction marketplace
for distressed properties. Louis had a
vision to redirect profits back to disadvantaged homeowners. Unfortunately,
his brainchild went down in July.
Losing Louis to his own hand has
been devastating to the loving family he left behind. His wife, daughter,
and adoring sisters, Veronica and Gail,
miss Louis’s charm and sharp wit. He
was never too busy nor too preoccupied to help those around him. We in
the MIT family mourn his loss as a
valuable member of our community.
I’m encouraging any and all of you
who knew Louis to send in any funny
or touching anecdotes. It would be
appreciated. Stacey Nakamura suggested I provide a link to his Facebook page: www.facebook.com/
louis.nagode. So many kind comments
were posted there, it’s worth a trip just
to read them. Farewell, Louis. You will
always be in our hearts.
Liz Fisher commented on Louis’s
death: “It’s so sad, even though I didn’t
know him. Suicide always seems like
such a missed opportunity to have
embraced that person in pain.”
Finley Shapiro, PhD ’88, wrote:
“I’m sad to see this. I didn’t know him
www.technologyreview.com
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well, but I remember him as a happy,
cheerful, smiling person. Talking to
him made you catch some of his happiness. I’m not sure how I met him. We
may have been in a lab course together,
maybe even lab mates. I recall running
into him when he was excited about
getting married in a few weeks or
months. I sometimes wondered what
had happened to him.”
Mark Beaufait, an earth and planetary sciences grad, responded: “Sad
news. Am touched, as you are. FYI,
there is a suicide prevention protocol, coming out of Stanford/Palo Alto
High School and Greenland, that helps
with wording on blasts and press on
suicides. This will give you info to add
to subsequent announcements. I am
not up on the details—just that this
has been studied. The social problem
is that each suicide is kind of permission to the next, and clusters arise,
both in families and in groups. There
is assistance for those in need, and the
message needs to be that when this
comes up, people should do anything
but ‘do it,’ and there are messages that
have proven more effective than others in this way. Not to downgrade the
blessing of each life past, but to supplement that with understanding that
today’s press affects today and tomorrow. Thanks, Joanne, for your work on
behalf of MIT and our class.”
For the most current information,
join us on our Facebook page, “MIT
Class of 1980” (or use mit1980.net),
and our class Web page on the Infinite Connection (or mit1980.org). As
always, keep those e-mails coming!
–Joanne Tobias Baker, president,
Joelinks.com; e-mail: jbaker1628@
alum.mit.edu.

1981
Please send news for this column to
David J. Powsner, secretary, tel: 617439-2717 (w), 508-650-6230 (h);
e-mail: dpowsner@alum.mit.edu.
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Allegra Hakim has instructed more
than 1,000 people in composites
engineering and repair and guided
accounting interns. Her advice on
teaching: “Repeat yourself in different ways, use simple examples (rubber bands and lemonade sales), use
humor, make them work out problems
in front of you so you can see the stumbling blocks. Give homework and quizzes to catch stumbles, and help those
afraid to ask.” Regarding the Great
2016 Locker Room Choice Debate:
www.technologyreview.com
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“Use the bathroom of the gender you
identify with, but only if you put down
the seat. Please. And put the replacement roll in so it hangs over the top.”
On the subject of connecting
with aging parents, John Lucassen
wrote, “Our kids are in middle and
high school, so we’re going through
a bucket list while we can still take
vacations together. Our most recent
was a road trip to visit national parks
from the Grand Canyon to Yosemite,
with overnights in hotels. Highly recommended! We avoid hotels overseas, staying instead with friends or
in rented apartments. We live, eat, and
shop like locals, and after a few days
the neighborhood kids knock to ask if
our kids can come out to play soccer!”
The secretary’s cruise with 82-yearold mom worked out wonderfully, and
it was a great learning experience to
see the Baltic countries in context.
See philip.greenspun.com for the full
report (pro tip: don’t eat Royal Caribbean donuts).
YJ Kim writes: “I bought a timeshare in 1988. My husband and I had
big plans to ski in Stowe, VT, and week
number five seemed just right. My parents thought we were crazy since we
hadn’t bought our first house yet. Fastforward a couple of decades: I convinced my parents to move into an
‘active adult’ community five miles
from my house. They transitioned
kicking and screaming. But I couldn’t
keep up with raising two toddlers and
driving into the city to help dig them
out from every snowstorm.
“Time-shares cannot be resold; I get
endless offers to unload mine by writing a check. I’ve also learned that you
cannot pull kids out of school during
week number five without their teachers admonishing you as ‘the bad parent.’ Ever persistent, I somehow ended
up with a vacation condo at Smugg’s
Resort—a place advertised as a land of
family vacations for exhausted parents
with ever-energetic kids. I now own
53 weeks of time-share: one acquired
in 1988 and 52 weeks of a ‘condotel’
(condo hotel). As far as my parents
and their active-adult community goes,
that too has little resale value since they
keep building new ones, just like timeshares, fractionals, vacation clubs, etc.
“I spent the summer of 2016 with
two teenagers who did not want to
vacation with their parents. My husband won’t take a vacation because he’s
yet again at a new job at a startup. My
parents, both in their 80s, keep forgetting that I visited them yesterday. As

far as I’m concerned, vacation is a solo
state of mind, and I am one lucky person leading a charmed, if well-rooted,
summer of my life.”
Howard Eglowstein says: “I’ve
done the second-house thing. Early
in my career I was one of several people who jointly owned a Cape house.
The rentals covered the expenses of
owning it, and the tax write-offs were
nice. It was fun to visit it periodically,
even if that meant spending days with
a vacuum cleaner or a paintbrush.
“Some years later I was faced with
the problem of too much cash [that’s
what happens when you get paid
well at a job leaving you no time off ].
Rather than give huge chunks to the
Treasury, a friend and I bought a house
in Vermont. It was one of several on
a private mountain across the street
from a ski area. I’d use it for one of
the two weeks the IRS permitted each
year, and my partner used it the other
week. We also went up there in the
fall to fix, clean, paint, chop firewood,
etc., and that was like the Cape house.
Fun, but the days were not spent doing
anything terribly relaxing. The ski area
closed and sold itself for condo development. That left the nearest ski area a
20-minute drive. When I moved to the
New Hampshire woods, I didn’t need
a Vermont woods house. My partner
moved to Pennsylvania. We sold it for
about what we had paid for it many
years earlier. It was a bad investment
but a fun place to go listen to nature
and sit and not see a car or a human
unless you wanted to.
“My primary house is 40 years old
and offers all the home-ownership
excitement my wife and I could ask
for. Resheathing and re-siding a house
is a rollicking good time.”
Alex Storrs writes from his physics and astronomy perch at Towson
University: “Son Matt finally got his
millennial self out of our basement
and started a job with an inmate
reëntry program in Ohio. He moved
back after getting his master’s, and
I learned a lot about job searches in
the days of the Internet—much more
wide-ranging and efficient. He is well
and truly launched, and I can continue
my graceful slide into senile decay.
My wife says she expects I will never
retire—just start teaching fewer and
fewer of the courses I love.”
Stephen Bart has been with MKS
Instruments in Andover, MA, for five
years, directing development of microelectromechanical sensors for pressure
and flow control: “It’s been interest-

ing to run projects that predominantly
make use of outside collaborators
and service providers. At home my
two kids are basically grown, which
reminds me of my age. My eldest son
entered Boston University’s engineering department. I tried to warn him of
the risks of being an engineer, but he
went anyway! My daughter is a high
school senior and wants to study biology. I’m studying banking in order to
figure out how to send them both to
college! The most important thing is
that I took up swing dancing 10 years
ago and am actually pretty good. In the
past couple of years I’ve performed in
several choreographed routines (YouTube ‘ILHC 2014 Mess Arounds’). Go
out and dance—it keeps you young!”
MIT made the Wall Street Journal
for hosting a talk titled “Is Islamophobia Accelerating Global Warming?”
and Jon Vollmar was not impressed.
The secretary is similarly unimpressed
because transgender issues were left
out of the title. Our only consolation
is that the speaker was merely visiting
and not a full-time MITer.
Asked about summer vacation,
Gerhard Straub responded, “What
is summer vacation?” Help him plan
something for 2017! He needs an
intervention.
The secretary and Jon Wade met
at the Reno Air Races in September.
Jon was there with his 15-year-old son
watching planes fly 500 miles per hour
and 50 feet above the ground (what
could go wrong?). When he’s not introducing kids to an expensive and dangerous habit, Jon is director of the systems
and software division and distinguished
research professor at the School of Systems and Enterprises of Stevens Institute. #WorldsLongestJobTitle
–Philip Greenspun, secretary,
e-mail: philg@alum.mit.edu; website: philip.greenspun.com.

1983
Lyman Hurd is still a software engineer at YouTube in California, living
in Cupertino and working in Mountain
View and San Bruno. At the end of
September his daughter Rebecca was
marrying Drew Sullivan in an openair chapel on Chocorua (Church)
Island on Squam Lake, NH. Lyman
says, “They met in Cleveland, where
she received her BA in music and an
MBA from the Weatherhead School;
he has his doctorate in musical arts.
They recently decided to follow in my
footsteps to some degree and attended
the Tech Elevator software boot camp
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and were the subject of an article available at www.huffingtonpost.com/
anthony-hughes/composing-codewhy-musici_b_10714288.html.”
Fred Feinberg writes: “I’m happy
to report that the work we’ve been
doing for the past three years on analyzing dating-site data was just published in Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. We can, for the
first time, quantify how various attributes—height, age, body type, having kids, smoking, etc.—affect your
chances of being browsed or written to.
It involves some fancy new statistical
stuff, but the main draw is the findings.
A very major magazine (nondisclosable for now) is planning an interactive online feature to allow people to
predict who will like them, based on
their online dating profile. I spent my
whole sabbatical doing this, so it’s nice
to see it come to fruition.”
Laurie Gavrin writes: “My daughter,
graduating from MIT a semester late
with a double major in comp sci and
cog sci, just got an offer from Google,
which she is going to take, in Pittsburgh
(machine learning, maps, vision?).”
Jay Caplan writes: “My two daughters are out of the house; my wife and
I are looking to move closer to MIT;
and my other baby, Fractyl Labs, has
just turned five. We’re developing a
new device/procedure to treat metabolic diseases, focusing first on type
2 diabetes and fatty liver disease. We
believe we are impacting a fundamental root cause of metabolic disease, and
our first peer-reviewed article was just
published (dx.doi.org/10.2337/dc160383) in Diabetes Care (the clinical
journal of the American Diabetes
Association). Fractyl is both intensely
demanding (like all startups) and
intensely gratifying—our patients and
physicians are really happy with the
results. Fractyl has also given me the
chance to work on IP strategy with the
brilliant J. Chris Flaherty ’85. Despite
the workload, I somehow still find a
little time to hang out with T Y Fan ’81.”
Richard Michalski wrote: “I’m still
at SiriusXM, where I’ll probably stay
until I retire in eight or nine years, barring something unexpectedly good or
bad happening before then. I will be
presenting a paper entitled ‘Opportunities for Enhancing the Robustness
and Functionality of the Dedicated
Short Range Communications (DSRC)
Infrastructure Through the Use of Satellite DARS’ at the 34th International
Communications Satellite Systems
Conference in Cleveland (October
48

17–20). In other news, I’m working on
more patent applications and continuing to design the conditional-access
architecture for the next generation
of satellite radios and integrated satellite-IP connected devices. I’m also
continuing to participate on SAE’s
Dedicated Short Range Communications Technical Committee, and perhaps one day I’ll be a voting member of
the committee. My wife, Anne Frates
(Wellesley ’80), was invited to perform
at the Maryland Renaissance Festival
for all nine weekends (Aug. 26–Oct.
23, 2016), and I arranged to work out
of the SiriusXM office in D.C. for a
while so I could spend the first three
weekends with her before heading
back home to Florida.”
Ken Krugler writes: “We had a great
time in Poland watching my daughter
Jenna play for the USA U20 Ultimate
team at the junior world championship.
Chris ‘Schmed’ Schneider put
together a very Jenna-centric video at
youtu.be/VkI9mdQKSxo. And as Dave
Trop mentioned in his Class Note, his
daughter Claire was on the same
team—in fact, we’ve got a photo of the
two of them in a game against New
Zealand.”
Bob Norwood writes: “We’re doing
great in Tucson, AZ. I’ve been a tenured full professor in the College of
Optical Sciences at the University of
Arizona for seven years. I’ve branched
out from my home field of integrated
optics and optical fiber communications to embark on large solar-energy
projects and even some biophotonics.
My daughter, Meghan, is in her fourth
year at UA in the BFA program, where
she’s making her mark as an illustrator.
My son, Evan, is in his senior year at
Catalina Foothills High School, enjoying being the tenor sax section leader
in our incredible marching band (260
strong), which my wife, Mary, spends
much of her time working with.
“In summer 2015 my grad school
band the Clockmen (composed of
Penn and Drexel grad students) played
a 30th-reunion gig at the Tin Angel in
Philadelphia. See www.youtube.com/
channel/UCe2KDbuq5-kOYvCjW4Bz7cA. I’m the guitar player with the
formula shirt (no hints). Corporate
Empires (my MIT-Harvard band)
bassist and fellow Phi Kap Chet Barry
was in attendance, as was ’82 Phi Kap
Tom Lawton.”
Everett McKay writes: “I’m still
in Vermont, independently doing
user experience design training and
consulting and really enjoying it. I’m
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working on my fourth book, Eight
Steps to an Intuitive UI, which will
be published this winter.”
Cady Coleman writes: “All astronauts have ground jobs in between
flights, and I’ve been thrilled to work
for NASA’s chief technologist, Dr.
David Miller, at NASA headquarters
(Washington, D.C.) for almost two
years. It’s a wild and wonderful place,
and we’re charged with keeping an eye
on both the big and the little pictures
of technology throughout the agency.
Translated: We get to start technology
fires and see if others will tend them!
My boss, Dr. Miller, is an MIT professor and the father of the SPHERE’s
experiment up on the International
Space Station (soccer-ball-sized robots
that are used for rendezvous and docking experiments), as well as an awesome education platform. The myth
is that he was watching Star Wars—
the scene where Luke is training on
the light saber—and told his grad
students, ‘I want three of those, and I
want them on the Space Station!’
“My work involves open innovation, creative public-private partnerships, and maximizing the use of the
Space Station as a technology test bed.
A little bit of everything—and I love
it! I live in D.C. during the week and
commute to western Massachusetts
on the weekends. My husband, Josh
Simpson, is still a marvelous glass artist; our son Josiah works in sustainable
design/landscape architecture near
our Shelburne Falls home; and our son
Jamey is a day student in 10th grade
at Northfield Mount Herman School
nearby. Small fact, but important: I’m
still playing music (flute) with whoever
will have me in D.C. or Shelburne!”
–Jono “Ctrl-X, Ctrl-V” Goldstein,
secretary, e-mail: jg@ta.com.

1984
Happy new year to all. Thanks again
to folks who replied to our requests
for news!
Philip Gleckman sent some press
releases for his company, Sunvapor.
In July the company received a $2.2
million coöperative award from the
U.S. Department of Energy’s SunShot
Initiative. The award will enable Sunvapor to reduce the cost of concentrating solar collectors while greening the
supply chain. Phil and his company are
located in Sunnyvale, CA.
Augustus P. Lowell has published
American Conservative: Reclaiming
Conservatism from the Right, available at Amazon. He writes that the

book is the product of more than 10
years of work, “spurred and sustained
by an increasing frustration with the
deplorable way conservatism has
been misrepresented to the world—
misrepresented by a hostile press and
a hostile popular culture, surely, but
misrepresented much more by its
own purported champions. It is also
the product of amazing patience (and
constructive criticism and editorial
support) from Lisa Taylor, my loving
and rationally liberal wife.” In his day
job, Augustus is with Triple Ring Technologies, an R&D company focused on
applied science and technology and
product development. He and Lisa live
in Durham, NH.
Lisa Tener’s book development
company, www.lisatener.com, won the
International Business Awards’ Gold
Stevie Award for Company of the Year
2016—Media and Entertainment in
the small-business category. Over the
summer she taught her book-writing
course in Bangkok at the invitation of
a former client at NLP Top Coach. The
majority of her book writing and publishing clients tend to be doctors, therapists, and people in fields related to
health and wellness. She’s having a ball
reading their books and learning new
things every day about the brain, diet,
how cells communicate, marriage, parenting, and even how to Laugh Your
Way to Real Estate Sales Success!
This past fall she taught a workshop
on how to write and publish a book
for a continuing education course at
Harvard Medical School, called Career
Advancement and Leadership Skills
for Women in Healthcare.
Ellen Lee has been a radiologist for
22 years in central New Jersey. She and
her husband, Ken Khaw, live in Plainsboro, NJ, with their two daughters.
When not practicing medicine, Ellen
is a fencing mom. Her older daughter,
Katie, is a sophomore at the University
of Pennsylvania, where she fences the
saber. Her younger daughter, Kristina,
is a junior in high school fencing épée;
she recently won the National Division
II championship for her age group.
Adrienne Lee is now a recipe tester
for Delicious Living magazine, after a
career as a professor of cognitive psychology at New Mexico State. She and
her husband, Peter Foltz, live in Boulder, CO, with their high-school-senior
daughter.
Erik Gilbert also lives in Boulder
with his family of three boys and wife
Mary Joe. He works for Navigant,
“doing energy consulting (grid modwww.technologyreview.com
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ernization), which actually occasionally
uses my electrical engineering degree!”
Mark Skinner resides in Albuquerque, NM, after living in Maui, HI, for
15 years. He’s a project manager at
Boeing, working on situational awareness in space, and he’s been engaged
with the U.S. State Department, working on multilateral negotiations at the
United Nations office in Vienna. His
roommate from Third East, Tom
Drennen, was in Albuquerque on St.
Patrick’s Day 2016, and they were able
to celebrate Mark’s birthday together.
Steve Altes (Course 16) reports that
his graphic novel, Geeks & Greeks, was
published this past summer. It was
inspired by MIT’s culture of hacking
and by Steve’s own experiences. Steve
reports that reviews have been positive.
MIT’s Tech called it “a compelling read,
filled with jokes that will please anyone
with nerdier sensibilities and stories
that are sure to inspire young readers
to apply to the Institute.” You can find
it on Amazon. Adds Steve, “I’m grateful
for the support of so many members of
our class, including Mark DeCew, Ed
Monuki, Mike Witt, Ed Seidewitz,
Alex Gruzen, and Mike New. Class
secretary Pam Gannon can vouch for
it. She bought four copies.”
Dean Starovasnik attended the
30th anniversary of the recommissioning of the USS Missouri in Pearl
Harbor, HI: “It was great to see our
old girl, hang out on Oahu, and get a
personal tour of Ford Island and all the
historic sites associated with the 1941
attack. What was most remarkable,
however, was how old my shipmates
have gotten! Heck, one goofy young
ensign who worked for me my last year
aboard was our guest speaker. Only
now he’s an admiral! It was encouraging to see the heart of these old sailors
for our ship, our Navy, and our country. I think most of us would re-up if
needed, especially if we could take
Mighty Mo back to sea!” Dean and his
wife, Sherry, are also proud parents of
two college graduates: an ocean physicist from Coastal Carolina and a high
school math teacher from Kennesaw
State University. Dean is happy they
are upholding nerd tradition in their
own unique ways. Dean remains busy
at Peach State Integrated Technologies, attending to clients in Manchester (U.K.), Medellín, Las Vegas, and
points in between. Sherry continues
to serve the speech pathology needs
of middle schoolers. With the tuition
bills behind them, Dean and Sherry
have been able to remodel their house
www.technologyreview.com
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and travel. Dean sends his regards to
classmates: “Hope this finds the rest
of ’84 enjoying their mid-50s and all
the pleasures this time of life brings!”
After working at Draper Laboratory
doing LISP software development,
Mark Radlauer attended medical
school and moved to Colorado in
1990. He’s been an emergency physician since getting his MD, but he also
leverages his MIT engineering background to work in a variety of healthcare technology capacities: he’s chief
medical information officer for the
regional hospitals that are part of the
Hospital Corporation of America, and
he works with early-stage health-care
technology companies. Mark and his
wife, Lucinda, have three children, and
this past summer they became grandparents. They live in the foothills west
of Denver, in Morrison, just south of
Red Rocks Amphitheater. Mark is able
to hike and mountain bike right from
his back door! Over the summer he
soloed 135 miles of the Colorado Trail,
and he has 200 to go next summer.
When he first moved to Colorado, he
and a couple of Fiji fraternity brothers arranged a raucous Steamboat
ski trip. After several permutations
and 25 years, it’s evolved into a biennial Fiji outing to Beaver Creek, next
scheduled for March 2017, including
30-plus brothers from 10 different
pledge classes. Mark writes, “It’s a
highlight for me to see all these wonderful guys and retell stories of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon pledge raids and summers at the house.”
Andy Mutz is the chief technology officer of BeyondCore, which was
recently purchased by Salesforce.com.
He’s excited to bring BeyondCore’s
machine learning and smart data discovery technology to Salesforce.com’s
customer base. He and his wife, Jennifer, still live in Palo Alto, CA, and occasionally hang out with Edwin Oh and
other Bay Area alums. Andy and Jennifer’s two kids are in high school and
middle school, respectively. They enjoy
family trips, teaching their daughter
how to drive, and teaching their son
how to do flips on a trampoline.
–Pam Gannon, e-mail: pmgannon@
alum.mit.edu; Jean Tom, e-mail:
jeantom@alum.mit.edu.

1985
Norman Burtness lives in West Hartford, CT, and after five years at Pratt &
Whitney doing performance analysis,
mainly for the V2500 jet engine, he left
to become a high school teacher. He’s

been teaching AP chemistry, a little
calculus, and now primarily AP physics. His wife, Eve, is a professional violinist, and they have three children (13,
10, and eight) who keep them busy.
The kids like to play cards—mainly
Rook, which Norman hopes will prepare them for bridge. Norman adds,
“After a long absence from competitive
chess, I started playing seriously six
years ago, nearly achieving an expert
rating. I’m now president of the New
Britain Chess Club and a tournament
director, playing in and organizing
tournaments. For about 10 years I’ve
been getting together each summer
with Baker House friends Vinny Natoli
’84, Carl Adams ’84, Mark Ensio ’84,
Eric Alani ’84, Howard Reubenstein
’84, Dave Brock ’84, and Brent Chambers ’87. The past few years we’ve met
in Montana at Mark’s summer place
for biking, fly-fishing, and enjoying
each other’s company.”
Tim Aune writes, “On a brief visit
to New York City, I was able to get
together in midtown with Ed Martin
and Lisa Steffens. Always fun to catch
up. After six years on the MIT Annual
Fund board, last two being chair, I’ve
passed the gavel and moved on to the
Corporation Development Committee. I’ve very much enjoyed being an
alumni volunteer and recommend it
to all who find themselves with a bit
of extra bandwidth. Getting back on
campus and seeing and feeling the
energy of students and faculty is a
wonderful tonic, and no one hands
you those blue test booklets with the
lantern of knowledge in front.”
Dan Bodor writes, “After graduating I worked for short time for a biotech company in Italy before going
back to Ohio for medical school, followed by a radiology residency in
Texas, followed by an MRI fellowship. Finally I joined a large radiology
group in Tampa, FL, where I was the
primary orthopedic MRI specialist for
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and locally
for the New York Yankees. Working in
a large hospital was great but unfortunately also meant a lot of shared
24-hour emergency room coverage.
So 11 years ago I left my old practice
to join a national group of MRI specialists called Radsource. The work is
from home over the Internet. I enjoy
getting to spend more time with my
wife and two daughters, and my schedule is flexible enough that I can teach
chess at the local elementary school
or go out for a swim or tennis during my work breaks. It also allowed

us to quickly move to Sarasota, FL, to
help care for my dad after he had a
stroke. Best regards to all my former
classmates and other MIT friends. I
continue to be thoroughly impressed
and inspired by so many of you. If you
vacation in Sarasota, contact me so we
can share a couple of beers together.”
Chris Zannetos writes, “Lots
of changes in the past year or so. I
sold the security software company
I founded way too many years ago;
enjoyed getting more involved with
MIT (the Trust Center for Entrepreneurship and the Sloan School’s cybersecurity initiative); my wife Jenny and
I became empty nesters, sending our
youngest off to college; I started a
nonprofit to foster high-tech companies’ engagement with urban middle
schools (www.STEMatchMA.org);
and, like a moth to the flame, I started
another company in late 2015 to help
consumers avoid digital-identity
theft. I’m amazed at the capabilities
of today’s students. We had freshmen
from MIT and Boston University at my
company this summer—wow!”
Lee Bowman still lives in Millbrae,
CA, and is enjoying being an empty
nester. He’s taken up cycling and
recently finished Cycle Oregon: 400
miles in a week!
Steve Balzac contributes, “I finally
finished my PhD in psychology, exploring the use of LARPing on developing
leadership skills. My book, Organizational Psychology for Managers, continues to generate rave reviews, with
one reviewer commenting, ‘Being an
academic organizational scholar and
a manager, I bought this more as a
refreshment course and a possible
reference on the educational gaming it contains in one chapter, thinking I knew most of the stuff already. I
was damn wrong.’ It’s been released
on Kindle, and a paperback version
is coming soon. My wife, Aimee Yermish ’88, was an invited speaker at the
American Psychological Association’s
annual conference in Denver.”
Adam Brody writes, “Since I last
wrote, I’ve gotten several new jobs.
Currently I work for a Danish company that has a small office in Mountain View, CA. I enjoy walking to work
and reacquainting myself with Castro
Street’s restaurants. I get up early to
prepare fruit for my kids’ breakfast
and otherwise get them out the door.
After work I race home to play hideand-seek and other games with them.”
Alec Atkin contributes: “I still live
in the Sacramento, CA, area, where I’ve
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been for 15 years. I never thought I’d be
here that long, but a recession and children have more determination in your
free will than would seem possible. My
wife Amy and I have three kids, seven,
11, and 13. They take up all of our time
with the usual assortment of sports,
dance, and other activities. We’re avid
cross-country skiers and are up in our
cabin in Tahoe every weekend in the
ski season. My 13-year-old has started
taking biathlon lessons at the Auburn
Ski Club (the oldest ski club in the U.S.,
founded in 1929). In 2016 I skied my
first cross-country ski marathon at the
American Birkebeiner in Hayward,
WI. It’s a 55-kilometer race for classic skiers. I finished in seven hours, 15
minutes. For comparison, the winners
completed it in about two hours, 15
min. With some new skis, I hope to take
off at least an hour next time. I’ve been
with the Hewlett-Packard enterprise
for 15 years. I manage a group of 30
people doing data, analytics, and some
SAP work. Half of my group is in Costa
Rica, and the other half in New Hampshire and Sacramento. Amy and I took
a trip up to Seattle this past summer
and stopped by to see Paul Dietz ’84.
Paul used to be at Microsoft, but he’s
started his own company. Bob Ungar
and I e-mail every now and then. He’s
out in Las Vegas enjoying himself as a
man of leisure.”
–Lisa Steffens, cosecretary, e-mail:
lmsteffens@gmail.com; Diane Hess
Brush, cosecretary, e-mail: dmhess@
alum.mit.edu.

1986
Hello, classmates! The most unusual
U.S. presidential contest in modern
times is now over. I asked classmates in
mid-September to predict who would
win the election: four thought Clinton
would and two thought Trump would,
while a seventh responded, “No matter
who wins the election, America loses.”
I wish our new president luck in bridging the partisan divide in our country
and hope that he exceeds the low bar
of expectations for his performance.
Annabelle Kim’s historical novel,
Tiger Pelt, coming out in January, was
named one of the Best Books of 2015
by Kirkus Reviews (the manuscript
was submitted in 2015, but it took a
year for the book to be published).
Dave Anderson went to the National
Scout Jamboree this past summer with
his two sons. This is a huge event, with
over 30,000 attending.
Bobby Greenfeld writes, “I live in
Chappaqua in Westchester County,
50

NY (also home to the Clintons). I see
Scott Morrison, who also lives in
Chappaqua, at MIT alumni events and
on the train sometimes. He works for
United Way in Westchester and is the
former chair of the board of directors.
I went to the U.S. Open tennis matches
a few times at the end of August and
the beginning of September with my
14-year-old son, and on one of the days
Andy Stevens joined us. Andy lives in
Rye Brook in Westchester County and
is doing well, running an engineering consulting business for the past 14
years. He is married and has a 15-yearold daughter. I’m also married and have
a 17-year-old daughter who’s a senior in
high school. We’re looking at colleges,
although MIT is not in the mix. I’ve
been working as a patent attorney in
New York for 20 years, mostly doing
litigation but also drafting patent applications when clients need them.”
My past two columns have been only
a paragraph or two long. If you’d like to
see more news about your classmates,
start by submitting something about
yourself—we want to hear from you!
I’m not publishing a list of “missing”
alumni this issue, as I’ve done each
January, as the Institute has stopped
sending that list to me. I hope that the
missing are alive and well and basking
in their anonymity. Happy new year!
–Robert Lenoil, secretary, e-mail:
lenoil@alum.mit.edu.

1987 

I’m getting excited about seeing everyone in Cambridge again, for our 30th
class reunion. I haven’t been back to
the Boston area since our 25th, so this
is the longest time I’ve been away since
we’ve graduated. I have my (prepaid,
nonrefundable) hotel reservations all
set, so you know at least one person
who will be attending!
Alex Charney Cohen writes: “I
changed jobs at the end of May 2016, as
Ballard Power Systems sold its backup
power business to a Taiwanese company called CHEM. I’m still doing manufacturing engineering, but I now do it
for two factories, located respectively in
Tijuana, Mexico, and Taipei, Taiwan.
The summer was a bit of a blur, as I
was traveling nearly half of the time. If
anyone lives in or near Taiwan, there is
a pretty good chance I’d be able to visit
you in the next year or so. At home, our
youngest started high school this fall,
which is kind of a big deal for us. The
empty nest is on the horizon.”
Coleen Smith attended the MIT
Alumni Leadership Conference on Sept.
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23, 2016, where the MIT Club of South
Texas received a Great Dome Award for
their annual Science Olympiad tournament held in Kingwood, TX. Now in its
third year, the December tournament
is unique in that the event supervisors
are not just Science Olympiad coaches
and parents; the MIT Club recruits
MIT alumni and other local experts
to run events in their fields of expertise. Imagine being a participant in the
Dynamic Planet event and meeting one
of the first humans to explore the deepest oceans, or talking with a National
Weather Service meteorologist who is
running the Severe Weather event, or
getting help from a veterinary immunologist advising the Disease Detectives competition. This takes the science
“beyond the test” for the participants!
Tom Abell is still living in San
Diego, working for Accenture Development Partnerships, a group focused
on international development. They
recently published a joint research
report with UNHCR (the United
Nations’ refugee agency) on the importance of connectivity for refugees. This
research represents the first comprehensive assessment of the connectivity
needs of refugees globally. Many refugees regard phone and Internet access
as being as vital as food, water, or shelter, and UNHCR is developing programs to help them get connected. The
report is at www.accenture.com/
us-en/insight-refugee-connectivityunhcr.
–Jack Leifer, secretary, 349 Mary
Louise Dr., San Antonio, TX 78201;
tel: 210-785-9100; e-mail: leifer@
alum.mit.edu.

1988
Questions, y’all—motivation for you
to send responses and other ponderings to me.
John Snyder asks, “Do you: (a)
have no more kids at home; (b) still
have some but not all kids at home; (c)
have all kids still at home; (d) none of
the above? I’ll go first. I’m (c), but my
oldest is a senior this year.”
The contest is open …
Wendy Liu-Battalora anticipated
the question: “Most ’88ers hit the halfcentury this year, so I lugged my three
teenagers to my birthplace, Taiwan. In
two weeks we taught four classes of 30
kids each. My big reward was to see the
change in school life (my family came
to the U.S. in ’77): Teachers no longer
wield sticks! I remember when 99/100
was punishable by a whack. Sounds
harsh, but it worked. We ended our

stay with three days of royal treatment
by Tad Artis ’86 (Corner III of BurtonConner) and his wife, Jane. In spite of
having a three-year-old and a one-yearold, they took us snorkeling, mountain
creek swimming, and to a tea garden
for midnight tea, and we had good food
galore. How does a white American
male carve a life in Taipei? Ask Tad!”
Cassie Conley humbly wrote:
“Does having my job featured in a
NASA TV short, getting written up in
Wired magazine, and being quoted as
a ‘leading scientist’ in Scientific American count?” See the video at youtube/
fnX_FGKENx8; read the articles by
going to www.wired.com and searching for Cassie’s name, and going to
www.scientificamerican.com and
searching for “20 big questions about
the future of humanity.” Cassie also had
two pieces of her glasswork in an art
gallery in Baltimore (her first exhibit
for sale and a benefit for the flooding
in Ellicott City, MD). She joked that
she wasn’t sure which news was more
interesting from an alumni standpoint.
Cheers for multitalented alumni!
John Seo wrote, “I vacationed with
family on a dude ranch in Wyoming,
riding horses and shooting all manner of weapons at inanimate targets,
including an armored drone! I also
made a modest investment in el presidente Paul LaPorte’s startup [see
below] to congratulate Paul on a useful environmental technology. Finally,
I had another sendoff at my home this
past August for 16 rising MIT freshmen, all from Fairfield County, CT. I’ve
noticed a broader distribution across
high schools, both public and private,
over the years. I assume the same is
going on across the nation?”
From Peter H. Schmidt: “Got to
fly a Marchetti S.211 light attack aircraft/jet trainer. Yes, it was just as fun
as that sounds!” He included a photo
of himself in the cockpit above Cape
Canaveral.
Leslie (Whitman) Dahring wrote:
“I relocated to Cincinnati as global
sourcing manager for LSI Industries,
a leader in lighting, graphics, and
technology. My focus is LED lighting
technology, following similar work
experience in Central Florida. Our
son Theodore is a high school senior,
while Baxter is sophomore at Flagler
College in St. Augustine, FL. We enjoy
living in a downtown loft close to theaters, ballparks, and more restaurants
and breweries than we’ve been able to
try in almost a year. Despite the mild
winter, after a decade in Florida, my
www.technologyreview.com
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husband Leo and I find that no winter
truly feels mild!”
From Chad Raymond: “I spent a
pleasant July 4th afternoon with the
families of Brent Koeppel ’90 and
Andrew Knoedler ’91, SM ’91. My wife
will officially become a U.S. citizen
on Sept. 1, so she won’t have to worry
about deportation if Donald Trump
becomes president. Are any ’88ers
looking at climate change and retirement destinations? My wife doesn’t
like hot or cold extremes or rural locations. She vetoed me applying for a city
policy analyst job in Ames, IA, because
of the winters there. We love Montreal,
but 60 years of monthly mean temperature data doesn’t show appreciable
warming. Maybe I should be looking
at peaks and troughs rather than averages. Or maybe Halifax’s climate will
resemble Bermuda’s in 20 years?”
Drama category: Giancarlo Filippazzo and his wife, Alessia, were awakened “slightly after 3:30 a.m. on Aug.
24, by a jolt. We didn’t think much of
it and fell asleep soon after. A few hours
later we learned that a powerful earthquake had struck the Rieti area a few
miles north of Rome and Frascati,
where I live and work. Unfortunately,
over 240 people perished that night.
The Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellites
I had worked on in the past six years
provided important information to rescue squads as they gathered radar and
optical data of the area in the days that
followed. I hope the information
helped save a few lives, since many
remained buried long after the first
quake. Not much else can be said for
now I suppose.” GC sent a link to some
of the satellite images: www.esa.int/
Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/
Copernicus/Sentinel-1/Sentinel-1_
provides_new_insight_into_Italy_s_
earthquake.
Our very own Prez Paul Laporte
recently got his oldest moved in at MIT
as a freshman. He added, “I cofounded
MF Fire, and Catalyst is the first smart
woodstove to achieve near-zero emissions and a highly efficient fire. Woodstoves have been inefficient and a top
source of particulate-matter pollution in many locations. Wood fire
is incredibly chaotic, with frequent
changes in the burning environment.
We developed an algorithm to model
wood fire and engineered a new type
of firebox using sensors and components to control conditions continuously—even with a smart app! The
stove has a large wraparound glass
viewing area, it burns ultra-clean, and
www.technologyreview.com
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Tassos Gianakakos ’94
Using precision medicine to target
heart disease
Tassos Gianakakos, who
founded three companies,
is now CEO of MyoKardia,
a drug discovery company
that develops innovative
therapeutics to treat genetic
heart disease. An entrepreneur and a leader in the
biopharmaceutical industry,
he is working to find cures
for conditions that affect 60
million people worldwide,
including one million in the
United States.
The company aims to
offer therapeutics that target the underlying cause
of disease. It’s the first to
apply what’s known as precision medicine to address
cardiovascular disease. The

company develops smallmolecule drugs that treat
cardiomyopathies, diseases
of the heart muscle that can
lead to heart failure.
“Our approach is transformative,” Gianakakos says.
“Approaches today are one
size fits all. For many diseases we’re targeting, there
are no approved therapies
in the U.S., and all patients
are treated with drugs
approved for other conditions. The real driver behind
our approach is our dogged
belief in bringing together
great people and great scientists from different disciplines and creating an
environment for them to col-

laborate to get to personalized solutions.”
Gianakakos received
two undergraduate degrees
at MIT, in chemical engineering and economics. Then he
earned a master’s degree in
biotechnology from Northwestern University in 1995
and an MBA from Harvard
Business School in 1999. He
began his career in Merck’s
vaccine division. Later, he
helped found three Silicon
Valley biotechnology companies, which all went public—
Maxygen, Codexis, and MAP
Pharmaceuticals. They created hundreds of jobs and
billions in value.
“MIT has a very special
place for me in my development. I learned rigorous scientific thinking and
analysis. MIT taught me to
think big and go for it,” says
Gianakakos, who is now
active in the MIT Club of
Northern California.
The son of Greek immigrants, he is passionate
about keeping his own heart
healthy by eating a Mediterranean diet, avoiding processed foods, and choosing
foods rich in antioxidants
and heart-healthy fats,
including olive oil, greens,
Greek salad, and an occasional glass of red wine.
“When it comes to disease, our genes matter,”
Gianakakos says. “While we
can’t do much to change our
genetics, we should understand them, be thoughtful
about what we eat, and keep
active.”
He and his wife, Katina
Mandas, a physician, and
their three young sons,
Manoli, James, and Alexander, enjoy spending time
together and with their
extended Greek family.
—Liz Karagianis
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it’s smart. It won numerous awards,
including the MIT Clean Energy Prize
and the People’s Choice Award. It’s in
Environmental Protection Agency
testing as of August, and we expect to
start selling Catalyst in fall 2016. It’s
exciting to build something new and
innovative that’s used in 12 million
U.S. homes and tens of millions more
worldwide. Over time, if we could get
every current woodstove user to switch
to Catalyst, we could eliminate up to
40 percent of PM2.5—the small air
particulate matter that is a leading
contributor to lung disease and respiratory illness.”
From David Saslav: “Met the
great-great-granddaughter of classical composer Felix Mendelssohn.
Conducted my choir in an Episcopal
church. Toured the USS Midway in
San Diego. Attended the three-day
Red Ants Pants Music Festival in
White Sulphur Springs, MT (selling
four-ounce gluten-free cheesecakes in
tiny mason jars, in support of my wife
Melissa Smith’s new food business, Dia
Desserts). Hosted a small series of two
classical-music house concerts. Tied for
first place in a golf tournament. Wrote a
1,000-word short story in 72 hours for
a flash-fiction writing contest and selfpublished it at dsaslav.blogspot.com.
Other than that, relatively uneventful
here in Redwood City, CA.”
Arthur A. Gleckler recently made a
trip to Boston: “I had a great time visiting friends from MIT, including Professors Abelson and Sussman. My toddler
daughter is already saying that she is an
astronaut (and a princess). Maybe she’ll
be a Course 16 instead of Course 6!”
Thanks to all contributors, and as
always, please send more, and celebrate every breath!
–Nicolas Cauchy, class secretary,
e-mail: mit88notes@gmail.

1989
This month we have so much “Korrespondence” from our K’s that it won’t
all fit in one column. We’ll do the first
group this issue and more next time!
On the West Coast: Maria Kojic
is married with two children, Gravity (13) and Gambol (nine). She adds,
“We live in a community outside of
Vancouver, BC, that’s accessible
only by ferry. While we have amazing nature here (whales, bears, cougars, mountains, and forests), we’re
also fairly isolated. So visiting other
parts of the world with our children
is important to us. Recently we spent
a month backpacking through Viet52

nam. One of my favorite things to do
in the fall is to go mushroom hunting in our forests. The kids have come
with us for the past five years and have
gotten really good at spotting them.
We fish for crab and spot prawns during the summer months.”
After graduation Phil Kuhn moved
to the Bay Area and started working
at Oracle. “My original plan was to
do that for a few years and then move
back East. Twenty-seven years later
I’m still here and still work at Oracle,
where I’m in charge of a small software team in the Middleware division. I live in San Mateo with my wife
Jennifer (we just celebrated our 20th
anniversary) and our high school
daughters Holly ( junior) and Kristen (freshman). I spend a lot of time at
their activities: Holly is an equestrian
vaulter (think gymnastics and dance
on the back of a moving horse), and
Kristen is a competitive gymnast. I
enjoy playing recreational ice hockey
and duplicate bridge.”
Andy Karduna’s life “took an
interesting turn in grad school when
I started dating and then married an
Oregonian. Ended up taking a faculty
position at the University of Oregon in
2002 and have been here ever since.
Other than my hippie aunt in Southern California, I’m the only one in my
family to escape from New York. I’m in
the Department of Human Physiology,
teaching and doing research in biomechanics. I have a son (15) and a daughter (13). Turns out raising a family in
Eugene, OR, is less stressful than in a
big city on the East Coast. I even bike
to work. Not much of an MIT presence
out here, so I had to recruit a Course 2
alum as a graduate student.”
Leigh Klotz wrote, “I was at MIT
from 1979 to 1989, making me a ‘tenyeared’ undergraduate, and in the
interim I spent some years working
at the AI/Logo Lab, the Laboratory
for Computer Science, UC Berkeley,
Japan, and a startup. This month I’m
joining Yahoo, where my wife, Becky
Burwell, works. I just finished a fouryear tour of duty at the app search
engine startup Quixey, where I was
chief architect. I did software architecture and took innovations from
Xerox PARC to products in Xerox
and Fuji Xerox. Along the way I published a book on the Arduino and ham
radio. We just drove our kids, Yuki and
Hunter (twins), to Chapman University and UC Santa Barbara. And I got
to see Holly Sweet, Herb Lin, and
other Experimental Study Group
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alumni at Peter Fiekowsky’s house,
for Holly’s retirement party. So lots of
changes all at once!”
Moving eastward, Marc Kantrowitz recently relocated to Chicago. He is
publisher and vice president of strategy for Cappex.com, a free website
that connects students with colleges
and scholarships. “We are reinventing college admissions and financial
aid. Our College Greenlight subsidiary
makes college more accessible for talented low-income and first-generation
students. My puzzle books of laddergrams are doing well. A laddergram
transforms one word into another,
one letter at a time. For example, you
can change “lead” into “gold” as “lead,”
“load,” “goad,” “gold.” More information is at www.laddergrams.com.
Nothing much on the personal side.
My kids (10 and 13) are both composing their own music for the piano. We
got a new puppy, a brindle poodle.”
In Boston Carl Kraenzel, a Course
8 grad (superconductive circuits) and
avid Shakespeare Ensemble-ite, offers
this “compressed stream of consciousness babble recapping 30ish years:
After MIT I was a professional actor
in Buffalo, NY, while paying bills with
part-time C programming. Found programming ultimately more fun, so then
did two software startups. The second
was acquired in 1994 by Lotus, which
was in turn acquired by IBM in 1995.
Serial entrepreneur inside IBM since,
launching tons of fun initiatives like Web
services, mobile, cloud, and IBM Watson. Current role is IBM distinguished
engineer as chief information security
officer and vice president for IBM’s Watson Health commercial operations.
“Side fun fact is I came out as gay to
my Tau Epsilon Phi brothers my MIT
sophomore year, and they were so supportive that I had the confidence to
stay ‘out’ my entire career. I ended up
the most senior openly gay Lotus engineer, helping IBM’s CEO and leadership decide to follow Lotus’s example
to adopt spousal equivalence in the
late ’90s. Back then it was unprecedented, shocking worldwide news for
a blue-chip tech company to do that.
So I’m proud to be one of IBM’s ‘out
executives’ who help our clients and
partners with their diversity objectives
and challenges.
“The best part of my life is my
incredible luck to snag and marry the
absolute sweetest man in the dichroic
peripatetic multiverse. My husband,
Carey Erdman, was literally a rocket
scientist high-tech CEO with spy sat-

ellite top-secret clearances when I
met him. Since then he has become
a renowned interior designer in Boston when he’s not delivering meals to
shut-ins or dragging me with him to
sing in the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s Tanglewood Festival Chorus—just
because we’re not busy enough, right?
“We live in Boston a couple of blocks
from Symphony Hall, and occasionally I even get over to MIT to guest
lecture on fun topics like innovation,
SaaS business models, cloud architectures, cognitive computing, cybersecurity advances—sadly, really anything as
long as someone feeds me large quantities of pizza. I try to never take for
granted my amazing blessings of family, friends, joys, adventures, health,
and of course pizza. Sending my best to
long-lost classmates, with my heartfelt
wish that one of Shakespeare’s keenest insights has held true for all of you
since we parted: ‘It is not in the stars
to hold our destiny but in ourselves.’”
Debra Koker is also in the Boston
area. She wrote, “I recently dropped
my twin sons off for their freshman
year at college. I guess the apples don’t
fall far from the tree—Teddy is going
to Worcester Polytechnic, majoring in
computer science, and Brian is going
to UMass Lowell, majoring in plastics engineering. Now that we have an
empty nest, we’re also in the process
of downsizing from our 100-year-old
house to a brand-new condo. I stepped
out of the corporate rat race a few years
ago when my son was very sick. I’ve
spent the past few years running the
house, cooking for teenagers, giving
driving lessons, etc. Once we’re all settled into the new condo, I can start to
think about my next adventure.”
–David Goldstone, secretary,
e-mail: goldstone@alum.mit.edu.

1990
Jeff Meyer writes: “I married Zahavah
Levine in a glorious ceremony on Aug.
27, 2016, in Bolinas, CA. Attending
were Julie Ask, Mike Dorsch, Nabil
Istafanous, Eric Nudelman, Seth
Silverstein, Todd Malone ’87, Mike
Roberts ’87, George Cathey ’88, Gary
Rahl ’89, Pete O’Neill ’91, Mike Powers ’91, Neelan Choksi ’92, Jeff Kuehn
’92, Erik Larson ’92, and Eric Ask ’93.
Shella Farooki sent a picture of
herself and her kids in Alaska (you can
see it in the online notes). They went
on a cruise this past summer, which
she highly recommends. She also sent
a link to her Google+ profile: www.
google.com/+ShellaFarookiMDMPH.
www.technologyreview.com
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From Lenny Sheet: “My second
novel, Magnolias in Paradise, crime
fiction under the pen name Leonard
Seet, came out in October 2016. After
much editing, I’m glad it’s finally being
published. I’m thankful for the good
reviews. For the next few months,
I’ll be busy promoting the book. Of
course, I will also continue working
on my next book. I appreciate all the
support from friends and family.”
Priyamvada Natarajan writes:
“I’m a theoretical astrophysicist and
teach at Yale. My first book, Mapping
the Heavens: The Radical Scientific
Ideas That Reveal the Cosmos, came
out a couple of months ago.”
It’s been a while since I provided my
own official update, although I feel you
all hear from me far too much. Vandita Malviya Wilson has been hitting
up some local open-mike nights and
trying her hand at stand-up comedy in
the San Francisco Bay Area. She also
composes her own rap songs. Don’t
worry, she hasn’t yet quit her day job.
Please send your news! Check us
out on the Web (1990.alumclass.mit.
edu), on Facebook (www.facebook.
com/groups/4958558887), and at
LinkedIn (www.linkedin.com/grp/
home?gid=1942400). Donate at www.
giving.mit.edu. Submit Class Notes
at alum.mit.edu/networks/Classes/
ClassNotes.
–Vandita Malviya Wilson (Course
7A), class secretary, tel: 415-613-6674;
e-mail: vandita@alum.mit.edu.

1991
Okay, not many of you wrote in for this
column, so it’s quite light. Would love
to hear from more of you—whether you
attended the reunion or not, whether
you think your life is exciting or not,
and whether you are facing big life
changes or not. Trust me, folks just
want to hear from you and what you’ve
been up to for the past 25 years! Please
take some time to respond to my next
plea for news so that we don’t have such
a lame presence in the next issue of TR!
David Auerbach sent this update: “I
enjoyed the 25th reunion very much. I
brought my fiancée to the event, and
we’re getting married in the spring. We
bought a house last month in Newton,
MA, where we live half time with my
two boys (14 and nine) and full time
with her dog and my cat, who are still
trying to work out an equilibrium.
(Nighttime is still a game of musical
beds from the pets’ perspective.) I was
promoted to director of research at the
new Massachusetts Health Policy Comwww.technologyreview.com
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mission. I’d love to hear your perspective on how to make health care better,
especially if you’re in Massachusetts. I
also maintain a part-time job as adjunct
faculty at Montana State University,
where I do research and forecasting on
the workforce of nurses and physicians.”
From Theresa Fuentes: “I’m still
enjoying life in the Pasadena, CA,
area, as an assistant city attorney
for the city of Pasadena and general
counsel for the Rose Bowl Stadium
(future site of the Arroyo Seco Music
and Arts Festival). My oldest son,
Anthony Antonucci, is a freshman
at Northeastern. As a rabid Red Sox
(and Patriots) fan, he and his momma
couldn’t be happier. I can’t believe I
have a kid in college!”
Jeff Evernham writes: “I left the
consulting world and returned to the
software business in July 2016, taking a job at Sinequa to help lead their
U.S. operations and drive their growth.
Sinequa is a cognitive search/computing platform. Think of them as ‘Google
for businesses,’ but the capabilities go
beyond search. I’m really excited to be
part of a great team with a phenomenal product and am looking forward
to the future. The only downside is the
commute to New York City, but I’d be
happy to meet up with fellow alumni
who live or work in the city. On the
home front, I can’t believe how time
flies. Kyle is a sophomore at Penn State
(and thinking of aerospace engineering, following in his father’s footsteps).
The other three are all in high school,
doing well academically and in pole
vaulting (Ryan so wishes the age for
American Ninja Warrior were 18) and
the girls in soccer and lacrosse. My life
is pretty consumed by work and kids’
sports, as well as the charity obstacle
challenge that my friends and I established a few years ago, Goliathon.
We’ve done five events so far (our sixth
was Oct. 1) and have raised $85,000
to provide clean water to thousands of
families and children in Bangladesh,
Nepal, Ethiopia, and Cambodia.”
It was great to see Amy Chu at
our 25th reunion and listen to her
talk about how she wound up in the
comic book world. Here’s her update:
“My first real trade paperback is out,
Poison Ivy (collecting all six issues of
the comic book). It should be available
in Amazon and all bookstores. I have
an MIT character in there—I hope
you all appreciate it! I’m now writing Red Sonja and the KISS comics.
KISS is coming out in October, and
Red Sonja in December. Non-KISS

fans, I’m taking a sci-fi approach so
I hope everyone digs it. My kids are
in fourth and seventh grade. I have
them read through and proofread my
scripts. I figure it’s a good learning
opportunity, and they’re really pretty
good at spotting plot issues and the
like. Otherwise stuff is pretty normal,
with soccer practices, music lessons,
and that kind of thing.”
–Lola Ball, secretary, e-mail: lola@
alum.mit.edu.

1992 

25th Reunion

Save the dates—June 9–11 is our 25th
reunion! Looking forward to catching
up with everyone in person.
Reuven Lerner notes, “I’ve had my
own business for more than 20 years,
hard as that is to believe. Nowadays I
mostly teach Python, Git, and data science to Fortune 500 companies, traveling frequently to Europe and China
from my home in Israel. I’m also going
meta, offering training and coaching
to new trainers.”
You should look for Brad Layton’s
second book, Zero Waste in the Last
Best Place!
–Shari C. Fox, secretary, e-mail:
sharicfox@alum.mit.edu.

1993
A.J. McFarland attended the 60th
annual Tailhook convention in Reno,
NV. The Tailhook Association celebrates achievements and innovations
surrounding naval aviation’s rich history of taking off from and landing on
aircraft carriers. It also looks toward
the future of up-and-coming naval
aircraft (such as the X) and technologies such as the Electromagnetic Aircraft Launch System and advanced
arresting gear, all of which will see
service on the USS Gerald R. Ford
(CVN-78), which is the lead ship in
her class. A.J. ran into fellow Sig Ep
alums Commander Ryan Bryla ’96
and Rear Admiral Paul Sohl ’85 (see
picture in the online version), as well
as Commander Elizabeth Somerville
’99. Also in attendance was keynote
speaker Admiral John Richardson ’89,
SM ’89, the chief of naval operations.
A.J. is a captain in the U.S. Navy and
presently serves as deputy program
manager for the Naval Integrated Fire
Control–Counter Air program at Naval
Air Station Patuxent River in Maryland. Starting in April, A.J. will be
back in the F/A-18 cockpit flying test
missions at Naval Air Weapons Station
China Lake in California. He’ll also be
the vice commander of the Naval Air

Warfare Center’s Weapons Division.
He says, “Flying the F/A-18E/F Super
Hornet and EA-18G Growler after 23
years of service is an opportunity that
can’t be passed up!”
Mehrdad Sarlak shares, “The year
2016 continues its march toward being
the most surreal, step-function, jump
year of my life, representing a beautiful confluence of harvests whose
seeds were planted years ago. Twelve
months ago I took over the reins of the
largest OEM business at Honeywell
E&ES (Environmental and Energy
Solutions). I have been able to impact
tangible, positive changes, including
numerous successful proprietaryproduct launches, with more to come
in the next few months.
“Beyond Honeywell, a film that
I executive produced and costarred
in, Madaran, picked up incredible
momentum, getting into many Oscarqualifying festivals. We just came off
of our Los Angeles premiere at Hollywood’s Chinese Theatre for the
HollyShorts Film Festival, where our
incredible director, Rayka Zehtabchi,
won best director.
“I am realizing a lifelong dream of
positioning myself to be an ambassador between my homeland of Iran and
my current home of the United States,
by launching a new initiative called
IranCinema as part of the established
Action on Film Festival in Hollywood
(www.aoffest.com/iran). My goal is to
provide filmmakers in Iran with an
avenue to share and show their films
to American audiences. The ultimate
objective is to promote a cultural
exchange among artists, which will
hopefully lead to greater understanding and a more peaceful coexistence
between these two great nations. The
black-tie, red-carpet closing award ceremony of our inaugural IranCinema
event occurred Sept, 10, 2016, before a
sold-out audience at the Westin in Pasadena, CA. As the executive director
of IranCinema, I led the jury committee responsible for film entry and winner selections. Our closing ceremony
had an incredible turnout, with several
legends in Iranian cinema attending
from Iran, including Shahab Hosseini,
whose film A Separation won Iran’s first
Oscar in 2012 and who in May picked
up the Golden Palm award at Cannes
for Best Actor. Shahab picked up two
more awards for Best Actor and Best
Director First Film at IranCinema’s
closing ceremony. It was my honor and
pleasure to present both to him and to
befriend him. In addition, I served as
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Alumnus takes food out of the kitchen
and into the lab
“The Food Lab” is J. Kenji
López-Alt’s Twitter handle
as well as the title of his
new book. But there was a
time when it hardly seemed
likely that López-Alt would
be closely associated with
lab work.
As an MIT student, he
swore off labs for good,
switching his major from
biology to architecture. “I
spent my summers in high
school and the summer after
my freshman year working in
labs. I got disillusioned with
it,” he says. That’s how he
ended up in the kitchen.
In his sophomore year,
while classmates were looking for research opportuni-

54

ties, López-Alt began looking
for work as a waiter. He
came upon a short-staffed
restaurant that offered him
a job in the kitchen on the
spot. “That day I started to
cook, I knew I wanted to
work in food,” he says.
López-Alt honed his
cooking skills in Boston
restaurants and at MIT: he
cooked for the Number
Six Club, a nationally affiliated coed literary fraternity,
where he was also a member. But after years in the
kitchen, he was ready for a
change. “Working in restaurants, you don’t get a lot of
opportunities to explore. I
always had the question of
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his impromptu translator as he spoke
after his wins! It was truly surreal.
“The story about the initiative and
Shahab’s wins at IranCinema went
viral and was picked up by most major
news agencies in Iran. All of that is
spawning further spiraling opportunities! I’m working on some other
incredible things that I hope to be
able to disclose publicly soon—stay
tuned. Right now I’m sending this
from 39,000 feet, as I head to our
East Coast premiere of Madaran
in Times Square on Sept. 24 at the
Oscar-qualifying Urbanworld Film
Festival. Incredibly, this got picked
up by Variety magazine! My head is
spinning with excitement, and there
is so much more to come. Peace and
love to you all.”
–Diane (Hern) Anderson, class secretary, e-mail: dhern@alum.mit.edu.

1994
Please send news for this column to
Mariquita (Gilfillan) Blumberg, tel:
917-680-3562; e-mail: mariquita@
alum.mit.edu.

1995
Please send news for this column to Class Notes, MIT Technology Review, 1 Main St. Cambridge,
MA 02142; e-mail: classnotes@
technologyreview.com.

1996
Please send news for this column
to Emily Brown, secretary, e-mail:
ecbrown@alum.mit.edu.

1997 

20th Reunion

Our 20th reunion, taking place June
9–11, is approaching quickly! Please
mark your calendars and make your
lodging arrangements. We hope to
have a great turnout!
Jeri (Champion) Levine joined
DrugDev in September 2016 as their
senior test automation engineer. She
and husband Stuart Levine, current
director of the MIT BioMicroCenter,
live just north of Boston with their children, Yona (12) and Jordan (10). Yona
and Jordan participated in the Girls
Make Games camp over the summer
at MIT. Jordan’s team, Team Blub Blub,
won the grand prize for their game, tentatively titled “Blub Blub: Quest of the
Blob.” It is being jointly developed by
Team Blub Blub and LearnDistrict.
Learn more at www.kickstarter.com/
projects/2020158234/girls-makegames-presents-blubblub-quest-ofthe-bl.
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J. Kenji López-Alt ’02

why we were cooking something a certain way,” he says.
A job as a recipe tester
for Cooks Illustrated gave
López-Alt the chance to
find some answers, but it
was when he began working for the popular food blog
Serious Eats that he really
got to explore. His column,
”The Food Lab,” promises
to “unravel the mysteries of
home cooking through science.” For López-Alt, taking a scientific approach to
food might mean running
multiple experiments to
identify how to cook the perfect hardboiled egg or how
to make expertly battered
onion rings. His style resonates with readers. “Cooking is a much a science as it
is a craft. It turns on a lightbulb for people and makes it
more exciting,” he says.
The popularity of the
column led to his awardwinning first book, The
Food Lab: Better Home
Cooking through Science.
The book earned the 2016
James Beard Award for
General Cooking and the
International Association
of Culinary Professionals Cookbook of the Year
Award.
When López-Alt isn’t
working on his second book,
he is putting his architecture degree to work remodeling the Bay Area home
that he shares with his wife,
Adriana López-Alt ’07, who
has earned a PhD in cryptography.
“The education you get
at MIT is valuable no matter
what field,” he says, adding
with a laugh: “The architecture degree really came in
handy when I got to draft
and submit my own plans
for the house.”
—Nicole Morell
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Vicharin (Pebbles) Vadakan led a
sold-out social media workshop. She
was on the planning committee for the
fourth annual Thai Samakkee Summit
in L.A. last August. Speakers included
California state treasurer John Chiang;
the Thai ambassador to the U.S., Pisan
Manawapat; and U.S. House of Representatives member Judy Chu. Pebbles
says, “It was great to be part of an event
that brought together an impressive
group of leaders that also included the
president/CEO of Leadership Education for Asian Pacifics, the president/
CEO of the Asian Pacific American
Institute for Congressional Studies,
the chairman of the Thai American
Chamber of Commerce in California,
an Emmy-nominated lead animator at
Nickelodeon Animation Studio, and
one of the executive producers of Family Guy. Details at www.samakkee.org.”
Pebbles is still vice president of marketing at Pelican Parts. She says, “I guess
I continue to represent the “against
the grain” career of someone who fully
embraced her creative side and went the
marketing route after college.”
George Candea started a cybersecurity company (cyberhaven.io) last
year to commercialize research done
in his lab at EPFL over the past seven
years. He writes, “I started it with some
of my former PhD students. It’s an
exciting opportunity to turn research
into real products. To top it off, we
established our headquarters in Cambridge, not far from Kendall Square.
Our mission is to drastically simplify
enterprise security, while making it a
lot stronger. We’re actively hiring in
Boston, especially on the business
side, so if any alums are interested
(or know someone who’s interested),
please reach out.”
Charles Morton and Lauren E.
Frick ’03 welcomed their first daughter, Sienna Reece Morton, in March
2016. Charles wrote, “Her older brothers, Chase and Riley, love spending
time with their new sister and are now
focused on preschool, which has freed
me up to return to the academic world
as a lecturer in chemistry at Brown
University. This fall I’m teaching their
equivalent of 5.13 and having a blast.
I’m looking forward to seeing folks at
our 20th in June!”
That’s it for this time around. I look
forward to hearing from more of you
next time!
–Amy Grayson, class secretary,
1501 Beacon St., Apt 1905, Brookline, MA 02446; e-mail: agrayson@
alum.mit.edu.
www.technologyreview.com
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1998
Gara Villalba Méndez is an associate professor in the Department of
Chemical, Biological and Environmental Engineering at the Autonomous University of Barcelona. She is
spending two years as visiting faculty
at the School of Engineering at the
University of California, Merced, on
a Marie Sklodowska-Curie fellowship
granted by the European Commission. Her husband and two kids (nine
and 11) are really enjoying the stay in
sunny California!
–Jessica Jungk, e-mail: jlwest@
alum.mit.edu.

1999
Please send news for this column to
Michael W. Kim, secretary, 2056 N.
Oakland St., Arlington, VA 22207; tel:
571-249-5467 (m); e-mail: mwkim@
alum.mit.edu.

2000
Please send news for this column
to Heather C. Toews, secretary,
Palmdale, CA; e-mail: hrcrooks@
alum.mit.edu.

2001
Please send news for this column
to Katherine Calef, secretary, tel:
310-458-4652; e-mail: kmcalef@
alum.mit.edu

2002 

15th Reunion

Happy new year! Hope you all enjoyed
the holidays. It’s 2017, and that means
our 15th reunion is coming up. Save the
dates: June 9–11! Learn more at alum.
mit.edu/networks/TechReunions.
Our goal for the reunion gift is
$900,000 and 28 percent class participation. Let’s make it happen! Make
your donation at giving.mit.edu/.
Now on to our class news: In July
2016 Alexander Hasha relocated from
New York City to Montreal for a one- to
two-year international assignment with
Capital One. He says, “My wife Adria
and kids Henry (five) and Anne-Olivia
(two) are all happy to be in a new place
and improving their French. The best
things about Quebec after 13 years in
Manhattan and Brooklyn? Definitely
poutine, peace and quiet, ubiquitous
parking, and having a backyard!”
For the past two years Amrys O.
Williams has been heading the Under
Connecticut Skies project, documenting and interpreting 100 years of
astronomy at Wesleyan University’s
Van Vleck Observatory in Middletown,
CT. To learn more about their work, and

to see some awesome videos of people
using old machines, visit underctskies.
wesleyan.edu/. This January she begins
a position as associate director of the
Center for Business, Technology, and
Society and oral historian at the Hagley
Museum and Library in Wilmington,
DE, where she will continue to work at
the intersection of the history of science
and technology and the public humanities. She will be back in central Connecticut often.
In late 2016 Ryan Lang started a
tenure-track faculty position in physics at Hillsdale College in Hillsdale,
MI. He is also a member of the LIGO
Scientific Collaboration, which last
February announced the first-ever
direct detection of gravitational waves.
Susan Taing married Daniel
Simoes in March 2016. In attendance
were Yamel Cuevas ’01 as man of
honor, Penelope Cuevas ’03, Deepthi Gadde, Edward Tolson ’01, John
Ho, Anthony Makana Paris, Kathryn Kaminski ’01, Junius Ho ’01, and
Mendel Chuang. Susan was featured
in Forbes, Entrepreneur, and Core77 in
2016 for her work with her product
design startup, Bhold. She is still living in New York City.
Rose Radin and Jacob Hyman are
happy to announce the birth of Darren
Benjamin Hyman on May 18, 2016.
Sarah Huber spent the past four
years living in India and recently closed
an acquisition of the startup she was
working with, Driptech, that makes
low-cost drip irrigation for poor farmers. Afterward Sarah spent several
months traveling in Africa and Japan
and then volunteered on the Bernie
Sanders campaign and on an organic
farm. She is now in Seattle for the next
year or two, spending time with family
and enjoying the hiking there.
Mark Laughter recently earned a
long-term extension to his contract
at the International Atomic Energy
Agency, based on his past six years
working as a nuclear safeguards inspector, so he gets to keep living in Vienna
for the foreseeable future. He and his
wife, Karissa (Patterson) ’03, have also
been involved in founding the MIT
Alumni Club of Austria. While Mark
loves his work at the IAEA and they’re
excited that their kids (Lydia and Isaac)
get to grow up in Vienna, the idea that
he has a contract that allows him to
work at the same organization until
retirement makes him feel old.
Christine Rosakranse completed
her PhD program at Stanford, focusing on using interactive digital media

to engender empathy for marginalized
groups. Bringing empathy and compassion to HCI!
Matt Cain is back in the Boston area
full time and doing attention research
for the Army and Tufts University.
After eight long years, Terrell Bennett finally finished his PhD at the
University of Texas at Dallas. “I was
joined at the celebration by my family and classmates, my wife Jeannette
(Stephenson) Bennett, Carl Patten
II, Yetunde Oke, and MIT Sloan alum
Willie Wu ’12. After graduation my
family and I traveled to Washington,
D.C., and had the opportunity to spend
time with Scott Purnell-Saunders and
Dr. Jovonne Bickerstaff. Definitely
looking forward to the reunion.”
Amanda Bligh started her PhD in
manufacturing and systems engineering at the University of Rhode Island
this past fall. She’ll be focusing on
designing for the environment and
on related product-development and
manufacturing processes.
Dan Feldman and Neena Kadaba
had a baby girl, Laila, in June 2016,
joining big brother Bodhi.
Your class cosecretary, Diana Ng,
moved back to New York City in August
2016 after a short-term expat assignment in Shanghai. At Lei Lei’s wedding, I had a chance to catch up with
many MIT alums, including Leela
Ramnath, Carolyn Chen, Debora Lui,
Alice Takhtajan, Jenny Lin, Lorenzo
Lorilla, Maria Jelescu, Tara Bishop,
Frances Wong ’03, Sonia Chan ’03,
and Derek Tang ’01. There were many
more—sorry if I missed some of you.
Congratulations and best wishes to
our classmates on their achievements,
adventures, and life events. Thank
you for reading and contributing to
this issue of Class Notes. Send us any
updates you have for future columns
and keep your contact information up
to date at alum.mit.edu.
–Diana Ng, tel: 347-633-0336;
e-mail: ding02@alum.mit.edu; Brian
Richter, tel: 310-709-5745; e-mail:
bkr@alum.mit.edu.

2003
Bill Fienup shares some exciting news
about his growing nonprofit incubator,
Catalyze Chicago. The nonprofit partnered with World Business Chicago
to give aspiring product manufacturers access to the tools and equipment
they need to develop their ideas. In
August, Chicago mayor Rahm Emanuel announced that a 63,000-squarefoot space called mHUB will do just
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that. Members will have access to a 3-D
printing lab, electronics labs, a metal
shop, and more. Bill will be mHUB’s
managing director, and if his success
with Catalyze Chicago is any indication, mHUB will drive innovation and
business opportunities for the city. In
three years Catalyze Chicago has helped
start 56 companies that have generated
$57 million in revenue. Way to go, Bill!
Will Hafer became the first person
in history (as far as he knows) to refuse
to work on a project on grounds that it
might identify Earth to hostile extraterrestrial life. Will lives and works as
a spacecraft guidance, navigation, and
control engineer in Denver. We don’t
know more about the project, but I
encourage you all to speculate wildly.
Stephanie Willerth is at the University of Wisconsin–Madison on sabbatical and answered my call to send
in a fun fact: the churches in Madison
serve beer outdoors on Fridays. Oh,
the Midwest! Stephanie, I’m going
to assume they also serve cheese at
these summer beer church parties in
Wisconsin. Some stereotypes about
places are right … and delicious. If it
isn’t true, I don’t want to know.
Next we have two classmates who
swapped coasts. Daniel Turek, who
was in California, got through his first
week of classes as an assistant professor of statistics at Williams College. His
daughter, Lily, is three, and Ashton is
seven months. Everyone is adjusting
well to their new lives in Massachusetts.
Aaron Milstein recently completed
his postdoc at the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute/Janelia in Virginia,
had another baby girl (Kaia is now four
months old, and Leilani is three years
old), and moved back to the Bay Area
for an instructor position at Stanford
University School of Medicine, where
he’s conducting computational neuroscience research.
On Aug. 5, 2016, Ross Benson married Aviva Siegel ’13. They were introduced to each other by Holly Sweet,
the former associate director at MIT’s
Experimental Study Group. Ross is in
his 11th year teaching math at Cambridge Rindge and Latin School, and
Aviva is finishing her master’s of education in high school math and teaching at
a school on the South Shore. A number
of MIT alums attended the party.
Dr. Alex Wissner-Gross (www.
alexwg.org) was named a 2016
Hive Global Leader and a 2016
SBA Emerging Business Leader and
was featured on the Gizmodo and
TechEmergence websites.
56

Last but not least, Boris Paskalev
responded to my request for news about
yesterday and wrote about the MIT Club
of Switzerland’s lovely two-day hike at
the end of the summer. His 10-monthold (presumably Class of 2037) went
the whole way! Check out our class blog
(mit2003classnotes.blogspot.com) for
pictures. In typical MIT fashion, the hikers made some astronomical observations during the trek.
Thanks for the updates and the
lovely pictures! This month we learned
that we need to stop by Madison for
beer, reflections on spirituality, and
cheese, and then we are all going to
Switzerland for a hike!
–Kristie A. Tappan, secretary,
e-mail: ktappan@alum.mit.edu.

2004
David Masenten is the director of
mixed-use practice at ELS Architecture and Urban Design.
Heather (Fireman) Jackson and
her husband, Benjamin Jackson, SM
’05, celebrated their 10th wedding
anniversary in July 2016. Together
they’ve survived grad school, international moves, and their first year in a
house built in 1907. They are currently
surviving a baby, having welcomed
their first child, Eva, in January 2016.
In 2014 Lisa Messeri moved to the
University of Virginia, where she is an
assistant professor of science, technology, and society. Her book Placing
Outer Space: An Earthly Ethnography
of Other Worlds came out in fall 2016.
It recounts, from an anthropological
perspective, current research in planetary science. If any ’04s find themselves in the South, say hi!
In 2014 Maxwell Planck left Pixar
after 10 years of working on films like
Cars, WALL-E, Up, Brave, Monsters
University, and The Good Dinosaur.
As amazing as Pixar was and continues
to be, Maxwell wanted to find and build
our generation’s leap forward in storytelling technology. Late in 2014 he
cofounded Oculus’s Story Studio in San
Francisco, a small group of film and
game veterans working on figuring out
how to tell stories in immersive virtual
reality. In September Maxwell won an
Emmy in the category of Original Interactive Program for his work as producer on Henry, Story Studio’s second
short experience (www.theverge.com/
2016/9/8/12847048/oculus-henryvirtual-reality-film-emmy-outstandinginteractive-program). The brass rat
looks pretty good next to the gold of the
Emmy.
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David Fernandez and Cecilia
Henriquez Fernandez welcomed
their second child, Belén Paola, on
Aug. 6. Big brother Daniel is excited
about his new sister.
Laura Waller and Robin Riedel
got married at the Lawrence Hall of
Science in Berkeley, CA. Lots of ’04s
were in attendance, including flower
girl Sameera Ponda. Laura is now an
associate professor (with tenure!) in
the Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences Department at UC
Berkeley, and Robin spends a lot of
time in airplanes as a management
consultant at McKinsey & Company.
Ben Maron married Anna Macknica (University of Wisconsin) in
Florence, Italy. The groomsmen were
Akshay Patil, Philip Liang, SM ’06,
and Tyson McNulty ’08. In attendance
were a number of Logarhythms, including Mikey Yang ’05, Michael Miller
’10, Garrett Robinson ’10, Benjamin
Bloomberg ’11, Edan Krolewicz ’12, Rob
Scalea ’86, Bryan Koo ’09, and Tommy
Gerrity ’11. Many serenades were sung,
and a wonderful time was had in the
Tuscan countryside. Anna is a fashion
designer, and Ben builds hardware at
Hudson River Trading. They split their
time between Brooklyn and upstate
New York.
Jesse Smithnosky finds himself
back on the road less-traveled. After a
brief stint as a scrum master at EMC
(now Dell), he is happily unemployed,
making a living as a professional gambler since last April. He spent most of
June in Vegas for the World Series of
Poker and is looking forward to the end
of the busy season in Laguna Beach,
CA, and the start of it at Big Bear, CA.
–Emily Chi, 10645 Wellworth Ave.,
Los Angeles, CA 90024; tel: 310488-9303 (h); e-mail: emilychi@
alum.mit.edu.

2005
Happy 2017, classmates! Hope everyone is doing well.
Brad and Smitha Iyer Smith had a
baby boy this past June. In May, Moksha
and Ross Hatton welcomed their son,
Rory Sunheart Hatton. Congratulations!
Michael Fritts writes: “My family
and I will be moving to Edwards Air
Force Base in California to start U.S.
Air Force Test Pilot School in January. I’m a major and have been in the
Air Force since the day we graduated.”
Emily Spangler finished her surgical training at Dartmouth and started
as an assistant professor of vascular
surgery at the University of Alabama

at Birmingham. She’s looking forward
to some milder winters for a change!
Over Labor Day weekend a group
of alums visited Rocky Mountain
National Park. Participants included
Meredith Worrilow and Mike Barrett;
Quinn Mahoney; Adam Burd and
Sheila Longo; Katherine Dalis; Dr.
Paul Abel ’08, Chia Berry, and their
daughter Victoria; Matthew Moskwa
’06; Dr. Schuyler Senft-Grupp ’06; Dr.
Laura (Daher) Rabideau ’07, Dustin
Rabideau ’07, and their son Teo; and
Kemi Azeez ’08. Activities included
reminiscing about the ol’ times, sampling local Colorado brews (yes, even
Coors), looking at the Milky Way by
night, watching all the EC I3 videos
again, and hiking in beautiful nature,
trying to get a few photos of elk and
moose. Everyone agreed on the need to
do more minireunions like that.
Mark Porter had a busy year of hiking and climbing, culminating with
reaching the summit of Denali (20,310
feet) on July 4. Mark has also climbed
Katahdin and expected to complete all
48 of New Hampshire’s 4,000-footers in
calendar year 2016. As the vice chairman
of the Board of Selectmen in Canton,
MA, Mark had the honor of addressing
the town, along with Congressman Stephen Lynch, in remembrance of 9/11.
Dave Jackson wrote: “Having gotten
into caving with the MIT Outing Club, I
now have a startup, CaveSim, that creates artificial caves with electronically
sensed cave formations and computerized scoring. We recently opened our
largest cave to date at CityROCK Climbing Center in Colorado Springs, CO. As
visitors climb and crawl through the patented system, they try to avoid contact
with the stalactites, cave life, and artifacts. Each object they bump into (or get
too close too) beeps, lights up, and gives
the user a damage point on the graphical
interface. Our new CaveSim system contains 225 feet of passage and includes
a 40-foot rappel. Our earlier version is
mobile (60 feet of multilevel cave in a
24-foot trailer) and has traveled around
the country for cave rescue training and
educational programs. To learn more,
check out www.cavesim.com or e-mail
me at jacksondmit@cavesim.com.”
In June 2016 former swim team
members Kate Thornton ’07, Barry
Revzin ’08, Jessica Harpole ’07, Jennifer La’O, PhD ’10, J.P Carlucci, Christy
Rogers ’14, Qing Li ’12, Nicole O’Keeffe
’09, and Jonathan Goler ’03, MEng ’04,
reunited in Omaha, NE, to attend the
U.S. Swimming Olympic Trials. Aside
from watching exciting races and meetwww.technologyreview.com
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ing Olympians, they also cheered for
their former teammate Wyatt Ubellacker ’13, who competed in the men’s
50-meter and 100-meter freestyle.
You can see a photo of the group in the
online version of these notes.
Thank you to everyone for writing in!
–Chia Berry, secretary, e-mail:
analucia@alum.mit.edu.

2006
Please send news for this column to
Anjum K. Sharma, secretary, e-mail:
anjum@alum.mit.edu.

2007 

10th Reunion

Please send news for this column to
Allan Reyes, secretary, e-mail: allan.
reyes@alum.mit.edu.

2008
Gloria Chao’s debut novel has sold
to Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster.
The novel follows a 17-year-old MIT
freshman whose parents want her to
become a doctor and marry a Taiwanese Ivy Leaguer despite her germophobia and her crush on a Japanese
classmate. Plenty of MIT references
throughout, including chair surfing,
the Infinite, hacking, LSC, and liquid
nitrogen ice cream! Look out for America Panda in hardcover in spring 2018.
–Bonnie Shum, secretary, tel:
415-890-3168; e-mail: bkshum@
alum.mit.edu.
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2009
Please enjoy these Class Notes. The
near future will bring ample opportunity to submit your very own! Look
for solicitation e-mails from either
Mark Reed (secretary) or Vivian
Tang (president).
Amy Gilpin left the oil industry
(and Texas!) last year for Spearfish,
SD, to mine gold. She’s happy to be
closer to her Nebraska roots than she
had been since leaving for college.
Buying a house and adopting a dog
have recently pushed her over the
brink into adulthood, and yard work
has become her obligatory hobby.
Anyone who wants a hiking tour of
the Black Hills or a Mount Rushmore
viewing buddy should get in touch!
Hanna Starobinets and her husband, Timur, welcomed their daughter, Aurora, on Jan. 30, 2016. Then
in August Hanna defended her PhD
thesis—on the topic of tumor immunology—at UC San Francisco. They
were excited about returning to the
Boston area permanently in autumn
and reconnecting with the MIT comwww.technologyreview.com
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Michal Depa, SM ’11
Entrepreneur wields smartphones
against chronic disease
Michal Depa’s smartphonebased blood tests and
coaching app help 50,000
patients in India—where, he
says, one in four deaths is
attributable to diabetes.
Born in Poland and raised
in Montreal, Depa studied
electrical engineering at
McGill. He came to MIT as
an undergrad exchange student on a Killam Fellowship
in 2007 and returned to earn
a master’s, developing analysis algorithms for cardiac
images captured with MRI
machines. As a volunteer
with the Computer Science
and Artificial Intelligence
Lab’s Sana Mobile group, he
helped create an oral cancer screening app for health
workers to use in India.
Depa and fellow Sana
Mobile volunteer Sidhant

Jena, a Harvard Business
School student, loved the
idea of serving patients
without access to expensive
equipment like MRIs. “The
one thing we didn’t like was
that it was grant-driven,”
Depa says. “You couldn’t
make a sustainable business
out of it.”
Depa and Jena were
inspired to invent something
to help for the long haul.
Diabetes—chronic, complex, and rampant—seemed
like a good place to start.
“If you become diabetic,
there are multiple stages
and complications that happen over time,” says Depa.
“It invariably happens once
you set upon that path.” In
2011 he and Jena launched
Jana Care (jana is the Sanskrit word for “people”) to

develop affordable diabetes
management tools.
Jana Care’s $20 Aina
device attaches to smartphones and measures
glycosylated hemoglobin,
blood sugar, lipids, and creatinine levels from a drop
of blood gleaned from a
finger prick and applied to
a single-use test strip. (Traditional laboratory analyzers cost $2,000 and require
a phlebotomist.) A companion app called Habits
delivers targeted educational content and health
coaching tips. Doctors get
each patient’s data in consolidated reports. Clinics stock up on the test
strips, generating a revenue
stream for Jana Care. The
65-employee company,
which is funded by private
investments and grants, has
advisors at Mass General
and partnerships with insulin maker Biocon and pump
manufacturer Medtronic.
Shortly after Jana Care
began taking off in 2012,
Depa, who serves as its
CTO, realized he would
not have time to finish his
PhD. “People overestimate
the risk of jumping into a
startup,” he likes to tell students when he visits campus. “It’s not very high if
you have an MIT degree.
That’s a huge safety net.
You know you definitely
can get another job—and
there is no better way to
build your skills early in your
career than by working on a
startup.”
Now based in Bangalore,
Depa travels extensively,
visiting his parents and sister in Montreal and shuttling
between Jana Care’s R&D
facility in Boston and Singapore, the company’s next
market. —Jill Hecht Maxwell
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munity. Hanna will be doing a postdoc
at Harvard Medical School to continue
researching tumor immunology and
immunotherapy.
Ryan Castonia, whom Mark Reed
thinks is really cool, is settled in the
U.K. with his wife Tirzah and oneyear-old daughter Grace. The guest
room should be set up and ready for
visitors, so stop by!
Baker House alumni Yermie
Cohen and George Courtsunis (of
piano-drop fame) raised $500,000
for their education startup, Memorang, and hired their first few employees. This past June, Yermie (finally)
earned his MD from UCLA and transitioned to full-time CEO. Since 30
percent of U.S. medical students now
rely on the platform to study, please
send additional Course 6 grads their
way (yermie@memorangapp.com),
so your future surgeon doesn’t cut in
the wrong place!
Stephen Toth completed his MBA
at Duke and moved with his wife, Lauren ’10, to New York. He’s beginning
as an associate at Barclays Investment
Bank, and she will continue her work
for Northrop Grumman.
Lauren Habenicht returned to the
Boston area after spending the past
seven years out West, completing her
veterinary degree in Colorado and
a residency program at the University of Washington. Lauren is joining
the Harvard Center for Comparative
Medicine at Harvard Medical School.
Though she’ll miss Seattle’s houseboat
lifestyle, she looks forward to reconnecting with friends in the Boston area.
In the second half of 2015, Adelaide
Calbry-Muzyka got married, finished
her PhD, and moved to Switzerland
to start a new job. If anyone is passing through the Zurich area, be sure
to say hi!
While many of MIT’s 300-plus student groups concentrated on various
social justice issues back when we were
undergrads, Murtaza Nek focused on
environmental justice. This past summer he and a partner spent 57 days
bicycling over 750 miles along the
route of a crude-oil pipeline in Michigan and Wisconsin, to raise awareness
of controversies surrounding the aging
pipeline. Ordinarily Murtaza tutors
Detroit kids in math and science and
uses real-life examples in environmental activism to make concepts
relevant and engaging. For example,
the Pythagorean theorem was used
(1) to show that the aforementioned
oil pipeline was installed incorrectly,
58

and (2) by tree-sitters Murtaza worked
with to thwart the construction of the
Keystone XL pipeline back in 2013!
–Mark Reed, secretary, e-mail:
mark.wilbert.reed@gmail.com.

2010
Best wishes to Wen Tang, who married Nicholas Nettebohm. Wen and
Nicholas met four years ago in the
MBA program at Wharton.
Congratulations to YeSeul Kim,
who tied the knot with Zeno Adami.
The pair met while working at Gillette
and traveled around the world hosting
three wedding celebrations.
Ervin Puskar is a lead developer
at Watershed Systems. Ervin also celebrated his second anniversary with
his wife.
Ted Tomlinson and his wife, Lucy,
have a baby boy named Jacob Little
Tomlinson. Ted finds that MIT prepared him well for his new sleep schedule as a parent.
Chelsea Ostrander and her husband, Michael, recently welcomed
daughter Olivia. They are enjoying life
as parents and watching Olivia grow.
Damon Henry, Adam Mohamed,
and Brent McLaughlin celebrated the
one-year anniversary of their company
Asylon, a Philadelphia-based startup
that has developed a fully autonomous
battery-swapping station for drones.
Adam Goldstein announced the
sale of his company, Hipmunk, an
innovative leader in travel search, to
Concur, a provider of integrated travel
and expense management solutions.
Mali Wagner is a project manager
and structural engineer at Tripyramid
Structures in Westford, MA. Her son is
five and in kindergarten. Mali has made
a habit of screaming “Viva Bexley!”
whenever she drives past 77 Mass. Ave.
Javier Duarte completed his PhD
at Caltech, where his research involved
the search for supersymmetric particles
at the Large Hadron Collider. Javier
and his girlfriend, Kristen Jezior, have
moved to Chicago, where Javier is a
Lederman postdoctoral fellow at Fermilab. He has already reconnected with
Lawrence Chan and Paul Hoffman
’08. Javier writes, “If other alums find
themselves in Chicago, look me up!”
Mindy Eng embarked on a series
of cultural travel experiences in Japan,
Morocco, and Portugal. In Japan she
harvested Okinawan sea grapes, learned
to play the sanshin (a local instrument
similar to a banjo), and pounded mochi
with a local farmer while sharing stories
over homemade snake wine. In Morocco
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she cooked a traditional feast with a
local family. Mindy writes, “If you’re not
happy with your job, I encourage you to
make your vision a reality by opening
your own company, freelancing, traveling, or trying new experiences while
looking for that next step. Resigning is
not the end, but the beginning of many
amazing opportunities.”
Jason Scott finished his MBA at
Stanford and is a venture capitalist
at Highland Capital in the Bay Area.
He is also following his passion for
community building and event planning by incorporating his first events
company. Jason’s first major event in
2017, FactionSF, will focus on bringing together local young innovators
involved in food, health, fashion and
beauty, media, or entertainment. I
know there are quite a few of you out
in the Bay Area, so please check it out!
–Victoria Lo, secretary, tel: 415-8454028; e-mail: victorialo@alum.mit.edu.

2011
Please send news for this column
to Teresa Giblin, secretary, e-mail:
teresagiblin@alum.mit.edu.

2012 

5th Reunion

Connie Chan recently left Evernote,
where she was a software engineer
for four years, to join Roche. She will
continue to do software development
but will be working on a new oncology informatics platform that will help
oncologists provide better patient care.
The class would love to hear your
latest news, so please drop us a line!
–Kimberly Q. Li, secretary, 1512
Spruce St., Apt. 607, Philadelphia,
PA 19102; tel: 908-307-6230; e-mail:
kqli@alum.mit.edu.

2013
Isaac Evans started work as an entrepreneur-in-residence at Redpoint
Ventures in Menlo Park, CA.
Bahar Shah left Microsoft to move
to New York and join an e-commerce
and targeted-marketing startup
called Bluecore.
John (“Sweet Tea”) Dorminy and
his wife, Georgina Dorminy ’14, have
moved, with three-year-old Kale and
one-year-old Rahel, to Travelers Rest,
SC, near Greenville. Sweet Tea and
Georgina have purchased a 10-acre
farm where they plan to heal, raise
vegetables, and pasture animals. They
intend to stay for a long time.
Please send updates!
–Elise Stave, secretary, e-mail:
estave@alum.mit.edu.

2014
Maria Cassidy is a manager at Restaurant Associates/Wolfgang Puck
and frequently works in the museums of Boston, curating events. She
is finally comfortable with not wanting to use her degree and instead uses
her problem-solving skills to look at
social issues. She joined the Philanthropy Connection to network and
learn, and she is giving herself time
to be a transitioning person, a young
adult, and a quirky woman!
In 2016 Megan Cox’s company,
Amalie, launched four new products—the first time they’ve launched
anything since she created Wink in her
Burton-Conner dorm room in 2013.
She launched Shine, for fading dark
spots; Rewind, an anti-aging face
oil (part of the Farm to Face collection); Calm, for eczema (part of Farm
to Face); and Clarity, for adult acne
(part of Farm to Face). The Farm to
Face collection is a group of locally,
organically grown and extracted oils
that launched in September.
Colleen Loynachan will be completing her PhD in materials science
at Imperial College London on a Marshall scholarship, and she has adopted
two kittens. Christine Sowa is excited
to visit her (and the cats!).
–Christine Sowa, e-mail: csowa@
alum.mit.edu.

2015
Please send news for this column to
Quynh Nguyen, tel: 714-260-5416;
e-mail: qpnguyen2307@gmail.com.

2016
Please send news for this column
to Hannah Pang, e-mail: hpang@
alum.mit.edu.

Course 1
(Civil and Environmental
Engineering)
From Tzuyang Yu, MEng ’02, PhD
’08: “After being promoted to associate professor at UMass Lowell in 2014,
I’ll now provide more services to my
department (civil and environmental
engineering) by serving as associate
chair and doctoral program coordinator. My research projects (supported
by the National Science Foundation,
the U.S. Department of Transportation,
and the Air Force Research Laboratory)
have been keeping me pretty busy, but
there is always more to accomplish as
long as there is passion. On a different
note, I went to Hong Kong and Taiwan to have two small reunions with
www.technologyreview.com
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Course 1 graduates. In Hong Kong I
met Denvid Lau, PhD ’12, at CityU
with his research group. In Taiwan I
met Shu-Wei Chang, PhD ’14, and YoMing Hsieh, PhD ’04, at National Taiwan University. It’s good to know that
many Course 1 graduates are doing well
in academia around the world.”
After six years in Paris working
in the nuclear industry, Mehdi Ben
Abda, SM ’10, moved to Dubai last
January to start a new position as business development director within Airbus Group for Africa and the Middle
East. He looks forward to reconnecting with MIT alums in the region.
As part of a restructuring of Jacksonville University’s top leadership, Donnie Horner, SM ’85, has been named
senior vice president for university and
academic affairs, as well as provost and
acting chief academic officer. He holds
an MA and a PhD from Stanford and a
BS from the U.S. Military Academy. In
addition to his full professorship at Jacksonville University teaching master’s
and doctoral courses at the Davis College of Business, Donnie has taught at
Christopher Newport University, Stanford, West Point, the Naval Academy, the
Naval Postgraduate School, and the University of Maryland. He also taught at
Penn State, where he served as associate
professor and director of the Engineering Leadership Development Program.
As an Army officer, Donnie commanded units at the platoon, company, and battalion levels and served
extensively overseas, including during
conflicts in Panama and Bosnia. As an
assistant professor at West Point, he
was appointed to serve on President
Clinton’s joint interagency working
group to investigate sexual orientation
and military service. He has published
widely, served as Jacksonville University’s chief athletics officer, represented
the university as Jacksonville’s first
education commissioner, and served
as the university’s chief government
and community affairs officer. He sits
on the board of directors for the Jacksonville Children’s Commission and
has instructed for the Jacksonville
Regional Political Leadership Institute, the statewide Connect Florida
leadership academy, and the Jacksonville Jaguars. The Jacksonville
Business Journal honored him with
its inaugural Veterans of Influence
award in 2014.
In his new role, Donnie will oversee the school’s four colleges, deans,
the associate provost, the Public
Policy Institute, the Marine Science
www.technologyreview.com
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Research Institute, academic advising,
the registrar, curriculum, faculty, and
accreditation management. In addition, he will have responsibility for the
library, institutional research, grants
and sponsored research, international
programs, academic technology, and
the Division I athletic program.
William Ballance Akers, SM ’48,
passed away on Aug. 27, 2016. He was
born in Nashville on Aug. 11, 1925.
After serving in the Navy and obtaining undergraduate degrees in engineering at the University of Oklahoma
and at Vanderbilt University, he came
to MIT for an SM in soil mechanics.

Course 3
(Materials Science and
Engineering)
Kathryn Dannemann, PhD ’89,
a principal engineer in Southwest
Research Institute’s Mechanical Engineering Division, has been selected to
the 2016 class of ASM International
Fellows. ASM International is the
world’s largest association of metalscentric materials scientists and engineers, with approximately 25,000
members worldwide. The honor is
bestowed on members “in recognition
of their distinguished contributions
to materials science and engineering.”
The 2016 fellows were formally recognized at the ASM International annual
awards dinner Oct. 25 in Salt Lake City.
Kathryn, who joined the SwRI
staff in 1996, has more than 30 years
of experience in materials engineering, with expertise in the mechanical behavior of materials in extreme
environments (temperature, strain
rate) and the interactive effects of
microstructure and processing on
materials performance. For the past
several years, her work has focused
on the dynamic behavior of materials
for a variety of military, defense, and
space-related applications. She has a
long association with ASM International and serves as a trustee. She is
a member of the ASM International
Materials Reviews Committee and the
Materials Properties Database Committee and is education chair for the
Alamo chapter of ASM International.
In addition, Kathryn is presidentelect of the Society for Experimental
Mechanics and chair of its Technical
Activities Council; an associate technical editor of the Journal of Dynamic
Behavior of Materials; and a member
of the Society of Women Engineers,
Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Alpha Sigma
Mu, and the Minerals, Metals and

Materials Society. She received her
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
materials engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Raj N. Singh, ScD ’73, is the
recipient of the 2016 Albert Sauveur
Achievement Award of ASM International. Established in 1934, the award
recognizes those whose pioneering
achievements have led to significant
advancements in the materials science
and engineering field. His outstanding
contributions to the field were also recognized in 2015 when he was inducted
as a fellow of the National Academy of
Inventors. This is a highly prestigious
professional distinction accorded to
academic inventors who have demonstrated a prolific spirit of innovation in
creating or facilitating inventions that
have made a tangible impact on quality of life, economic development, and
the welfare of society. Raj’s inventions
have been used in the development
of products such as ceramic matrix
composites for more efficient aircraft
engines, more powerful sodium-sulfur
batteries utilized for energy storage
systems, and novel electrolyte retainers and self-repairing glasses for molten carbonate and solid oxide fuel cells.
Raj is the Williams Companies Distinguished Chair Professor, the director
of the Energy Technologies Program,
and the head of the School of Materials
Science and Engineering at Oklahoma
State University. Before joining OSU in
2012, he worked at Argonne National
Laboratory, at a GE R&D center, and at
the University of Cincinnati. At OSU he
led the creation of the School of Materials Science and Engineering, which
offers MS and PhD degrees related to
advanced materials for energy technologies, nanotechnologies, electronics, medicine, and aerospace. Raj was
also honored with the award of OSU
Regents Professor in 2015. The title of
Regents Professor is bestowed to recognize a scholar or creative artist of exceptional ability who has achieved national
and international distinction. A nominee must be recognized by colleagues,
nationally and internationally, for past
and current unique contributions and
accomplishments in several areas within
the discipline. Raj has demonstrated
engineering leadership through his
scholarly activities (250 journal articles,
95 refereed reports, and 230 presentations), his pioneering inventions (27
granted patents), his role in graduating
25 students with MS and PhD degrees,
and his service on the editorial boards
of five international journals.

Course 4 (Architecture)
Matthew Bunza, MArch ’13, and his
firm, Metaamo Studios, have won the
Gold Prize in the Liang Sicheng Cup,
a global architectural ideas competition for a UNESCO World Heritage
Site in Kaiping, China. The design is
for the preservation and celebration
of Diaolou, a unique tower created by
local Chinese who had traveled abroad
and returned home to build with a mix
of Western and Eastern influences.
The competition was sponsored by
the Guangdong Housing and UrbanRural Department and supported
by Tsinghua University, Tongji University, and Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, among others. Metaamo’s
winning entry was one of nearly 200
received. Founded in 2014 out of MIT,
Metaamo is a process-driven, collaborative design practice working at
the intersections of building design,
urbanism, landscape, and ecology. The
firm is based in Portland, OR, but has
a presence in Hong Kong and Canada.
It is currently working with local communities and private clients in Oregon, Washington, California, Canada,
China, and the Marshall Islands.

Course 5 (Chemistry)
Marshall Fixman, PhD ’54, died on
Feb. 27, 2016, in Loveland, CO. Marshall earned a bachelor’s degree from
Washington University in St. Louis,
and after MIT he did a postdoctoral
fellowship at Yale. There he developed a molecular level theory of Rayleigh scattering by a simple fluid. At
that point, the U.S. Army intervened
in Marshall’s career; he spent most of
his service time at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, near Denver. In 1956 he
became an instructor at Harvard and
then spent a couple of years at the Mellon Institute. Because of his extraordinary talent, he moved directly into a
full-professor position in the Department of Chemistry at the University
of Oregon in Eugene, where he also
became the head of the newly created
Institute of Theoretical Science. At
Oregon Marshall formulated a novel
approach to the transport properties of
fluids near their critical points, which
became known as the mode-coupling
theory. A descendent of this theory is
still being used today to describe the
dynamics of glass-forming fluids.
After a sabbatical at Harvard, Marshall moved to Yale, where, together
with his student Jeffrey Skolnick, he
developed a theory for the electrostatic
persistence length of polyelectrolytes.
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Their work is the core of the OdijkSkolnick-Fixman theory, which is still
used today.
In 1979 Marshall and his wife,
Branka Ladanyi, joined the chemistry faculty at Colorado State University. Marshall focused on simulational
studies of polymeric fluids. He developed novel simulation methods that
allowed him to study relatively long
chains on what are now considered
very slow computers. In recognition
of his important scientific contributions, Marshall earned the title University Distinguished Professor. His
other major awards included the
American Chemical Society Award in
Pure Chemistry (1964), the American
Physical Society High Polymer Physics Prize (1980), and the American
Chemical Society Award in Polymer
Chemistry (1991). He was elected a
fellow of the American Physical Society (1962), the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences (1973), and the
National Academy of Sciences (1973).
Marshall taught and inspired several
generations of theoretical physical
chemists. He continually expanded
and improved physical theories and
mathematical techniques. His other
passions included hiking, photography, and politics. Perpetually analytical, he was a man of tremendous
intellect, practicality, and grace. He is
survived by his daughter Susan and son
Andrew. His wife of 41 years, Branka,
predeceased him by less than a month,
and his daughter Laura died in 2015.

Course 8 (Physics)
Rudolf W. Bauer, PhD ’59, passed
away on June 11, 2016, following a difficult struggle with Parkinson’s disease.
Rudy was born in Oestheim, Germany,
on Nov. 28, 1928. He had to take a train
to school in the famous medieval walled
city of Rothenburg ob der Tauber. He
graduated at the top of his class and
accepted a scholarship to study in the
U.S. at Amherst College. After earning his undergraduate degree in three
years, in 1952, he returned to Germany
for a master’s in physics at the University of Bonn. He met his future wife,
Margret, at the American embassy
swimming pool in Bonn, where she
was a swimming and water safety
instructor and he was a clerk accountant. Rudy saw that the U.S. was a hub
of physics and a country of optimism
and opportunity, so he headed to MIT
to study, research, and teach. He earned
a PhD in nuclear physics and served
as a professor of physics at MIT until
60

1965. He was then recruited to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
to contribute to the experimental physics programs taking place during the
height of the Cold War. Rudy loved
working at LLNL, where, for more
than 35 years, he was also involved
in mentoring graduate students and
colleagues, writing numerous scientific papers, and presenting at conferences. “He was the best boss I ever
had,” said one of his former coworkers.
Rudy left three children (Peter Bauer,
Dr. Andrew Bauer, and Barbara Bauer
Carlson), four grandchildren, three
great-grandchildren, and a sister.
Rudy’s wife, Margret, died in 2009.

Course 10
(Chemical Engineering)
Dan Ellig, SM ’81, was part of a team
of Honeywell UOP scientists named
Heroes of Chemistry by the American
Chemical Society (ACS). They were
recognized for developing Honeywell’s
green jet fuel, which is made from
renewable sources—rather than petroleum—and meets or exceeds the most
rigorous jet fuel standards for performance. It burns cleaner than conventional jet fuel and can be blended with
petroleum-based jet fuel up to a 50/50
ratio. The Heroes of Chemistry program recognizes scientists whose innovative work in chemistry and chemical
engineering has led to commercial
products that benefit the world. The
winning teams in 2016 were recognized in a ceremony on Aug. 21 during the ACS’s 252nd national meeting
and exposition in Philadelphia.
Sami Atallah, CHE ’60, 85, of Beverly Hills, FL, passed away on July 6,
2016. He was born in Beit Jala, Palestine, and raised in Bethlehem. He was
accepted into the Government Arab
College (at 11, he was its youngest student) and Rashidiyah College, both
in Jerusalem. He then taught at the
American Friends Mission School in
Ramallah before entering Lehigh University in 1950. At Lehigh he received
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in
chemical engineering.
Until Aug. 1, 1997, Sami was president and technical manager of Risk and
Industrial Safety Consultants (RISC),
which he established in 1983. After
Trinity Consultants acquired the firm
in 1997, Sami continued as a consultant until his retirement in 1999. Before
establishing RISC, he was the director
of the Environment, Safety, and Distribution Research Department at the Gas
Research Institute in Chicago; a senior
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consultant on fire and industrial safety
at Arthur D. Little in Cambridge, MA;
a senior research scientist at Factory
Mutual Research in Norwood, MA; an
associate professor of chemical engineering at Tufts University; and a visiting research fellow at the Fire Research
Station in Borehamwood, England. He
also served as a lecturer in mathematics and science at Bir Zeit College in
Jordan (1954–’56) and as a research
fellow at Princeton University (1957).
Sami’s areas of expertise included fire
and explosion technology, risk analysis, accident investigation, and naturalgas safety. He conducted numerous risk
assessments and gave risk management
training courses in the U.S., Kuwait,
Algeria, Italy, Spain, Mexico, Venezuela, Argentina, Abu Dhabi, Saudi
Arabia, and Brazil. His work has been
published extensively in professional
journals and texts.
Sami is survived by his wife, Faina
Lynn; daughters Lameece Gregorchik,
Nadia Innes, and Mona Johnson; their
husbands; grandchildren Timothy,
Lauren, Emily, and Ianhik; and greatgranddaughter Vanessa Johnson. He
also leaves five siblings.
Lou Shrier, SM ’60, is marking his
10th year of teaching energy geopolitics to graduate students at Columbia’s School of International and
Public Affairs. He regards teaching
as his third, and final, career. He has
lectured on international affairs and
international business at universities
in China, Russia, the Czech Republic,
Poland, and Angola. Lou tries to stay in
touch with former students working in
two dozen countries around the world.
When not teaching, he pursues his latest cause: development of the Arctic,
where global climate change is generating both threats and opportunities for
the region’s inhabitants. Last summer
Lou visited communities in Greenland
and the Canadian Arctic, and during
the fall he planned to exchange views
with other polar experts at an annual
conference in Iceland.
Joseph Polack ’43, ScD ’48, passed
away on Aug. 17, 2016. Joe received
his BS in chemical engineering from
Tulane in 1941. Following his graduation from MIT, he joined Esso (now
Exxon) Research Laboratories in
Baton Rouge, LA, rising to become
director of the Baton Rouge labs. In
1970 he became head of the Chemical
Engineering Department at Louisiana
State University, where among other
accomplishments he revitalized the
Audubon Sugar Institute and became

its director. After retiring from LSU, he
formed a management consulting firm,
Top Management, and counted among
his clients many of the area’s entrepreneurs and small-business successes.
Joe’s civic activities included service
on the boards of the United Way and
Temple B’Nai Israel. While at LSU,
he was instrumental in getting statewide funding for the campus suicide
hotline to go community-wide; today
it’s known as the Crisis Intervention
Center, or just “the Phone.” In 2013
Joe was predeceased by his wife of
almost 70 years, Anne (Godchaux). He
is survived by his children, Robert and
Susan; their spouses; three grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren.
James McKee Ryan, ScD ’58, was
born on Feb. 20, 1932, and passed away
on Aug. 23, 2016. He grew up in Kenmore, NY, studied chemical engineering at the University of Michigan, and
spent most of his professional life working at Shell, Abcor, and Koch Industries
in industrial membrane separation, gas
processing plant technology, and refining processes. Jim had a never-ending
sense of curiosity and was a lifelong
learner. He was creative and inventive
and held several technical patents. He
was an Eagle Scout and a member of
the Order of the Arrow (the national
honor society for the Boy Scouts).
Jim was a devoted and supportive
parent, cheering at countless soccer
and Little League games and driving to
years of 5:30 a.m. swim practices. He
always loved the outdoors and shared
that with his children, taking them skiing, snowshoeing, camping, hiking,
and canoeing all over New England.
He was also an enthusiastic home gardener. In retirement he traveled the
world, on trips that took him to Japan,
Copenhagen, Portugal, Dijon, the Panama Canal, and other destinations. He
used his outstanding technical knack
to volunteer for the Pond Watch Program in Fort Myers, FL, specializing
in storm water ponds and erosion. He
enjoyed classical music and became
an avid cello player later in life. He
leaves behind his wife, Nicole; exwife BJ Winslow and their children
Kit, Geoff, Greg, Susan, and Loralee;
and five grandchildren.

Course 11 (Urban Studies
and Planning)
Dvora Yanow, PhD ’82, has been
awarded a fellowship at the Käte Hamburger Kolleg/Centre for Global Cooperation Research in Duisburg, Germany,
which is affiliated with the University of
www.technologyreview.com
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Duisburg-Essen. Until March 31, she
will be there as a senior fellow, working
on a book on racial and ethnic categories and immigrant integration policy.
Danielle Martin, MCP ’09, is a
coauthor of Start Making! A Guide
to Engaging Young People in Maker
Activities. She wrote the book with
MIT Media Lab alumni Alisha Panjwani and Natalie Rusk as part of their
work at the Clubhouse Network (part
of Boston’s Museum of Science) and
the partnership with the MIT Media
Lab Lifelong Kindergarten group,
MAKE Media, and Intel.
In August 2016 Noah Schneiderman, MCP ’02, SM ’02, joined the
Trustees of Reservations as chief financial and administrative officer, overseeing finance, investments, human
resources, technology, risk management, and outside counsel. The
Trustees is a nonprofit organization
that preserves and cares for some of
Massachusetts’s best natural, scenic,
and cultural sites, encompassing more
than 26,000 acres of working farms,
landscaped and urban gardens, community parks, barrier beaches, forests,
campgrounds, inns, and historic sites.
Since 2007 Noah had worked at the
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in
Boston, starting as chief financial and
administrative officer and serving more
recently as chief administrative officer,
overseeing all operational departments.
He led the museum’s financial operations during a period of extraordinary
growth, securing the first tax-exempt
bond issuance for the museum’s new
building and overseeing marked but
sustainable growth to its operating
budget and capital program.
Before joining the Gardner, Noah
was the founder of NRS Consulting, a
financial and data management consulting firm in Boston, with clients
including leading area banks, hospitals, universities, and the Gardner
Museum. Before that, he served as
the capital finance manager for the
Massachusetts State College Building Authority, where he was responsible for managing financial activities
including capital and operating plans
and budgets and debt offerings. Noah
is a graduate of Dartmouth College
with a dual degree in geography and
studio art. He lives in Needham, MA,
with his wife and three children.

Marina Alberti, PhD ’92, had a
book published last summer by the
University of Washington Press. Cities That Think Like Planets advances
strategies for planning a future that
may look very different from the present, as rapid urbanization could tip the
Earth toward abrupt and nonlinear
change. Marina’s analyses of various
hybrid ecosystems, such as self-organization, heterogeneity, modularity,
multiple equilibria, feedback, and
transformation, may help humans
participate in guiding the Earth away
from inadvertent collapse and toward
a new era of planetary coevolution and
resilience. You can find a video about
the book and a link to an interview
with Marina at www.facebook.com/
uwnews/videos/1137118296380764/.
Colonel Francis J. Smith, SM ’54,
born in New York City, died on Feb. 8,
2014. He was 87. Frank served in the
U.S. Navy in 1945–’46. He received a BS
in engineering from the University of
Michigan in 1950 and entered the U.S.
Air Force in 1951, serving 30 years in
bioenvironmental and civil engineering
assignments. Among his awards were
the Legion of Merit, the Meritorious
Service Medal, the Vietnam Service
Medal, and the World War II Victory
Medal. Frank retired from the Air Force
in 1980 and then worked in consulting
positions in Northern Virginia before
retiring again in 1990.
Frank ushered at St. Bede Catholic Church in Williamsburg, VA, for
15 years. During the 1990s he coördinated the local AARP Tax Aide
program, preparing tax returns for
the elderly and people with limited incomes. He also volunteered
at Jamestown Settlement and was
a member of the Colonial Capital
Kiwanis. Frank’s wife, Peggy, died in
2009. He is survived by his children,
Ellen Willard, Brian Smith, Joan Santoro, Maureen Chappell, Susan Smith,
and Mark Smith; seven grandchildren;
and two great-grandchildren.

Course 13
(Ocean Engineering)
Dean Alden Horn, NE ’49, passed away
on July 13 in North Carolina, where
he had lived for 25 years. He was 95.
Born in Hay Springs, NE, he graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy in
June 1943. He served as a submarine

officer on both the USS Porpoise and
the USS Carp, earning a Silver Star for
“conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity
in action.” In 1945 Dean began graduate studies at MIT in naval architecture
and marine engineering. After MIT he
became an engineering duty officer and
served at seven different commands
throughout his 27-year Navy career.
His final two years of active duty were
as commanding officer of the Naval
Administrative Unit at MIT, where he
led the Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps unit and taught the student
officers taking the graduate course to
become naval engineers.
In 1970 Dean accepted the position of executive officer at the MIT Sea
Grant College Program. He was part
of the team that led MIT Sea Grant
to receive college program status, the
highest designation available in the
Sea Grant network, in 1976. Shortly
thereafter, he was named the director
of MIT Sea Grant, a post he held until
July 1982. In recognition of his extensive work with undergraduate marine
education, his pursuit of excellence,
and his tireless application to research,
an award was established in his name.
The Dean Horn Award is presented
yearly, along with a $1,000 stipend, to
an undergraduate student who demonstrates excellence in design and execution of marine research as well as the
ability to clearly communicate results.
After leaving MIT Sea Grant, Dean
became the executive officer for two
international Arctic research programs, the Marginal Ice Zone Experiment and the Coordinated Eastern
Artic Experiment. In 1992 he retired
to New Bern, NC, where he lived the
rest of his life with his wife, Sharon.

Course 15 (Management)
John (Jack) R. Thomas, SM ’67, died
of natural causes on Aug. 18, 2016. He
was 80. He was born in Plainville, CT,
and was valedictorian of his high school
class, as well as class and school president. In addition, he was the recipient
of several “superlative” awards. Jack
played clarinet and saxophone and was
a member of the Connecticut All-State
band. He attended Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute on a Union Carbide
academic scholarship. He was president of the Theta Chi fraternity, a member of the Glee Club, and a recipient of

the Phalanx award, the highest honor a
Rensselaer student can achieve.
Upon graduation from RPI, Jack
joined IBM in Poughkeepsie, NY, as
a manufacturing engineer. He also
directed the IBM mixed chorus. After
MIT he returned to Poughkeepsie and
IBM in 1967 and became head of manufacturing engineering. Jack retired
from IBM in 1993 and taught business courses at Bryant, Babson, Nichols, Becker, and Bentley Colleges. He
was also president of an import/export
company in the Philippines, where he
led the company band every morning
in the prayer regimen.
A true Renaissance man, Jack loved
music, woodworking, leatherworking,
poetry, and history. He was an avid
reader and enjoyed good food and entertaining his friends at home. A talented
piano player, he could sight-read almost
anything. He often accompanied his
children when they competed in music
festivals, and later in life he enjoyed
singing with the Salisbury Singers. He is
survived by his wife, Raya Reitblat; children John, Mark, and Karen; a stepson,
Mark Reitblatt; and 11 grandchildren.

Course 16 (Aeronautics
and Astronautics)
After six years in Paris working in the
nuclear industry, Mehdi Ben Abda,
SM ’10, moved to Dubai to start a
new position as business development director within Airbus Group
for Africa and the Middle East. He
looks forward to reconnecting with
MIT alums in the region.
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Puzzle Corner

T

his being the first issue of a calendar year, we again offer
a “yearly problem” in which you are to express small integers in terms of the digits of the new year (2, 0, 1, and
7) and the arithmetic operators. The problem is formally stated
in the “Problems” section, and the solution to the 2016 yearly
problem is in the “Solutions” section.

Problems
Y2017. How many integers from 1 to 100 can you form using the

digits 2, 0, 1, and 7 exactly once each, along with the operators
+, −, × (multiplication), / (division), and exponentiation? We
desire solutions containing the minimum number of operators;
among solutions having a given number of operators, those using
the digits in the order 2, 0, 1, 7 are preferred. Parentheses may
be used; they do not count as operators. A leading minus sign,
however, does count as an operator.
J/F 1. Another hexominoes problem from Richard Hess and

Robert Wainwright. You are to design a connected tile so that
five of them cover at least 93 percent of the area of the hexomino
below. The tiles must be identical in size and shape and may be
turned over so that some of them are mirror images of the others.
They must not overlap each other or the border of the hexomino.

1 = 2610
2 = 2 + 016
3 = 2 + 610
4 = 20 − 16
5 = 60/12
6 = 10 + 2 − 6
7 = 210 + 6
8 = 2 × (10 − 6)
9 = 2+0+1+6
10 = 2 × (0 − 1 + 6)
11 = 10/2 + 6
12 = 60 × 12
13 = 20 − 1 − 6
14 = 20 − 1 × 6
15 = 20 + 1 − 6
16 = 26 − 10
17 = 102/6
18 = 2 + 0 + 16
19 = 20 − 16

20 = 120/6
21 = 20 + 16
22 = 10 + 2 × 6
25 = 20 − 1 + 6
26 = 20 + 1 × 6
27 = 20 + 1 + 6
29 = 60/2 − 1
30 = 10/(2/6)
31 = 60/2 + 1
32 = (2 + 0) × 16
35 = 210/6
36 = 20 + 16
37 = 1 − 0 + 62
39 = 60 − 21
40 = (6 − 2) × 10
41 = 61 − 20
46 = 10 + 62
48 = 60 − 12
49 = (6 − 0 + 1)2

52 = 62 − 10
53 = 106/2
54 = 26 − 10
57 = 60 − 1 − 2
58 = 601 − 2
59 = 60 + 1 − 2
60 = 60 × 12
61 = 60 − 1 + 2
62 = 2 + 10 × 6
63 = 60 + 1 + 2
64 = ((2 + 0) × 1)6
65 = (1 − 0) + 26
72 = 60 + 12
74 = 10 + 26
80 = 160/2
81 = 20 + 61
94 = 102 − 6
96 = 102 − 6
100 = 20 × (6 − 1)

S/O 1. Phillip Davis (and Lady Luck) solved Rocco Giovanniello’s

“rudimentary H-array” winks problem with (3,3) initially empty.
I denote moves as (row, column)-to-(row, column). Davis writes:
“From the symmetry, if there is a solution there is at least one
additional as a mirror image of each move. It is also obvious that
the last move must be either (3,1) − (3,3) or (3,5) − (3,3). Working backward from the last move seemed as difficult as forward
from the first, so I started forward. I got lucky on my second try!
Moves #11 and #13 may be interchanged, as may #16 and #18,
leading to at least three additional solutions, but life is brief.”

J/F 2. Richard Bronowitz offers this radar detection problem.

Assume that a radar has a detection threshold requiring at least
nine successful pulse returns out of 10 successive pulses. Furthermore, once an object is detected, it remains detected—i.e., there
are no lost contacts. The probability that a pulse is successfully
detected is p, and pulse results are independent. What is the
probability of detection given N total pulses?

Speed Department
David Dewan wants you to express the following equation as a
timely cheerful greeting.

Y=

logAE + logA

WN + RAY
H

P2

Solutions
Y2016. Burgess Rhodes had fun with this one. His solution for
the stated problem follows. He then sent solutions for each year
in MIT’s first century (1861–1960), its second century, and its
third century. Finally, I have placed his report ‘‘Counting UNEs’’
on the Puzzle Corner website (a UNE is an unsimplified numerical expression).
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1: (3,1) − (3,3)
2: (1,1) − (3,1)
3: (1,2) − (3,2)
4: (2,4) − (2,2)
5: (4,3) − (2,3)
6: (3,1) − (3,3)
7: (2,3) − (4,3)

8: (3,5) − (3,3)
9: (1,5) − (3,5)
10: (4,3) − (2,3)
11: (2,2) − (2,4)
12: (5,4) − (3,4)
13: (3,5) − (3,3)
14: (1,4) − (3,4)

15: (3,4) − (3,2)
16: (5,1) − (3,5)
17: (3,1) − (3,3)
18: (5,5) − (3,5)
19: (5,2) − (3,2)
20: (3,2) − (3,4)
21: (3,5) − (3,3)

S/O 2. Joseph Horton’s diagram illustrated a circle O touching
a right angle at point P. Horton wanted to know the area of the
shaded region. How about the special case where Θ = 45°?
www.technologyreview.com
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Puzzle Corner
The integral becomes

P

1

H = L ∫ au2 + c du

O R

0

O

After integrating the above, we obtain
H/L = [ (u/2) au2 + c + (c /2 a) log (u a +

au2 + c ) ]

1

0

Evaluating at u = 0 and u = 1 gives
Zoltan Mester answers both questions.
E

G
D

B

A

H/L = (1/2) 1+(4 A /L) 2+ [1/8 ( A / L )] log (4 A/L+ 1 + (4 A / L)2 )
F

We can iterate the last equation to find a value of A/L such that
H/L = 2. To five significant figures that value is A/L = 0. 81722.

C

R

O

Better Late Than Never

O

H

OA = OG = OH = CD = R
AB = OB − R = R/cosΘ − R = R(1/cosΘ − 1)
OAD∆ ≈ ABE∆
AE = AB cosΘ = R(1/cosΘ − 1)cosΘ = R(1 − cosΘ)
AC = CD − AD = R − AD = R − R sinΘ = R(1 − sinΘ)
Area of ACEF rectangle = AC × AE = R2(1 − sinΘ) (1 − cosΘ)
When Θ = 450 area is a square
Area= R2 (1 − √2/2)2 = 0.08579 R2
This is the maximum area of such rectangles.
S/O 3. R. P. Mayor’s basket problem was not easy, and no one

produced a closed-form solution.
The following solution is from William Lemnios, who begins
by (mentally) plotting the parabola in a Cartesian coördinate
system where x varies from 0 to L and y varies from 0 to A. He
defines H as the length of the handle (parabola).
Since
dy = (4 A/L)(1 − 2x/L)dx
we have
dy2 = (4 A/L)1(1 − 2x/L)2dx 2
Since
dH2 = dx2 + dy2
we get
x=L/2

x=L/2

x=0

x=0

H = 2 ∫ dH = 2 ∫

1+(4 A/L)2(1−2x /L)2 dx

Integrals of this form can be found in several tables of integrals, with the following results:
∫ au2 + c du = (u/2) au2 + c + (c/2 a) log (u

a+

au2 + c )

For our problem u = 1 − 2 x / L , du = −(2 / L ) dx , a = (4
A / L )2 , and c = 1. When x = 0, u = 1 and when x = L/2, u = 0.
www.technologyreview.com
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S/O speed. Many readers pointed out (politely) that I mis-worded
the solution. The maximum value is e 1/e, which occurs at x = e.
In addition, I should have limited the problem domain to x > 0.
David Kessel wrote:
Seeing this in the Speed Department of the recent issue of
MIT Technology Review reminded me of my own encounter with
the problem in about 1949. It occurred in a calculus final for a
class run by Gordon Raisbeck, who was otherwise noted for having married one of Norbert Wiener’s daughters. I had somehow
missed seeing the final problem, and with minutes left before
time ran out, I took a guess that the answer had to be more than
2 and perhaps a bit less than 3, so the number e seemed reasonable. To explain why I had omitted the intermediate steps, I
claimed that I had a simple proof but that there was not enough
space left to write it down.
Raisbeck left this answer unscored but added a ‘‘See me’’
comment. He was, as I recall (with some vagueness since this is
almost 70 years later), not entirely amused but decided to give
me half credit or 1/e, whichever was greater. I settled for half.

Other Responders
Responses have also been received from R. Bator, R. Bird,
P. Cassady, M. Chartier, E. Collins, B. Daniel, A. Esler, E. Field,
R. Ganapathi, M. Gerardi, D. Goldfarb, P. Gottlieb, R. Goutte,
A. Hirshberg, H. Hodara, D. Katz, P. Kramer, J. Mackro, J. Marlin,
T. Mita, R. Morgan, E. Nelson-Melby, A. Ornstein, T. Palmer,
J. Prussing, R. Ragni, B. Rhodes, A. Sezginer, I. Shalom,
J. Shapiro, R. Shapiro, P. Sherwood, E. Signorelli, J. Steele, A. Stern,
M. Strauss, T. Tamura, M. Thompson, R. Vale, S. Vatcha, M. Weiss,
T. Weiss, B. Wells, J. Wrinn, T. Yen, and S. Young.

Proposer’s Solution to Speed Problem
HAPPY = NEW + YEAR
Send problems, solutions, and comments to Allan Gottlieb, New York
University, 715 Broadway, Room 712, New York, NY 10003, or to
gottlieb@nyu.edu. For other solutions and back issues, visit the Puzzle
Corner website at cs.nyu.edu/~gottlieb/tr.
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Profiles in Generosity

David Tweed ’66
Melbourne, Florida
As an electrical engineering major at MIT,
David Tweed turned to music as the perfect complement to the rigor of his studies.
“MIT was challenging, but being a part of
the orchestra and the concert band kept me
grounded,” says Tweed, who plays the flute,
clarinet, and saxophone. He strongly believes
that exposure to the arts is important for a
well-rounded life. With this in mind, he is giving back to help MIT students find a balance
between their creative and technical sides.
After graduating, Tweed started working for the MIT Instrumentation Lab (now
Draper Lab), where he gained useful experience in business operations. He then switched
gears and worked on startups for the rest of
his career. But Tweed’s goal was always to get
back to music, which he had put aside for
27 years to focus on work. Upon retirement,
he joined a community band and was then
recruited by the International Flute Orchestra. He currently enjoys touring with the
group as a semi-pro musician.
Looking back at his time at MIT, Tweed
decided to give back to students who understand the value of a performing-arts education. His scholarship benefits students
concentrating on performing arts, as well as
first-generation students. “I’m happy to be
in a position where I can help someone who
otherwise might not have access to a firstclass education at MIT,” Tweed says. He is also
providing support for the student-organized
MIT Concert Band.
Please consider your own gift to MIT.
For information, contact David Woodruff:
617-253-3990; daw@mit.edu.
Or visit giving.mit.edu.
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